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Abstract 
The present study undertook to address two questions: (1) are there any age-
relatable relationships between the spoken and written syntax of adolescent 
students within a mainstream secondary school? (2) are there any relationships 
associated with the educational attainment of these students? 
To this end, the study analysed 180 pairs of spoken and written non-narrative texts, 
eliciting each such pair from students attending a mainstream English secondary 
school. This bespoke corpus was further designed so as to be balanced across 
three year groups (Year Seven, Year Eight, Year Nine) and two National Curriculum 
attainment levels (Level 4, Level 5). 
Syntactic packaging was chosen as the study’s analytical focus; defined here as 
comprising how clauses are combined via coordination and subordination. To help 
ensure a more in-depth analysis, an extended set of measures was employed, 
ranging from the general (e.g. the number of clauses per t-unit) to the more specific 
(e.g. the number of non-finite adverbial clauses per t-unit and per clause). 
So analysed, the study found that adolescent students at the present age and 
attainment levels can and do differentiate their spoken and written syntax, at least 
for these texts and these measures. It also found this differentiation to be something 
that varied according to the particular kind of packaging. Thus, for example, the 
spoken texts exhibited greater numbers of t-units per t-unit complex, together with a 
greater prominence of finite adverbial and post-verbal complement clauses. Thus, 
also, the written texts exhibited a greater overall prominence of non-finite clauses. 
And, thus, both modalities exhibited similar proportions of relative clauses. Finally, 
this differentiation was found to be developmentally static, with participants handling 
their spoken and written syntax for these measures in much the same way, 
regardless of their age or attainment level. 
Overall, these findings are interpreted in terms of the participants tapping into the 
differential production conditions of the two modalities but without necessarily fully 
exploiting these conditions. Furthermore, when placed in the context of the wider 
evidence base, the findings point to two general conclusions. Firstly, they indicate 
students at the present age and attainment levels to be at a stage where their 
syntactic output is in line with that of more mature discourse. Secondly, they indicate 
modality to be an aspect of student syntax that is characterised by a potentially high 
degree of sensitivity to the wider discourse context. 
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Introduction 
1.1 The Study of Student Language 
The present thesis details a corpus-based study of the developmental 
relationship between spoken and written Standard English syntax during the 
secondary phase of the curriculum for English within England. As such, it is a 
core premise of this thesis that empirical studies of student language can profit 
English curricula centrally concerned with enhancing linguistic ability (e.g. 
ACARA, 2014a, DfE, 2014a). Two considerations support this premise. 
Take the National Curriculum for England. Central to the current English 
programmes of study, the English curriculum on which the present study is 
specifically focused, are the various educational goals set out for students (DfE, 
2014a). Thus, for example, they must ‘acquire a wide vocabulary, an 
understanding of grammar and knowledge of linguistic conventions for reading, 
writing and spoken language’ (DfE, 2014a, p14). Thus, also, they must develop 
the ability to ‘write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language 
and style in and for a range of contexts, purposes and audiences’ (ibid, p.14). 
So considered, linguistics would seem of principled relevance through its 
capacity to both provide an accurate understanding of exactly what it is that 
students must learn, and to do so in an educationally constructive manner. 
Thus, for example, to require that students learn to use Standard English (DfE, 
2014a), the variety of English on which the present study is also focused, is 
surely to presume we have a characterisation that captures the nature of this 
English. It is also to presume that this characterisation does so in a manner 
which makes sense to teacher and student. How else could educators be 
expected to guide their students towards their various curricular ends? 
Nevertheless, though progress continues to be made regarding such a 
curricular framework, recent criticisms demonstrate it yet to be fully established 
(Andrews, 2005; Cajkler, 2004; Christie, 2010; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; U. 
Clark, 2010; Gregory, 2003; Hilton, 2001; Hudson, 2010; Mulder, 2011; Myhill, 
2008, 2009a; Paterson, 2010). As such, we remain faced with a 
counterproductive gap between linguistic theory and educational reality that has 
been noted for some 30 years now (Brookes & Hudson, 1982; Andrews, 2005; 
Hudson, 2010; Pullum, 2010; Riddle, 1982).  
Introduction 
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In part, the present situation is no fault of linguists, educational policy often 
misunderstanding, misapplying, or ignoring otherwise sound theory (Cajkler, 
2004; Carter, 1996; Gregory, 2003; Paterson, 2010). A more telling criticism, 
however, traces itself to the differing demands of linguistics and education. 
Whilst the former is constrained to provide accurate theories of language, the 
latter is ultimately constrained to provide theories that are educationally apt. 
Logically distinct, the separate focus of these constraints is often such as to 
undercut any simple translation between the two worlds (Andrews, 2005; 
Brookes & Hudson, 1982; N. Chomsky, 1966; Hartwell, 1985; Hudson, 2010; 
Stubbs, 1986). Indeed, one need only glance at the technical treatments of 
language characteristic of the “generative” paradigm to note the potentially vast 
gap between the concerns of the classroom and those of the linguist. Thus, to 
give but one illustrative example, we find even an apparently straightforward 
sentence such as (1a1) being cogently analysed as (1a2): 
1a1. Mark tried to kiss himself  
1a2. tried’(self’kiss’(ana’(ana’mark’))(ana’mark’))mark’).1  
Hardly the most productive, let alone instructive, of examples for the adolescent 
student trying to get to grips with the demands of Standard English and its 
usage. 
Whilst there are many possible reactions to this state of affairs, one immediately 
available response is the more concerted pursuit of what might be termed an 
“educational” theory of language (Doughty, 1974; Stubbs, 1986). The explicit 
goal of this theory would be the provision of a linguistic framework more directly 
relevant to teacher and student. Such a response, at least in principle, would 
help avoid the translation problem noted above, the endeavour being to 
construct a theory derived from, and framed within, an educational context. 
Moreover, and with respect to the thesis at hand, such a response would surely 
look with some kindness on empirical studies of student language; these by 
definition providing analyses drawn from an explicitly educational context. 
Hence, they should offer a sounder basis for an English curriculum in which 
accurate characterisations of the language to be learned can be properly 
harmonised with those relevant to the classroom (Christie, 2010; Gregory, 
2003; Perera, 1984; Stubbs, 1986). Indeed, if we are to avoid the pitfalls of a 
                                                      
1 The example here has been adapted from Steedman (1996, p.26).  
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‘watered down academic linguistics course’ (Halliday, 1982, p.13), what better 
stalking horse could there be than a better understanding of student language 
itself? 
This leaves the second, and final, consideration. Suppose we take education to 
be a mere matter of final states, those that must be learned, such as the current 
English curriculum’s requirement that students learn to use Standard English 
(DfE, 2014a). It nevertheless remains plausible that sound policy and practice 
should still take into account the various present states of affairs regarding 
pupils’ abilities here. 
To see this, we need only imagine an educational system in which “grammatical 
accuracy” was the only aspect of learning anybody ever cared about and, 
further, that this notion of accuracy was clear and unproblematic. A reasonable 
question to then ask would be what grammatical criteria should actually be 
specified by the English curriculum for such a system. Plainly, it would make 
little sense to include points of grammar that no speaker of English ever 
mistook, even if such points were, in fact, constitutive of “accurate” English. 
Education, after all, is essentially concerned with intervention, a conceptually 
necessary aim of most educational acts being to bring about learning which 
would not otherwise occur within the desired time frame. It is presumably for 
this reason, for example, that no-one ever demands of students that they 
produce structure dependent WH-questions, even though such constructions 
are constitutive of Standard English (Berwick, Pietroski, Yankama, & Chomsky, 
2011). Structure-dependence being something native-speakers of English 
acquire reflexively and ubiquitously, this remains an aspect of Standard English 
that has required neither educational intervention nor curricular stipulation. 
Now, that the above thought experiment is no idle one is evinced by Myhill 
(2008), which draws attention to a particular governmental recommendation that 
applied to the (then) current curriculum for English. According to this 
recommendation, it is in Year Eight that students should be learning to package 
‘clauses into complex sentences’ (DfES, 2001, p.26). Myhill’s analysis, 
however, found that most of her Year Eight participants were already quite 
comfortable with this form of packaging. Even more interestingly, what she also 
found was that many were, in fact, a little too comfortable, such that they would 
be better directed towards learning when not to put such packaging to work. Her 
Introduction 
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findings, in other words, suggest the curricular recommendation to be more 
hindrance than help, being based on an ungrounded supposition regarding what 
students actually do with their syntax. So doing, Myhill’s findings demonstrate 
the second of the present study’s rationales for research into students’ actual 
linguistic states. Such research affords greater insight into what it actually 
means for students to be developing their use of Standard English, thereby 
supporting an English teacher’s ability to target those aspects that genuinely 
warrant their attention.2 
Put together, then, the foregoing two considerations make a reasonable prima 
facie case for the study’s core premise. That is, they mark out empirical studies 
of student language as a productive tool for enabling educators to better 
understand the nature of this language, as it is and could be. As such, they offer 
a definite potential for yielding the informative linguistic framework intuitively 
requisite for sound policy and practice. 
1.2 A Groundwork for the Thesis 
For some 30 years now, the curriculum for English within England has paid 
particular attention, both to the enhancement of student language, and to the 
more interesting question of what such an enhancement might actually mean 
(DES, 1975, 1988, 1989; DfES, 2001; DfE, 2014a, 2014b). In this, it is not alone 
(ACARA, 2014a). 
In line with this attention has been the increasing consideration given to the role 
of “grammar” in a student’s development. Thus, for example, the explicit 
references to, and testing of, grammatical phenomena within the curriculum 
(DfE, 2014b; STA, 2012). Thus, also, the publication of additional documents 
either incorporating specific targets or offering general guidance on the nature 
of grammar and how to approach it within the classroom (DfES, 2001; DfE, 
2014b; QCA, 1998, 1999, 2004). Finally, we have the burgeoning literature 
examining teachers’ conceptions of grammar and the merits (or otherwise) of its 
explicit teaching (Andrews, 2005, 2010; Andrews et al., 2004a; Andrews et al., 
2004b; Cajkler & Hislam, 2002; Carter, 1991, 1996; Goodwyn, 2011; Gregory, 
                                                      
2 For further arguments and studies in support of this rationale, as well as the point that 
it may only make sense to instruct students in a particular aspect of language once 
they have reached a certain threshold, see Andrews (2005), Carter (1991, 1996), 
Christie (2010), Christie & Derewianka (2008), Hudson (2009), Myhill, Jones, Lines, & 
Watson (2012), Kress (1994), Mulder (2011), Perera (1984), Richmond (1991).  
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2003; Hilton, 2001; Hudson, 2001; Jones, Myhill, & Bailey, 2012; Myhill, Jones, 
Lines, & Watson, 2012; Richmond, 1991). When it comes to the English 
curriculum, it seems, ‘grammar is firmly back on the agenda’ (Cajkler, 2004, 
p.5). 
Given this increased consideration, it is worth noting that the current curriculum 
for English frames itself in terms of two core beliefs regarding a student’s 
grammatical abilities here. Firstly, this ability is developmental; hence, the 
staged objectives detailed in DfE (2014a, 2014b; cf. ACARA, 2014a). Secondly, 
it should be split across (a minimum of) two domains; hence, the emphasis on 
both spoken and written English (DfE, 2014a, 2014b; cf. ACARA, 2014a). A 
student’s grammatical ability, in other words, is partially modelled as the 
developing grasp of distinct syntactic domains: the spoken and the written. 
At a general level, this curricular framework is plausible enough, not least given 
the evident, though qualified, support for both beliefs within the empirical 
literature.3 Indeed, adult speech and writing exhibiting distinct grammatical 
characteristics, the current framework is an intuitive one according to which 
students must master, and so perhaps be taught, these characteristics. 
Intuitive though it is, however, such a general framework does little by itself to 
clarify how students actually come to manage and master the syntax of spoken 
and written Standard English. Yet it is surely this sort of detail that is important if 
teachers are to help students achieve their full potential here (Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Perera, 1984; Stubbs, 1986). Indeed, to 
see this, we need only highlight how the framework is consonant with there 
being both an intricate developmental relationship between a student’s spoken 
and written syntax and there being no such relationship whatsoever. Critically 
for our purposes, neither of these variants would seem educationally neutral. 
Whilst the latter implies that teacher and student should treat speech and 
writing as entirely distinct, the former implies a more nuanced approach that 
varies according to the student’s particular developmental state. 
Interestingly, the current curriculum for English does offer some further detail 
here, suggesting a conceptualisation that assumes the presence of a more 
intricate developmental relationship between speech and writing. Thus, for 
                                                      
3 See section 2.2ff for full discussion and references here. 
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instance, we are told that key stage 2 students ‘should be beginning to 
understand how writing can be different from speech’ (DfE, 2014a, p.34). Yet 
we are also told that ‘[s]poken language continues to underpin the development 
of pupils’ reading and writing during key stages 3 and 4’ (DfE, 2014a, p.81).  
The difficulty, however, is that beyond a few of these more general statements, 
the current English curriculum has little to say about the specifics of any actual 
developmental relationship between a student’s spoken and written syntax. This 
is especially true when it comes to development during adolescence, the period 
of interest to the present study. In particular, the curriculum offers little 
information regarding the details of any educationally-relevant grammatical 
patterns. These are patterns, for instance, that might mark different areas of 
English syntax as requiring different treatment, or patterns that might be 
sensitive to the particular developmental stage at which a student happens to 
be. Yet these are precisely the kinds of pattern which contemporary research 
suggests can play an important part in helping students maximise their linguistic 
potential (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008; Myhill et al., 2012). 
Indeed, this lack of developmental detail is further underlined when we note that 
the curriculum nowhere offers a clear specification of how English syntax that is 
specifically spoken differs from that which is specifically written. As such, it is 
unclear what the curriculum actually means when it talks of ‘distinguishing’ 
speech and writing (DfE, 2014a, p.48) or ‘knowing and understanding the 
differences’ between the two modalities (ibid, p.84). 
Evidently, at least as characterised above, the curriculum that teachers are 
tasked with implementing could do with some fleshing out. It is at this point, 
perhaps, that prior research ought conceivably to come into play, a natural 
resource for helping better specify the current English curriculum. 
Unfortunately, what a survey of the extant literature makes clear is the inchoate 
nature of the evidence base here, at least when it comes to the developmental 
relationship between spoken and written syntax during adolescence. Indeed, 
there are only a few studies directly relevant to better specifying the relationship 
during this period, with fewer still of local or contemporary origin. Further clear, 
moreover, is the problematic nature of the evidence itself, this such as to render 
Introduction 
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the findings difficult to integrate into a more precise and fully coherent 
developmental picture.4 
Set against the intuitive educational relevance of a more thoroughly specified 
English curriculum, therefore, such a base could reasonably be taken as 
argument enough for more concerted research here. Nevertheless, two further 
arguments can be brought to bear.  
The first is that this lack of research has not gone unnoticed, at least if recent 
critical commentary is anything to go by (Christie, 2010; Kemp, 2002; Mulder, 
2011; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Shanahan, 2006). Alongside the present grammar 
“agenda”, this wider awareness marks out the present context as particularly 
conducive and receptive to the kind of sustained research which this thesis 
seeks to help instantiate. Such research could constructively engage with the 
current agenda, offering insights into the grammatical phenomena which should 
hold our attention, not just within England but across English curricula generally. 
Perhaps the most cogent argument, however, is the substantive nature of the 
base itself.5 Indeed, despite its more problematic aspects, when duly 
considered, the evidential picture is seemingly one in which:  
i. there is a definite developmental relationship during the period of interest. 
Secondary-aged students not only differentially handle their spoken and 
written syntax, the handling itself exhibits developmental variation; 
ii. the relationship itself is complex and nuanced, varying according to the 
wider communicative context and the particular area of syntax under 
focus. 
In other words, though problematic, the extant literature nonetheless presents a 
compelling case for the principled existence of an authentic developmental 
relationship between the spoken and written syntax of adolescent students. It 
thereby marks out the secondary phase of the English curriculum as a 
productive space for further research.  
Indeed, viewed in sum, what defines the base is not so much any doubt as to 
the possibility of any developmental relationship. Rather, what we find is a lack 
of clarity and comprehensiveness that precludes a full understanding of the 
                                                      
4 See section 2.4.3 for full discussion of the more problematic aspects of the literature. 
5 See section 2.4.2 for discussion of these more positive aspects of the literature. 
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form (or forms) of this relationship. As such, both the positive and negative 
aspects combine to underpin the present study. Whilst the former highlights the 
substantive yet complex nature of an adolescent student’s modality-related 
syntax, the latter draws attention to the incomplete nature of both the evidence 
and our understanding here. The two aspects might differ in emphasis, but both 
make the case for further research. 
It is to this case that the present thesis is addressed, its overall purpose being 
to better understand the nature of modality-related development during the 
secondary phase of the English curriculum. So doing, it should constitute a 
further step towards the sort of framework that has been argued vital if teacher 
and student are to make the most of the English classroom (Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008; Perera, 1984; Stubbs, 1986). 
1.3 Statement of the Thesis 
Prompted by the current state of affairs, the present thesis sought to analyse 
the developmental relationship between spoken and written Standard English 
syntax within the context of the secondary phase of the English curriculum.6 To 
this end, it undertook a corpus-based study of the spoken and written Standard 
English syntax to be found within a mainstream English secondary school. 
Targeting the syntax of those 11-14 year olds assessed at Levels 4 and 5 of the 
English curriculum (QCA, 2007), the general aim was to determine the extent to 
which such syntax is marked by any notable modality-related development. 
More specifically, the intention was to provide some empirical answers to the 
study’s primary research questions, as set out in figure 1.1. 
                                                      
6 See sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, together with chapter four, for details as to how such 
syntax was specifically operationalised within the context of the present study. 
Research Question One (RQ1). Are there any age-relatable 
relationships to be found between the spoken and written syntax of 
adolescent students within a mainstream secondary school? 
Research Question Two (RQ2). Are there any relationships that are 
associated with the educational attainment of these students? 
 
Fig 1.1 - The Primary Research Questions  
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Literature Review 
2.1 A Space for Syntax 
The first step in structuring an appropriate domain of study is to establish what 
we are to mean by syntax.7 Unfortunately, as even a brief review of the 
literature shows, this is not so obvious. Instead, what we find are a variety of 
approaches to syntax as a component of human language, approaches that are 
often (and to varying degrees) incompatible.8 Thus, for example, whilst some 
linguists advocate a purely structural approach to syntax (e.g. N. Chomsky, 
1975), others adopt one more broadly semiotic (e.g. Halliday & Matthiessen, 
2004). Thus, also, whilst some see syntax as biologically sui generis (e.g. N. 
Chomsky, 2000), others believe it irreducibly cultural (e.g. Tomasello, 2003). 
And thus, whilst some take words like “if” and “because” to be prepositions (e.g. 
Huddleston & Pullum, 2005), others class them as subordinators (e.g. Biber et 
al., 1999). 
Fortunately, however, despite these differences, the literature is at least in 
general agreement regarding the broad phenomenon to be accounted for. This 
agreement suffices to derive a minimal working definition of syntax and, 
thereby, mark this area out as a domain worth taking seriously.  
Fundamentally, then, syntax is held criterially responsible for two defining 
features of human language. The first is that only certain sequences of words 
can be put together. The second is that the words within any such permissible 
sequences are intricately and non-superficially interrelated (e.g. Biber et al., 
1999; Cameron, 2007; Carter & McCarthy, 2011; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; 
Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Hudson, 2009; McCawley, 1998; Quirk, 
Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1980).  
                                                      
7 Unless otherwise noted, the terms syntax and grammar will throughout be used 
interchangeably. This is not strictly accurate, of course, most reference works taking 
grammar to further comprise word structure, or morphology (Biber et al., 1999; Carter & 
McCarthy, 2011; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). For present purposes, 
however, such an equating poses no substantive concerns. References to syntax 
should therefore be construed as references to grammar, and vice versa.  
8 To name a few: Cognitive Grammar, Categorial Grammar, Construction Grammar, 
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, Lexical Functional Grammar, Role & 
Reference Grammar, and Systemic-Functional Grammar. See Heine & Narrog (2010) 
for useful summaries of many such frameworks. 
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Thus, it is a matter of syntax that (Standard British) English affords the 
sequence “syntax is responsible for two defining features of human language” 
but not “human two syntax language responsible features defining of is for”. It is 
also a matter of syntax that the italicised words in “syntax is responsible for two 
defining features of human language” are more closely integrated with each 
other than the rest of the utterance. Hence, the fact that we can exchange this 
italicised sequence for a single word to yield “syntax is criterially responsible for 
them”.9 
As such, syntax in large part underlies how the words of a language may be 
combined into wider patterns. Correspondingly, it is an individual’s syntactic 
knowledge that underlies their capacity to combine words so as to linguistically 
express their thoughts. To this end, both the language and its user classify such 
words into such syntactic categories (or parts of speech) as nouns and verbs, 
allowing them to be built into larger units generally described in terms of 
phrases and clauses (Biber et al., 1999; Carter & McCarthy, 2011; Huddleston 
& Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). Thus, the noun “tree” may combine with the 
determiner “a” and the adjective “syntactic” to form the noun phrase “a syntactic 
tree”. This noun phrase may then combine with the verb “built” to form the verb 
phrase “built a syntactic tree”, which may combine with the noun phrase “the 
linguists” to form the clause “the linguists built a syntactic tree”. Finally, this 
clause may in turn combine with another clause “to illustrate their point” to form 
the clause “to illustrate their point the linguists built a syntactic tree”. 
Accordingly, the present study will take syntax to comprise the permissible 
arrangements of words into clausal and phrasal patterns and relationships 
according to their particular part of speech. More specifically, it will take syntax 
to comprise the permissible arrangements of words into clausal and phrasal 
patterns and relationships according to their part of speech and according to the 
conventions of Standard British English (Biber et al., 1999; Huddleston & 
Pullum, 2005). So framed, there are three things to note regarding this minimal 
working definition. 
First, the definition is such that it does not explicitly engage with certain wider 
theoretical issues. Specifically, it does not engage with the issue of whether 
syntax is biological or cultural in nature. Furthermore, it does not engage with 
                                                      
9 For convenience, “Standard British English” will generally be referred to as “English”. 
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whether syntax is innate or learned, and with whether this domain comprises 
any actual arrangements of words or to the rules enabling such arrangements. 
In each case, syntax can be approached and treated as both and as 
appropriate. The decision to adopt such a definition is deliberate, allowing the 
thesis to operate within a conceptual apparatus that is usefully delimited without 
being overly restricted. 
Second, the notion of “permissibility” employed here goes beyond the reductive 
sense embodied in the common-or-garden notion of “correctness”. It does, of 
course, include this sense, covering the obligatory nature of such syntactic 
features as agreement (2a): 
2a. *He love syntax 
At the same time, it is intended to capture a wider sense of syntax as a system 
that makes available a set of possible arrangements for expressing one’s 
thoughts, none of which are per se obligatory (e.g. Biber et al., 1999; Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2004; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al. 1980). Thus, for 
example, the present notion also covers the fact that English allows a speaker 
to express a particular proposition using a number of different arrangements, all 
permissible: 
2b1. He shredded his copy of Gwynne’s Grammar with a wry smile 
2b2. With a wry smile, he shredded his copy of Gwynne’s Grammar  
2c1. He gave the class a syntax lesson 
2c2. He gave a syntax lesson to the class 
2d1. His favourite books were under the bed 
2d2. Under the bed were his favourite books  
Finally, couched in terms of clauses, phrases and parts of speech, the study’s 
working definition highlights the criterially formal dimension of syntax. Whilst 
perhaps counterintutive, this aspect is readily demonstrated by observing that 
syntactic categories are not directly reducible to any strict category of meaning 
(Pullum, 2009). Thus, for example, “hated” and “hatred” both refer to emotional 
states felt by one entity towards another. Yet the former is a verb and the latter 
a noun, and both are so categorised because of their formal characteristics; that 
is, their distributional and morphological properties. Hence, we cannot, at least 
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not in English, say something like “He hatred her”. It is not syntactically 
permissible. 
Note that this is not to claim that syntax has no relationship with meaning. 
Clearly, there must be some such relationship; otherwise, individuals could not 
use language to express their thoughts in the way they so clearly do. Rather, 
what this definition serves to highlight is that they are not the same thing. 
Thoughts must be expressed in words, and it is the syntactic classification of 
these words which minimally allows them to be combined in the ways allowed 
by, for example, English syntax. As such, it is more accurate to say that syntax 
and meaning represent distinct systems. These systems then interact as 
individuals seek to express themselves; an interaction that has been 
productively explored, for example, in the analyses of Systemic Functional 
Linguistics (Halliday & Mathiessen, 2004; Christie & Derewianka, 2008). 
So framed, we are in a position to see how the study’s working definition marks 
out a space for syntax. For what this framing highlights is the fact of syntax as a 
distinct component of linguistic knowledge, one necessary to account for certain 
actual properties of natural language. Hence, actual and distinct, syntax stands 
as a legitimate domain of study, something of which any complete theory of 
linguistic knowledge will have to take account. Indeed, that this is so would 
seem reinforced by this being one of the few things agreed upon by even such 
counterposed linguists as Chomsky and Halliday or Chomsky and Tomasello 
(N. Chomsky, 1975; Halliday & Mathiessen, 2004; Tomasello, 2003). 
Moreover, having marked out syntax as a legitimate domain of study, the 
present working definition further marks it out as one worth taking seriously. For 
what even a brief review makes apparent is the extent to which syntax forms a 
critical component, not just of language and language development generally, 
but of school-aged development in particular (e.g. Berman & Slobin, 1994; 
Christie & Deriwianka, 2008; E. Clark, 2011; Crain & Nakayama, 1987; Daiute, 
1984; F. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006; Ford & Holmes, 1978; Guasti, 2004; 
Hunt, 1965a; Levelt, 1993; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008; O’Donnell, Griffin, & 
Norris, 1967a; Perera, 1984; Scott, 1988, 2006; van Hell, Verhoeven, & van 
Beijsterveldt, 2008; Wagner, Jescheniak, & Schriefers, 2010; Wagner et al., 
2011). As such, there is a clear prima facie case for giving syntax serious 
consideration as a domain of educational research. 
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2.2 A Framework for Syntactic Development 
Of course, it is one thing to agree on language development having a syntactic 
basis; another to agree on developmental specifics. Here, as before, significant 
disagreement remains, not least regarding the cognitive architecture that 
actually allows for development to happen in the first place (Russell, 2004). 
Thus, whilst some linguists argue syntactic knowledge to be learned entirely 
from scratch (e.g. Tomasello, 2000), others argue substantive parts of this 
knowledge to be innate (e.g. Crain & Pietroski, 2001). 
Nevertheless, if we take spoken and written syntax to be ultimately a matter of 
language use, then a review of the literature highlights two broad distinctions as 
relevant for framing syntactic development here. The first is that between 
competence and performance. The second is that between formal knowledge 
and functional knowledge. 
2.2.1 Competence, Performance 
The first distinction draws on the insight captured in N. Chomsky’s early notions 
of competence and performance: 
We thus make a fundamental distinction between competence (the 
speaker-hearer’s knowledge of the language) and performance (the actual 
use of language in concrete situations).  
(N. Chomsky, 1965, p.4) 
Now, as the next section will argue, a full framing of syntactic development 
requires a more expansive sense of competence than Chomsky’s originally 
structuralist conception.10 Nevertheless, the core intuition remains a valuable 
one. It can also be illustrated using two examples.  
The first observes that, though we are all prone to the occasional syntactic 
error, we normally do not take these errors as demonstrating any fundamental 
ignorance of syntax. On the contrary, we naturally assume our underlying 
knowledge remains intact and treat the errors as slips of the tongue. As such, 
we quite naturally make the distinction called for. This is simply that our 
competence, what we know about syntax, need not match our performance, 
what happens when we use this knowledge on a particular occasion. In an ideal 
world, the two will be in sync; but the world is not ideal, and mistakes are made. 
                                                      
10 On which, see Taylor (1988). For a range of alternative interpretations of the original 
distinction, see Miller (1975). 
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That this distinction is more fundamental than mere tongue-slips, however, can 
be seen from a second example. Consider (3a): 
3a.  The boyN [that the girl kissed]1 wrote a poem. 
This is a fairly straightforward, grammatical English sentence, with the noun 
“boy” modified by the relative clause “that the girl kissed”. Consider, then, (3b): 
3b.  The boyN [that the girlN [that the man chased]2 kissed]1 wrote a poem.  
This is clearly a more difficult sentence to process; perhaps impossible for 
some, as (effectively) for me. Yet, for all its difficulty, (3b) is equally clearly in full 
accord with the core knowledge of every fully-developed speaker of English. 
After all, as (3a) demonstrates, to know English is to know that it licenses 
exactly this structure; one where a relative clause modifies a noun in subject 
position. All (3b) does is repeat the structure, this time modifying the noun “girl”: 
3a.  The boyN [that the girl kissed]1 wrote a poem. 
3b.  The boyN [that the girlN [that the man chased]2 kissed]1 wrote a poem.  
Hence, for a speaker to know that English syntax licenses (3a) is also for them 
to know that it licenses (3b). That is, both sentences can be properly 
understood as part of an English-speaker’s competence: they are part of what 
every such speaker knows about the structures licensed by the language. 
Despite this competence, however, (3b) remains manifestly difficult to perform, 
one virtually impossible for many individuals to actually construct as the 
occasion requires. Such difficulty, moreover, is no happenstance, research 
indicating cross-linguistic limits on the number of repetitions of this kind that can 
actually be produced (Karlsson, 2007). In other words, and unlike the odd slip-
of-the-tongue, (3b) showcases the robust manner in which competence and 
performance can come unstuck. It is a clear case where our syntactic 
knowledge remains robustly distinct from our capacity to use this knowledge. 
Considered more conceptually, the present distinction can be accounted for in 
terms of a single arching root. This root was noted by Chomsky himself, writing 
of an individual’s syntactic knowledge as 
unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory 
limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors (random 
or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual 
performance. 
(N. Chomsky, 1965, p.3; my emphasis) 
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The key phrase here is grammatically irrelevant, meaning that we can 
essentially think of competence as comprising all the specifically syntactic 
information stored within the particular mind of a particular individual. Minimally, 
this would be the kind of information that you would expect to find captured in a 
thorough reference grammar (e.g. Biber et al., 1999; Huddleston & Pullum, 
2005; Quirk et al., 1980). So far, so ideal. At some point, however, an individual 
might feel the need to actually make use of their grammatical storehouse; and it 
is at this point that considerations of performance apply. For, whatever a 
particular individual’s underlying syntactic competence, the actual production of 
syntactic material is unavoidably shaped by various performance factors. Such 
factors can be considered “grammatically irrelevant” in that they are explicitly 
non-linguistic in nature, instead applying to our syntactic knowledge during the 
moments in which we attempt to exercise this knowledge. 
In principle, of course, there can be any number of such factors: the high 
pressure nature of a situation, the tiredness of an individual, their temperament; 
even a stubbed toe. All can affect an individual’s overall capacity to draw on 
their particular syntactic knowledge on any particular occasion. One factor often 
highlighted, however, is what Ravid & Tolchinsky (2002, p.429; cf. Biber, 1988) 
term ‘on-line processing constraints’. Indeed, Karlsson (2007, p.389) himself 
refers to this very factor when discussing his earlier-noted findings on structural 
repetition. According to this factor, the finite capacity of the human mind is such 
that it limits the overall complexity of syntactic material which can actually be 
planned and produced at any particular point (Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; 
Daiute, 1981, 1984; Harley, 2001; Nottbusch, 2010; Nottbusch, Weingarten, & 
Sahel, 2007; van Hell et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2010). Focusing on this 
particular factor, therefore, for the present distinction to be pertinent we ought to 
find at least some developmental evidence consistent with its effect. 
And this is just what we do find, children’s syntactic output evincing a definite 
developmental distinction between their competence and their performance. 
Thus, for example, though young children show early knowledge of the English 
relative clause (Menyuk, 1969), the actual use of such clauses to modify a noun 
in subject position remains a late-developing phenomenon (Perera, 1984). 
Similarly, and more pertinently, it was not until late adolescence that Ravid & 
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Berman (2010) found their student partcipants to be producing written noun 
phrases that were significantly longer than their spoken noun phrases.  
Both examples have a natural account in terms of “on-line processing 
constraints”. Simply put, the greater the syntactic complexity of an utterance, 
the greater the processing resources required to plan and produce it; a feature 
that seems to be especially true of material produced in subject position 
(Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira, 1991; F. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006). 
In the case of Perera (1984), then, such relative clauses represent just the kind 
of complex syntax that we would expect older children to be better at performing 
thanks to the development of their wider cognitive resources (Fernandez & 
Cairns, 2011; Gathercole, 1999). Even more strikingly, in the case of Ravid & 
Berman (2010), we have the further suggestion of writing itself being a distinct 
performance-based factor. Specifically, many linguists have highlighted how the 
greater affordance of writing for planning and editing enables us to circumvent 
the processing constraints that hinder the production of equivalently complex 
spoken structures (e.g. Berman, 2008; Biber, 1988; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). 
As such, we would seem to have here a developmental finding that can be 
plausibly attributed to students becoming better at harnessing this extra-
grammatical affordance. The result is an expanding syntactic performance that 
yields comparatively longer written noun phrases. 
2.2.2 Formal Knowledge, Functional Knowledge 
The original Chomskyan conception construes competence as both “static” and 
“structural” (Taylor, 1988). It is “structural”, in being primarily concerned with the 
structural properties of utterances, these existing independently of any wider 
communicative purpose to which such structural knowledge might be put. It is 
“static”, in not being concerned with how particular syntactic structures are 
assembled during the real-time process of producing and comprehending 
syntactic material. Thus, two English-speakers would have the same 
Chomskyan competence, even if one believed relative clauses were only used 
to make statements and the other that they were only used to ask questions. 
Thus, also, two English-speakers would have the same competence, even if 
one built their relative clauses back-to-front and the other front-to-back. Call 
such competence, for present purposes, formal knowledge. 
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Clearly, such competence forms a critical part of anyone’s syntactic knowledge. 
To know English, after all, is surely to know the structure of subject-auxiliary 
inversions and to know that such inversions occur regardless of whether a 
question is asked or an exclamative made: 
4a.  That linguist was so awful  
4b1. How awful was that linguist? 
4b2. How awful was that linguist! 
It is also to know that relative clauses in Standard English must be introduced 
by a relativiser such as “that” when the relativised element occupies subject 
position (5a), but that such a relativiser is optional otherwise (5b):11 
5a. the man1 [that ___1 shot me]RC had grey hair 
5a1. *the man1 [___1 shot me]RC had grey hair 
5b.  the man1 [that I shot ___1]RC had grey hair 
5b1. the man1 [I shot ___1]RC had grey hair . 
Such a conception, moreover, has two benefits. First, it re-emphasises the 
formal basis of syntax highlighted in section 2.1. Thus, to know the syntax of a 
language, a person has to know its characteristic forms and structures; to know 
otherwise is simply to know a different language. Second, it helpfully isolates 
what we are here taking the domain of competence to be. This will be any type 
of rule-like information which an individual has mentally stored, whether 
implicitly or explicitly, and which requires framing in terms of the formal 
properties of a particular language. In the case of phonology, for instance, this 
would be information couched in terms of phonemes, syllables, and the like; in 
the case of syntax, such things as clauses, phrases, and parts of speech. 
Nevertheless, whilst we can take Chomsky’s original specification as 
prototypical of competence, subsequent literature has shown the need to 
expand this specification. Otherwise, we would be unable to account for the sort 
of linguistic information that individuals must also possess in order to actually 
use language in the way they do (e.g. Berman & Slobin, 1994; Berman, 1995; 
Biber et al., 1999; Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006; V. 
                                                      
11 Here, and throughout, I adopt the standard practice of using an asterisk (*) to mark 
utterances that are ungrammatical with respect to a particular language. I have also 
used an underscore (_) to mark the position of the relativised element, together with a 
numerical subscript to mark the element with which it is paired in the main clause. 
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S. Ferreira & Slevic, 2007; Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; Green, 1982; 
Halliday, 2002; Hymes, 1976; Johnstone, 2008; Levelt, 1993; Ravid & 
Tolchinsky, 2002; Romaine, 1986).  
Call such additional knowledge, by way of correspondence, functional 
knowledge; more-or-less that part of our grammatical storehouse which enables 
us to put our formal knowledge to work. Such knowledge can be thought of as 
two kinds: processing knowledge and expressive knowledge. The first 
comprises whatever further linguistic information is involved in parsing or 
producing syntactic material. As before, this information is also of an essentially 
structural nature, making no reference to any communicative purpose which 
might motivate the choice of a particular piece of syntax. Such an expansion is 
necessary since, as the literature indicates, the sort of “static” knowledge 
highlighted by Chomsky remains insufficient, in-and-of-itself, to account for the 
real-time processing of syntactic structure (e.g. Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. 
Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006; V. S. Ferreira & Slevic, 2007; Levelt, 1993). Thus, 
for example, a full detailing of a person’s competence would likely need to 
include various procedural rules, such as the instruction to build a certain verb 
phrase frame following the decision to use a particular verb (Levelt, 1993). It 
would also likely need to include information regarding a person’s degree of 
experience with various structures, the literature pointing to more familiar and 
more frequently used structures being more readily available (Fernandez & 
Cairns, 2011; Pickering & V. S. Ferreira, 2008). 
Having further expanded competence to include linguistic information of a less 
“static” nature, the present conception remains decidedly “structural”. That is, it 
covers only that knowledge which can be defined without considering the 
particular communicative force of a structure. Yet such considerations surely 
matter. After all, language use is criterially communicative, a tool for expressing 
attitudes, intentions, thoughts. Hence, to communicate using language means 
not only knowing a particular set of linguistic forms, it means knowing how these 
particular forms serve particular communicative ends (e.g. Berman, 2004a; 
Biber et al., 1999; Halliday, 2002; Hudson, 2005; Hymes, 1976; Levelt, 1993; 
Romaine, 1986). As such, it seems we need to expand our sense of 
competence to include a second kind of functional knowledge; that which 
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enables individuals to make meaningful use of syntactic structure. Call such 
knowledge, for present purposes, expressive knowledge.  
Thus, for example, it is part of an English-speaker’s expressive knowledge that 
it-clefts and wh-clefts characteristically express different informational 
presuppositions (Prince, 1978). And it is also part of this knowledge that both 
relative clauses (6a) and prepositional phrases (6b) can be used to further 
specify a nominal referent, despite each bearing distinct structural properties: 
6a. I lost the penN [which had a blue cap]RC 
6b. I lost the penN [with a blue cap]PP.  
So exemplified, we can think of the preceding examples as covering an 
individual’s core expressive knowledge: the range of meanings which a 
particular syntactic structure can be used to express. However, it is important to 
note that such knowledge extends beyond such “core” functions. Rather, to 
have expressive knowledge is also to know that certain forms are much more 
appropriate in certain contexts than others; that whilst we can use a particular 
form in a particular context, this does not mean we should. This is a point nicely 
illustrated by Green’s (1981) study of inversion structures.12 As Green’s own 
examples show, these are a kind of syntax which can serve a number of 
expressive ends. Yet they are also such that certain varieties exhibit a much 
greater appropriateness than others to the particular communicative context in 
which they appear. Indeed, to see this, we need only consider Green’s 
hypothetical example of such a structure as used within an academic paper: 
7. Not a response from a second grader did the researchers include in the 
ANOVAs [= Green’s example 47b, p.36]. 
Evidently, this example is both correct in form and clear in meaning. Equally 
evident, however, is the rhetorical oddness of this particular structure in this 
particular context. It is simply not the language one uses here, and we would 
surely think something awry in a person’s underlying knowledge of English were 
they to unthinkingly attempt (7) in real life. Hence, it seems we must make 
space within our expressive knowledge so as to account for the functional 
information which enables us to use syntax in ways that are especially 
calibrated to a particular communicative context. 
                                                      
12 Inversion structures here are essentially those where the subject of a sentence is 
postposed to some position after the verb, such as “into the room stepped the linguist”. 
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In sum, the present section has argued for a further distinction; this time, 
between formal knowledge and functional knowledge. Again, therefore, for the 
present distinction to be pertinent, we ought to find at least some developmental 
evidence of its effect. And, again, this is just what we do find, the evidence 
showing linguistic development to be characterisable in terms of children 
learning to associate old forms with new functions and old functions with new 
forms (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Christie & Derewianka, 2008). Thus, to give but 
one particular example, Berman & Slobin (1994) found their younger children 
tending to rely on a non-temporally marked possessive case (8a) in order to 
reference past information.13 The older children, on the other hand, were found 
to have also been employing relative clauses to this end (8b), with the adult 
participants even drawing on the pluperfect (8c): 
8a. … [the frog’s jar]PP 
8b. … [which was the frog’s]RC 
8c. … [where the frog had been]RC.  
What this kind of evidence shows, then, is that children treat their functional 
knowledge as something that is developmentally distinct from their formal 
knowledge. Moreover, that such a distinction is pertinent in the context of 
modality-related development is suggested by Berman (2008). Here, Berman 
found her elicited written non-narratives to be characterised by a more marked 
developmental increase in non-finite clause usage than either the spoken non-
narratives or the written narratives. As such, we have a finding that can be 
plausibly attributed to students learning that some contexts are more apt than 
others for exploiting the greater affordance of writing so as to draw more 
extensively on a certain type of clause. 
2.2.3 The Distinctions Combined 
Figure 2.1 and table 2.2, overleaf, summarise and bring together the various 
distinctions discussed above. So collated, the present framework offers a 
composite picture of syntactic development, structuring it across two sets of 
distinctions: the grammatical and the extra-grammatical, the formal and the 
functional. So framed, two further comments are in order. 
                                                      
13 This particular example is drawn from Berman (1995, p.290), which provides a partial 
summary of Berman & Slobin (1994). 
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First, being distinct, there is the question as to whether the distinctions staked 
out above are also developmentally distinct. That is, do they develop more-or-
less independently of each other, or is their development interdependent and 
mutually-constraining. Here, the answer seems ultimately to depend on the 
particular case and the particular time. So, for example, there are good reasons 
for thinking the development of a person’s syntactic competence to be critically 
driven by considerations of meaning (E. Clark, 2011; Halliday, 2004a, 2004b; 
Tomasello, 2003). As such, a child may well only develop a particular form as a 
result of a particular expressive impetus, implying a tight interrelationship 
between formal and functional knowledge, the former occurring through the 
context of the latter. Nevertheless, there are also good reasons for believing a 
substantive core of this development to be purely structural in nature, occuring 
independently of any functional influence (Berwick et al., 2011; Crain & 
Nakayama, 1987; Crain & Pietroski, 2001; Guasti, 2004). Furthermore, and as 
noted, once a certain syntactic form is acquired, that form can go on to develop 
new functional associations, yielding a development in expressive knowledge 
without any concomitant formal development (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Christie 
& Derewianka, 2008; E. Clark, 2011). 
Second, the framework highlights how syntactic development cannot be 
reduced to “bare” grammar; that is, the sort of static, structural knowledge 
embodied in subject-verb agreement or the formal properties of relative clauses. 
On the contrary, whilst such formal knowledge remains criterial, that which 
makes syntax syntax, the preceding sections have argued such knowledge to 
fall short of what is needed to account for how we actually use grammar. Also 
needed is a conception of syntax as serviceable, something that is mobilised 
according to the particular requirements of particular contexts of utterance 
(Berman & Slobin, 1994; Biber, 1988; Biber et al., 1999; F. Ferreira & 
Engelhardt, 2006; Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; Johnstone, 2008; Levelt, 
1993).  
In the case of language production, for example, these requirements will place 
varying demands on our underlying syntactic resources, be these the demands 
of providing cinema directions or of writing an intelligible doctoral thesis. By way 
of response, each individual works to produce a contextually appropriate 
answer. The outcome will then be such that any resulting syntax more-or-less 
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reflects their current competence as filtered through their wider management of 
whatever performance-based factors happen to apply at the point of utterance. 
Translated into developmental terms, then, for a student to be fully developing 
their spoken and written syntax, they must not only be developing their abstract 
knowledge of syntax (what is here termed formal knowledge). They must also 
be developing two things. Firstly, they must be developing the range of syntactic 
resources requisite to whatever expressive demands they might encounter. 
Secondly, they must be developing the capacity to put these resources to work 
so as to appropriately meet and manage whatever linguistic and extra-linguistic 
requirements apply at the point of utterance. To have properly mastered the 
syntax of one’s language, in other words, is to have mastered the capacity to 
put this syntax to work. Put another way, it is to have mastered not so much 
Chomskyan grammar, but what has been termed diatypic grammar; the kind of 
syntax which fundamentally connects form with function (Carter, 1991; Stubbs, 
1986. cf. Berman, 1995; Berman & Slobin, 1994; Biber et al., 1999; Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Halliday, 2002; Hymes, 1976; Hudson, 2005; Leech, 2000; 
Myhill, 2009b; Perera, 1984; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Romaine, 1986).  
2.2.4 The Value of the Proposed Framework 
The framework proposed above has two virtues with respect to the present 
domain. 
The first is that it affords a more nuanced conception of syntactic development, 
helping better explore and conceptualise how syntax can be both acquired early 
and learned late, as the literature amply demonstrates (e.g. Berman, 1995, 
2004a, 2008; Berman & Slobin, 1994; C. Chomsky, 1969; Harpin, 1976; 
Hudson, 2009; Hunt, 1965a; Johansson, 2009; Kramer, Koff, & Luria, 1972; 
Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Nippold, Hesketh, Duthie, & Mansfield, 2005; Perera, 
1984; Romaine, 1986; Scott, 1988, 2006; Steinberg, Nagata, & Aline, 2001). A 
particular example of this is the way the framework helps make sense of the 
seemingly contradictory claims regarding syntactic development. Thus, for 
example, whilst we find some linguists arguing for full knowledge early on (e.g. 
Crain & Nakayama, 1987; Crain, Gualmi, & Pietroski, 2005), we also find others 
arguing for prolonged development beyond adolescence (e.g. Berman, 2004a, 
2007; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Scott, 1988, 2006; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; 
Tolchinsky, 2004). Seen in light of the present framework, many such conflicts 
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are more-or-less illusory, the differing claims applicable either to one of the four 
distinctions or to the interaction between them. Thus, Crain & Nakayma’s (1987) 
findings arguably relate to formal knowledge, detailing the child’s core 
understanding of the criterially hierarchical nature of syntactic structures. Those 
of Berman & Ravid (2009), on the other hand, relate more to functional 
knowledge and performance, detailing a student’s developmental responses to 
the differing demands of particular contexts of utterance.  
Such a virtue, furthermore, leads to the second, in that the composite nature of 
the framework should help the present study better focus its syntactic attention. 
Specifically, it seems evident that school-aged development, what Nippold 
(1988) also term later language development (cf. Berman, 2004b), is concerned 
less with formal knowledge, and more with matters of function and performance. 
Thus, the literature generally indicates children to have knowledge of the core 
structural features of English - e.g. adjectives, adverbial clauses, non-finite 
clauses, passives, prepositional phrases, relatives – by around 5-10 years old 
(Berman & Slobin, 1994; Berman, 1995, 2008; E. Clark, 2011; Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Crain & Nakayama, 1987; Diessel, 2004; Guasti, 2004; 
Perera, 1984; Steinberg et al., 2001; Tolchinsky, 2004). Subsequent 
development, on the other hand, is predominantly characterised by two 
phenomena (e.g. Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; Beers & Nagy, 2009, 2011; Bereiter 
& Scardamalia, 1987; Berman, 2004a, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Berman & 
Slobin, 1994; Berninger, Whitaker, Feng, Swanson, & Abbott, 1996;14 Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Harpin, 1976; Myhill, 2009b; Nippold et al., 2005; Perera, 
1984; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Tolchinsky, 2004; Scott, 1988, 2006). Firstly, it 
is characterised by a student’s developing response to various performance-
based factors. Secondly, it is characterised by their development of the more 
varied functional knowledge required for the appropriate use of language within 
a wider range of communicative contexts. Later language development, in other 
words, is substantively concerned with the kind of syntax that reflects the 
growing capacity of older children to more appropriately and effectively make 
use of their underlying formal knowledge. 
Accordingly, it would seem that research into development during adolescence 
would be best advised to focus on such features as the relative differences in 
                                                      
14 Hereafter, Berninger et al. (1996a). 
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the range, complexity, and distributions of the structures produced (e.g. Berman 
& Ravid, 2009; Harrell, 1957; Hunt, 1965a; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008). What it 
should be looking for, in other words, is not so much any development in a 
student’s acontextual formal knowledge. Rather, it should be focusing much 
more on their developing capacity to mobilise this knowledge in response to the 
practical requirements  of actual language use. 
2.3 Spoken and Written Syntax 
Having outlined a general framework for syntactic development, the present 
section shifts to consider the relationship between speech and writing, focusing 
on the syntactic dimensions of this relationship. This is not to deny the full 
richness of spoken and written language. As any brief review demonstrates, 
there are a number of linguistic dimensions through which the relationship 
between the two modalities can be explored (e.g. Akinnaso, 1982, 1985). 
However, a full discussion of these aspects would go well beyond the scope 
and practical constraints of the present thesis. Hence, the pragmatic decision to 
focus on syntax. 
Broadly speaking, the intention is to characterise modality-related syntax as a 
species of diatypic variation. That is, it forms part of a wider phenomenon 
whereby language users vary the linguistic features of their utterances in 
response to the particular communicative factors that operate at the particular 
point of utterance (Biber et al., 1999; Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; 
Hudson, 2005; Johnstone, 2008; Stubbs, 1985, 1986). Speaking more 
specifically, the intention is to isolate a core distinction between speech and 
writing, one that is intuitive, intrinsic, and of syntactic consequence. So doing, 
the review also establishes a bridge between the general framework above and 
the modality-related development to be explored in section 2.4. 
2.3.1 Initial Distinctions 
We begin, then, with chapter one’s claim that speech and writing represent 
distinct syntactic domains. Such a claim is intuitive enough, especially given the 
oft noted and reasonably uncontroversial macroscopic differences between the 
two modalities (e.g. Akinnaso, 1982, 1985; Barton, 1994; Fernandez & Cairns, 
2011; Halliday, 1989; Kress, 1994; Martin, 2002; Rogers, 2005; Stubbs, 1985, 
1986). Both phylogenetically and ontogenetically, for example, spoken language 
has priority. Thus, unlike writing, speech is universal across human societies, 
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likely originating some thousand or two years ahead of any written counterpart. 
Thus, also, whereas speech is something children acquire rapidly, reflexively, 
and reliably, writing is acquired slowly, consciously, and with greater variability. 
Conversely, writing constitutes the more prized modality culturally and 
educationally, at least within Western cultures. Thus, for example, it is small 
surprise to find the English government recently deciding to discount speaking 
and listening marks from a student’s final English grade (Ofqual, 2013). 
Such prima facie distinctions, moreover, are reinforced by speech and writing 
literally instantiating distinct forms; the former produced phonetically, the latter 
produced graphically (Rogers, 2005). Thus, whilst it is true that the graphemes 
of English arose to represent the (then current) sounds of English, the present 
relationship is indirect and complex enough that much written English needs to 
be learned on its own terms (Bissex, 1980; Perera, 1984; Rogers, 2005; 
Stubbs, 1985). Hence, for example, to be a competent writer of English is to 
know that, whilst “read” and “read” are not the same word, the two words 
articulated as /mi:t/ are written as “meet” and “meat”. It is also to know that “ten 
boys” is written “ten boys”, despite being often pronounced te/m/ boys, and that 
the written past tense is normally “–ed” even though a word such as “slipped” is 
pronounced with final /t/. And this is not even to mention the status of English 
punctuation, originally introduced to mark the prosodic features of speech, but 
now bearing little systematic relationship to these features (Huddleston & 
Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980; Treip, 1970). 
Given such clear differences in macroscopic character and linguistic form, then, 
it is a small stretch to thinking the two modalities further distinct when it comes 
to syntactic form. And, indeed, there have been many attempts to isolate 
syntactic forms that are characteristically spoken or characteristically written. 
Thus, at various points, written language has been found characterised by 
higher proportions of subordination, passives and complex noun phrases. 
Spoken language, meanwhile, has been characterised by higher proportions of 
adverbs, first person pronouns, and infinitives.15 
Ultimately, however, and as the next section discusses, it proves trickier to 
isolate specific characteristics that neatly dichotomise syntax into the spoken 
                                                      
15 See Akinnaso (1982), Biber (1988), and Chafe & Tannen (1987) for extended 
reviews of such attempts at identification. 
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and the written. Nowhere is this difficulty more evident than the historiographical 
record itself. What we find here is the literature moving from seeing writing as 
derivative of speech through proposing various modality-based differences to 
almost abandoning the distinction altogether (Barton, 1994; Biber, 1986, 1988; 
Schafer, 1983). And this difficulty, though tractable, turns out inevitable; 
because any instance of language, whether spoken or written, is necessarily an 
instance of language-in-use. Hence, any researcher attempting to get at the 
core of spoken and written syntax must first deal with the complexity of 
language understood diatypically. 
2.3.2 The Problem of Diatypic Variation 
Section 2.2.3 has already made reference to the diatypic nature of language, 
adopting this term as a label for a person’s capacity to make good functional 
use of syntactic form. It is precisely this connection between form and function 
that is at the core of what it means for language to be diatypic.  
More specifically, and as the literature amply demonstrates, language-in-use, or 
discourse, is inherently functional. That is, whenever uttering, each language 
user, whether consciously or subconsciously, selects specific linguistic forms in 
response to the particular communicative factors which underlie particular 
contexts of utterance (Biber, 1995; Biber et al., 1999; Georgakopoulou & 
Goutsos, 1997; Hudson, 2005; Johnstone, 2008; Martin & Rose, 2008). Thus, 
for example, it is perhaps unsurprising to find news reports exhibiting high 
proportions of time-based subordinators. These are a natural linguistic means 
for helping a news report do what a news report should do: recount and 
contextualise contemporary events (Biber et al., 1999, p.842). Thus, also, it is 
perhaps unsurprising to find academic prose exhibiting a strong association with 
present tense verbs. These are a natural linguistic means of doing what 
academic prose often does: explain the general nature of things (ibid, p.456). 
Nor are these isolated examples. As exemplified by the Longman Grammar of 
Spoken and Written English (ibid, 1999), what a number of corpus-based 
studies have demonstrated is the extensive, systematic character of diatypic 
variation. It is simply of the nature of discourse that, within any particular 
linguistic community, particular kinds of communicative context are 
characteristically associated with particular linguistic patterns (e.g. Biber, 1995; 
Conrad & Biber, 2001). Indeed, these patterns can be so stable that they yield 
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specific and widely recognised kinds of discourse, such as the history essays, 
literary analyses, and science reports that are a focus of Western education 
systems (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; DfE, 2014a; Rose & Martin, 2012). 
To date, diatypic variation has been most thoroughly explored via two schools 
of thought. These are the “Arizona” school of Biber and colleagues (e.g. Biber & 
Conrad, 2009; Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 1998), and the Sydney School of 
Halliday and his colleagues (e.g. Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Martin & Rose, 
2008).16 Reassuringly, despite their somewhat distinct theoretical orientations 
and foci, both schools have consistently shown diatypic variation to be 
characterisable in terms of the same core phenomena (Biber, 1995; Conrad & 
Biber, 2001; Martin & Rose, 2008; Rose & Martin, 2012). Thus, both construe 
diatypic variation in terms of an association between linguistic feature and 
communicative context, generally tracing any variation in feature to underlying 
variations in the particular make-up of a particular context. Thus, also, both 
schools construe diatypic variation as a graded phenomenon, with the various 
different kinds of discourse lying on a complex spectrum. Accordingly, each 
such kind is shown to be more or less similar to another such kind according to 
the relative distributions of their particular linguistic features and the particular 
make-ups of their corresponding communicative contexts. 
Nevertheless, despite yielding the same core findings, the Arizona and Sydney 
schools remain distinguishable in terms of their particular theoretical 
orientations and foci. Accordingly, it was decided to operate more generally 
within the Arizona school conception of diatypic variation. As such, the present 
thesis takes each particular kind of discourse, or register, to be ‘any language 
variety defined in terms of a particular constellation of situational characteristics’ 
(Biber & Conrad, 2001, p.3).17 This was a pragmatic decision, motivated by the 
greater flexibility afforded by the Arizona school conception as a means of 
exploring diatypic variation. Firstly, the Sydney School conception is closely 
bound up with a highly specific, theory-laden grammatical framework; namely, 
                                                      
16 I note the “Arizona” label here to be my own term, used as a convenient means of 
distinguishing this work from that of the Sydney School. The label itself simply stems 
from the fact of Professor Biber being (currently) based at Northern Arizona University. 
17 The primary exception concerns the term genre. This is reserved here for the specific 
sense with which it has been employed in the recent developmental work of Ruth 
Berman and colleagues (e.g. Berman & Ravid, 2009; Berman & Verhoeven, 2002). 
See section 2.4.2.5 for further discussion of this notion of genre. 
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the Systemic Functional Grammar correspondingly developed by Michael 
Halliday and colleagues (e.g. Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2004; Matthiessen, 1993; Rose & Martin, 2012). The Arizona 
school’s conception, on the other hand, carries no wider commitment to such a 
specific grammatical apparatus. Instead, it is more concerned with identifying 
concrete linguistic patterns and determining plausible functional correlates than 
it is with justifying any particular “grammar”. Hence, it was felt that this approach 
would enable the study to draw more productively on a range of compatible 
insights and grammatical frameworks. Secondly, the Sydney School conception 
arguably offers a more prescribed and top-down conception of diatypic 
variation, one better suited to dealing with more widely recognised and pre-
established kinds of discourse (e.g. Rose & Martin, 2012). Here, again, the 
Arizona school is the more flexible, specifically conceptualising the domain such 
that any kind of discourse can be easily defined and grouped at any level of 
generality, whether from the ground up or the top down (e.g. Biber et al., 1999; 
Conrad & Biber, 2001). Hence, it was felt better suited to handling the often 
“hazy” nature of particular registers, a core feature that has made it hard to 
develop a clear cut taxonomy of the different kinds of discourse that individuals 
actually produce (Bhatia, 2002; de Beaugrande, 1993; McCarthy, 1998; 
Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; Virtanen, 2010). 
So framed, consider table 2.3. Adapted from Biber & Conrad (2009, p.40), this 
lists certain functional characteristics that have been identified as relevant for 
defining particular communicative contexts. Perhaps the first thing to note here 
is the explicit presence of speech and writing, something that by itself points to 
modality-related syntax being a species of diatypic variation. 
Most pertinent, however, is the fact of speech and writing representing but one 
of many factors underlying a communicative context. It is this very multiplicity 
that has proven the rub for attempting to identify such syntax as is uniquely 
spoken and uniquely written. Here, Chafe’s (1982) study of spoken and written 
language affords an instructive case in point.  
What Chafe’s study clearly demonstrated is the manner in which his spoken 
samples syntactically differed from his written. Thus, amongst other features, he 
found the former to have been distinguised by higher proportions of first person 
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pronouns and emphatic particles, but the latter by higher proportions of 
attributive adjectives and passive clauses.  
What it could not so clearly demonstrate, however, was the strict modality-
based nature of these differences, the study comparing, not speech and writing 
but dinner-table conversation and academic prose. As such, Chafe’s samples 
plausibly conflated a number of additional diatypic factors. Thus, his academic 
prose may well have been written, but it was also likely produced by a single 
addressor in a non-interactive context for colleagues, with the communicative 
purpose of explaining an academic topic. Conversely, his dinner-table 
conversation was, of course, spoken. Yet it was also likely produced by multiple 
addressors in a highly interactive context for friends, and to have been 
characterised by a number of different purposes and topics given the free-
flowing nature of such conversation. None of these additional features seem 
necessary to a piece of language being either spoken or written, something 
notably underlined by the advent of contemporary forms of communication. 
Would the study have found similar features, for example, had it also compared 
dinner-table conversation and academic prose with samples of academic 
supervisions and written conversations conducted by friends over the internet? 
Indeed, the salience of this point was something quickly recognised within the 
literature, not least by Chafe himself (Chafe & Tannen, 1987). Thus, some 
Table 2.3 – The Communicative Context 
(adapted from Biber & Conrad, 2009) 
Category Examples
Addressor single/plural/institutional/unidentified
Addressee single/plural/unidentified
Interactiveness interactive/non-interactive
Personal 
Relationship friend/colleague/stranger
Channel speech/writing
Production 
Circumstances planned/unplanned; edited/unedited
Communicative 
Purpose narrate/report/describe/entertain/explain
Topic domestic/personal/academic/politics/sport/art
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criticised the use of conversations and academic prose as proxies for spoken 
and written language, emphasising the need for more open and comprehensive 
analyses (e.g. Akinnaso, 1982, 1985). Others increasingly highlighted how 
certain features thought characteristic of either modality were more likely to 
cross-cut any specifically spoken-written distinction (e.g. Beaman, 1984; 
Hudson, 1984; Stubbs, 1985; Tannen, 1985). Of perhaps especial relevance 
here was the recognition of the contradictory nature of many findings, itself 
suggestive of a wider conflation of diatypic factors (e.g. Biber, 1986, 1988). 
Thus, for example, it may have been true to note earlier that spoken syntax has 
been characterised by a more prominent use of adverbs. However, it was also 
specifically true of a study that compared written forecasts in which participants 
foretold the story of their life with spoken interviews in which participants 
discussed aspects of their life experience (Poole & Field, 1976). Had you 
examined Cayer & Sacks (1979), where participants spoke and wrote about a 
contemporary social issue, you may have come away believing written syntax to 
be the modality characterised by a more prominent use of adverbs. 
Without a doubt, however, the high point of this recognition has been the 
pioneering work of Biber (1986, 1988). Analysing the most comprehensive 
selection of registers to date, Biber identified a set of core associations between 
form and function; what he termed dimensions. It was these dimensions, he 
argued, that were fundamentally responsible for much of the linguistic variation 
to be found in actual pieces of discourse. Strikingly, what he also found was that 
none of these dimensions yielded an absolute distinction between speech and 
writing in terms of their characteristic linguistic features. Instead, Biber found his 
spoken and written texts to be distributed across these dimensions with varying 
degrees of similarity and difference. Simply put, however intuitively different we 
might think speech and writing, when actual instances of the two modalities are 
given a fuller diatypic exploration, it is not so obvious they can be syntactically 
distinguished at all. 
2.3.3 Distinguising Spoken and Written Syntax 
The state of affairs set out above is clearly problematic for a study interested in 
the developmental relationship between spoken and written syntax. After all, 
dividing discourse into the spoken and the written is in one sense trivial: all we 
need do is take each particular piece of discourse and see whether it was 
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uttered as speech or writing. Such a task, however, only seems warranted, let 
alone interesting, if we can take the resulting division to have a corresponding 
syntactic effect.  
Fortunately, it is Biber’s own work that has shown this to be a tractable problem; 
that, whilst there may be ‘no absolute difference’ between spoken and written 
language, there is nonetheless a ‘genuine difference’ (Biber & Conrad, 2009, 
p.261). Thus, it is true that none of the core diatypic dimensions originally 
uncovered by Biber (1986, 1988) afford a neat split into spoken discourse on 
the one side and written discourse on the other. Consider one such dimension, 
for example, identified as covering ‘Narrative versus Non-narrative Concerns’ 
(Biber, 1988, pp.108-9). As with Biber’s other dimensions, this results in the 
splitting of the analysed registers across two sets of co-occurring linguistic 
features. So split, academic prose and face-to-face conversations now cluster 
at the opposite end of the spectrum from the fiction texts, the latter all 
characterised by higher use of third person pronouns, past tense verbs, and 
public verbs (ibid, p.136). Evidently, this is not a dimension that cleaves Biber’s 
spoken and written registers into those spoken and those written. 
More interesting, not least for overlapping with the diatypic forms and functions 
highlighted by Chafe (1982), is Biber’s (1988) Dimension 1, identified as 
comprising ‘Informational versus Involved Production’. This dimension splits the 
texts into those with higher proportions of features such as non-phrasal 
coordination and sentence relatives and those with higher proportions of 
features such as attributive adjectives and prepositional phrases (ibid, p.102). 
So split, we find personal letters clustering alongside spontaneous speeches, 
both demonstrating linguistic features more strongly associated with “involved” 
as opposed to “informational” production (ibid, p.128). Again, therefore, we 
seem to have a type of variation which cuts across any spoken-written 
distinction, resulting in the clustering of a clear piece of writing with a clear piece 
of speech. Moreover, we would also seem to have a finding that clearly 
underscores the difficulties argued above for Chafe (1982). 
What makes Dimension 1 especially interesting, however, is considering it in 
combination with two additional dimensions in Biber (1988, pp.110-13). These 
are ‘Explicit versus Situation-Dependent Reference’ (his Dimension 3), and 
‘Abstract versus non-Abstract Information’ (his Dimension 5). Now, Biber is 
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careful to emphasise that, taken individually, none of these dimensions yield 
any absolute split between speech and writing, as is evident in the findings 
themselves. Thus, for example, taking romantic fiction and face-to-face 
conversation, we find both exhibiting similar linguistic characteristics along 
Dimensions 3 and 5 (ibid, pp.143 & 152). Specifically, both exhibit higher 
proportions of linguistic features associated with “situation-dependent” 
reference and “non-abstract” information, versus those associated with “explicit” 
reference and “abstract” information. Nevertheless, having explored the 
distributions of spoken and written texts across these three dimensions in 
tandem, Biber goes on to note that 
there is a difference between speech and writing in the range of forms that 
are produced in each mode…there is a difference in the potential forms of 
the two modes.  
(Biber, 1988, p.163) 
In other words, viewed from a more comprehensive standpoint, Biber’s findings 
indicate that it is, in fact, possible to distinguish discourse that is specifically 
spoken from that which is specifically written. This difference, however, is not 
any absolute dichotomy. Rather, what distinguishes “spoken” from “written” 
syntax is the manner in which writing yields a greater overall degree of variation 
compared with speech, at least with respect to these three dimensions. The 
difference is one of potential, not necessary, form. 
To get a sense of this phenomenon visually, we can turn to Biber’s (2009) 
summary of his findings to date. Here, Biber offers two graphs (ibid, p.83). One 
shows the degree of linguistic variation present in a selection of spoken 
registers according to five diatypic dimensions; the other the variation in a 
selection of written registers. These have been adapted into the single graph 
plotted in figure 2.4, with the individual dimensions labelled “1” through “5”.18 
Now, though the specific dimensions here are distinct to those discussed 
above, the result of orthogonal research on Biber’s part, what remains apparent 
is the characteristic difference in each modality’s potential for variation. Taking 
                                                      
18 It should be noted here that figure 2.4 is constructed based on the two graphs as 
published in Biber (2009, p.83). This is an unfortunate outcome of my being unable to 
obtain the precise scores used in the graphs’ original construction. As such, too much 
emphasis should not be placed on the exact scores themselves. Rather, this graph is 
used here to exemplify the contrasting shapes of the plots for the two modalities. 
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the dimensions together we find the written registers overall exhibiting a greater 
degree of variation. The spoken registers, on the other hand, are apparently 
more restricted in terms of the range of linguistic features associated with these 
dimensions. Hence, the relatively constant shape of the three spoken registers 
versus the more varied shapes of the three written registers. 
  
So distinguished, the question arises as to whether any communicative factor 
can be isolated as underlying this distinction. Preferably, of course, this would 
be a factor that we can directly relate to some sort of intuitive and intrinsic 
difference between the two modalities. By way of answer, we can return to the 
three dimensions originally highlighted in Biber (1988), taking these as 
exemplary of the general case. 
The first feature of note is that each dimension distinguishes two broad kinds of 
discourse. These are detailed in table 2.5 overleaf, using the characterisations 
provided by Biber (1988, pp.101-20). In turn, each type can be further 
characterised by a particular set of co-occurring linguistic features, both lexical 
and syntactic, a selection of which are exhibited in table 2.6 (ibid, pp.101-20). 
Fig 2.4 - Spoken versus Written Registers  
(adapted from Biber, 2009) 
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Thus, we find the “left-hand” discourse of Dimension 3 associated with higher 
co-occurrences of noun-modifying relative clauses and phrasal coordination. 
Conversely, we find the “right-hand” discourse of Dimension 1 associated with 
higher co-occurrences of sentence relatives and non-phrasal coordination. 
Combined, tables 2.5 and 2.6 allow us to point up another feature. Firstly, from 
a purely functional perspective, there is a clear sense in which the left-hand side 
of table 2.5 marks communicative features that we would naturally associate 
Table 2.6 – Linguistic Features of Biber’s (1988)                                                
“Spoken” and “Written” Dimensions  
Dimension Discourse Distinguished by Higher Occurrences of
longer words,          
attributive adjectives
sentence relatives,                   
non-phrasal coordination
versus
passive clauses,                   
past participial clauses
lexical items expressing 
concrete content
adverbials of time          
and place
phrasal coordination, 
noun-modifying relative 
clauses
"Informational vs             
Involved 
Production" 
(Dimension 1)
"Explicit vs          
Situation-Dependent 
Reference" 
(Dimension 3)
"Abstract vs Non-
Abstract 
Information" 
(Dimension 5)
Table 2.5 – The “Spoken” and “Written” Dimensions of Biber (1988) 
Dimension
"Informational vs             
Involved 
Production" 
(Dimension 1)
"Explicit vs          
Situation-Dependent 
Reference" 
(Dimension 3)
"Abstract vs Non-
Abstract 
Information" 
(Dimension 5)
more elaborated and 
context-independent 
reference
more abstract, formal,   
and technical content
less elaborated and    
more context-dependent 
reference 
non-abstract, non-formal, 
non-technical content
Distinguishes Discourse Characterised by
high informational    
density and exact 
informational content
more affective,              
more interactional,      
generalized/        
fragmented content
from
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with stereotypically “written” discourse. There is also a clear sense in which the 
right-hand side marks features we would naturally associate with stereotypically 
“spoken” discourse.19 Asked to name a register typified by “high informational 
density” and a register typified by high “interactional” content, for instance, one 
intuitive response would surely be academic prose and face-to-face 
conversation. After all, by their nature, conversations are highly interactive 
affairs, whilst it is of the nature of academic prose that it seeks to offer precise 
explanations of often complex phenomena.  
Furthermore, if we examine the actual distributions of texts across these 
dimensions, we find that the registers which exhibit the highest proportions of 
“left-hand” features are uniformly written texts (ibid, pp.128/143/152). Thus, for 
example, both academic prose and official documents outscore any of the 
spoken registers when it comes to the linguistic features which characterise the 
left-hand side of each dimension. As such, when contrasted with written 
discourse as a whole, there is an apparent restriction on the overall extent to 
which speakers are able to draw on these particular features. Hence, it would 
seem to be here that we find the area which Biber notes as accounting for the 
greater potential for syntactic variation that writing exhibits. 
Seen in terms of both general discourse function and syntactic form, then, there 
does, in fact, seem to be something more specifically written and less 
specifically spoken about the left-hand side of these particular dimensions. The 
reason for this distinction can be found from noting the third (and final) feature 
of Biber’s (1988) dimensions. This is the fact of the syntactic features generally 
associated with the left-hand side all being characterisable in terms of their 
greater syntactic complexity. 
Specifically, it is apparent that, regardless of modality, the syntactic features 
typifying the left-hand side of each dimension can be characterised as being 
intuitively more demanding to produce than those on the right. Thus, for 
example, the left-hand side of Dimension 3 is partially defined by higher 
proportions of relative clauses which modify a noun in subject position. As 
                                                      
19 Note, however, that this is not to claim that all spoken and written registers are 
necessarily this way; it is only to note the intuitive association of speech and writing 
with these features. 
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exemplified in (9), the addition of such clauses results in a denser noun phrase, 
one more syntactically complex than it would otherwise be: 
9a1. [the book]NP was awful 
9a2. [the book which they gave me for my birthday]NP was just awful 
Hence, being associated with an increased degree of complexity, such a feature 
would seem ripe for an explanation in terms of the processing constraints 
highlighted in section 2.2.1. These, recall, were the sort of constraints which 
limit the general complexity of syntactic material which an individual is able to 
plan and produce at any one time (Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira & 
Engelhardt, 2006; Harley, 2001; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). Indeed, it was just 
this kind of relative clause which was offered to exemplify the effects of these 
constraints, the literature suggesting that it is highly taxing to produce complex 
syntactic structure within the subject position of a clause (F. Ferreira, 1991; 
Fernandez & Cairns, 2011).  
Strikingly, this overall characterisation is also one made by Biber himself. Thus, 
for example, he highlights how, conversely, the right-hand (or “spoken”) side of 
Dimension 1 can be characterised by higher proportions of sentence relatives. 
Such relative clauses differ from those which directly modify a noun in that they 
are not directly integrated into the structure of a clause, having the syntactic 
status more of an “afterthought”: 
10a1.  [We drank fifty units of alcohol]CL 
10a2. [We drank fifty units of alcohol]CL – which I regretted come morning 
Hence, they are readily construed as being less taxing to produce than its noun-
modifying cousin, which does require the building of a denser syntactic 
structure. Hence, as with many of the other “right-hand” features of Dimension 
1, such sentence relatives can be plausibly ‘associated with a relatively loose 
presentation of information due to real-time production constraints…’ (Biber, 
1988, p.107; my emphasis). 
In sum, then, though none of the three dimensions here are necessarily spoken 
or written, they are nevertheless associated with linguistic features marked by 
their greater degree of complexity. It is this association that is especially useful 
for establishing which syntax is specifically “spoken” from that which is “written”, 
regardless of whether we focus on the dimensions of Biber (1988) or diatypic 
variation generally (Biber, 2009). For something that does intuitively differentiate 
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the act of speaking from the act of writing is the extent to which the two 
modalities are subject to the constraints of “real-time” language production. 
Indeed, this is something Biber himself notes: 
Even the most carefully planned and informational spoken genres are 
produced and comprehended in real-time, setting a cognitive ceiling for 
the syntactic and lexical complexity typically found in these genres.  
(Biber, 1988, p.163; my emphasis) 
Conversely, 
Nearly all written registers offer the opportunity for extensive planning and 
revising during production, even if the author does not avail himself or 
herself of this opportunity.  
(Biber, 2009, p.77) 
In other words, the production conditions peculiar to the act of writing are such 
that writers, at least in principle, are much less constrained compared with 
speakers. Hence, they are afforded the greater compositional space necessary 
to more extensively draw on a more demanding range of syntactic features.  
As to the particular factors that ground these conditions, there are two that 
seem generally recognised within the literature (e.g. Akinnaso, 1982; Alamargot 
& Chanquoy, 2001; Barton, 1994; Berman, 2008; Biber & Conrad, 2009; Biber 
et al., 1999; Chafe, 1982; Chafe & Danielwicz, 1987; Georgakopoulou & 
Goutsos, 1997; Johnson, 1993; Johnstone, 2008; Leech, 2000; Miller & 
Weinert, 2009; Pawley & Syder, 1983a, 2000; Perfetti & McCutchen, 1987; 
QCA, 2004; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Rubin, 1984; Stubbs, 1986; Tolchinsky, 
2009). In partial deference to Biber & Conrad (2009), these factors will be here 
termed the Setting and Production Circumstances of a piece of discourse. 
Setting refers to whether a particular piece of discourse is produced in the 
immediate presence of the person(s) to whom the discourse is directed (that is, 
“public”) or not produced in their presence (that is, “private”). Thus, unlike 
speaking, most acts of writing take place in private. As such, writers have 
generally greater scope for considering both what to say and how to say it, 
since they need not worry about their audience interpreting this “consideration 
time” as some sort of communicative breakdown. Production circumstances, on 
the other hand, refers to the “online”/”offline” nature of the linguistic material 
itself: specifically, the degree to which this material affords greater scope for 
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planning and editing. Thus, most acts of writing produce some form of durable 
record, be it words on a page or computer screen, such that any linguistic 
material that is actually uttered can be more fully planned, edited, and revised. 
Both production conditions contrast with those more naturally applying to the 
spoken word, where the speaker must manage an output that is both ephemeral 
and produced under the pressures of an immediate audience.   
There is, then, an intuitive sense in which it is genuinely of their nature that 
speech and writing yield distinct patterns of syntactic variation; that an 
individual’s syntactic output, in other words, is genuinely an artefact of modality. 
Specifically, the natural production conditions of writing are such that they afford 
individuals a greater opportunity for exploiting the range of syntactic resources 
at their disposal. The natural production conditions of speaking, on the other 
hand, serve rather to restrict this opportunity. The overall syntactic result is what 
has been outlined above and what Biber’s work has consistently shown (e.g. 
Biber, 1986, 1988, 2009; Biber & Finegan, 1989). Firstly, that the most complex 
spoken register will naturally exhibit a lower overall degree of complex syntax 
than the most complex written register. Secondly, that written registers, taken 
as a whole, will naturally exhibit an overall greater variety in the range of 
syntactic resources drawn on. 
It is no doubt partly for this reason that research has tended to use both formal 
academic prose and informal conversation as proxies for language that is 
protoypically spoken and written; as in Chafe (1982; cf. Akinnaso, 1985). On the 
present view, such a focus is an intuitive one. First, the general communicative 
purpose of formal academic prose is such that it puts a natural premium on, for 
example, the explicit expression of complex information. Hence, it is more 
naturally conducive to the comparatively demanding syntax that allows 
individuals to more precisely and concisely express such information, such as 
attributive adjectives and noun-modifying relative clauses (Biber, 1988; Chafe, 
1982). Second, as a written register, the writer will have had much greater 
scope for exploiting their syntactic resources so as to more extensively draw on 
such features. The end result is a piece of discourse that would not be possible 
but for this greater written affordance. Conversation, in contrast, neither places 
a premium on such linguistic features nor offers the production conditions best 
suited to their expression. Hence, it is no surprise that Biber (1988, 
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pp.128/143/152) should find academic prose and conversation occupying 
polarised positions along Dimensions 1, 3, and 5. Given the particular make-ups 
of these two communicative contexts, this is more-or-less where we would 
expect to find them. Indeed, this is effectively what Chafe (1982) found and 
argued. In other words, it seems that his study did, in fact, tap into something 
fundamental, even though his conclusions were not strictly demonstrable given 
the manner in which his registers conflated various modality-extrinsic features. 
There is, then, a definite sense in which academic prose represents a peculiarly 
written register. Nevertheless, the point to keep in mind is that a high degree of 
complex syntax is not a necessary feature of writing, even though it is an option 
specifically made available by the production conditions intrinsic to writing. 
Thus, a particular situation might not require such complexity, as in the note I 
might leave my wife: 
11. Dad called. Will call back. See you later x 
Nor, indeed, might it afford any extensive opportunity to exploit the intrinsic 
potential of writing for such complexity, as, perhaps, the case of a tightly timed 
word game. So, also, a writer might choose not to strongly exploit such 
complexity, as in some non-narrative writing aimed at young children: 
12. Mommies do have eggs. They are inside their bodies. 
[from Mommy Laid an Egg! by Babette Cole; Cole, 1993] 
Or they might not be able to actually demonstrate this complexity, as possibly 
the writing of young children: 
13. Sandpaper is like a shark body. A shark can grow up to eight meters.  
[from Rose & Martin, 2012, p.38] 
Finally, a writer of a piece of academic prose which they have had a long time 
to revise and edit might not even be able to manage in any particularly 
sophisticated or nuanced way the overall linguistic complexity of this kind of 
text. In which case, the result would be a text marked by a high degree of 
complexity, if perhaps not such a high degree of intelligibility.  
Hence, it is not quite right to say that it is linguistic complexity per se that 
defines every written register. After all, the act of planning and editing a piece of 
writing can be used just as much to produce less complex syntax as more. 
Indeed, it is perfectly conceivable that a writer would exploit the affordance of 
the written word in order to deliberately produce the syntax characteristic of 
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conversation, as in the case of tv scripts or fictional dialogue. Rather, what 
defines the written syntactic space as specifically distinct from the spoken is its 
greater overall scope for syntactic variation, as exemplified in the differential 
shape of the plots exhibited in figure 2.4 above. Simply put, it is only the written 
modality that affords the production conditions necessary for a person to fully 
exploit their underlying competence. Whether and how they actually do so, 
however, is a separate matter. 
2.3.4 In Sum 
Whilst the preceding discussion has been a lengthy one, we have seemingly 
reached our intended end. First, we have isolated an intuitive, intrinsic 
distinction between speech and writing with apparent syntactic consequences. 
This distinction stems from the manner in which the production conditions of 
writing naturally afford a more extensive exploitation of our underlying syntactic 
competence. Second, in so doing, we have established the promised 
conceptual bridge between modality and the syntactic framework outlined in 
section 2.2. This bridge is something that holds at a general level, the preceding 
discussion having situated speech and writing within a broader diatypic space. 
However, it is also something that holds more specifically, with modality-based 
variation framed in terms of the differential production conditions of speech and 
writing. Framed in these terms, therefore, the implication would seem to be that 
the present distinction is substantively a matter of performance. It is, that is, a 
matter of the extent to which certain extra-grammatical factors affect an 
individual’s capacity to draw on their underlying knowledge of form and function.  
The consequences of such an end point are twofold. Firstly, any methodology 
seeking to explore students’ modality-related syntax should do so using an 
appropriately specified conception of modality. This should be one that not only 
distinguishes this syntax according to whether it was uttered as speech or 
writing, but which also takes into account the wider production conditions 
according to which the syntax was uttered. 
Secondly, the distinction argued for here would also seem to have definite 
implications for construing modality-related development. Specifically, taking the 
substantive difference to be a matter of the differential production conditions, 
then any developmental relationship ought to be something grounded in a 
student’s developing response to these conditions. 
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2.4 The Developmental Relationship between Spoken and Written Syntax 
The previous section argued the core distinction between spoken and written 
syntax to centre on the wider range of variation present in writing, attributing this 
to the differential production conditions of the two modalities. The present 
section explores the relevance of this distinction from the perspective of student 
development. So doing, it will be argued that whilst there is good evidence for 
adolescents differentially handling their spoken and written syntax according to 
these conditions, there remain grounds for exploring the development of this 
handling. This argument will be made on two counts. Firstly, there is the 
substantive nature of the evidence base, pointing to a genuine developmental 
relationship that is nuanced and complex. Secondly, there are the more 
problematic aspects of the base, prohibiting a more comprehensive 
characterisation of how students develop their modality-related syntax. 
2.4.1 Two Axes of Development 
Before making this argument, however, it is important to consider how 
development might be best construed in educational terms. This is, after all, a 
study of student development, rather than development per se. As such, the 
literature suggests the relevance of two developmental axes: that of age, and 
that of quality. 
Age. The first axis construes development temporally, looking for syntactic 
characteristics that are associated with the age of a student. Here, the literature 
shows that student syntax both varies as a function of age, and that it does so 
when age is construed “educationally”; that is, in terms of the amount of time 
spent within a particular education system (e.g. Beers & Nagy, 2009; 
Crowhurst, 1980a; Hunt, 1965a; Loban, 1976; O’Donnell et al., 1967a, 1967b; 
Myhill, 2008). Thus, for example, both Hunt (1965a) and Loban (1976) found 
the written texts of their 17-18 year old Twelfth Grade students exhibiting longer 
syntactic units than those of their 9-10 year old Fourth Graders (cf. O’Donnell, 
1977). 
Quality. The second axis construes development evaluatively, looking for 
linguistic characteristics that can be seen as somehow “better” or “worse” than 
others. Inevitably, this is a more complex and less objective axis, requiring a 
subjective assessment of “quality”. Nevertheless, despite this caveat, the 
literature also points to syntactic output varying as a function of quality (Beers & 
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Nagy, 2009; Crowhurst, 1980b; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). Thus, for 
example, Loban (1976) had teachers assess his participants’ overall linguistic 
ability using a bespoke set of measures. So assessed, he found the spoken and 
written texts of the “high” quality group consistently exceeding those of the “low” 
quality group with respect to the average number of words per communication 
unit. Perhaps most relevant from an educational perspective, however, is quality 
framed in terms of attainment; that is, the actual assessment criteria that a 
particular education system applies to its students. Thus, for example, the 
written samples analysed in Myhill (2008) were assigned attainment ratings 
according to the national criteria set out by the English education system. So 
assessed, Myhill found a student’s syntax varying as a function of attainment. 
Specifically, she found the lower attaining texts displaying higher numbers of 
coordinated clauses and lower numbers of finite subordinate clauses than the 
higher attaining texts. 
2.4.2 The Substantive Nature of the Base 
2.4.2.1 Initial Evidence 
Having set out these axes, we can ask whether they yield any evidence of a 
relationship during adolescence. On the face of it, such a question is of definite 
interest, and not simply because of the underspecified nature of the current 
curricular framework. Firstly, a number of studies have shown the development 
of writing during this period to have a syntactic dimension, whether framed in 
terms of age or quality (e.g. Beers & Nagy, 2009, 2011; Christie & Derewianka, 
2008; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Crowhurst, 1980a, 1980b; Hunt, 1965a; Myhill, 
2008, 2009a; Perera, 1984; van Wijk, 1987). Secondly, at least some aspects of 
this development have been described in terms of a shift from a spoken to a 
more written syntax, with this shift further linked to an improvement in the 
calibre of student writing (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; 
Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). As such, given their written focus, and given the 
difficulty of identifying the effect of mode, it is an open question how much these 
findings can be directly framed in terms of students differentiating their spoken 
and written syntax. 
Whilst we must first acknowledge that we have only a handful of extant studies 
that compare spoken and written syntax during adolescence, the selection of 
findings in table 2.7 suggests a clear “yes”, at least considered in terms of age. 
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Adolescent students not only differentially handle their spoken and written 
syntax, this handling itself exhibits developmental variation. Thus, we find the 
younger participants of both Harrell (1957) and Ravid & Berman (2010) 
exhibiting no significant differences in their speech and writing for these 
syntactic areas.20 Indeed, as table 2.7 further indicates, the developmental 
relationship is something syntactically nuanced, with different areas exhibiting 
different effects. Thus, whilst Price & Graves’s (1980) Year Nine participants 
produced longer written clauses than spoken, they did not differentiate the 
length of their t-units. Equally, whilst Harrell (1957) only found differentiation in 
the Year Nine adverbial clause proportions, it was not until Year Eleven that any 
significant differentiation was found in the textual use of adjectival clauses. 
Moreover, the findings in table 2.7 have a natural interpretation in terms of 
students exploiting the production conditions of writing, with the written syntax 
of older students yielding greater structural complexity than their spoken. Thus, 
it was not until Year Eleven that Harrell (1957) found his participants 
differentiating their modality-related syntax so as to produce more written 
adjectival clauses. Thus, also, it was not until Year Twelve that Ravid & Berman 
(2010) found their participants producing longer written noun phrases. Indeed, 
Ravid & Berman propose much this account themselves, noting the ‘more 
monitored and stable, non-interactive nature of writing’, of which the younger 
students were ‘as yet unable to avail themselves’ (ibid, p.18). 
                                                      
20 For ease of comparison, I have converted the age-related information of these 
studies into their equivalents within the English educational system. Thus, under the 
column for “Educational Stage”, the phrase “Year Eleven” refers to the year group 
where the participants would have been within a mainstream English school. 
Table 2.7 – Initial Evidence for a Developmental Relationship 
Measure Study Educational Stage Finding
Younger 
Participants
T-unit              
Length
Price & Graves        
(1980)
Year Nine                               
(13 - 14 yrs) No difference n/a
Clause             
Length
Price & Graves        
(1980)
Year Nine                               
(13 - 14 yrs)
Writing >
Speech n/a
Adverbial Clause 
Proportions
Harrell                     
(1957)
Year Nine                               
(13 - 14 yrs)
Writing >
Speech No difference
Adjectival Clause 
Proportions
Harrell                       
(1957)
Year Eleven                                
(15 - 16 yrs)
Writing >
Speech No difference
Noun Phrase 
Length
Ravid & Berman     
(2010)
Year Twelve                           
(16 - 17 yrs)
Writing >   
Speech No difference
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Furthermore, such an interpretation fits well with other observations regarding 
the effect of planning and editing on student discourse. Thus, for example, 
Beaman (1984) notes the similarities between the syntax of unplanned 
language and that of children. Thus, also, Perera (1984) notes the marked 
effect on children’s written syntax once they start substantively planning and 
revising their texts. Finally, there is research examining the writing process 
itself. What this highlights is the number of years it takes for students to develop 
the cognitive capacity and composing practices that enable them to take full 
advantage of the greater potential of writing for planning and editing (Alamargot 
& Fayol, 2009; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Berninger, Fuller, & Whitaker, 
199621; Berninger & Swanson, 1994; Chanquoy, 2009).  
Seen together, then, the literature seems to present two dovetailing sets of 
evidence: an increasing comparative complexity of written syntax that goes 
alongside an increasing capacity to exploit the greater affordance of writing. 
A fuller review of the extant research, however, indicates the situation to be 
more involved than the preceding paragraphs initially suggest. Two particular 
findings are relevant here. First is Harrell’s (1957) overall finding regarding 
adverbial clause usage. Specifically, whilst the Year Nine participants exhibited 
greater proportions of such clauses in their written texts, the Year Eleven texts 
exhibited no such differentiation. This is somewhat counterintuitive on the above 
account. After all, if the developmental relationship is one characterised by 
increasing exploitation of the written word, why should the older participants 
shift back to the characteristics of a younger age group?22 
The second example is from O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 1967b). Here, though 
participants were found producing longer spoken t-units at around 8-9 years old, 
they found no differentiation in the t-unit length of their 10-13 year olds. Again, 
we have indications of a developmental relationship between speech and 
writing. Yet the direction of this development is perhaps not what we would 
expect. After all, if writing constitutes the less constrained medium, why should 
the youngest participants produce lengthier spoken structures? 
                                                      
21 Hereafter, Berninger et al. (1996b). 
22 It should be noted that Harrell (1957, p.53) himself suggests that this finding may be 
a statistical artefact, reflecting a difficulty with the particular test statistic used. Whilst 
this is a perfectly feasible explanation, it is also not the only one available. As such, I 
take the finding here as illustrative of the counterintuitive nature of some findings, using 
it as a prompt for the discussion to follow. 
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Indeed, this difficulty in the particular case of O’Donnell et al. is underscored 
when we factor quality into consideration, as did Loban (1976). Take his scores 
for communication unit length, with his notion of a communication unit broadly 
equivalent to that of the t-unit (Loban, 1976, pp.8-10; cf. O’Donnell, 1977). 
These are plotted in figure 2.8. 
Evident is Loban’s finding of a relationship bound up with quality, as well as 
age. Take his “high” quality group. Here we see comparatively little 
differentiation, though generally favouring the spoken texts where present. The 
“low” quality group, conversely, exhibit a greater degree of differentiation. 
Initially shorter, their written units increase to being longer than the spoken, then 
begin a downward trajectory in which the two modalities seemingly converge. 
Again, apparent evidence of a developmental relationship, one noteworthy for 
indicating this to be something that varies according to some notion of quality. 
Again, however, both patterns are counterintuitive. After all, given their greater 
ability, we might expect the “high” quality group to be better at exploiting the 
greater affordance of writing. Hence, we would intuitively expect their written 
communication units to be longer. Indeed, this expectation is reinforced by the 
Fig 2.8 – Words per Communication Unit  
(Loban, 1976) 
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“high” quality group producing lengthier units than the “low” quality group in both 
modalities, a pattern which suggests the length of such units to be a marker of 
better speakers and writers. Conversely, given their lower overall ability, we 
would expect the “low” quality group to at least display a lower degree of 
differentiation between their spoken and written communication units. What we 
would surely not expect is for them to be initially “better” at exploiting the more 
constrained medium. Yet this is not what figure 2.8 suggests.23 
Still, though counterintuitive, it is important to note that these additional findings 
do not undermine the general case for a developmental relationship between 
spoken and written syntax during adolescence. On the contrary, all of the 
evidence set out above is consistent with adolescent students differentially 
handling this syntax according to both age and quality. Instead, what the 
findings overall highlight is the nuanced nature of this relationship, such that it 
does not seem easily characterised in terms of a straightforward and across-
the-board “progression”. Hence, the following sections, which will argue that it 
remains appropriate to retain a core distinction as one of students responding to 
the differential production conditions of speech and writing. To do so, however, 
we need to give fuller consideration to the manner in which the “developmental” 
state differs from the “mature” state. We will also need to borrow two terms from 
Barton (1994): that of scribe, and that of author. 
2.4.2.2 The Student as Scribe 
If we return to the samples originally analysed in Biber (1988, pp.208-10), it is 
apparent that these essentially represent the texts of mature language users. 
Not only were these registers produced by adults, a substantial proportion were 
what we can think of as “expert” texts; that is, uttered by individuals who 
produce this kind of discourse as part of their professional practice. Thus, for 
example, the broadcasts were presumably produced by broadcasters, and the 
academic prose by academics. As such, there are good reasons for taking 
Biber’s texts to represent the output of individuals well versed in the particular 
diatypic requirements of the particular discourse at hand. In the case of the 
                                                      
23 Again, it should be noted that there is an alternative, purely methodological 
explanation for Loban’s findings here, as with Harrell’s (1957) counterintuitive finding 
regarding adverbial clause usage. Since the present section is concerned more with 
substantive interpretations, however, I postpone this methodological consideration to 
section 2.4.3.  
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written texts, therefore, this would likely have meant individuals well versed in 
exploiting the differential potential of the medium to achieve discourse-
appropriate ends. This is not so with respect to young students, at least in some 
Western cultures, the majority of whom are much less familiar with the act of 
writing, this being something they begin concertedly learning on entry to formal 
education (e.g. DfE, 2014c; ACARA, 2014a).  
This lack of familiarity is most obvious in the time taken for students to become 
scribes; that is, individuals who have mastered the ability to “copy" onto the 
page whatever words they happen to have in their head (Barton, 1994; cf. 
Bissex, 1980; Christensen, 2009; Hall, 2009; Read, 2009; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 
2002). Such an ability is a minimal requirement for learning to write: one cannot 
be a writer without being able to produce utterances in the form of graphic 
symbols (Rogers, 2005). Nevertheless, despite its “low-level” connotation, this 
ability remains a complex achievement, not least because it requires students to 
grasp the orthographic conventions of the particular language at hand (Bissex, 
1980). Hence, it is small surprise to find the process of becoming a scribe a 
highly effortful one, many aspects taking years to master (Bissex, 1980; 
Christensen, 2009; Hall, 2009). Indeed, the most striking demonstration of this 
effort concerns the actual act of transcribing, which has been found to carry a 
higher cognitive cost for students than adults, even in students as old as nine or 
ten (Bourdin & Fayol, 1994; Christensen, 2009; Dockrell, 2009; McCutchen, 
2008; Wagner et al., 2011). In other words, even the “simple” act of putting a 
mark on the page is an apparently demanding activity for younger writers.  
That this effort is relevant for present purposes can be seen through its 
connection to the framework for syntactic development set out in section 2.2. 
This, recall, distinguished between competence and performance, with the latter 
comprising those extra-grammatical factors which affect our ability to make full 
use of our underlying syntactic knowledge. In doing so, the exemplary factor 
used to motivate this distinction was the notion of processing constraints, our 
finite mental capacities serving to limit the overall syntactic complexity of our 
utterances. Such a factor is clearly germane here. For if students have to 
devote extra mental resources to such a “basic” act as transcribing, then they 
will have fewer such resources available for maximising their syntactic 
resources when writing (Almargot & Chanquoy, 2001; Berninger et al., 1996b; 
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Christensen, 2009; Dockrell, 2009; Hayes, 2009; McCutchen, 2008). As such, 
we should not be so surprised to find less mature writers showing a greater 
capacity for complexity in their spoken syntax compared with their written. On 
the contrary, since the latter is, in fact, the more constrained medium initially, 
this is more likely something we should expect. And, indeed, this generally 
seems to be the case. Thus, we find many observers noting how students’ early 
writing shows a tendency to both lag behind what they seem capable of in 
speech and to be marked by errors they would not generally make when 
speaking (e.g. Berninger & Swanson, 1994; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Harpin, 1976; Kress, 1994; Perera, 1984; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Scott, 
2006).  
Accordingly, such a performance-based factor affords a more intuitive account 
of the seemingly counterintuitive findings noted above, at least in part. So, in the 
case of O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 1967b), that their younger participants 
produced shorter written t-units would simply reflect the time taken for students 
to get to grips with the demands of being a scribe. Indeed, this interpretation 
receives further support from noting that O’Donnell et al.’s 8-9 year olds 
produced more adjectival clauses per t-unit in their spoken texts, with such 
clauses comparatively absent from their writing. Come the 10-13 year olds, 
however, and this difference has disappeared, with the writing now exhibiting an 
increasing (but as yet non-significant) tendency towards more adjectival clauses 
per t-unit compared with the spoken texts. 
In the case of Loban’s (1976) “low” quality group, conversely, given that these 
individuals were identified on the basis of their general ability with respect to 
both speaking and writing, we may be seeing a two-part effect in play. On a 
basic level, they may simply have found the mechanics of writing harder to 
master than the “high” quality group, in effect aligning them more closely with 
the younger participants of O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 1967b). However, this 
difficulty may have been compounded by their overall lack of abilty. Specifically, 
the additional effort involved in being a scribe was such that it made what was 
already a difficult task that little bit more difficult. And, indeed, that this was 
plausibly the case is supported by noting that Loban’s (1976) “low” quality group 
also exhibited t-units that were generally shorter than those of the “high” quality 
group, regardless of modality. 
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In sum, then, it seems that we can still construe the developmental relationship 
between a student’s spoken and written syntax as something grounded in the 
differential production conditions of the two modalities. It simply requires that we 
recognise a core difference between the mature state and the developmental 
state. In the mature case, having developed the mechanics of writing to the 
extent that these require minimal cognitive effort, such writers are less restricted 
in their capacity to exploit the greater affordance of the written word. In the 
developmental case, this affordance is effectively reversed, such that writing 
becomes the more constrained modality. As such, it seems that part of the 
student’s task lies in actually getting to the point where they can start tapping 
into the greater affordance of the written word. 
2.4.2.3 The Student as Author I – The Wider Diatypic Context 
Thus far, we have argued that a scribe-based perspective, whilst complicating 
the picture, still allows us to partially account for the counterintuitive findings 
above in terms of the differential production conditions of speech and writing. 
The question remains whether this argument holds if we move beyond the 
mechanics of being a scribe to consider the student as author. By author, I 
mean an individual who shapes their syntactic output in response to diatypic 
factors of a more “high-level” nature than the minimal requirements of uttering a 
sound or making a mark. Here, it must again be acknowledged that a fuller 
conception of the developmental state underlines the complexity of the 
modality-related picture. Nevertheless, even here, the case can be made for the 
developmental relationship between a student’s spoken and written syntax 
being substantially grounded in the differential production conditions of the two 
modalities.  
First, however, we need to consider the wider complexity of the developmental 
state itself, something perhaps best introduced by noting a particular feature of 
Western education systems. This is simply the extensive range of new diatypic 
demands which students encounter in school; demands that, to be properly 
met, require concomitant developments in a student’s overall syntactic 
competence (ACARA, 2014a; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; DfE, 2014a; 
Halliday, 2004c; Rose & Martin, 2012; Scott, 1988; Snow & Uccelli, 2009). 
In-and-of-themselves, such demands are unsurprising. What makes them 
relevant for our purposes is that few cleanly divide language into the spoken 
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and the written. Rather, these demands are more accurately seen as an 
orthogonal set of diatypic considerations, much as we would expect given the 
nature of the adult context for which students are being prepared (Biber, 1988; 
Biber et al., 1999). Take, for example, one such common demand: that students 
develop their ability to use language in a variety of formal contexts (e.g. 
ACARA, 2014a; DfE, 2014a). As attested by the existence of a variety of formal 
spoken registers, from lectures and speeches to presentations and debates, 
there is nothing necessarily written about such discourse. And, indeed, this 
independence is something the curricula themselves emphasise. Thus, for 
example, the current curriculum for England explicitly asks that students learn 
which syntactic structures are ‘appropriate for formal speech and writing’ (DfE, 
2014a, p.49; my emphasis). 
As such, given the modality-independent nature of these demands, the 
implication is that we need to construe a student’s spoken and written syntax as 
something that occurs as part of their wider diatypic development. Student 
syntax, in other words, is not something that develops solely out of a need to 
become better speakers and writers. It is also a response to a number of 
additional demands. Such demands include, for instance, the use of language 
in formal contexts, the use of language before an unfamiliar audience, the use 
of language to explain abstract concepts, and the use of language for rhetorical 
effect (e.g. ACARA, 2014a; DfE, 2014a). 
Again, therefore, we have identified a seeming difference between the 
developmental state and the mature state. Here, however, the distinction is not 
a “mechanical” one. Instead, it concerns students having to develop their overall 
syntactic competence so as to meet the wider range of diatypic factors that will 
eventually characterise mature language use.  
Interestingly, this fuller conception of the developmental state raises a difficulty 
for any account seeking to frame differences in the spoken and written syntax 
which students actually exhibit solely in production-based terms. For, if syntax 
develops in response to a wider set of demands, then we must allow for 
changes that occur in one of the two modes but which are not thereby 
dependent on any specific response to the wider production conditions. All that 
need happen is that certain of these wider diatypic demands be asymmetrically 
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associated with either speech or writing when it comes to the specific registers 
that students actually encounter during their school career. 
To get a sense of what is meant here, consider two recent studies. The first is 
Berman & Nir-Sagiv (2007), which explored the development of written non-
narratives. The second is Nippold et al. (2005), which explored the development 
of spoken non-narratives. Strikingly, despite one study focusing on speech and 
the other writing, both found their non-narrative discourse to be characterised 
by an increasingly prominent use of relative clauses. Put together, therefore, 
these two studies would seem to raise the possibility of this association being 
something that could have developed within either modality. 
Suppose the latter to, in fact, be the case. And suppose, in fact, that students 
were only ever required to produce such non-narrative discourse within a 
written context. In which case, it would only ever be within a written context that 
students happen to develop, practise, and strengthen the diatypic association 
between relative clauses and this kind of discourse. Seen within the syntactic 
framework established in section 2.2, this would seem a clear instance of 
students developing their underlying functional knowledge and, hence, their 
underlying syntactic competence. It would also seem a clear instance of 
development occurring through their specific use of written language. Yet, by 
hypothesis, such development would also have occurred were students only 
ever required to produce this kind of discourse when speaking; it just so 
happens that they never have this opportunity. As such, though this would 
remain a feature of non-narrative discourse that is, in principle, modality-
independent, the day-to-day course of schooling would be such that it is only 
developed and exhibited within a written context. This, then, would seem to be a 
clear, albeit hypyothetical, example of development which did not require 
students to have access to any differential production conditions. Yet it would 
just as much be one which resulted from students being required to do different 
things with their spoken and written syntax.  
This is not, of course, to suggest that any real world distributions in the wider 
diatypic demands of school will be so markedly asymmetric. Nevertheless, as 
Christie & Derewianka (2008) highlight, it is evident that a substantial portion of 
the wider diatypic demands which students experience are primarily 
encountered and explored through the written word. Hence, when it comes to 
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development in the “real” world, we must seemingly allow for the possibilty that 
some of the development exhibited in a student’s written syntax is not per se 
dependent on any differential production conditions. This, in turn, would seem to 
raise the further possibility of certain texts being more or less productive than 
others for fostering the development of spoken and written syntax. Hence, we 
would also seem to have highlighted the value of further research aimed at 
investigating the relationship between the two modalities as a means of 
identifying such texts as are most productive for development here. 
2.4.2.4 The Student as Author II – A Production Conditions-based Account 
According to the previous section, an appreciation of the wider diatypic context 
points up a more expansive developmental picture than that framed solely in 
terms of the differential production conditions. Nevertheless, such a picture 
does not itself negate the importance of these conditions. Indeed, as the 
present section argues, a wider diatypic perspective further enables us to 
account for the counterintuitive findings of section 2.4.2.1 in such terms. 
To see how, it is worth comparing Biber (1988) with a more recent study by 
Reppen (2001). Like Biber, Reppen identifies a set of core diatypic dimensions 
marking a range of spoken and written registers. Unlike Biber, however, 
Reppen’s corpus comprises the discourse of 10-11 year olds. Suppose, then, 
that we again take Biber’s corpus to be representative of the fully mature state, 
with Reppen’s representative of a comparatively immature state. What is 
notable about the latter’s findings is the apparent amount of diatypic 
development his young adolescents have yet to undergo. 
First, we find functions present in the mature state that are not prominent in the 
immature state. One such function is what Reppen (ibid, p.197) terms ‘Abstract 
Style’. Marked by a high co-occurrence of passive and past-participial clauses, 
its absence suggests these students to be some way from the sort of abstract 
discourse often highlighted as a particular demand of formal schooling (Snow & 
Uccelli, 2009). Second, where both the mature and the immature state exhibit 
overlapping functions, these are associated with distinct syntactic features. 
Thus, for example, whereas the students use high proportions of second-person 
pronouns in order to argue/justify an opinion, mature arguments show a 
preference for suasive verbs. Third, we find certain features absent from the 
student dimensions altogether, the mature state generally making distinctive 
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use of a wider range of syntactic forms. Thus, for example, whereas second-
person pronouns are characteristic of (admittedly different) dimensions in both 
states, wh-relative clauses are not associated with any of Reppen’s dimensions. 
Different sets of functions, different uses of form, a different range of forms. 
Seen in terms of the framework of section 2.2, what these contrasts point to is 
the intricate nature of diatypic development. That is, the fully mature state 
seemingly represents a wholesale shift, not just in competence, but in an 
individual’s overall capacity for exploiting this competence within concrete 
diatypic contexts. 
As such, whilst the ongoing course of diatypic development might not 
demonstrate such stark shifts, the two studies suggest that we can think of such 
development in terms of students being at distinct diatypic states. That is to say, 
each student can be thought of as possessing a distinct overall set of syntactic 
forms with which they are varyingly able to meet a certain range of discourse 
contexts. So, for example, whilst a student at state2 may have a fully developed 
syntax available for the expression of “abstract content”, another at state1 may 
not even be aware of such a function. Conversely, a student at state1 and 
another at state2 may both be aware of the functions of argumentative 
discourse. Yet the former may be over-reliant on the use of second-person 
pronouns to fulfil this function, whilst the latter may have developed to where 
they now make greater use of suasive verbs. And, indeed, the plausibility of this 
characterisation can be seen from a number of studies that show the 
relationship between form and function to be something that varies according to 
both age and quality (e.g. Beers & Nagy, 2009, 2011; Berman, 2008; Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Crowhurst, 1980b; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Johansson, 
2009; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). 
Now, what is of particular interest here is that such a view of development offers 
clear support for the proposed emphasis on the production conditions of speech 
and writing. For it is of the essence of this emphasis that it accounts for 
modality-related development in terms of students working within these 
differential conditions. And, on a diatypic state view, how a student responds to 
these conditions will depend on the extent to which they have various syntactic 
forms available for various diatypic contexts. 
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For instance, suppose a student’s underlying competence to be such that they 
have a certain set of forms readily available for a certain communicative 
function. In which case, these forms should be comparatively easy to deploy 
regardless of the wider production conditions. Conversely, suppose this same 
function favours a feature that is not so readily available. This might perhaps be 
because the student has yet to establish the appropriate functional knowledge, 
or perhaps because the complexity of the feature is such that it puts especial 
strain on a student’s general cognitive resources. In which case, this might well 
be a piece of syntax that could only be produced within a uniquely written 
context, the less constrained nature of writing affording the compositional space 
requisite for overcoming these “deficiencies”. 
Moreover, on a diatypic state view, development ultimately consists in changes 
to the overall set of features on which a student can draw within various 
discourse contexts. One outcome of such development, of course, may be the 
acquisition of an entirely new form, this being a predominant characteristic of 
early language development (E. Clark, 2011; Diessel, 2004; Tomasello, 2003). 
Another outcome, however, conceivably the predominant characteristic of 
secondary-aged development, is a shift in the relative availability of the 
individual’s current set of features (Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Scott, 1988, 2006). In which case, certain features 
that were less available for production with respect to a certain diatypic context 
would now be more readily available regardless of the wider production 
conditions. 
With this in mind, take Harrell’s (1957) counterintuitive findings with respect to 
the comparative prominence of adverbial clauses. More specifically, take the 
fact of his 15-16 year old participants not distinguishing their writing here, 
despite his 13-14 year olds previously exhibiting a shift to a greater written 
prominence of such clauses. Initially framed as a “regression”, this finding now 
has a natural account in terms of the differential production conditions of the two 
modalities. That is, what we plausibly see here is the older participants having 
reached a new diatypic state, such that adverbial clauses were now more 
readily available for use in speech. This could be for a number of reasons, both 
linguistic and non-linguistic.  
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Non-linguistically, for example, it could reflect a development in the students’ 
overall cognitive capacities, such that his 15-16 year olds had a greater 
processing capacity with which to produce this kind of syntax (Alamargot & 
Fayol, 2009; Berman, 2008; Gathercole, 1999; Hudson, 2009).  
Linguistically, on the other hand, what we may see here is a shift in the 
students’ underlying competence, with the production conditions even playing a 
causal role in this shift (Berman, 2008; Daiute, 1984; Myhill, 2008; Ravid & 
Tolchinsky, 2008). So, for example, the adverbial clauses here may represent a 
kind of syntax that younger students are especially able to produce, practice 
and develop thanks to the greater affordance of the written word.24 The effect of 
this greater written exploitation would then be a change in the students’ 
functional knowledge, such that adverbial clauses became more readily 
available regardless of the wider conditions. Alternatively, this may be a case of 
older students no longer making such prominent written use of these clauses, 
perhaps because their new expressive knowledge means they possess a wider 
range of discourse-appropriate forms. The less constrained nature of writing 
would then have enabled the 15-16 year olds to more freely draw on this range, 
making them comparatively less reliant on adverbial clauses to meet the 
communicative requirements of this register. 
Indeed, given the current perspective, it is entirely conceivable that more than 
one such factor can be simultaneously at work; as suggested by Harrell’s own 
figures. These show the 15-16 year old participants to have been producing 
greater proportions of adverbial clauses than the 13-14 year olds, despite no 
longer exhibiting a significant difference in their spoken and written scores. In 
other words, it was not only that the older students were producing more 
adverbial clauses regardless of modality, suggesting these forms to be more 
generally available. Rather, they were also using them less distinctively, 
suggesting they were comparatively less reliant on such clauses when writing. 
This leaves the remaining finding of Loban (1976) regarding communication unit 
length, his “high” quality group exhibiting minimal modality-related differentiation 
that actually favoured the spoken texts where present. Again, a diatypic state 
                                                      
24 Indeed, in further support of this point, it is worth noting that O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 
1967b) also found adverbial clauses exhibiting a developmental prominence in the 
written texts of their 10-13 year old participants. 
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view readily enables this finding to be incorporated within a production 
conditions-based account. In this particular case, we can attribute the finding to 
his participants being a “high” quality group, these students remaining at a more 
advanced state such that they were able to direct their syntactic attention 
elsewhere. And, indeed, several pieces of evidence support this explanation. 
The first draws on additional findings from O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 1967b). 
Specifically, whilst their study did find a developmental shift from longer spoken 
t-units to spoken and written t-units of similar length, this shift was not the result 
of the older participants using similar kinds of syntax in both modalities. Instead, 
the written increase was at least part caused by these participants building t-
units that were structurally more complex than their spoken counterparts; 
hence, for example, their greater use of adverbial clauses. Accordingly, these 
findings suggest two conclusions. One is that O’Donnell et al.’s 10-13 year olds 
had not merely reached a state where they were meeting the minimal 
requirements of being a scribe. Rather, they had also reached a stage where 
they were starting to tap the differential production conditions of writing, allowing 
them to produce a more complex syntax than was possible under the 
constraints of speech. The other conclusion is that there is more than one way 
to increase the length of a t-unit, with some perhaps more developmentally 
demanding than others. 
The second piece of evidence builds on both conclusions, using the actual 
findings of Loban (1976). Specifically, in addition to measuring the number of 
words per communication unit, Loban also scored his texts for the average 
number of elaboration points per communication unit. This was a bespoke 
measure, designed to assess the relative complexity of communication units by 
assigning these units scores weighted according to the particular structures 
used to build them. Thus, for example, the use of an auxiliary verb gained a 
participant 0.5 points, whilst the use of a participial phrase gained them 5 points 
(Loban, 1976, pp.16-18). Figure 2.9 plots Loban’s findings here.  
So plotted, what we find is a pattern more thoroughly consistent with the 
proposed account. So, like the communication unit length scores, we find the 
“low” quality group returning consistently lower scores, suggesting they remain 
at a state where they are less able to draw on a more demanding range of 
syntactic features. And we once again find their spoken scores initially greater 
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than the written, further highlighting the time it takes for these lower ability 
students to start tapping the greater affordance of the written word.  
Unlike the communication unit length scores, however, we now find the “high” 
quality group more clearly differentiating their spoken and written syntax. 
Moreover, this differentiation is in line with what we would expect given the 
differential production conditions. So, we initially find their written scores here to 
be slightly higher than the spoken, suggesting that Loban’s higher ability 
students are already at a stage where they are tapping into the differential 
conditions. Most strikingly, we find a shift at around 13-14 years, suggesting the 
group to be at a state where they are not merely “tapping” these conditions, but 
are now able to more fully capitalise on the less constrained nature of writing. 
The result is a marked increase in the overall structural complexity of their 
written units here, a feature underlined by the more constrained rise in the 
scores for their spoken texts.  
Seen in this context, Loban’s (1976) initially counterintuitive finding can be 
construed as something of a red herring, masking another way in which the 
“High” quality group were responding to the differential production conditions. 
Fig 2.9 – Elaboration Points per Communication Unit 
(Loban, 1976) 
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Specifically, the more advanced nature of this group’s diatypic state was such 
that they were not seeking to produce written communication units that were 
complex due to a comparatively simple increase in the number of words. 
Instead, their development was concentrated on increasing the degree of 
structural complexity within their communication units. 
2.4.2.5 The Student as Author III - The Intersection of Modality and Genre 
If the previous section is correct, it seems that a wider perspective may well 
require us to situate a student’s modality-related development within the context 
of their wider diatypic development. At the same time, however, such a 
perspective remains entirely conducive to an account framed in terms of the 
differential production conditions of speech and writing. Nevertheless, whilst 
sufficient for showing the required compatibility, it is worth further considering 
this perspective within the context of a particular discourse factor: that of genre, 
as conceived in the work of Berman and colleagues (e.g. Berman, 2008; 
Berman & Verhoeven, 2002). Doing so not only helps underline the 
appropriateness of the proposed account, it helps point up modality as itself a 
distinct factor in a student’s syntactic development. 
To recap, the previous section outlined the idea of diatypic states. Specifically, it 
suggested that any particular student at any particular point can be 
characterised as possessing a certain set of forms with which they are varyingly 
able to respond to a certain range of discourse contexts. Development would 
then be characterised in terms of students shifting from one particular state to 
another. The result of each such shift would be a corresponding shift in a 
student’s overall diatypic capacity, with the student now exhibiting a new degree 
of discourse sensitivity in their syntactic usage. Thus, for example, given the 
appropriateness of adverbial clauses for meeting the requirements of fictional 
discourse (Biber et al., 1999, p.826), we might well find older students more 
prominently using such clauses when telling a story (O’Donnell et al., 1967a, 
1967b; Harrell, 1957). Alternatively, given the wide range of syntactic forms that 
typify the mature state (Biber, 1988; Reppen, 2001), we might well find more 
able students drawing on a wider range of forms to elaborate the complexity of 
their utterances (Loban, 1976). So framed, three points are of initial note. 
The first is that there is nothing especially novel about the present construal. 
Empirically, it is supported by a number of findings which show the relationship 
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between form and function to be something that varies with age and quality 
(e.g. Beers & Nagy, 2009, 2011; Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Crowhurst, 1980b; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008; 
Reppen, 2000). Moreover, conceptually, many linguists have highlighted the 
need to recognise the manner in which developing individuals manifest differing 
degrees of discourse sensitivity (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Berman, 2008; 
Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Cummins & Swain, 1983; Halliday, 2004a, 2004b; 
Hymes, 1976; Kress, 1994; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Perfetti & McCutchen, 1987; 
Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Romaine, 1986).  
The second is that any particular diatypic state can be naturally accounted for in 
terms of the framework for syntactic development that was set out in section 
2.2. So, for example, take the degree to which students have particular forms 
available for particular contexts. This is something that can be explained 
through their having the appropriate functional knowledge with respect to those 
forms, combined with the extent to which this knowledge is subject to various 
performance-based constraints. As such, we should be able to draw on this 
framework so as to account for a particular shift from one state to another. And, 
indeed, the previous section has already shown this to be the case with the 
counterintuitive finding of Harrell (1957). Thus, his shift in adverbial clause use 
was naturally accounted for through an overall change in the relationship 
between these components. 
Last but not least, diatypic states are perforce context-sensitive, the overall 
sensitivity of particular individuals at particular points dependent on the 
particular kinds of discourse at hand. Considered at one level, of course, this is 
perhaps obvious. After all, diatypic states are basically defined such that distinct 
states should exhibit distinct grammatical behaviour when placed in distinct 
discourse contexts. Hence, it is unsurprising to find “strong” and “weak” writers 
distinguishable according to their use of coordinated clauses and finite 
subordinate clauses when it comes to the production of arguments and 
narratives (Myhill, 2008, 2009a). Such behaviour is simply the outcome of 
distinct groups of students being at distinct diatypic states. Perhaps more 
surprising, however, is the extent to which this context-sensitivity can apply 
within the same student at the same developmental point. Thus, for example, 
Crowhurst & Piche (1979) found that varying the audience, genre, and topic of a 
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piece of writing could result in the same student producing t-units of different 
lengths and densities. Whether considered inter- or intra-individually, therefore, 
when it comes to the particular sensitivity of a particular student, context is key. 
It is this context-sensitivity which is the nub of the present section. For nowhere 
has this feature been more clearly demonstrated when it comes to modality-
related development than in the notion of genre as conceived and explored 
within the contemporary work of Berman and colleagues (Berman, 2008; 
Berman & Ravid, 2009; Berman & Verhoeven, 2002). This work comprises two 
sets of studies: one focused on Hebrew-speakers, the other taking the form of 
an extensive study of development across seven languages.25 Hereafter, I will 
refer to the first set as the Hebrew Studies and to the second, funded by the 
Spencer Foundation, as the Spencer Study.26 I will also refer to the overall work 
itself using the shorthand label Tel Aviv; thereby speaking of, for instance, the 
“Tel Aviv findings” or “Tel Aviv studies”.27 
The Tel Aviv conception takes genres to be ‘types of discourse defined by 
different communicative goals and functions’ (Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007, p.79). 
So defined, this conception evidently overlaps with the notion of register as 
employed within both the Arizona and Sydney School approaches to diatypic 
variation (e.g. Biber & Conrad, 2009; Martin & Rose, 2008). It differs, however, 
in being used more restrictively, genres primarily defined in terms of the overall 
communicative purpose of a register, and specifically defined so as to constitute 
a factor distinct from that of modality (Berman & Ravid, 2009).  
More pertinently, though offering a broad definition of genre, the Tel Aviv 
research has focused on exploring this aspect of diatypic variation through two 
core instantiations. These are Narratives, and a form of non-narrative discourse 
which they term Expositions. The prototypical characteristics of each are set out 
in table 2.10, based on the descriptions found across various Tel Aviv 
publications (e.g. Berman & Katzenberger, 2004; Berman & Nir, 2010a, 2010b; 
Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Johansson, 2009). A review 
of the wider literature, however, indicates these to be acknowledged 
                                                      
25 viz. Dutch, English, French, Hebrew, Icelandic, Spanish, and Swedish. 
26 For general information about the Spencer Foundation, see http://www.spencer.org. 
27 Note this label is ultimately a matter of convenience. Though both the Hebrew 
Studies and the Spencer Study have been directed out of Tel Aviv University, much of 
the work itself has been conducted by researchers in various countries (Berman & 
Verhoeven, 2002). 
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characteristics of narrative and non-narrative discourse more broadly 
considered (e.g. Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; Gillam, Pena, & Miller, 
1999; Mosenthal, 1985; Nippold et al., 2005; Ray & Meyer, 2011; Scott & 
Windsor, 2000). 
Evident in table 2.10 is the fact of narratives and expositions constituting distinct 
discourse contexts; more-or-less polar opposites. For example, whilst narratives 
characteristically recount actions and events within a chronological framework, 
expositions discuss topics and ideas within a logically structured framework. 
Given the context-sensitive nature of diatypic states, therefore, we should 
expect to find such distinct contexts prompting the production of distinct 
linguistic features. And, indeed, taking their adult English-speakers as 
representative of the “mature” diatypic state, table 2.11 shows this to be what 
we do find (Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Berman & Ravid, 2009). 
Thus, geared towards recounting actions and events, we naturally find 
narratives marked by greater use of the past tense. Conversely, geared towards 
expressing ideas and thoughts about the general nature of things, we naturally 
find expositions marked by greater use of the present tense. Thus, also, 
focused on agent-oriented events, it is not surprising to find narratives making 
more extensive use of personal pronouns and concrete names. Conversely, 
geared towards ideas and thoughts, it is not surprising to find expositions 
marked by more abstract noun phrases. (14a) and (14b), both produced by the 
same 16 year old student, illustrate these features: 
14a. When I was in the seventh grade I had a conflict…I knew this was 
ridiculous...one day I finally snapped…I proved him wrong. I hit him  
Table 2.10 – Two Genres: “Narratives” versus “Expositions” 
Genre Dimension Narratives Expositions
Overall'Intent Recount Discuss
Textual'Orientation Agent-oriented Topic-oriented
Textual'Structure Chronological Thematic
Propositional'Links Episodic Logical
Content'Orientation Actions/Events Ideas/Thoughts
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[= narrative; adapted from Berman (2008, p.754)] 
14b. Many people contend that the issue of conflict is an issue of good 
against evil…Many important things arise out of conflict including differing 
opinions and aesthetic differentiation  
[= exposition; adapted from Berman (2008, p.754)] 
Most striking, however, is the seemingly more demanding linguistic character of 
expositions, as highlighted by the final six measures in table 2.11. Thus, 
expositions exhibit a generally higher degree of structural complexity (♯6,8,9), a 
feature which should make these pieces of syntax harder to plan and produce 
(Daiute, 1984; Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006; 
Nottbusch, 2010; Nottbusch et al., 2007). Thus, also, they evince a generally 
higher degree of more abstract and formal vocabulary (♯4,5), such low 
frequency words being harder to access and produce (Fernandez & Cairns, 
2011). Thus, finally, they evince a greater degree of lower frequency and non-
canonical structures (♯7), another type of syntax that has been highlighted as 
more cognitively demanding (F. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006).  
Simply from the point of view of linguistic production, then, expositions would 
seem the more marked genre. Indeed, more than linguistically demanding, 
expositions seem the more demanding genre generally, especially for students. 
Table 2.11 – “Narrative” versus “Expository” Language 
 Linguistic Feature Narratives Expositions
1 Temporality Past.Tense Present.Tense
2 Nominal.Reference
Personal.Pronouns.+......
Concrete.Names
Impersonal.Pronouns.+.
Abstract.Noun.Phrases
3 Word.Length
4
Abstract...................
Vocabulary.Use
5
Formal....................
Vocabulary.Use
6
Noun.Phrase...........
Complexity
7
Passive.Verb.........
Proportions
8 Clause.Length
9
Relative.Clause.....
Proportions
Expositions.>.Narratives
Expositions.>.Narratives
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This is for a number of reasons, all noted by various Tel Aviv publications 
themselves (Berman, 2008; Berman & Katzenberger, 2004; Berman & Nir-
Sagiv, 2007; Johansson, 2009; Verhoeven, Aparici, Cahana-Amitay, van Hell, 
Kriz, & Viguié-Simon, 2002; cf. Bereiter & Scardamallia, 1987; Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Garner & Gillingham, 1987; Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 
1997; Ray & Meyer, 2011; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Rose & Martin, 2012; 
Snow & Uccelli, 2009).  
So, in part, this complexity reflects children normally having an earlier and more 
extended experience with narratives, with expositions concertedly encountered 
only during schooling, making them a much less familiar genre. However, it is 
also something grounded in the nature of the genres themselves. Specifically, 
narratives have a more pre-defined, canonical structure on which students can 
draw, with much of the content and internal sequencing often determined by the 
actual event to which the particular instance refers.28 Indeed, the latter would be 
especially true with respect to the personal narratives of the Spencer Study 
component. After all, if all else fails, a student can more-or-less “repeat” back 
their experience in more-or-less the order they experienced it. Expositions, in 
contrast, have no such obvious canonical structure on which a student can rely, 
with the content itself often being more abstract, more hierarchical, and less 
grounded in our personal experience of the world. Hence, when it comes to 
generating and managing both the structure and content of expository 
discourse, students must exert a greater and more conscious effort. 
Expositions, in other words, represent a genre that requires students to spread 
their still maturing cognitive resources more thinly than might otherwise be the 
case (cf. Alamargot & Chanquoy, 2009; Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; Bereiter & 
Scardamalia, 1987; Berninger & Swanson, 1994; Hayes, 2009).  
On both linguistic and general discourse grounds, then, expositions and 
narratives constitute distinctive discourse contexts, with the former requiring 
that students put more effort into deciding both what to say and how to say it. 
                                                      
28 Note that this is not to imply that narratives are themselves either “simple” or 
“monolithic” (Berman, 1995). On the contrary, as the Tel Aviv findings themselves 
show, narratives exhibit clear developmental changes, particularly as students master 
and begin to experiment with their more canonical features (Berman & Katzenberger, 
2004; Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; cf. Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). As 
such, the intention here is only to highlight the comparative simplicity of the genre, the 
prototypical features of narrative discourse here being learned earlier but expositions 
showing a comparative “lag” in development. 
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Given the context-sensitive nature of diatypic states highlighted above, then, 
this would seem a distinction ripe for exploring within the context of such states. 
Before doing so, however, it is worth noting how the framework of section 2.2 
readily enables us to conceptualise the discourse sensitivity of individuals here, 
again pointing to its relevance. Take the relative complexity of expositions and 
narratives regarding general text structure and content. Constituting non-
linguistic information, these are differences naturally construed in performance-
based terms. Thus, not having a more ready-made textual structure on which 
they can draw, individuals must devote more of their overall mental capacity to 
generating this structure, leaving less available for the linguistic aspects of their 
utterances (Alamargot & Chanquoy, 2009; Alamargot & Fayol, 2009; Hayes, 
2009; Wagner et al., 2010). Conversely, both linguistic in nature and relating to 
the appropriateness of a particular form, a feature such as temporality (♯1) is 
naturally categorised in terms of an individuals’ expressive knowledge.  
Finally, relating to both the complexity and appropriateness of a piece of syntax, 
a feature such as relative clause proportions (♯9) has a natural classification in 
terms of both competence and performance. Thus, it has a competence 
classification, in that individuals must have the requisite functional knowledge 
that more generally associates such clauses with the functions of expository 
discourse. Thus, also, it has a performance classification, in that the extent to 
which they can draw on these clauses will be constrained by various 
performance-based factors such as their wider cognitive capacity.  
With these genres and this framework in mind, then, we can now ask what 
support the Tel Aviv findings offer the present study’s conception of modality-
related development. To begin, recall that, on a diatypic state view, we ought to 
find students exhibiting a differential sensitivity to genre, whether considered 
across developmental states or within a particular state. We find both.  
Indeed, particularly striking is the cross-linguistic nature of the findings (Berman, 
2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009). Specifically, whilst the seven languages studied 
did exhibit language-specific differences, taken as a whole, the overall 
developmental picture was remarkably consistent. As such, rather than try to 
cover the extensive findings in toto, the following discussion focuses on those 
for two specific measures, taking these as emblematic for present purposes. 
Moreover, given the cross-linguistic picture, and to offer a wider linguistic 
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perspective, the particular findings used will be those of the Hebrew-speakers.29 
These are plotted in figures 2.12 and 2.13 overleaf. 
Take the Tel Aviv findings for the average number of content words per clause 
(figure 2.12). Even within the youngest age group, we find a general trend for 
participants to treat the two genres differently, though perhaps not in quite the 
expected manner. Already, we see the expositions exhibiting a higher on 
average score than the narratives. 
Furthermore, when we turn to the average number of words per clause 
produced by these same participants (figure 2.13), two features are apparent. 
Firstly, we again find a characteristic trend for the participants to treat the two 
genres differently, with the expositions returning generally higher on average 
scores here. Secondly, we find this treatment itself showing a certain degree of 
syntactic sensitivity. So, the 9-10 year olds exhibit a much smaller gap between 
the expositions and the narratives of 0.06 words per clause, compared to a gap 
of 0.35 content words per clause. Such a finding is particularly interesting for 
highlighting a point made in section 2.4.2.1: that the specific details of any 
developmental trajectories may well vary with the syntactic area under 
consideration; distinct area, distinct trajectory. 
Unfortunately, moving to the picture across the participating groups, we can 
only consider the picture for age; quality not having been explicitly factored into 
the Tel Aviv studies. Nevertheless, we again find evidence of a differential 
discourse sensitivity, with the 16-17 year olds, for instance, indicative of a 
diatypic state distinct from that of the 9-10 year olds. Thus, we once more find 
expositions exhibiting a higher score with respect to the number of content 
words per clause (figure 2.12). Now, however, there has been an apparent shift 
in the gap, pushing this particular expository feature further towards that 
characteristic of the mature state. Moreover, turning to these same participants’ 
number of words per clause (figure 2.13), we now find the overall gap between 
expositions and narratives to have more clearly made its way through to this 
area of syntax. In other words, the participants’ diatypic state would now seem 
such that they are more fully differentiating the two genres here.  
                                                      
29 It should be noted, however, that these two measures have also been chosen for 
paralleling the Spencer Study findings here with respect to their English-speakers 
(Berman & Ravid, 2009). I am indebted to Professor Ravid for the figures themselves. 
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In sum, when investigated as a diatypic factor independent of any 
considerations of modality, what the Tel Aviv findings highlight is the impact of 
genre as a distinctive factor within secondary-aged development. Whatever else 
is happening during this period, genre development is happening. Indeed, what 
they further highlight is the seemingly characteristic nature of this development: 
the older the individual, the greater their capacity to exhibit the more demanding 
features of expository discourse (Berman, 2008; Berman & Nir, 2010a; Berman 
& Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2002). 
The obvious question to now ask, of course, is what happens when we do take 
modality into consideration. So asking, our goal is twofold. Firstly, we are 
looking for evidence of modality being a distinctive influence within syntactic 
development. Secondly, this influence should ideally be attributable to the 
differential production conditions of speech and writing. Again, we find both. 
Consider, in this light, figures 2.14 and 2.15. These repeat the Tel Aviv findings 
for the exemplary measures discussed above, this time further splitting the texts 
according to whether they were either written or spoken. The differences are 
notable. Take the youngest participants’ scores for clause length (figure 2.15). 
Here, we immediately see indications of a differential sensitivity to modality. So, 
whereas figure 2.13 exhibited a genre-based difference of 0.06 words per 
clause, figure 2.15 shows this to have only been the case only because we 
treated the spoken and written expositions as a single register. Factor modality 
back into the picture and we actually find a gap between the spoken and written 
expositions of 0.53 words per clause, with the spoken expositions grouping 
more closely with the written narratives. Furthermore, return to this group’s 
scores for content words per clause (figure 2.14), and the initial genre-based 
difference has disappeared. Not only do we find the spoken expositions 
grouped closely with the narratives, we now find a gap between the spoken and 
written expositions of some 0.75 content words per clause. 
Turning to the developmental picture across the various age groups, we again 
find evidence of a specific discourse sensitivity with respect to modality. Take 
the 16-17 year olds’ scores for content words per clause (figure 2.14).  
Here, the narratives pattern as before, with modality apparently having little 
influence on how the older participants handled this genre for this measure. 
When it comes to the expository texts, on the hand, we see noticeable changes.  
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Thus, the written expositions have generally increased their scores on this 
measure from 2.76 to 3.55 words per clause, with this trend continuing into the 
adult participants. The spoken expositions, meanwhile, seem to have broken 
free of the narratives, showing a comparative increase such that the gap 
between the spoken expositions and written narratives is now some 0.59 words 
per clause. Nevertheless, this increase still keeps the spoken expositions below 
their written counterparts, with these texts having apparently settled into a 
middle ground between the written expositions and the two narrative registers. 
This leaves the participants’ development regarding the number of words per 
clause (figure 2.15). Again, we find a different pattern here; again highlighting 
the syntactically sensitive nature of a student’s diatypic development. This time, 
for example, both the narratives and the expositions generally group as before, 
with the expositions exhibiting steeper increases in their scores for this measure 
and the narratives remaining comparatively static. When it comes to the effect 
of modality, however, the two genres group much more closely in terms of their 
spoken and written counterparts. As such, it is not until we reach the adult 
participants that we see a clearer developmental separation of the spoken and 
written expositions. 
Combined with the evidence provided at the outset of section 2.4, therefore, the 
particular Tel Aviv findings offer a positive answer to the first part of the 
question. Even when firmly situated within the context of their wider diatypic 
development, we find modality being a distinctive influence within the syntactic 
development of adolescent students. 
This leaves the second, and final, part of the question: whether we can make 
sense of the Tel Aviv findings through the differential production conditions of 
speech and writing. With this in mind, consider that there is, indeed, something 
modality-specific about the general Tel Aviv findings. Specifically, suppose we 
factor out any modality-extrinsic factors, together with any differential 
sensitivities in the specific syntactic measures. What we find is that it is still a 
written register which emerges as the most marked form of discourse, with this 
emergence generally achieving statistical significance during late adolescence 
(Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009). 
Take, for example, the findings for the Hebrew-speaking participants’ content 
words per clause (figure 2.14). Here, we find it to be the written expositions 
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which exhibit the most sustained increase, rising from a comparatively high 2.76 
to 4.26 content words per clause; a total increase of 1.5 content words. This is 
in comparison to the spoken expositions, which exhibit a more moderate 
increase of 1.01 content words. Take, also, the findings for the participants’ 
words per clause. Here, we find a similar, if somewhat more nuanced, pattern, 
with the written expositions again exhibiting the most sustained increase, from a 
comparatively high 4.68 to 6.47 words per clause; a total increase of 1.79 
words. This is in comparison to the spoken expositions, which exhibit an overall 
increase of 1.52 words. 
Moreover, this generally marked developmental increase in the scores for the 
written expositions seems to be a persistent characteristic of this discourse as 
developed by both the English- and the Hebrew-speaking students (e.g. 
Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & Berman, 2010). Indeed, we find 
much the same outcome whether considered in terms of words per clause, 
content words per clause, adjectives per clause, degree of non-finite 
subordination, use of passive verbs, or a variety of noun phrase characteristics. 
Whatever the measure, in other words, it seems to be the written expositions 
which exhibit the most marked developmental increases. The end result of 
these increases is a characteristic gap between the written expositions and the 
other three registers; a gap which tends to acheive statistical significance during 
later adolescence (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009).  
Seen in light of these findings, there is clearly something developmentally 
marked about the intersection of modality with expository discourse. Moreover, 
given the general contrast between the two varieties of expository discourse, 
there would also seem to be something genuinely written about the 
development of the written expositions. Both findings demonstrate the 
relevance of an account that is framed in terms of the differential production 
conditions of speech and writing. 
To see why, we need only consider the linguistic features which characterise 
this developmental shift, taking the Tel Aviv studies’ English- and Hebrew-
speaking participants as exemplary for present purposes. So taken, we find the 
written expositions marked by a number of distinctive features. Firstly, there is a 
developmental trend towards a greater degree of clausal complexity; hence, the 
greater number of adjectives and content words per clause (Berman, 2008; 
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Berman & Ravid, 2009). Secondly, there is a trend towards a greater degree of 
noun phrase complexity; hence, the increase in noun phrase length, together 
with the greater quality of noun phrase modification and more extensive use of 
relative clauses (Berman, 2008; Ravid & Berman, 2010). Finally, the written 
expositions show a developmental tendency to draw on a wider range of more 
marked and non-canonical syntactic structures; hence, the increased use of 
non-finite subordination and passive verbs (Berman, 2008). 
As explicitly argued by the authors themselves, these are all features that can 
be accounted for through students being able to exploit the differential 
production conditions of writing (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & 
Berman, 2010; cf. Biber, 1988). More particularly, they exemplify the kinds of 
syntax which the psycholinguistic literature indicates to be especially taxing to 
plan and produce (Daiute, 1984; Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira & 
Engelhardt, 2006; Nottbusch, 2010; Notthbusch et al., 2007; Wagner et al., 
2010). They thereby exemplify the kinds of syntax that can only be fully 
exploited thanks to the less constrained production conditions of writing.  
As a specific example here, take the scores for the average number of content 
words per clause (figure 2.14). As noted by Berman & Ravid (2009; cf. Biber, 
1988) such items can be taken as markers of a more demanding syntax for two 
reasons. Firstly, they increase the overall informational density of a clause, as 
opposed to a more referentially light form such as a personal pronoun. 
Secondly, they constitute a syntactic anchor around which individuals can build 
phrases that are overall more structually complex.  
So noted, consider the fact that the scores for the spoken expositions here 
remained consistently lower than those for the written expositions, despite 
exhibiting a continued increase across all four age groups. This is readily 
accounted for by the more constrained conditions under which spoken syntax 
operates, any development limited by the ‘cognitive ceiling’ that Biber (1988, 
p.163) highlights as an inevitable component of spoken discourse (cf. Berman, 
2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). As such, the 
moderate increase here may directly reflect an enhanced syntactic competence 
relative to a particular ceiling. Alternatively, it may simply reflect a wider 
cognitive development such that the ceiling itself rises and becomes less 
constrictive. Regardless, some form of “ceiling” appears to be continuously 
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present, setting an upper bound on their participants’ capacity to produce this 
more demanding syntax.  
In contrast, these same participants were less restricted when it came to their 
written expositions, returning consistently higher scores across all four age 
groups. Again, this has a natural characterisation within the proposed 
framework, the less constrained production conditions of writing enabling 
individuals to better circumvent the effects of any such cognitive ceiling 
(Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Berninger et al., 1996b; Biber, 1988; 
Perera, 1984; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). 
Analysed in these terms, the value of the proposed account is clear, enabling us 
to isolate what is modality-specific about the development of expository 
discourse here. On which point, consider that it is specifically the written 
expositions, rather than the three remaining registers, which exhibited the most 
marked linguistic development. Why should this be? 
By way of answer here, we can recall our initial comparison of narratives and 
expositions, which emphasised the more demanding character of expository 
discourse. Hence, the final six features originally listed in table 2.11 above. 
Interestingly, when we consider the characteristic functions of these features, it 
is clear that these are not arbitrary features of expository discourse. Rather, 
they are grounded in the nature of the genre itself (Berman, 2008; Berman & 
Ravid, 2009; Biber, 1988; Biber et al., 1999; Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; 
Johansson, 2009; Ravid & Berman, 2010). Hence, for example, the greater 
structural complexity of expositions (♯6,8,9). Thus, the general purpose of 
expository discourse being to discuss the nature of a particular topic, it is no 
surprise to find mature expositions marked by more complex noun phrases and 
greater proportions of relative clauses. These are forms well suited for making 
the referential content of a piece of discourse more precise and informative 
(Biber et al., 1999). In short, not only are expositions the more demanding of the 
two genres when considered in light of these particular features, they would 
seem to be naturally so; at least if an individual is to achieve an appropriate 
level of development. 
But if that is the case, then the proposed account readily enables us to explain 
why the Tel Aviv studies should find the written expositions ‘emerging as a 
favoured site for complex, sophisticated language’ (Berman, 2008, p.757). After 
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all, given the communicative functions of expository discourse, it is hard to see 
how such a genre could be fully developed without students also being able to 
fully exploit the less constrained production conditions of writing. 
Approached at the intersection of genre and modality, then, we have again 
identified a natural connection between a student’s modality-related 
development and the differential production conditions of speech and writing. 
Indeed, this is something the various Tel Aviv researchers themselves 
emphasise (e.g Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 
2002). Moreover, so approached, this connection clearly points up modality as a 
distinct factor in syntactic development, marking out writing as an important 
medium for helping students more fully meet the demands of certain genres. In 
the particular case at hand, for example, it would seem a critical means of 
enabling individuals to do things with their expository syntax that they could not 
otherwise do. 
Both points can be further emphasised by briefly considering the Tel Aviv 
findings regarding the more general development of written language 
independently of any genre-based influences. Specifically, and regardless of 
genre, there was a wider tendency for the written texts to exhibit syntax that 
was both denser and more structurally marked in comparison to the spoken 
texts. Moreover, this was a developmental feature that was again found to 
become more salient with age (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; 
Verhoeven et al., 2002).  
Thus, for example, the spoken texts tended to exhibit clauses that were more 
loosely interconnected, often produced without overt syntactic links and often 
taking the form of parenthetical remarks. Conversely, the written texts showed a 
developmental trend for clauses that were more tightly and varyingly integrated, 
whilst also being characterised by increasingly overt syntactic markers of 
subordination (Berman, 2008). So exemplified, we have findings which again 
offer empirical support for the proposed production-based account. After all, 
these are all characteristics which can readily be accounted for through a 
student’s capacity to take advantage of the less constrained conditions of 
writing. Indeed, we find Berman herself noting that writing affords ‘more 
opportunity for variation, for use of complex language, and a more elaborated 
style of expression’ (ibid, p.765). 
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Perhaps most interestingly, however, we also have Tel Aviv findings which point 
to the specific influence of writing on the development of narrative discourse, 
further highlighting the overall importance of modality in student development. 
Specifically, when we factor genre back into the mix, we find that, for some 
measures, the written narratives actually exhibit a developmental increase that 
groups them with the spoken expositions.  
Thus, for example, we have the proportion of polysyllabic words produced by 
the English-speaking participants, as in figure 2.16. Given the marked nature of 
such vocabulary, this is again a finding that can be accounted for through 
students taking advantage of the written conditions so as to increasingly draw 
on features that would be less readily available if speaking (Berman & Ravid, 
2009; Fernandez & Cairns, 2011). Such a finding is particularly interesting here, 
however, since there does not appear to be any necessary reason why a 
Spencer Study narrative, in-and-of-itself, should especially prompt this kind of 
language. Thus, we find the spoken narratives exhibiting much lower scores in 
comparion to the three other registers. So, in contrast to the general nature of 
the expository texts, which prompted a more marked vocabulary regardless of 
Fig 2.16 – Proportion of Polysyllabic Words  
    (Berman & Ravid, 2009) 
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modality, there is apparently much less of a “natural” association between 
narratives and this kind of lexical usage. As such, this particular finding for the 
written narratives seems to especially highlight the distinctive influence of 
modality on a student’s general linguistic development. That is, what we have 
here is not something that has its grounding in the necessities of narrative 
discourse per se. Rather, it is a kind of development that results from a 
student’s capacity with respect to the specific production conditions of writing. 
This experience is such that modality itself prompts and enables them to 
increasingly draw on a more marked and literate range of words than would 
otherwise be available, let alone required, when speaking. 
Put together with the findings for written expositions, therefore, what figure 2.16 
implies is that written discourse is not just a medium for enabling students to 
develop the requirements of an especially demanding genre. Rather, it is a 
distinctive developmental site generally, enabling students to access and 
develop a more marked and varied range of syntactic resources for use across 
a range of diatypic contexts. 
Indeed, this is something particularly evident in the diatypic “continuum” with 
which Berman & Ravid (2009) summarise their results. Adapted in figure 2.17, 
the continuum is ordered as a hierarchy, with the less marked/complex kinds of 
discourse located towards the left and the more marked/complex kinds located 
towards the right. Strikingly, whilst this continuum clearly points up the need to 
situate modality-related development within the context of students’ wider 
diatypic developent, it equally points to modality being a distinctive factor in 
school-aged development. Thus, though both kinds of exposition generally 
occupy the marked end of the hierarchy, within each genre it remains the 
written kind that is generally characterised by a more marked use of language. 
Considered in sum, therefore, the Tel Aviv studies demonstrate two things. 
Firstly, they demonstrate the presence of modality-related development during 
Fig 2.17 – The Genre x Modality Continuum  
(Berman & Ravid, 2009) 
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adolescence. More than this, however, they also demonstrate the way in which 
such development can be naturally accounted for in terms of the differential 
production conditions of the two modalities.  
With the above in mind, then, perhaps the most apt way to conclude this section 
is with a reference to Biber (1988), the study through which the distinction 
emphasised here was introduced. In identifying the core difference between 
speech and writing as a difference in production conditions, what Biber 
highlighted was the greater capacity of writing for drawing on a wider range of 
more complex linguistic structures. This being so, writing would seem marked 
out as a particularly apt medium for maximising the requirements of certain 
diatypic contexts. Intriguingly, when we examine the features characterising the 
left hand side of each of his three dimensions, they directly echo some of the 
features noted above to be characteristic of the Tel Aviv expositions.30 Thus, for 
example, both expositions and Dimension 1 are characterised by longer words. 
Thus, also, both expositions and Dimension 3 are characterised by higher 
proportions of relative clauses. Thus, finally, both expositions and Dimension 5 
are characterised by the more abstract nature of their content. This is a striking 
correspondence. For it suggests, at least in part, that the mature state is 
perhaps not so distinct from the developmental state. What one accomplishes in 
the present, the other is developing over time: a capacity for exploiting the 
differential production conditions of speech and writing.  
2.4.2.6 In Sum 
Having spent some time discussing the complex nature of students’ modality-
related syntactic development, it is perhaps worth a brief review of the 
preceding sections. These began by setting out a selection of findings which 
argued as follows. Firstly, there genuinely seems to be such a thing as 
modality-related development, students’ differentially handling their spoken and 
written syntax according to the dimensions of age and quality. Secondly, the 
relationship itself is syntactically sensitive, different syntactic areas exhibiting 
different developmental characteristics. Thirdly, these particular findings have a 
natural interpretation in terms of students exploiting the differential production 
conditions characteristic of the two modalities. 
                                                      
30 For the Biber dimensions, see tables 2.5 and 2.6; for the expository features, see 
tables 2.10 and 2.11. 
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These initial findings were then contrasted with further evidence which, on the 
face of it, seemed difficult to reconcile with such an interpretation. This served 
as a prompt to explore how a student’s developmental state might differ from 
the mature state, the latter being that which originally prompted us to distinguish 
speech and writing according to their peculiar production conditions. As a result 
of this exploration, the developmental picture was argued to be a complex affair 
which cannot be properly understood without situating the relationship within the 
context of a student’s wider diatypic development. Nevertheless, so situated, it 
was still possible to see much of the evident modality-related development in 
terms of students’ exploiting the differential production conditions of speech and 
writing. Indeed, more than this, it was also possible to see how such a 
production conditions-based account itself highlights the importance of modality 
as a distinct factor in school-aged syntactic development. 
2.4.3 The Problematic Nature of the Base 
Assuming the accuracy of the above, the literature makes a good case for the 
existence of a genuine developmental relationship between the spoken and 
written syntax of secondary-aged students. So characterised, the nuanced 
nature of this relationship would seem grounds enough for additional research 
intended to yield a more precise, more comprehensive developmental picture. 
Indeed, it is on this basis that the Tel Aviv literature itself calls for further 
research. Thus, Berman & Nir (2010a), Johansson (2009), and Verhoeven et al. 
(2002) all call for further research into a range of spoken and written registers 
and measures in order to flesh out the nuances of the various findings. 
Nevertheless, such grounds can be strengthened by considering some of the 
more problematic aspects of the evidence base. Viewed in these terms, what 
becomes apparent is the somewhat “patchwork” nature of the available 
evidence. This patchwork provides its own grounds for further research 
intended to better gauge the modality-specific nature of secondary-aged syntax. 
Three areas make this point most strongly: the lack of direct comparisons, the 
fragmentary manner in which past research has controlled for modality-extrinsic 
influences, and the uneven distribution of measures employed thus far. 
2.4.3.1 The Sparseness of the Base 
Perhaps the most obvious cause for hesitation is the lack of studies which 
directly compare spoken and written syntax during adolescence, a feature noted 
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by several observers (Berman, 2008; Biber, 1995; Kemp, 2002; Reppen, 2001; 
Shanahan, 2006). Indeed, a review of the literature identified only a handful of 
extant studies, with the majority some 30 years of age and so of less certain 
contemporary relevance (Berman & Verhoeven, 2002; Harrell, 1957; Loban, 
1976; Price & Graves, 1980; O'Donnell, et al., 1967a, 1967b; Scott & Windsor, 
2000). Instead, research has tended to focus on writing, and the writing of 
younger students at that, as has also been noted (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Myhill, 2009b). 
This written focus is understandable given the intuitive educational emphasis on 
literacy. Nevertheless, it inevitably makes it harder to attribute any grammatical 
characteristics of student language to its specifically written, versus spoken, 
nature. Indeed, this would seem all the more so given the apparently shifting 
nature of the relationship, a characteristic which several studies indicate to be a 
particular feature of adolescence (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; 
Harrell, 1957; Johansson, 2009; Loban, 1976; O'Donnell, et al., 1967a, 1967b). 
Accordingly, if we are to fully determine how secondary-aged students develop 
their modality-related syntax, this would seem to require direct comparisons of 
such syntax. After all, if the relationship itself shifts, then what is distinctively 
spoken and written about the syntax of students at age1 or quality1 may well not 
be what is distinctively spoken and written about the syntax of students at age2 
or quality2. 
2.4.3.2 The Degree of Control Within the Base 
Echoing the previous difficulty is the fragmentary manner with which previous 
research has controlled for certain modality-extrinsic influences on student 
syntax. This is a perhaps inevitable state of affairs, given the general complexity 
of diatypic variation (Conrad & Biber, 2001). Nevertheless, showing student 
syntax to be bound up with such influences, the literature itself shows that a full 
understanding can only be reached via further research intended to tease out 
the mitigating effects of these wider factors (e.g. Beers & Nagy, 2009, 2011; 
Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Crowhurst, 1980a, 1980b; Crowhurst & Piche, Nippold et al., 2005; Reppen, 
2001; Scott & Windsor, 2000). Two such factors can be usefully highlighted 
here: quality and the specific make-up of the discourse elicited. 
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Quality. The first factor is quality; that is, the extent to which pieces of student 
language can be deemed somehow “good” or “not-so-good”. Consider, for 
example, Berman (2008) and Berman & Ravid (2009), two papers illustrating a 
representative selection of Tel Aviv findings. What these papers demonstrate is 
the existence of a developmental relationship between spoken and written 
syntax, one that undergoes a notable shift during adolescence. What they are 
less able to do, however, is attribute this shift to quality as distinct from age. 
This is for the simple reason that no such factor was explicitly incorporated into 
the studies’ overall design. Nor are they alone in this. Indeed, a general review 
of the literature identified only one extant study which directly sought to explore 
how the relationship might vary according to some notion of quality; namely, 
Loban (1976). 
Yet considerations of quality are unavoidable from an educational perspective. 
After all, it is of the nature of many current educational systems that they are 
geared towards improving students’ linguistic abilities (ACARA, 2014b; DfE, 
2014a). Moreover, the extant research itself points to the importance of this 
factor. Thus, as noted above, Loban’s (1976) study indicates quality to be a 
distinct factor underlying the development of adolescent students’ modality-
related syntax. Similarly, Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) contemporary research into 
student writing suggests attainment rather than age, to be perhaps the defining 
factor in the syntactic development of secondary-aged writing. 
Indeed, what is of particular interest about Myhill’s and Loban’s research is its 
querying of the exact nature of the relationship between syntactic complexity 
and quality. So, even though finite subordinate clauses increase the overall 
complexity of an utterance, Myhill (2008, 2009a) actually found such clauses to 
be a more prominent feature of her lowest quality writing. In the case of Loban 
(1976), section 2.4.2.4 highlighted how certain of his measures were more 
developmentally sensitive to quality than others. Thus, it was only when we 
turned to the elaboration points scores that we saw substantive signs of the 
“high” quality group differentiating their spoken and written syntax.  
As such, both studies would seem to warn against any simple equating of 
complexity and quality, echoing criticisms made elsewhere (Crowhurst, 1979; 
Faigley, 1980; Hudson, 2009; Scott, 1988, 2006). Indeed, looking at studies 
which have explored development in relation to the quality of student writing, we 
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find a picture that is itself fairly complex, apparently varying according to both 
the student’s age and the genre examined. Thus, whilst the Seventh and Eighth 
Grade narratives of Beers & Nagy (2009) exhibited a positive correlation 
between quality and the number of clauses per t-unit, the equivalent non-
narratives exhibited a negative correlation. Furthermore, Beers & Nagy (2009) 
found no correlation between quality and t-unit length for either genre. Yet, 
when we turn to the written texts of Crowhurst’s (1980) Twelfth Graders, we find 
the non-narratives exhibiting a positive correlation with t-unit length but the 
narratives a negative correlation. 
Combined with the Tel Aviv studies’ own developmental highlighting of syntactic 
complexity, therefore, there would seem definite grounds for exploring how the 
syntactic areas noted above are bound up with wider considerations of quality. 
The Elicitation Task. Another difficulty in the literature’s somewhat fragmentary 
coverage of the present domain is its tendency to conflate certain diatypic 
features of the elicitation task. 
This is not a universal feature of the research. Thus, both the Tel Aviv studies 
and Scott & Windsor (2000) controlled for the topic and genre of their registers, 
both shown to be distinct influences on student syntax (e.g. Beers & Nagy, 
2011; Berman & Verhoeven, et al., 2002; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979). 
Nevertheless, it is a definite feature, one especially problematic given the 
already small number of extant studies that directly compare spoken and written 
syntax during adolescence. Thus, whilst O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 1967b) 
controlled for genre, asking their participants to produce fables, they did not 
control for the topic of these texts. Price & Graves (1980), on the other hand, 
seem not to have controlled for either, instead asking participants to produce an 
uneven mix of genres and topics. 
Finally, we have Loban (1976), the only extant study found to have explored 
quality as a distinct influence on the relationship between spoken and written 
syntax during adolescence. Unfortunately, the extent to which Loban actually 
controlled for any wider diatypic influences is also questionable, casting some 
doubt on the substance of his specific findings.  
Thus, whereas Loban’s written samples took the form of monologic texts, his 
spoken samples were elicited as interviews. Hence, there is a real possibility 
that the student’s spoken syntax was more thoroughly influenced by the syntax 
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of their interlocutor’s continued questioning; the syntax, in other words, of an 
educated adult. Moreover, whereas each interview covered a range of subjects, 
only one written composition was elicited per year per participant.31 Hence, it is 
quite likely that each spoken sample represented a mixed register, comprising a 
range of topics and genres, whilst each written text represented a much purer 
register, comprising only one topic and genre. 
Finally, whereas Loban explicitly notes that the content of the interviews varied 
from year to year, for the written texts he tells us only that ‘typical samples of 
the subjects’ written language’ were collected (ibid, p.4). Hence, it is quite 
possible that the kinds of discourse analysed varied substantially across both 
registers and age groups. In which case, Loban would not actually have been 
comparing like with like. Indeed, that this is not only possible but plausible is 
indicated by the smattering of excerpts provided (ibid, pp.112-120). Thus, 
whereas the three Third Grade written texts appear to constitute some form of 
picture description task about a capsized boat, the three Twelfth Grade written 
texts constitute more straightforward fictional narratives. Conversely, when we 
turn to the spoken texts, we find that the excerpt produced by a “high” quality 
Twelfth Grade student seems to constitute some form of book review. The 
excerpt from a “high” quality First Grade student, on the other hand, has the 
student telling the interviewer about the things that make them cry. 
Overall, then, there is actually some doubt as to the modality-specific nature of 
the findings from some of the extant studies. After all, given the apparent failure 
to control for various diatypic influences, how can we be sure these findings 
represent a genuine developmental relationship between a student’s specifically 
spoken and specifically written syntax? Could they not simply reflect, at least in 
part, the uneven distributions of topics and genres? Indeed, that these are not 
idle questions can be seen by noting the initially counterintuitive finding for the 
number of words per communication unit that was highlighted in section 2.4.2.1. 
Whilst these were earlier shown to be accountable in terms of the differential 
production conditions of the two modalities, the present section raises an 
alternative, purely methodological possibility. Specifically, these were not 
counterintuitive findings because Loban had uncovered a genuine relationship 
                                                      
31 The exception here concerned Grades Ten, Eleven, and Twelve, where two written 
texts where elicited, another feature which casts some doubt on the developmental 
consistency of Loban’s findings. 
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between speech and writing. On the contrary, they were counterintuitive 
because he was not actually comparing spoken and written versions of the 
same kind of discourse. 
As such, we would again seem to have identified a feature of the evidence base 
that offers grounds for additional research. This is a feature which further 
emphasises the lack of sustained investigation into this area of student syntax; 
in particular, its relationship to the general quality of a student’s linguistic 
development. 
2.4.3.3 The Measure of the Base 
The final aspect concerns syntax itself. As exemplified in section 2.4.2, the 
extant literature has employed a number of measures covering a number of 
areas, each varyingly associated with some form of development. Thus, 
O’Donnell et al. (1967b) found the relationship between their participants’ 
spoken and written words per t-unit shifting between 8-11 years of age. Loban 
(1976), on the other hand, found the relationship for his participants’ elaboration 
points per communication unit shifting at around 12-13 years of age. In itself, of 
course, this range of measures is hardly problematic. On the contrary, it is of 
genuine interest, pointing to the nuanced manner in which students develop 
their modality-related syntax, with certain kinds of syntax indicated to be of 
differing importance at differing developmental points. What is somewhat 
problematic, however, are the distributions of these measures. 
In particular, when we restrict ourselves to the handful of studies directly 
comparing spoken and written syntax, what is notable is how the specific 
measures used are unevenly spread across these studies. Thus, whilst some 
are more widely employed, such as clause length (Berman & Ravid, 2009; 
Harrell, 1957; Loban, 1976; Price & Graves, 1980), others are less so, such as 
the Spencer Study scoring their texts for noun phrase length (Ravid & Berman, 
2010).  
As such, regardless of any wider difficulties in the nature of the elicitation task, 
even considered in purely syntactic terms it remains tricky to integrate what few 
direct findings we do have. Thus, for example, both Loban (1976) and Price & 
Graves (1980) report an intriguing modality-related distinction in the number of 
clauses per t-unit/communication unit produced by their 13-14 year olds. 
Specifically, the former found this to be higher in writing but the latter higher in 
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speech. Moreover, both are in further contrast to Scott & Windsor (2000), who 
found no significant differences for their 9-13 year old participants here. 
Nevertheless, only Loban (1976) follows the finding up with a further exploration 
of the types of subordinate clause that directly comprise this finding. Hence, it 
remains unclear which particular subordinate clauses, if any, might be causing 
these differences. Was it an across-the-board effect, for example, with all types 
shifting proportionally? Or was it the effect of a single subordinate clause type 
within each study? Or perhaps even different types within the different studies?  
If that were not enough, this specifically syntactic difficulty with integrating the 
extant findings is reinforced when we closely examine some of the more widely 
used syntactic measures. What this demonstrates is that such measures do not 
always measure quite the same thing, suggesting them to be perhaps not so 
widely used after all. For example, Harrell (1957), Price & Graves (1980) and 
Berman & Ravid (2009) all measure their texts for clause length, while Price & 
Graves (1980) and Scott & Windsor (2000) both score their texts for the number 
of clauses per t-unit. Yet all four studies operationalise such clauses distinctly. 
Thus, whereas both Harrell and Berman & Ravid count coordinated verb 
phrases as distinct clauses, Price & Graves count only the entire coordination 
as a distinct clause. Furthermore, whereas Scott & Windsor count all forms of 
clause, finite or non-finite, Price & Graves appear not to count any form of non-
finite clause, whilst Berman & Ravid count only certain kinds of non-finite 
clauses. As such, applying each measure to the same set of texts would 
necessarily result in a distinct set of scores for these two measures, purely as 
an artefact of the specific metric being used. Once again, therefore, we are 
presented with the clear difficulty of integrating the various findings into a more 
comprehensive syntactic profile of students’ modality-related development. 
To emphasise how this particular difficulty affords separate grounds for further 
research, we need only note two points. The first concerns the empirical 
evidence outlined in section 2.4.2.1, which points to the relationship being 
something that varies according to the specific area of syntax under focus. 
Syntax, in other words, seems just as critical a variable in a student’s modality-
related development as, for example, age, genre or quality. As such, we cannot 
fully understand the nature or course of students’ modality-related syntactic 
development without fully understanding what kinds of syntax are important 
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when and for what reason. Assuming the above characterisation to be accurate, 
however, we have some way to go before achieving the sort of extensive and 
integrative evidence base intuitively requisite to such an understanding. 
The second point concerns the apparent curricular trend, at least within 
England, towards mandating the specific moments at which students should be 
both taught and exhibiting particular pieces of grammar (e.g. DfE, 2014b; DfES, 
2001). As argued in chapter one, such explicit specifications really only make 
sense when based on an accurate picture of students’ actual linguistic 
development. Otherwise, the curriculum risks focusing the attention of teacher 
and student on areas of grammar that are at best irrelevant. Given the current 
trend, therefore, there would seem clear value in being able to offer a more 
precise syntactic profile of students’ modality-related development. Such a 
profile is intuitively something that could be used to inform a more productive 
overall curricular framework, as many have noted (Hudson, 2009; Perera, 1984; 
Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2009b; Stubbs, 1985, 1986). Again, 
however, assuming the present section’s characterisation to be accurate, we 
have some way to go before achieving the sort of clear evidence base 
conducive to such specification.  
In sum, we have once more identified an area in which the current evidence 
base can be considered inchoate. Here, it is the specifically syntactic nature of 
the evidence that has been found wanting, highlighting the value of further 
research into the various areas identified as relevant to the development of 
spoken and written syntax. Nevertheless, if we review the preceding sections as 
a whole, what seems to unite them is not so much any doubt concerning the 
reality of a developmental relationship during adolescence. On the contrary, 
such a relationship forms a substantive component of a student’s wider 
grammatical development. Rather, what unites them is the patchwork nature of 
the findings. This patchwork is such that further work seems required if these 
findings are to be extended into a more comprehensive picture of adolescent 
students’ modality-related syntactic development. 
2.5 The Current State of the Art 
The general intention of the present chapter has been to create a space, both 
substantive and methodological, for the study reported in the following chapters. 
To this end, section 2.1 offered a working definition of syntax. This definition 
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was designed to establish a general domain of study, whilst still managing any 
wider theoretical difficulties that might arise from the conflicting conceptions of 
grammar within the literature. Section 2.2 then took the opportunity to set out a 
general framework for syntactic development, one designed to better 
conceptualise what it means to more fully learn the grammar of a language. 
This done, section 2.3 shifted to consider the general nature of spoken and 
written syntax, establishing a core distinction between the two modalities. 
Section 2.4, finally, explored the developmental reality of this distinction, making 
links, where relevant, to the general framework of section 2.2. Such a 
distinction, it was argued, is both developmentally evident and something we 
have yet to fully map. Hence, the present study, intended to build on the current 
state of the art, hopefully contributing to a more productive linguistic framework 
that can help better inform sound policy and practice. 
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 Methodology  
3.1 Statement of Intent 
Motivated by the underspecified nature of the current curriculum, chapter two 
sought to frame and substantiate a case for additional educational research into 
the relationship between spoken and written syntax during adolescence. To the 
extent this case stands, any such research ought intuitively be guided by two 
wider principles. Firstly, additional in nature, the research would sensibly be 
conducted so as to help extend the extant evidential picture. Secondly, 
educational in nature, it would sensibly be conducted so as to make sense 
within an educational context. The present methodology was conceived with 
these principles in mind, and specifically designed to address the two research 
questions repeated in figure 3.1. 
 
 
3.2 Domain of Study 
Following the literature review, the study’s concern with the developmental 
relationship between the spoken and written syntax of adolescent students 
evidently rendered it: 
i. a study in later language development; that is, of how language develops 
in school-aged individuals; 
ii. a study in output; that is, of the linguistic material which individuals actually 
speak and write; 
iii. a study in diatypic variation; that is, of how individuals vary their linguistic 
output according to the wider communicative context; 
iv. a study in grammatically-based diatypic variation; that is, of how 
individuals vary the syntactic features of their linguistic output according to 
the wider communicative context. 
Research Question One (RQ1). Are there any age-relatable 
relationships to be found between the spoken and written syntax of 
adolescent students within a mainstream secondary school? 
Research Question Two (RQ2). Are there any relationships that are 
associated with the educational attainment of these students? 
Fig 3.1 – The Primary Research Questions 
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So delimited, the methodology was constructed according to the current state of 
the art regarding these four domains, with care taken to ensure its grounding in 
prior research. One reason for this grounding was the pragmatic value of such 
research in identifying strengths to be utilised and shortcomings to be avoided. 
Given the study’s additional nature, however, this grounded approach was also 
held more likely to yield findings that would extend the current evidential picture.  
3.3 Relevant Factors 
Three factors were felt especially relevant with respect to the overall design. 
3.3.1 Requisite Information 
The primary research questions, when set against the domain of study, resulted 
in the identification of six types of information as necessary for deriving the 
requisite evidential core: 
Individuality. Given the concern with diatypic variation, such variation 
essentially a matter of differentiation within an individual’s linguistic output, any 
data should be of an intra-individual nature.  
Syntax. Given the concern with grammatically-based diatypic variation, any 
data should be syntactically analysable.  
Modality. Given the concern with modality, any data should be relatable to a 
piece of language being produced as either speech or writing, as well as 
according to the differential production conditions of the two modalities. 
Age. Given the concern with student development, any data should be directly 
relatable, not simply to age, but age construed educationally. 
Attainment. Given the concern with student development, any data should be 
relatable, not simply to quality, but quality as construed according to the specific 
educational system in which a student develops; that is, as attainment. 
Control. Given the review’s highlighting of the impact of the wider diatypic 
context on a student’s spoken and written syntax, any data should seek to 
control for this context. In particular, it should control for the three specific 
factors of Audience, Genre, and Topic; these all previously found to affect an 
adolescent student’s general syntactic output (e.g. Berman & Ravid, 2009; 
Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979).32 
                                                      
32 For definitions of these three factors as employed here, see section 3.5.1. For in-
depth discussion of the specific impact of genre see section 2.4.2.5. 
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Interrogated using the appropriate tools, any data set fulfilling the above was 
held to constitute an appropriate evidential core. Firstly, substantiating age, 
control, individuality, modality, and syntax would enable the study to analyse the 
modality-related syntax of secondary-aged students over time, so addressing 
RQ1. Secondly, the addition of attainment would address RQ2, enabling the 
study to directly relate this syntax to the educational attainment of a student. 
3.3.2 Prior Research 
A review of previous studies relevant to the present domain identified five 
methodological features worth incorporating: 
Age. In line with contemporary research at Exeter University, age would 
sensibly be operationalised using the year groupings that define the current 
English educational system (Myhill, 2008; 2009a).  
Such an operationalisation would ensure that any findings be relatable to the 
educational system in which the participants were developing, thereby meeting 
the requirement of section 3.1 that the study be educational in nature. It would 
also ensure that the study met the requirement of section 3.3.1 regarding age. 
Finally, such an operationalisation would enable a comparison of some of the 
present findings with those of this prior research, thereby helping meet the 
other requirement of section 3.1 that the study be additional in nature. 
Attainment. Also in line with the aforementioned research, attainment would 
sensibly be operationalised using the (then) current National Curriculum’s 
attainment levels for English (QCA, 2007). Again, this would help ensure the 
study met both requirements of section 3.1, together with that of section 3.3.1 
regarding attainment. 
CHILDES. In line with the recent Spencer Study (Berman & Verhoeven, 2002), 
it was decided to utilise CHILDES, a cross-linguistic computerised system for 
the transcription and analysis of linguistic material (MacWhinney, 2011a, 
2011b).33 More precisely, the study would use two key CHILDES components: 
CHAT and CLAN.34 CHAT constitutes a cross-linguistic schema for 
transcribing and coding linguistic material, whilst CLAN comprises a set of 
programs enabling the automated analysis of any such material.  
                                                      
33 “CHILDES” stands for Child Language Data Exchange System. For access to the full 
primary and secondary CHILDES material, see http://childes.psy.cmu.edu. 
34 Respectively, Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT) and 
Computerised Language Analysis (CLAN). 
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The value of these tools was threefold (MacWhinney, 2011a, 2011b). Firstly, 
CHAT and CLAN are purpose-built to accommodate any potential differences 
between either spoken language and written language or child language and 
adult language. Hence, they would be particularly apt for exploring students’ 
modality-related syntactic development. Secondly, they have been purpose-
built so that researchers can flexibly tag and annotate texts according to the 
particular needs of the study. Finally, the automated nature of CLAN would 
enable the more efficient analysis of substantial quantities of language 
otherwise impracticable for a solitary PhD researcher.  
Film. In line with various projects (e.g. Berman & Verhoeven, 2002; Harrell, 
1957; Scott & Windsor, 2000), the study’s linguistic data would sensibly be 
elicited through having the participants watch a short, silent film.35 Such a film, 
comprising imagery directly related to the elicitation task, would provide 
participants with a prompt that was both content-supporting and engaging. 
Being content-supporting, it would reduce the chances of participants coming 
unstuck. As such, it should increase the chances of their producing longer, 
more substantial responses, and of devoting more attention to the linguistic 
expression of their ideas than to generating the actual ideas themselves. 
Being engaging, it would encourage participation and, again, increase the 
likelihood of longer, more substantial responses. Moreover, being silent, the 
film would avoid the risk of students copying specific linguistic features, so 
allowing them to produce whatever syntactic material they themselves took to 
be appropriate. 
Genre. Also in line with a number of studies, any spoken or written material 
would sensibly constitute instances of non-narrative discourse (Berman & 
Ravid, 2009; Crowhurst, 1980a, 1980b; Nippold et al., 2005; Scott & Windsor, 
2000; Verhoeven et al., 2002; cf. Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; 
Mosenthal, 1985; Rose & Martin, 2012).36 Firstly, the use of a single overall 
genre would help control for this important modality-extrinsic factor, as 
identified in section 2.4.2.5. Secondly, non-narrative discourse remains an 
under-researched aspect of student development (Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007), 
making it well suited to a study seeking to extend the extant evidential picture. 
                                                      
35 See appendix III for the full set of images from which the main study elicitation film 
was constructed. 
36 See section 3.5.2 for further discussion of the present task’s non-narrative nature. 
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Thirdly, the use of non-narrative discourse would enable the study to build on 
previous research into modality-related development. In particular, it would 
enable the study to build on the findings of the Spencer Study, the most recent 
study to extensively explore such development during adolescence (Berman & 
Verhoeven, 2002). Finally, and perhaps most critically, the extant evidence 
points to non-narratives being a fruitful means of exploring modality-related 
development in secondary-aged students. In part, this is because such 
discourse is late-developing, both generally and educationally, marking it out 
as a register where we would likely find clear evidence of development more 
broadly speaking (Berman & Katzenberger, 2004; Berman & Ravid, 2009; 
Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Garner & Gillingham, 1987; Katzenberger, 2004; 
Gillam, Pena, & Miller, 1999; Martin, 2002; Nippold et al., 2005; Paul, 2007; 
Ray & Meyer, 2011; Ravid & Berman, 2010; Scott & Windsor, 2000; Snow & 
Uccelli, 2009). However, it is also because non-narrative discourse has been 
found to yield a higher degree of syntactic complexity than other registers, 
whether considered developmentally or at particular points in time (e.g. 
Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Verhoeven 
et al., 2002). Hence, given the account of modality offered within the literature 
review, non-narratives were held to offer a particularly apt forum for exploring 
the relationship between spoken and written syntax during adolescence. 
Indeed, that this should be so is highlighted by the discussion of the Spencer 
Study findings in section 2.4.2.5. These findings not only indicate non-
narrative discourse to be a register that yields increasingly complex syntax 
over the course of later language development. They also indicate it to be a 
register that exhibits a marked developmental association with modality during 
adolescence, the present period of interest (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 
2009). 
3.3.3 Practical Considerations 
Finally, but no less importantly, as a piece of educational research, the study 
would inevitably be affected by the practicalities of access, ethics, resources, 
and time (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2009). Thus, the research was to be 
completed within a set time frame and conducted by a single researcher with 
primary responsibility for all collection and analysis. Thus, also, the study was 
contingent on gaining appropriate access to the relevant participants. It also 
needed to be conducted so as to ensure its ethical integrity, a particular 
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consideration given that the participants would be young adolescents requiring 
proper care and concern (BERA, 2011).  
Each of these constraints would inevitably influence the study’s overall design. 
For example, whilst an “ideal” study might have sought a large number of texts 
from each student, this was reasoned unfeasible. Such a collection process 
would have likely required removing each student from their normal educational 
routine for such an extended period that it risked affecting the educational 
progress they would otherwise make. Accordingly, each of these constraints 
would needs be given due consideration. 
3.4 Architecture 
Architecturally, the research comprised a cross-sectional, corpus-based case 
study of the modality-related syntax of English secondary-aged school students.  
It was corpus-based, in that it comprised the construction and analysis of a 
‘collection of (1) machine-readable (2) authentic texts … (3) sampled to be (4) 
representative of a particular language or language variety’ (McEnery, Xiao, & 
Tono, 2006, p.5). The present collection, in particular, was drawn so as to 
capture the modality-related syntactic development of English secondary-aged 
students, with the resulting texts annotated for a set of pre-determined syntactic 
features.  
It was cross-sectional in the sense of Bryman (2001), in that the corpus 
comprised texts drawn from distinct educational year groups at a single point in 
time. These texts would then be quantitatively scored using variables that 
operationalised the requisite information of section 3.3.1, the resulting scores 
feeding a statistical analysis designed to identify any notable syntactic patterns. 
Finally, it was effectively a case study, in that the texts were to be drawn from 
the student population of a single mainstream secondary school. 
3.4.1 Why a Corpus 
The decision to adopt a corpus-based approach was an artefact of sections 2.3 
and 2.4 of the literature review, which marked the thesis out as a study in 
diatypic variation. This, recall, comprises the phenomenon by which individuals 
vary their language use according to communicative context. A particular 
strength of the corpus-based approach is its capacity for analysing large and 
representative collections of language as actually used within concrete contexts 
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(Baker, 2010; Biber & Conrad, 2009; Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 1998; Biber, 
2010; Hunston, 2002; McEnery et al., 2006). Hence, such an approach 
represented a natural choice for investigating how students might vary their 
syntactic output according to modality. 
Two further factors supported this decision. The first concerned the range of 
computational resources currently available. These would enhance the study’s 
capacity to construct and analyse a larger collection of linguistic material with 
greater ease and sophistication than has historically been the case (Biber et al., 
1998; Hunston, 2002; MacWhinney, 2011a, 2011b; McEnery et al., 2006). The 
second factor concerned the pedigree of corpus-based approaches regarding 
the grammatical aspects of modality-related variation. These have proven the 
capacity of corpus linguistics for yielding substantive insights into this domain, 
whether focused on mature variation, developmental variation, or even historical 
variation (e.g. Berman & Ravid, 2009; Berman & Verhoeven, 2002; Biber, 1988; 
Biber & Finegan, 1989; Biber et al., 1999; Reppen, 2001).  
3.4.2 Why a Cross-Section 
The quantitative aspect of the cross-sectional approach resulted from the 
study’s focus, not just on diatypic variation, but diatypic variation during the 
period of later language development. This was something the literature review 
indicated to be predominantly a matter of the relative frequencies of various 
linguistic features (e.g. Berman & Ravid, 2009; Biber, 1988; Loban, 1976; 
Reppen, 2001).37 Any modality-related syntactic development was, therefore, 
held likely to manifest itself through such comparative frequencies. As such, it 
was held to be a domain well suited to the capacity of inferential statistics for 
discerning substantive patterns amongst these frequencies that could then be 
appropriately interpreted. This, after all, is what such statistics are, and have 
been used, for (e.g. Backhouse, 1984; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Biber, 1988, 
2006; Field, 2009; Harrell, 1957; Peers, 1996; Scott & Windsor, 2000; 
Verhoeven et al., 2002). Such aptness, moreover, was reinforced by the fact, 
noted in section 2.1, that syntactic categories are de facto formal categories, 
making them prime candidates for “counting” (Biber et al., 1999; Huddleston & 
Pullum, 2005). Given RQ1 and RQ2, therefore, it was reasoned that the 
identification of any statistically significant syntactic distributions for the relevant 
                                                      
37 For further discussion here, see sections 2.2ff. 
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variables could be taken as evidence for the existence of particular 
developmental relationships. 
This left the single “time-slice” aspect of the cross-sectional approach, an 
aspect essentially warranted by considerations of feasibility. Clearly, given the 
study’s focus on developmental relationships, the ideal design would have been 
longitudinal, this being the only way to directly track linguistic changes as they 
actually occur (Dörnyei, 2007; Rasinger, 2010). However, whilst longitudinal 
studies have been conducted (e.g. Loban, 1976), this approach was reasoned 
beyond the scope of the present research.  
Firstly, it would have required the continuous collection of large quantities of 
data over several years, making for a collection of material that would, at best, 
not have been fully available until close to the study’s deadline. Such a 
collection was held unfeasible for a solitary researcher to properly transcribe, 
annotate, and analyse within the remaining time. Secondly, even time 
permitting, obstacles inherent to longitudinal designs would have remained, 
notably attrition of participants and having to ensure the consistent spacing of 
sampling points (Cohen et al., 2009; Bryman, 2001). Again, these were held 
impractical for a solitary researcher to overcome. Finally, requiring extensive 
long-term engagement with participants, a longitudinal approach brought with it 
the risk of unnecessarily disrupting the educational lives of the school and its 
members. 
A cross-sectional approach, in contrast, required only a single sampling wave, 
and so stood a much higher chance of being properly undertaken and managed 
within the present constraints. Firstly, it minimised the risk of unnecessary 
disruption. Secondly, it minimised the risk of such longitudinal concerns as 
attrition and unevenly spaced sampling points.  
Most importantly, it maximised the ability of a single researcher to collect a data 
set that could be analysed within a manageable time frame, and which would be 
both representative and sizeable enough to be statistically exploitable. Of 
course, not being longitudinal, the study could not claim to have directly 
observed intra-individual development. Nevertheless, provided it was properly 
specified, implemented, and interpreted, there was no necessary reason to 
assume that the lack of longitudinal data would, in itself, fatally undermine any 
final analysis (Bryman, 2001; Dörnyei, 2007). 
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3.4.3 Why a Case Study 
The decision to draw the corpus texts from a single secondary school resulted 
from two considerations. First, as noted in section 3.1, a core goal of the study 
was that it be conducted to make sense within an educational context. Second, 
as noted in section 3.4.1, the virtue of a corpus-based approach stemmed from 
its capacity to analyse representative samples of language use. Accordingly, 
howsoever constructed, the final corpus would needs make good any claim to 
being representative of the educational population from which it was drawn. 
With this in mind, the obvious approach would have been to draw the corpus 
texts from a range of English secondary schools. Properly undertaken, such a 
sample could have laid clearer claim to representing the English education 
system in toto, thereby underscoring the power and scope of the analysis. 
However, given the intensive nature of the collection process, and the practical 
difficulties of securing access to a suitable range of schools, the constraints of a 
single researcher PhD rendered such an approach impracticable. 
A case study approach, on the other hand, would not be subject to such issues. 
Firstly, composed of texts drawn from students attending a working English 
secondary school, the resulting corpus could still be held to instantiate aspects 
of the syntax to be found within the context of the English education system. 
Moreover, by restricting the corpus to texts drawn from the student population of 
a single school, the study would maximise its capacity for designing a corpus 
that could be taken to represent this population. It would also maximise its 
capacity for actually collecting this corpus. As such, it was reasoned that the 
final corpus would still fulfil its mandate of being educationally representative. Of 
course, any resulting analyses would not have the full power of an in toto 
corpus, but this would not by itself undermine the educational validity of these 
analyses. In particular, the intended corpus would still be of value through 
providing insight into the kind of modality-related syntax that teachers might 
actually encounter during their working day. 
3.5 Brickwork 
3.5.1 Constructs 
Having selected the aforementioned design, the requisite information was 
investigated through the following constructs: 
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Age =def an individual’s educational age. This was to form one of the two 
between-subjects variables for the primary statistical analysis, and was 
operationalised in terms of a participant’s year group at the point of elicitation. 
Attainment =def an individual’s overall attainment level for subject English. 
This was to form the second between-subjects variable for the primary 
analysis, Here, it was operationalised in terms of each participant’s National 
Curriculum attainment level for English (QCA, 2007), as assigned by their 
school at the point of elicitation. 
Audience =def the intended recipient of a text. This was to be specified 
through having participants produce their spoken and written texts for the 
same kind of audience. 
Genre =def a type of text defined by a distinct overall communicative purpose. 
This was to be specified through having participants produce a spoken and 
written text framed in terms of the same overall non-narrative purpose. 
Modality =def any text uttered in solely spoken or written form, and composed 
under certain production conditions characteristic of prototypical speaking and 
writing. This was to be specified through having each participant produce one 
spoken and one written text, doing so according to the conditions identified in 
section 2.3.3 of the literature review. 
Modality-Related Syntactic Development =def any substantive alteration in 
an individual’s spoken and written syntax that results from differences in their 
age or attainment level. This was to be specified through changes in the 
associations of participant scores with Age, Attainment, and Mode.38 
Mode =def the spoken and written arrangements of words into clausal or 
phrasal patterns and relationships according to their particular part of speech. 
This was to form the within-subjects variable for the primary analysis, and was 
to be specified through assigning each spoken and written text various Syntax 
scores. 
Syntax =def the permissible arrangements of words into clausal or phrasal 
patterns and relationships according to their particular part of speech. This 
was to be specified through the scores assigned each text according to the 
syntactic measures outlined in section 3.5.3.1 and detailed in chapter four. 
                                                      
38 See section 3.5.3 for further discussion here. 
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Text =def any piece of monologic discourse. This was to be specified in terms 
of the monologues produced by participants in response to the elicitation task. 
Topic =def the particular content domain on which a particular text is focused. 
This was to be specified through having each participant produce one spoken 
and one written text focused on the same domain. 
So specified, these constructs were held to meet the requisite evidential core 
outlined in section 3.3.1. Before going on to explain the reasoning here, it is 
worth noting that the present study did not explicitly consider other educationally 
relevant variables, such as gender, ethnicity, or socio-economic status. This is 
in no way to imply that such variables are of no interest. Rather, they were 
simply deemed beyond the remit of the present study, given its primary focus on 
modality and its relationship to the two core developmental axes identified in 
section 2.4.1. As such, whilst the inclusion of additional variables would 
certainly have been of wider interest, it would also have made for a more 
complex statistical analysis (Field, 2009; Maxwell & Delaney, 2004). Moreover, 
it would have required a much more extensive corpus than was practicable 
given the present constraints; at least if the study was to ensure the robustness 
of the statistical analysis intended here (Donaldson, 1966; Lindman, 1992; 
Lunney, 1970; Maxwell & Delaney, 2004). Indeed, it is also worth noting that it 
was unclear to what extent such additional variables could have been 
meaningfully explored within the present elicitation context. Specifically, the 
school from which the present texts were all elicited was notable for its high 
degree of homogeneity regarding such additional variables as ethnicity and 
socio-economic status. Hence, it was further unlikely that enough texts could 
have been collected to allow for a proper exploration of these variables, whether 
statistically or conceptually. For all of these reasons, therefore, the decision was 
taken not to incorporate such additional variables within the present analysis, 
enabling the study to instead focus on the specific variables of primary interest. 
As such, and so specified, the constructs set out above were held to meet the 
requisite evidential core outlined in section 3.3.1, with the primary constructs 
interrelated as in figure 3.2. 
Firstly, in having the linguistic material produced as text, the study would meet 
the requirement that its data be both syntactically analysable and intra-
individual in nature. In particular, as monologues, the elicited samples would 
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more likely yield continuous phrase and clause level sequences. Hence, they 
were held to have a greater chance of yielding material that could be assigned 
fruitful Syntax scores than the potentially fragmented responses more 
characteristic of conversation (Biber et al., 1999). Moreover, as monologues, 
any syntactic patterns would be more clearly those of the participant 
themselves, rather than that continuously influenced by the syntactic output of 
an interlocutor such as an adult researcher. 
 Secondly, the use of a uniform audience, genre, and topic, independent of 
modality, would help ensure that these developmentally distinct features of the 
wider diatypic context were appropriately controlled for. 
Thirdly, the variables of age and attainment would meet the requirement that 
the data be educationally relatable, with the values for each participant being 
directly assigned as defined within the English educational system (QCA, 2007). 
Fourthly, by having each participant produce both a spoken and a written text, 
modality would help ensure that any syntactic variation be relatable to the 
differential production conditions of speech and writing. It would also ensure 
that any modality-related syntax have an intra-individual dimension. The latter 
was particularly important given that age and attainment constituted between-
subjects variables, thereby measured at an inter-individual level. 
Fig 3.2 - Interrelationship of the Primary Constructs 
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Fifthly, the variable of mode was constructed so as to be a direct combination of 
modality and syntax. As such, it would meet the requirement that the study 
analyse a student’s modality-related syntax. 
Finally, there is modality-related syntactic development, explicitly defined in 
terms of age, attainment, and mode. As such, it encompasses the requisite 
domain of study: the extent to which the relationship between a student’s 
spoken and written syntax varies according to the two developmental 
dimensions identified in section 2.4.1. Moreover, operationalised solely through 
these constructs, it is designed to inherit its validity from theirs, as figure 3.2 
makes clear. Accordingly, to the extent their individual justifications hold, as has 
been argued above, that of modality-related syntactic development should also 
hold. 
3.5.2 Construction of the Corpus 
As in section 3.4, the study’s primary evidence base was to be a custom-built 
corpus of the speech and writing produced by an educationally representative 
sample of students attending a single mainstream secondary school. 
Accordingly, the collection phase was given over to constructing this base, 
designed to yield a corpus consisting of pairs of spoken and written texts. Each 
such pair was to be elicited from each participant in response to the elicitation 
task, with each such text then anonymised, transcribed, and annotated for the 
requisite grammatical features. These five components were determined as 
below. 
3.5.2.1 The Participants 
In principle, the study could have drawn on two groups of secondary-aged 
students: those in key stage 3 and those in key stage 4 (DfE, 2014a). For 
ethical reasons, however, it was decided to restrict participation to the school’s 
key stage 3 students (those aged 11-14). Whilst such a grouping would still 
enable the study to focus on a coherent phase of the English educational 
system, it would not risk disrupting a stage of the curriculum in which students 
prepare for a critical set of public examinations. 
3.5.2.2 The Elicitation Task 
Turning to the texts themselves, an initial consideration was to build the corpus 
using discourse produced during the normal course of the participants’ English 
lessons. This would certainly have fulfilled the requirement that the study be a 
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piece of educational research, these being texts produced through the 
participants’ actual schooling and, hence, de facto educational texts. It would 
also have resulted in a less time-intensive collection process, the texts being 
ready-made for the researcher to collect. However, this option would have 
made it difficult to ensure that the various modality-distinct aspects of diatypic 
variation were appropriately controlled for. It would also have made it difficult to 
ensure that any resulting variation could be more firmly attributed to the 
modality of a text. Accordingly, it was decided to design a bespoke elicitation 
task so as to be: 
i. educationally appropriate: as a piece of educational research, the task 
should yield the kind of texts that students are expected to produce and 
develop during their time at secondary school. 
ii. developmentally appropriate: as a study of syntactic development, the 
task should yield texts that enable the analysis of a student’s developing 
syntax, and that should be accessible at some level to all participants. 
iii. modality-distinct: this being a study of modality-related development, the 
task should yield texts that enable the study to investigate the impact of 
modality on a student’s syntactic output. 
In light of these criteria, and following an extended piloting phase, participants 
were set the two-part task set out in figure 3.3, with this conceptually structured 
as in figure 3.4. So devised, the elicitation task met the aforementioned criteria 
as follows. 
Criterion One: Educational Appropriateness. The educationally appropriate 
dimension of the written texts was met through modelling this component on the 
kinds of task set as part of the (then current) General Certificate of Secondary 
Education (GCSE) for English. GCSEs constitute the set of national 
examinations marking the end of the compulsory phase of the English 
education system (e.g. AQA, 2009). As such, the written component was 
deemed just the kind of text that the participants would have been expected to 
develop whilst at secondary school; for two reasons. Firstly, as secondary-aged 
students, these are the very exams that the participants would have been 
expected to sit. Secondly, it was common for the (then current) English GCSEs 
to task students with writing non-narrative discourse for a formal audience in 
which they discuss their views on a set topic, including discourse that takes the 
form of a letter (e.g. AQA, 2011, 2012; Edexcel, 2011, 2012; OCR, 2011a, 
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2011b; cf. QCA, 2007). Similar reasoning applied to the choice of “charity” as 
the discourse topic, this also being a not uncommon content domain for GCSE 
exams (e.g. AQA, 2011; OCR, 2011a). 
 The spoken texts, conversely, proved somewhat less feasible here. Thus, on 
the one hand, this component did incorporate textual dimensions which 
students were expected to develop as part of the (then current) National 
Curriculum for English, such as the use of language for formal contexts (QCA, 
2007). On the other hand, giving a short talk to a news programme was not, to 
my knowledge, a standardly examined task. A more apt task, for example, 
Fig 3.4 – Structure of the Main Study Elicitation Task 
Written Component. Imagine you have been asked by a newspaper for 
your views about charity. Write a letter to this newspaper in which you 
explain your views about charity. 
Spoken Component. Imagine you have been asked by a news 
programme for your views about charity. Give a talk to this programme 
in which you explain your views about charity.  
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would have had participants deliver their response in the form of a class talk, 
this being a common ask of secondary-aged students (QCA, 2007).  
In fact, such a version was piloted, but subsequently ruled out. Firstly, many 
participants evidently found performing for their peers stressful, rendering such 
a task less ethically palatable. Secondly, though designed as a text produced 
for a formal audience, as was its written counterpart, the actual audience of 
peers was clearly not a formal audience, at least in the sense of its written 
counterpart. Hence, this version made it doubtful that this feature of the wider 
diatypic context was appropriately controlled for. Finally, in having the 
participants produce their texts before the class, it was clear that many, and 
perhaps even the majority, were being influenced by the syntactic productions 
of their peers. Hence, this version made it doubtful the extent to which any final 
patterns could properly be attributed to the individual participants themselves. 
As such, given that it was found impracticable to design a fully educationally 
appropriate spoken component without compromising important aspects of the 
methodology, priority was accorded these other aspects. Hence, in combination 
with the criteria below, it was decided to elicit the spoken texts in the form of a 
talk to a news programme, and to do so via a one-to-one session with the 
researcher. Regarding the specific difficulties noted above, the pilot phase 
indicated that the more confidential nature of such a task should make 
participation a generally less stressful experience. It would also help ensure that 
any syntactic features could be more firmly attributed to the particular response 
of that particular participant. Furthermore, the spoken and written components 
could be more firmly designed to control for any modality-extrinsic aspects of 
the discourse context. Thus, for example, having the participants speak solely in 
the presence of the researcher, an unknown adult in a formal position of 
authority, was found to be more reliable for reinforcing the formal nature of the 
intended audience. 
Criterion Two: Developmental Appropriateness. There were two senses in 
which the elicitation task was intended to be developmentally appropriate. First, 
the spoken and written components should at least have the potential to yield 
evidence of syntactic development. Second, the task should be both 
manageable and accessible. It should be manageable in that it should not 
cause the study’s relatively young participants undue stress. It should be 
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accessible in that it could be minimally engaged with by all participants, 
regardless of age or attainment. The study would thereby be better enabled to 
track development within a specific and stable overall discourse frame, a 
feature highlighted as important by previous developmental studies (e.g. 
Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Britton, Burgess, Martin, Mcleod, & Rosen, 1975). 
Given these considerations, the spoken and written components fulfilled the 
developmentally appropriate intentions of the elicitation task in several respects. 
Thus, beyond the educationally appropriate quality of producing non-narrative 
discourse for a formal audience, both the letter to a newspaper and the talk to a 
news programme were chosen for being naturally short texts. As such, and as 
indicated through piloting, these texts were held to have a greater chance of 
being constructed as coherent pieces of discourse under the timed conditions 
envisaged here. 
Thus, and as the pilots also demonstrated, the topic of “charity” was chosen for 
being one about which the majority of students were likely to have views. It was 
thereby held likely to represent a generally accessible topic for the main study 
participants, allowing them both to substantively engage with the task and to 
concentrate more directly on the linguistic expression of their ideas. Similarly, 
though a talk to a news programme was not an educationally common task, 
piloting indicated both this and letters to a newspaper to be registers with which 
the participants were generally familiar. Indeed, this was a feature that many 
students explicitly commented on during piloting. As such, the texts would likely 
constitute discourse that was broadly accessible to the main study participants, 
further allowing them to concentrate more closely on the linguistic expression of 
their ideas. 
Regarding the task’s audience, a formal audience was chosen for its 
highlighting as a diatypic factor that exhibits development during adolescence 
and which is likely to elicit a more complex syntax than a less formal audience 
(Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). Both features made this 
aspect of the elicitation task well suited to the present study.  
Perhaps the most pertinent feature with respect to the second criterion, 
however, was the decision to control for genre by having participants produce 
non-narrative discourse. Here, the initial intention was to control for this factor 
by having participants produce a response in which they argued for/against a 
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particular position on “charity”. This was the result of prior research which 
suggested more argumentative tasks to be ones that yield a marked degree of 
syntactic complexity (Crowhurst, 1980a, 1980b; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979). 
Hence, they represented the kind of genre which section 3.3.2 identified as 
being well suited to the present study. Such a task, however, was ruled out 
through piloting. What this piloting emphasised was the particular difficulty of 
constructing an elicitation task of this type without also having substantial 
portions of the texts effectively repeat back the task wording. 
Instead, it was decided to control for genre by modelling the present task on the 
expository discourse employed within the Spencer Study (Berman & 
Verhoeven, 2002).39 Accordingly, both components required that participants 
express their thoughts about a socially important non-fictional topic, but without 
further requiring that they try and persuade their audience to adopt their own 
particular views. Several benefits were reasoned here.  
Firstly, such a task would enable the study to further extend into an educational 
context one of the more extensive pieces of research into modality during the 
period of later language development. It would thereby help ensure that the 
present work fulfilled its goal of being a piece of additional educational research. 
In particular, it would allow the study to explore the relationship of modality 
during this period to attainment, a variable not explicitly incorporated into the 
Spencer Study methodology (Berman & Verhoeven, 2002). Secondly, piloting 
showed this to be a task that would control for genre without having participants 
substantially repeat back the task wording.  
Finally, the Spencer Study not only found their expositions to be a register that 
exhibited increasing degrees of syntactic complexity, they also found it to be 
one that exhibited a marked association with modality during adolescence 
(Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009). Hence, it was held to constitute a 
particularly appropriate genre in terms of its potential for identifying evidence of 
modality-related development during the present period. Indeed, such an 
inference was reinforced by the piloting phase here, which indicated that the 
elicitation task would enable participants to demonstrate their capacity for 
differentiating their syntax according to the modality of the text. 
                                                      
39 For further discussion here, see section 2.4.2.5. 
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Criterion Three: Modality-Distinctness. Finally, the overall task itself was 
designed to ensure that any resulting syntactic variation could be plausibly 
attributed to the modality of the texts, as set out in figure 3.4 above. 
Thus, independent of modality, both components controlled for three factors 
identified in section 3.3.1 as potentially substantive influences on a student’s 
syntactic output. First, the task controlled for topic by having participants 
produce texts focused on the topic of “charity”. Second, it controlled for 
audience by having participants produce texts intended for the same kind of 
“formal” audience. Finally, it controlled for genre by having participants produce 
texts expressing the same kind of overall non-narrative communicative purpose. 
This left modality itself. In a superficial sense, of course, ensuring the modality-
distinct nature of the elicitation tasks was straightforward. Having controlled for 
various modality-independent factors, the spoken component should be spoken, 
and the written component written. As sections 2.3 and 2.4 of the literature 
review made clear, however, such a construal would not have enabled the task 
to fully tap into the more fundamental sense of what it means for discourse to 
be “spoken” or “written”. Hence, the construal of modality in section 3.5.1, which 
specified, not merely that a text be produced in spoken or written form, but that 
it be composed under certain production conditions characteristic of prototypical 
speaking and writing. 
Assuming chapter two to have established a legitimate conception of such 
discourse, then, an appropriate modality-based task should yield texts that more 
directly contrast according to their setting and their production circumstances.40 
Thus, whereas the spoken component should be produced in the immediate 
presence of its audience, the written should be produced for a remote audience. 
Thus, also, whereas the written component should comparatively maximise the 
greater affordance of the written word for planning and editing, the spoken 
component should comparatively minimise any scope for planning and editing. 
So framed, several alternatives were considered before settling on the final 
version of the task. Thus, as already noted when discussing the first criterion, it 
was decided not to have the spoken component take the form of a class talk. 
Furthermore, it was decided that neither the spoken nor the written component 
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should be elicited in the form of conversation. Firstly, whilst modern technology 
does allow for written conversation (e.g. online chat forums), the more 
immediate and interactive nature of such discourse would have lessened the 
affordance of writing for planning and editing. Secondly, any resulting patterns 
would have been harder to attribute to each individual considered in 
themselves, with the resulting texts constituting rather a mix of interacting 
voices. Thirdly, such conversations would arguably have had less “validity” 
when considered either educationally or in more general developmental terms. 
With respect to the former, both the literature and my own experience 
underlined the premium placed by education systems on the development of 
monologic discourse (ACARA, 2014a; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Britton et al., 
1975; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; DfE, 2014a; QCA, 2007). With respect to 
the latter, the Spencer Study pointed to monologic registers being a kind of 
discourse that is developmentally marked at the intersection of genre and 
modality (Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & Berman, 2010). Hence, as with the 
decision to employ a non-narrative genre aimed at a formal audience, 
monologic texts were felt a more productive task for revealing evidence of 
modality-related syntactic development.  
The end result of these various considerations was the current elicitation task. 
This was held to meet the modality-distinct requirement of the third criterion as 
follows. Firstly, it had the supplementary benefit of ensuring that the elicited 
texts could be produced under conditions that still appropriately controlled for 
various modality-independent factors. So, for example, the spoken component 
could be elicited in a public setting that nonetheless echoed the formal audience 
of the written component. As such, any resulting syntactic variation could be 
more firmly attributed to the distinctive influence of modality. Secondly, it had 
the supplementary benefit of ensuring that both components would elicit 
monologues. As such, beyond being a kind of discourse found to reveal 
evidence of modality-related development, any resulting syntactic variation 
could also be more firmly attributed to the intra-individual syntactic output of the 
participants. 
Most importantly, however, such a task was one that would elicit texts under 
conditions that plausibly met the study’s construal of modality. Thus, the written 
text would be private, produced for a remote audience, whilst the spoken text 
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would be public, produced in the immediate presence of its audience. Thus, in 
addition to the second criterion, the reason for setting participants two “short” 
tasks was that this would enable the timings of the elicitation sessions to be 
controlled so as to tap into the modalities’ differential production conditions.  
So, the pilot phase showed a letter to a newspaper to be something that could 
be completed as a coherent piece of discourse within a manageable time 
period, with the written nature of the conditions emphasised as follows. Firstly, 
participants would spend a full five minutes planning their response. Secondly, 
they would be instructed to use this time to make written notes to which they 
could refer during the actual writing process. Thirdly, they would be required to 
spend a full 15 minutes working on their written text. In other words, the 
participants would be afforded an appropriate amount of space in which to 
complete their letter whilst also having the opportunity to plan and edit it. In the 
case of the spoken component, piloting again showed this to yield texts which 
could be completed within the allotted time, with the spoken nature of the 
conditions again emphasised as follows. Firstly, it would afford participants only 
two minutes in which to gather their thoughts. Secondly, it would not allow them 
to make any notes to which they could refer when speaking. Finally, it would 
allow them to stop their response at any point within the allocated 15 minutes. 
In other words, the participants would be afforded the chance to complete any 
response to their own satisfaction whilst also reducing any scope for planning 
and editing. 
3.5.2.3 Anonymisation 
In order to better ensure the ethical integrity of the study, and in accordance 
with (the then) current BERA (2011) guidelines, all participation was subject to 
the informed consent of each student, their legal guardian, and the school.41 
Accordingly, consent being granted on condition of confidentiality, the corpus 
texts required anonymisation so as to remove any features that might comprise 
this confidentiality.  
To this end, it was decided to remove all participant names from the original 
texts, replacing these with a distinct alphanumeric identifier that would allow for 
the identification of any text without risking disclosure of its producer. Thus, for 
example, 58-9-S would identify the spoken text produced by the 58th Year Nine 
                                                      
41 See appendix IX for the particular consent forms used within the present study. 
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participant, whilst 13-7-W would identify the written text produced by the 13th 
Year Seven participant. It was also decided to remove any information that 
might unintentionally disclose any individual connected with the participating 
school, with each such feature being replaced by an anonymising equivalent. 
Thus, for example, should a text have explicitly referred to the town in which the 
school was located, this would always be replaced by the word London. 
3.5.2.4 Transcription 
Duly anonymised, the resulting texts were then to be transcribed into a uniform, 
computer-readable format that would form the basis for subsequent annotation 
and analysis (McEnery et al., 2006; MacWhinney, 2011a, 2011b). 
As the literature itself makes clear, transcription is an unavoidably selective and 
interpretive process. It requires researchers to make consistent, justifiable 
decisions regarding what material to retain and what to effectively “ignore”; not 
to mention decisions regarding how to actually transcribe whatever material is 
to be retained (Biber et al., 1999; Biber & Conrad, 2009; Edwards, 1993; 
Johnstone, 2008; Ochs, 1979). This would be a state of affairs perhaps 
especially so given the present study’s comparing of speech and writing, each 
modality bearing features with no systematic equivalent in the other, such as 
prosody and punctuation (Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). 
Accordingly, a set of detailed transcription conventions was devised so that the 
elicited texts could be transcribed into a uniform CHAT format (MacWhinney, 
2011a).42 Four general principles underlay these conventions. 
The first such principle involved transcribing only those features that were 
“grammatical” in nature, an inevitable consequence of the study’s focus on 
syntax. Such syntax, it will be recalled, has been here defined as comprising the 
permissible arrangements of words into clausal and phrasal patterns according 
to both their part of speech and the conventions of (Standard British) English 
(Biber et al., 1999; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980).43 
One consequence of this principle was the decision not to transcribe any 
original punctuation or prosody, these being “extra-syntactic” on the present 
construal. Another consequence was the decision to transcribe only that 
                                                      
42 For the full set of conventions themselves, see appendix V; for individual examples 
of the fully transcribed texts, see appendix IV. 
43 See section 2.1. 
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material which would generally be recognised as “grammatical” by one of three 
major reference grammars: Biber et al. (1999), Huddleston & Pullum (2005), 
and Quirk et al. (1980). Again, this was justified on the basis of this being a 
study of syntax as defined within the present context; hence, primarily 
interested in those structures which are licensed by the grammar of a particular 
language. Thus, it was decided not to transcribe the following portions of 
material should they appear within a text: 
False starts, where the participant failed to complete a portion of material 
(e.g. “a lot of them are hmmm I think we should give to charities”);  
Garbles, where the portion of material was generally unintelligible (e.g. “very 
many people live on the street to what people homes”); 
Self-corrections, where the participant retraced and corrected a portion of 
material (e.g. “I thunk think all charities are great”);  
Superfluities, where the participant repeated words with no intended effect 
(e.g. “I think this because because because charities are great”); 
Ungrammatical structures, where the material was missing an otherwise 
obligatory adjective, adverb, noun, or lexical verb that rendered the remaining 
material ungrammatical (e.g. “I think people really charities”). 
The primary exception to this principle was the decision not to treat as 
“ungrammatical” portions of text where the missing material was a clearly 
identifiable function word, such as a preposition or an auxiliary verb (Biber et 
al., 1999; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). This was a 
pragmatic outcome of the pilot studies. These showed that a stricter criterion 
resulted in the unfortunate removal of substantial portions of text, despite it 
being obvious what specific word was actually missing. Accordingly, to enable 
the study to retain the maximum amount of material, an especially important 
factor given the shortness of the texts, such readily identifiable words were to 
be treated as if present for transcription purposes. As such, any material 
determined to be missing such a function word was transcribed as if this word 
had actually been produced. This was done by directly transcribing the original 
material itself, and then “inserting” the missing item using the “0” and part of 
speech notations provided for by CHILDES. This enabled the missing element 
to be transcribed without the CLAN software necessarily counting it as part of 
the number of words present within a text (MacWhinney, 2011a). Thus, 
15a. I gave the money charity 
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would have been transcribed as 
15b. I gave the money 0prep charity. 
This last factor was supported by the second general principle, which was, in 
fact, to retain the maximum possible amount of material. These decisions were 
again justified on the basis of this being a study of syntax, such that what 
ultimately mattered for present purposes was not so much the specific word 
itself but its syntactic status within the text. Thus, for example, it was decided 
to transcribe words that had been mistakenly uttered but where the intended 
word was both clearly identifiable and had the same part of speech as the 
mistakenly uttered word. These particular instances were handled using the 
“[:: ]” CHILDES notation. This has the virtue of allowing the “correct” word to 
be included within the transcript, whilst also retaining the actually uttered word 
should this be required for later analysis (MacWhinney, 2011a). So, for 
example, 
16a. Charities make the world peachful. 
would have been transcribed as 
16b. Charities make the world peachful [:: peaceful]. 
The third principle involved transcribing only those portions of text which could 
be construed as a direct response to the requirements of the elicitation task. In 
particular, it was decided not to transcribe any asides. These were defined here 
as pieces of material which were evidently extrinsic to the requested monologue 
(e.g. it’s cold in here can I put my jumper on?). This decision was partly an 
ethical one, designed to ensure that the study only included material which the 
participants themselves could reasonably assume would form part of any 
analysis undertaken by the researcher. However, it also had a theoretical basis, 
since it was only this material that was of direct interest to the study. 
The fourth and final principle involved transcribing all texts so as to ensure 
maximal uniformity, so enabling the study to avoid any idiosyncracies that might 
hinder its ability to directly compare the material present across the corpus. One 
example of this principle has already been noted; namely, the decision not to 
transcribe any of the original prosody and punctuation. This was further justified 
on the basis of these being features of one modality that often have no direct or 
systematic counterpart in the other; hence, not readily affording any direct 
comparison between the texual counterparts (Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk 
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et al., 1980). A further example here was the decision to regularise all spellings, 
pronunciations, and nonstandard dialect forms.44 Again, this was justified on the 
basis of these idiosyncracies being effectively irrelevant for the study’s intended 
syntactic analysis. Such instances were transcribed as follows: 
Alternative spellings/pronunciations. These were directly replaced with 
the standard form. Thus, for example, the words “love” and “luv” would 
always have been transcribed as “love”. 
Variant lexical forms. These were handled using the “[: ]” CHILDES 
notation, enabling these forms to be uniformly transcribed whilst also 
retaining the original form should this be required for later analysis. Thus, for 
example, “tv” would always have been transcribed as “tv [: television]” and 
“cos” as “cos [: because]”. 
Non-standard forms. These were again handled using the “[: ]” notation. 
Thus, for example, any non-standard use of the relativiser “what” would have 
been transcribed as “what [: that]”. 
Having outlined the principles underlying the transcription conventions, a final 
aspect worth considering was the adoption of the t-unit for the study’s basic ‘unit 
of analysis’ (Edwards, 1993, p.20); that is, its primary transcriptional unit.45 In 
the present case, this involved analysing each text into its component t-units, 
and then transcribing each such t-unit onto a distinct line within the 
corresponding CHILDES file. Each such line, or main tier, was then prefaced 
with the CHAT code “*STU:”, allowing the CLAN software to treat these 
particular tiers as the study’s basic unit (MacWhinney, 2011a, 2011b).  
From a transcriptional perspective, three factors motivated this decision. Firstly, 
since the t-unit served as the foundation for a number of syntactic measures, 
employing it as the core transcriptional unit would render these measures 
simpler and more efficient to calculate using the CHILDES software. Secondly, 
broadly defined as ‘one main clause with all subordinate clauses attached to it’ 
                                                      
44 Note, however, that such forms did not include contractions such as “I’m” and “don’t”, 
which were transcribed as produced, these being recognised morphosyntactic forms of 
English (Biber et al., 1999; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). 
45 See appendix V for the study’s full t-unit protocol, together with section 4.2.1 for a 
definition of the t-unit as employed here. In general, I postpone all such definitions to 
chapter four; for two reasons. Firstly, this allows the present chapter to focus on the 
underlying rationale for the study’s particular syntactic units and measures. Secondly, it 
is my own experience that such definitions are best considered within the more 
immediate context of the statistical analysis itself. 
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(Hunt, 1965a, p.20; my emphasis), the t-unit clearly falls under the study’s 
working definition of syntax. Hence, it would help ensure any transcriptions had 
the requisite grammatical basis. Finally, various developmental studies have 
shown that spoken and written texts can both be productively analysed into t-
units (e.g. Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Nippold et al., 2005; Scott & Windsor, 
2000; Verhoeven et al., 2002). Hence, the use of this unit would ensure the 
study’s own spoken and written texts had a uniform transcriptional base. 
Nevertheless, though there were principled grounds for adopting the t-unit, the 
piloting phase, combined with a review of the extant research, revealed a 
specific transcriptional difficulty later found to have been highlighted by Foster, 
Tonkyn, & Wigglesworth (2000). This was simply the dearth of precise t-unit 
operationalisations (e.g. Hunt, 1965b, 1970; Price & Graves, 1980; Scott & 
Windsor, 2000). Indeed, this was a difficulty traceable to the original 
specification itself, with Hunt (1965a) offering scant information here. Such a 
dearth was clearly problematic given the importance of the t-unit, both to 
transcribing the corpus texts and to the study’s proposed syntactic measures. 
To offer perhaps the clearest example here, we can consider the case of 
coordinated clauses which take the form of main clauses but which could be 
treated as either coordinated main clauses or coordinated subordinate clauses. 
This was an ambiguity with undoubted analytical consequences. For example, 
were the study to encounter the underlined material below, 
17. I agree with this as it helps people in need and they really need the help  
two conceivable transcriptions would be available, each consistent with the 
general definition of Hunt (1965a): 
17a1. *STU: I agree with this as it helps people in need and they really need 
the help 
17a2. *STU: I agree with this as it helps people in need  
   *STU: and they really need the help  
To have transcribed the material as (17a1) would have resulted in a words per t-
unit score of 16; as (17a2), a score of 8. Hardly an ideal state of affairs. 
Accordingly, a bespoke t-unit protocol was devised to handle the general lack of 
detailed operationalisation within the literature.46 This protocol would not, of 
                                                      
46 Again, see appendix V for the full protocol itself. 
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course, address the difficulty of knowing how previous studies had 
operationalised their own t-units. Nevertheless, it was designed to retain the 
essence of the general definitions provided within these studies, such that any 
results should at least be broadly comparable (e.g. Hunt, 1965a, 1965b, 1970; 
Nippold et al., 2005; Price & Graves, 1980; Scott & Windsor, 2000). Moreover, it 
would help the study more consistently apply the t-unit within its own borders, 
whilst making it clear to other researchers how this was done. Finally, 
incorporating explicit semantic criteria designed to handle such ambiguous 
cases as are exemplified in (17),47 the protocol would help ensure that t-units 
were identified as integrated packages of syntax and semantics. As such, it was 
intended to help address a potential criticism of t-units: that they might 
otherwise result in the arbitrary division of discourse units along purely 
structural lines (Bardovi-Harlig, 1992).  
3.5.2.5 Annotation 
Duly transcribed, the final step required explicitly marking each such text for 
certain pre-determined linguistic information (McEnery et al., 2006). Specifically, 
each text was to be annotated for two sets of syntactic features. Each of these 
was necessary so that the spoken and written texts could be properly scored for 
the study’s chosen syntactic measures.48 These were as follows: 
Set One: Clausal Status. All clauses present within the corpus were to be 
manually annotated using the “[^c]” and “[!]” notations provided for by 
CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2011a).49 One such marker was to be inserted for 
each such clause within each transcribed text, with this marker inserted 
immediately after the particular lexical verb that was identified as heading that 
particular clause.  
Set Two: Clause Type. Having fully marked all clauses present within the 
corpus, each such clause was to be marked for their particular syntactic status 
within a particular text.50 Such information was to include, for example, whether 
                                                      
47 For full details of this handling, see the section entitled “Specific Procedure for T-unit 
Internal Coordinations” within appendix V. 
48 See below for an outline and justification of these measures, together with chapter 
four for details of how these measures were specified. Appendix IV provides examples 
of the fully annotated texts, whilst appendix VI details the two protocols devised to 
annotate the corpus texts. 
49 See section 4.2.1 for the full definition of clauses as used within the present study.  
50 See section 4.3.1 for definitions of the various subordinate clause types required for 
the study’s syntactic measures. 
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a particular clause was a main or a subordinate clause, a finite or a non-finite 
clause, an adverbial or a relative clause. This required taking each transcribed 
text and inserting a new line, or tier, beneath each t-unit within the text, 
prefacing each new line with the code “%syn:” (MacWhinney, 2011a). To each 
such %syn tier, and for every clause previously annotated within the 
corresponding t-unit, the type of clause present was to be manually inserted 
using the Clause Type protocol set out in appendix VI. 
3.5.3 Analysis of the Corpus 
3.5.3.1 Syntactic Measures 
Turning to the analysis of the corpus, it was decided to score the elicited texts 
for three sets of measures: 
(A) Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors  
  1. T-unit Complex Length 
  2. T-units per T-unit Complex 
  3. T-unit Length 
  4. Clauses per T-unit 
  5. Clause Length 
(B) Subordinate Clause Densities   
  6. Comment Clauses per T-unit 
  7. Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per T-unit 
  8. Relative Clauses per T-unit  
  9. Verbal Complement Clauses per T-unit 
10. Adverbial Clauses per T-unit 
11. Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per T-unit 
12. Noun-Modifying Clauses per T-unit 
13. Phrasal Clauses per T-unit 
14. Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per T-unit 
(C) Subordinate Clause Proportions  
15. Comment Clauses per Clause 
16. Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per Clause 
17. Relative Clauses per Clause  
18. Verbal Complement Clauses per Clause 
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19. Adverbial Clauses per Clause 
20. Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per Clause 
21. Noun-Modifying Clauses per Clause 
22. Phrasal Clauses per Clause 
23. Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per Clause 
The present section focuses on the underlying rationale for these measures, 
postponing the details of their operationalisation to chapter four, where they can 
be directly considered within the context of the analysis proper. Accordingly, the 
measures themselves were motivated by four general factors. 
Factor One: Syntactic. Explicitly defined in terms of such entities as nouns, 
clauses, phrases, and verbs, the measures were all such as to meet the study’s 
working definition of syntax. Hence, they would ensure the elicited texts were 
given an appropriately syntactic analysis. 
Factor Two: Modality-Independent. Each measure was also modality-
independent. That is, they all comprised units which had the potential to be 
present in both modalities, thereby affording a direct comparison of their 
distributions across the participants’ speech and writing. Thus, various 
operationalisations of clauses and t-units have been productively used to 
explore development in both modalities (e.g. Beers & Nagy, 2011; Crowhurst & 
Piche, 1979; Hunt, 1965a; Nippold et al., 2005; Price & Graves, 1980; Scott & 
Windsor, 2000; Verhoeven et al., 2002). Thus, also, a number of studies have 
shown both modalities to be analysable in terms of the various types of 
subordinate clause countenanced here (e.g. Berman, 2008; Biber et al., 1999; 
Biber, 2009; Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Nippold et al., 2005). Finally, 
whilst the t-unit complex was not found to have been previously utilised, at least 
at the time of devising, it was specifically devised as a modality-independent 
version of the sentence as employed in the work of Hunt (1965a, 1965b, 
1970).51 To this end, it allowed for the joining of t-units via one of the three main 
coordinators (viz. “and”, “but”, “or”), these shown to be a means of packaging 
clauses at the t-unit level regardless of modality (Biber et al., 1999). 
                                                      
51 Subsequent research, however, did reveal the t-unit complex to be broadly similar in 
scope to the clause complex of Halliday (1989; cf. Schleppegrell, 2008). For which 
reason, it was decided to rename the present structure, originally referred to here as 
the t-unit group.   
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Factor Three: Coherency. Thirdly, the measures were chosen for their overall 
coherence. This followed from the literature review, which highlighted the 
uneven and limited use of measures across the few extant studies which 
explore the modality-related syntax of adolescent students. It also underlined 
the manner in which the particular relationship between speech and writing can 
vary according to the particular area focused on.52 Hence, the value in exploring 
a coherent set of measures, thereby targeting a specific syntactic area as a 
means of yielding a more in-depth set of findings. 
This coherency can be seen from two angles. Viewed from the ground, it stems 
from the interlocking nature of the 23 measures, these all defined in terms of 
components that intersect with at least one other measure. This is perhaps 
most apparent in the first and second set, the Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors 
and Subordinate Clause Densities. These form an intuitive analytical 
progression, as in figure 3.5, with each “upper” factor essentially treatable as a 
function of its tributaries.53 Thus, for example, using the Subordinate Clause 
Densities would enable the study to explore the particular subordinate clause 
types that contribute to the overall number of clauses per t-unit within a 
particular text. 
More conceptually, the measures were chosen for their thematic coherence, 
enabling the study to explore a unified syntactic domain. This is a domain which 
has been shown to be generally relevant for mapping syntactic development 
during adolescence (e.g. Berman, 2008; Harrell, 1957; Hunt, 1965a, 1965b; 
Loban, 1976; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Nippold et al., 2005; Price & Graves, 1980; 
Scott & Windsor, 2000). Yet it is also one which has been recently highlighted 
as an understudied area of development when it comes to its more specific 
characteristics (Berman & Nir, 2010a). This domain is what Berman & Nir (ibid, 
p.109) refer to as ‘syntactic packaging’ (cf. Berman & Slobin, 1994; Haiman & 
Thompson, 1988b). More specifically, we can take this domain as comprising 
how clauses are connected to other clauses via coordination and subordination 
                                                      
52 See sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 for further discussion here. 
53 In fact, this progression is how the first set was originally conceived. Thus, the 
present enumeration constitutes a modified version of Hunt’s (1965a) Clause-to-
Sentence-Length Factors, with the t-unit complex serving as a modality-independent 
alternative to Hunt’s sentence. 
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(Biber et al., 1999; Carter & McCarthy, 2011; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk 
et al., 1980). Such packaging is exemplified in (18): 
18a. I love charities but I hate mean people 
[= coordination] 
18b. I love to help charities 
[= subordination] 
18c. I love charities that help people 
[= subordination] 
18d. I love charities because they help people  
[= subordination ]  
 Hence, we have the study’s first set of measures, with each t-unit defined as 
one main clause plus all of its subordinate clauses and each t-unit complex 
defined as either a non-coordinated t-unit or a set of coordinated t-units.54 So 
defined, the Clause-to-T-unit Complex Factors would enable the study to 
encompass the full range of packages constructible using both coordination and 
subordination. Thus, scoring the present texts for the number of clauses per t-
unit and t-units per t-unit complex would enable the study to cover the breadth 
                                                      
54 Again, see chapter four for full definitions of the various components operationalised 
here. 
Fig 3.5 – Interrelationship of the Clause-to-Complex Factors                                   
& Subordinate Clause Densities 
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of clausal packaging across the participants’ speech and writing. At the same 
time, incorporating the three remaining factors would help assess the extent to 
which participants were using clauses to build these structures, as opposed to 
non-clausal material such as adjectives or adverbs. 
Thus, also, the Subordinate Clause Densities and Proportions. Firstly, the 
Subordinate Clause Densities would enable the study to explore the distinctive 
contributions made by a wide range of subordinate clause types to the 
construction of a particular kind of syntactic package. So, for example, each 
type was chosen to help assess whether any packaging differed as to the 
grammatical level at which a clause was packaged, be this the clause level 
(adverbial clauses) or the phrase level (phrasal clauses). Here, t-units were 
specifically chosen as the base measure since, defined in terms of a main 
clause, they represent the first syntactic structure generally recognised as 
forming an independent and fully grammatically proposition (Hunt, 1965a; cf. 
Biber et al., 1999; Carter & McCarthy, 2011; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk 
et al., 1980). As such, they represent the first stretch of linguistic material within 
a text that is both grammatically complete and structurally independent, making 
them a natural choice for a minimal, syntactically defined discourse unit.  
Finally, the Subordinate Clause Proportions were chosen so as to help the 
study better understand the aforementioned Subordinate Clause Densities. 
Specifically, they would help further explore the extent to which participants 
were drawing on particular subordinate clause types during the construction of 
their texts as a whole. 
Factor Four: Additional. As a fourth and final factor, the various measures 
were chosen to help the study meet its goal of being additional in nature. 
Unfortunately, this was unlikely to be a simple matter, given the lack of detailed 
operationalisations within published studies, combined with the apparent use of 
distinct operationalisations within these studies. Thus, for example, we find both 
Price & Graves (1987) and Scott & Windsor (2000) scoring their texts for the 
number of clauses per t-unit. Yet we also find that the latter seems to have 
included non-finite clauses within their counts, whilst the latter did not, making it 
hard to know how their findings directly compare.55 Nevertheless, despite these 
                                                      
55 For further discussion here, see section 2.4.3. 
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difficulties, the present measures were still held to meet this goal, both generally 
and more specifically. 
At a general level, this goal was met by focusing on the syntactic domain set out 
above; namely, syntactic packaging. As noted by Berman & Nir (2010a), this 
remains an understudied developmental area. Hence, focusing on such 
packaging here would directly address this gap. It would do so, moreover, in 
three ways. Firstly, it would focus on a domain which, though understudied, has 
been highlighted within contemporary work as an important area of 
development, especially within the specific context of student writing (Berman, 
2008; Berman & Nir, 2010a; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). 
Indeed, of particular interest is (a) the Spencer Study finding this area to be a 
developmental differentiator of spoken and written syntax and (b) the tendency 
for this area to be framed in terms of structural complexity (Berman, 2008; 
Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Scott & Windsor, 2000; Tolchinsky, 2004).56 Given 
the present study’s production conditions-based account of modality, therefore, 
syntactic packaging was held to be a productive domain for research into the 
developmental relationship between spoken and written syntax. Secondly, by 
explicitly covering an extensive range of subordinate clause types, the study 
would provide a more thorough analysis of modality-related development in this 
domain than has generally been the case. Thus, for example, whilst both Price 
& Graves (1980) and Scott & Windsor (2000) scored their texts for clauses per 
t-unit, neither explored the subordinate clause types that actually went into the 
construction of these t-units. Thirdly, by examining how this domain interacts 
with educational attainment over a small but contiguous age range, the study 
would hopefully yield a focused and more educationally-framed analysis of this 
domain. In particular, it should help build on the Spencer Study. This also 
explored modality-related development during this period. Yet it did so by 
examining a wider, non-contiguous set of age groups and without specifically 
factoring the educational attainment of their participants into the research 
design (Berman, 2008; Verhoeven et al., 2002). 
At a more specific level, the individual measures were chosen because the 
literature suggested them relevant to capturing the developmental relationship 
between spoken and written syntax. Hence, for example, the inclusion of 
                                                      
56 Again, for further discussion here, see section 2.4.2.5. 
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comment clauses, these identified as more characteristic of the adult speech 
analysed by Biber et al. (1999) than the adult writing. Hence, also, the inclusion 
of noun-modifying relative clauses. This was designed to pick up on a particular 
Spencer Study result, which found their written non-narratives displaying a more 
marked developmental association with such clauses (Berman, 2008). And, 
hence, the inclusion of two non-finite clause types, the non-finite adverbials and 
the non-finite non-adverbials. These were intended to build on several recent 
studies, which found student writing exhibiting a developmental association with 
non-finite clauses; both generally, and in the specific case of non-finite 
adverbials (Berman, 2008; Biber, 2009; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 
2008, 2009a). 
Lastly, the intention here was to employ a set of measures that helped capture 
the different ways in which clauses can be packaged. Hence, for example, the 
inclusion of both clauses per t-unit and t-units per t-unit complex, these covering 
the two basic devices for packaging clauses: coordination and subordination 
(Biber et al., 1999; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). Hence, also 
the various Subordinate Clause Densities and Proportions, these intended to 
encompass the different ways in which the various kinds of subordinate clause 
are packaged. So intended, their inclusion would thereby allow the study to 
determine whether these different syntactic resources exhibited different 
associations with the differential production conditions of the two modalities. 
Thus, they would enable the differentiation of packaging at the non-clause level 
(e.g. verbal complements; phrasal clauses), both from each other and at the 
clause level (e.g. adverbial clauses; non-finite adverbial clauses). Thus, they 
would also enable the differentiation of clauses that optionally modify another 
unit (e.g. the adverbials and noun-modifiers), both from each other and from 
those appearing as verbal arguments (i.e. the verbal complements). 
As such, beyond enhancing the overall coherency of any findings, the 
“additional” idea behind the study’s measures was that they would help address 
two features of the literature. The first has already been noted above; namely, 
the general evidence gap with respect to the developmental relationship 
between spoken and written syntax here. This was something the present 
measures would directly address, yielding a more thorough characterisation of 
this domain than would have been the case had the study simply relied on a 
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general measure such as clauses per t-unit. The second feature is the Tel Aviv 
research, which generally found their written non-narratives exhibiting a 
developmentally greater degree of syntactic complexity compared to the spoken 
non-narratives.57 Notably, such developmental complexity was something they 
also found to be the case with respect to syntactic packaging (Berman, 2008). 
Accordingly, employing a similarly nuanced set of measures here should help 
the present study extend this particular finding. That is, it should help assess 
the extent to which a student’s spoken and written syntax might vary, not just 
according to the kind of clause being packaged, but also according to the 
educational stage of the student doing the packaging. 
3.5.3.2 Statistical Analysis 
Having built and measured the corpus, the remaining methodological step 
involved subjecting the resulting scores to an appropriate statistical analysis. 
Accordingly, it was decided to adopt the analysis of variance (ANOVA) as the 
study’s primary statistical technique, with each such ANOVA designed as in 
table 3.6. 
 More explicitly, it was decided to apply a series of mixed measure ANOVAs to 
the syntax scores derived from the corpus. Here, the participants’ age and 
attainment would serve as the between-subjects variables and mode would 
serve as the within-subjects variable. Any statistics returned were then to be 
examined for main and interaction effects, these providing a necessary 
condition for the application of any relevant post-hoc tests and effect size 
calculations. Accordingly, the outcome was to be a set of 23 statistically 
processed scores that would serve as the interpretive base for addressing the 
primary research questions. 
                                                      
57 See section 2.4.2.5 for further discussion here. 
Table 3.6 – The ANOVA Design 
Variable Type Value Range Operationalisation
Mode Within       subjects
Speech                 
Writing
Quantitative scores assigned to each spoken and 
written text for a particular syntactic measure
Age
Year 7 (11-12 yrs)                      
Year 8 (12-13 yrs)           
Year 9 (13-14 yrs)
Year Group of the participant at point of elicitation
Attainment Level 4                      Level 5
National Curriculum attainment level of the    
participant for English at point of elicitation
Between    
subjects
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Given such scores, the presence or absence of any effects was to be taken as 
an indicator of the extent to which participants were differentiating their syntax 
according to the aforementioned variables, as is standard for such scores 
(Field, 2009; Howell, 1997; Peers, 1996). In particular, the identification of any 
such notable effects was to be taken as an indicator of participants 
substantively differentiating their discourse for that particular aspect of syntax 
according to that particular variable. Conversely, the lack of any such effects 
was to be taken as an indicator of the participants not substantively 
differentiating their discourse for that particular aspect of syntax according to 
that particular factor. Thus, were the ANOVAs to find no effects for the variables 
of age and mode, this would ground an account whereby the participants were 
not differentiating their modality-related syntax according to their age, thereby 
addressing RQ1. 
The suitability of an ANOVA approach followed from the study’s cross-sectional 
design; this chosen so the study could explore any relationships that marked a 
participant’s syntax along the requisite axes of modality, age, and attainment. 
Having measured the participants’ syntax in terms of these three variables, a 
statistical approach was required that could efficiently discern potentially 
meaningful associations amongst the variables’ quantitative distributions. After 
all, any elicited texts would naturally display a certain amount of variation. Thus, 
the mere presence of quantitative differences would be insufficient of itself for 
establishing whether the students were genuinely differentiating their modality-
related syntax. Hence, the value of the ANOVA (Field, 2009; Howell, 1997; 
Lindman, 1992). Firstly, through the identification of main effects, this technique 
would enable the study to isolate the individual influences of modality, age, and 
attainment on a participant’s syntactic packaging. Secondly, through the 
identification of interaction effects, this technique would enable the study to 
efficiently isolate the extent to which these factors differentially interacted to 
influence a participant’s syntactic output. As such, the ANOVA would provide a 
statistically economical means of evaluating a particular syntactic measure in 
light of the primary research questions. Thus, each ANOVA, at least in principle, 
was capable of revealing two things. In the first instance, it was capable of 
revealing the extent to which a particular form of syntactic packaging exhibited 
an interaction between the modality of a participant’s text and their syntactic 
output (mode). More than this, however, it would also reveal the extent to which 
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such a piece of modality-related syntax exhibited any mitigating effects of age 
or attainment. As such, each ANOVA offered an appropriate technique for 
addressing whether any developmental relationships could, in fact, be found 
marking the spoken and written syntax of adolescence; exactly as required. 
3.6 Implementation 
3.6.1 The Pilot Studies 
3.6.1.1 Purpose 
Whilst pilot studies cannot guarantee the success of any final design, they 
nevertheless afford a useful opportunity for exploring how any such design 
might fare (Dörnyei, 2007; van Teijlingen & Hundley, 2001). Accordingly, three 
separate pilots were undertaken for the purposes of: 
Assessing the Data Collection Process. Whilst several components of the 
data collection stage were incorporated based on insights from previous 
studies, it remained unclear how successfully the overall process itself could be 
implemented within a working school. Conducting several “dry runs” was, 
therefore, felt a useful way of identifying any strengths and weaknesses that 
could be addressed before their employment within the main study. Three 
aspects were considered particularly important here: the suitability of the film 
prompt; the effectiveness of the instructions and elicitation environment; the 
appropriateness of the elicitation task. 
Exploring the Syntax. As in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.1, the elicited texts were 
to be transcribed and annotated for various syntactic measures. Accordingly, 
the pilots were felt useful for helping address any issues that might arise here. 
Two aspects were considered particularly important: assessing the annotation 
process, and assessing the proposed syntactic measures themselves. 
Evaluating CHILDES. As noted in section 3.3.2, the main study intended 
utilising the CHAT and CLAN components of CHILDES. Whilst each has a 
strong record within language acquisition research (MacWhinney, 2011a), it 
was still felt useful to explore how these components might best be used within 
the specific context of the present study. Of particular interest was how they 
would handle the syntactic measures that were the study’s analytical focus.  
3.6.1.2 Conduct 
Three separate pilot studies were undertaken in three separate secondary 
schools located in the London area; the first in April 2012, the second in July 
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2012, the third in October 2012. Full consent for the implementation of each 
pilot was obtained from the relevant school’s Head Teacher, together with the 
participants’ English teachers at the time of elicitation. As in the main study, 
participation was also subject to the informed consent of both the individual 
student and their legal guardian.58 Where student or guardian did not wish a 
student to participate in a spoken elicitation session, that student did not 
participate. Where student or guardian did not wish that student’s texts to be 
retained, any such texts were securely destroyed. 
In design terms, all three pilots essentially implemented a reduced version of 
the main study design as it then stood. Thus, each involved two classes of 
secondary-aged school students, with one drawn from the youngest available 
year group and the other drawn from the oldest. Each also required that 
participants watch a short film before producing one spoken and one written 
non-narrative for a formal audience on the topic of “charity”.59 Finally, each 
involved the transcription, annotation, and statistical analysis of the elicited 
texts. 
Where the pilot studies varied, this was either in response to the immediately 
preceding pilot, so as to trial alternative designs, or because of the specific 
access options that the particular pilot school felt able to provide. Thus, each 
pilot explored a modified version of the elicitation task. In addition, one pilot 
elicited the spoken texts within a whole class setting, whilst two elicited these 
texts in one-to-one sessions involving the researcher and an individual 
participant. Finally, two of the pilots elicited their texts during the course of the 
students’ normally timetabled English lessons, whilst one was able to elicit its 
texts during the course of any normally timetabled lesson. 
3.6.1.3 Evaluation 
Regarding the specific components to which the pilot studies were directed, the 
first of those that could be retained as originally envisaged was the use of 
CHILDES, which was deemed appropriate to the main study’s requirements. 
The second was the film prompt, which the participants themselves noted to be 
helpful in getting them to engage more substantively with the elicitation task. 
                                                      
58 See appendix VIII for the relevant consent forms. 
59 See appendix II for copies of the specific elicitation tasks used within the three pilots. 
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Regarding the elicitation environment, the most productive and ethical 
environment was deemed to be one where the written texts were elicited in a 
whole class setting, but where the spoken texts were elicited in seclusion. There 
was also found to be little need to provide the participants with substantial 
guidance in order to elicit discourse-appropriate texts. This had been an aspect 
of particular concern given the potentially conflicting demands of ensuring that 
all students could minimally engage with the task without effectively producing a 
substantial part of the text for them. Nevertheless, whether younger or older, 
weaker or stronger, the pilots indicated that the level of instructional support 
could be stripped back without substantially affecting a student’s ability to 
engage. 
With respect to the syntax itself, the piloting showed the annotation process to 
be a generally appropriate means of marking the texts for both clausal status 
and clause type. It also showed the proposed measures to be implementable 
without undue complication. The primary exception regarding this aspect of the 
study concerned the aforementioned difficulty regarding the transcription of the 
texts into t-units, as discussed in section 3.5.2.4. Consequently, the pilots 
resulted in substantive time being devoted to a more explicit set of transcription 
conventions for application to the main study texts.60 They also resulted in the 
decision to employ a second transcriber for the main study proper, so as to 
crosscheck the accuracy and reliability of the final t-unit transcriptions 
themselves. 
This left the elicitation task itself, with several versions being piloted before the 
final main study version was settled on. As noted in section 3.5.2.2, the initial 
intention had been to utilise a more strongly argumentative task. However, 
whilst this kind of task had the virtue of eliciting genre-appropriate texts, it was 
also found difficult to design without the elicited syntax reflecting too closely the 
exact wording of the instructions. Accordingly, the decision was taken to use an 
alternative non-narrative task, modelled on that employed within the Spencer 
Study. Such a task was found to elicit syntax that had a stronger claim to being 
that which the participants more generally had at their disposal, rather than that 
more-or-less calqued from the task wording. Moreover, such a task was still 
                                                      
60 See appendix V for the full set of transcription conventions as used in the main 
study. 
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found to reliably yield texts which displayed genre-appropriate features, 
indicating that it controlled well for this particular modality-independent factor. In 
particular, the final piloted version was found to yield features characteristic of 
both the Spencer Study non-narratives and non-narrative discourse in general 
(Berman & Katzenberger, 2004; Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Berman & Ravid, 
2009; Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; Mosenthal, 1985). Thus, for example, 
the texts were generally ‘topic-oriented’, expressing ‘the unfolding of ideas, 
claims, and arguments in terms of the logical interrelations among them’ 
(Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007, p.80). Thus, also, they were centrally framed using 
the ‘generic present tense’ (Berman & Nir, 2010a, p.104), often using 
‘existential and copular constructions’ (Berman & Ravid, 2009, p.103). 
Finally, and most reassuringly, the pilot studies each proved the practicable 
nature of the collection process. Whilst this would inevitably be a complex and 
intensive affair, there was found to be nothing essentially unfeasible about the 
process itself. Assuming the main study was as fortunate regarding its 
participating school as were the pilot studies, there was good reason to expect 
that the required texts could be elicited without undue complication and with 
minimal disruption. 
3.6.2 The Main Study 
3.6.2.1 The Participating School 
The main study proper was conducted in a mainstream state-maintained 
secondary school, located in Southern England. At point of elicitation, the 
school catered to a mixed gender student body of 11-18 year olds, with a KS3 
population of approximately 700 students. The majority of students were 
classed as White British, with the proportion of students speaking English as a 
first language being above the national average. Furthermore, the proportion of 
students deemed eligible for free school meals was substantively below the 
majority of English schools. Finally, the proportion of those classed as either 
disabled or having special educational needs at the level of School Action Plus 
or above was similar to the national average. 
3.6.2.2 The Participating Students 
As discussed in section 3.4, the present study sought to analyse a sample that 
could be construed as representative of the educational population from which it 
was drawn. This was achieved in two stages. The first involved selecting those 
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students who would be asked to contribute a spoken and written text. The 
second involved selecting the actual texts for statistical analysis. The present 
section details the first stage of this process; section 3.6.2.5 details the second.  
In determining the initial participants, three pragmatic considerations were taken 
into account. Firstly, the original intention had been to adopt the school’s entire 
KS3 student body as the study’s sampling frame. However, in discussion with 
the school’s KS3 English Coordinator, it was revealed that one English teacher 
had been sadly absent for some time through illness. Since this meant that 
several Year Seven and Year Eight classes had not received a regular teacher 
for a considerable period, it was decided to exclude these classes from the 
sampling frame. This was partly because the KS3 English Coordinator 
themselves felt that working with these students would have resulted in further, 
thereby unethical, interruption to their education. However, it was also because, 
not having had a regular English teacher for such an extended period, these 
classes had not received the kind of English teaching a student would otherwise 
expect as a member of the school. As such, they were arguably anomalous with 
respect to the remaining KS3 population. For both reasons, therefore, it was 
deemed appropriate to treat such students as effectively distinct from the 
school’s core KS3 student body. Hence, they were excluded from the initial 
sampling frame. 
Having recalibrated the sampling frame to exclude these classes, the actual 
classes to be worked with were selected to match, as closely as possible, the 
sampling frame’s overall spread of attainment levels for English. Here, the study 
encountered a second pragmatic consideration. Specifically, the “ideal” 
sampling frame would have been one which matched the students’ attainment 
spread at point of elicitation, these being the attainment levels that would 
actually be used in the statistical analysis. Such a frame was impossible, 
however, given that these levels had not been assigned at the beginning of the 
school year, the point at which the frame needed to be devised and approved 
by the school. Accordingly, the initial sampling frame was constructed on the 
basis of the student’s overall attainment levels for English as assigned at the 
point of drawing up the sampling frame. This was based on the assumption that 
current levels would not be subject to any interim fluctuations that would 
compromise the overall representativeness of the final set of participants. That 
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this assumption was legitimate is borne out by the two graphs plotted as figures 
3.7 and 3.8. In both cases, there is a strong fit between frame and participant. 
This was so when assessing the match between the initial sampling frame and 
the two distinct sets of students that were marked out for participation (figure 
3.7). It was also so when assessing that match between what would have the 
“ideal” sampling frame and the set of actually participating students (figure 3.8). 
Finally, having constructed an initial sampling fame, a minimum and maximum 
number of participatory classes were chosen. In each case, this was done so as 
to ensure that the students within these samples matched, as closely as 
possible, the initial sampling frame’s overall spread of attainment for English. 
This decision to establish a minimum and maximum number of classes 
represented the study’s third pragmatic consideration. Specifically, though the 
piloting had proved the essential feasibility of the collection process, they also 
demonstrated how any elicitation sessions would needs fit around the schedule 
of a working secondary school. Accordingly, using a minimum number of 
participating classes would ensure that an appropriately large and 
representative amount of texts would be collected. At the same time, having a 
maximum number would enable the participation of a further set of classes 
should time allow, as it subsequently did, thereby increasing the overall quality 
of any final sample. As such, the end result of stage one were the two sets of 
classes from which any participating students were to be drawn, as set out in 
figure 3.7. 
3.6.2.3 Eliciting the Corpus 
As in the piloting, full and informed consent was obtained from all participants.61 
Accordingly, consent was obtained the school’s Head Teacher, together with 
that of the KS3 English Coordinator and the classes’ respective English 
teachers. Furthermore, all participation was subject to the informed consent of 
both the participating student and their respective guardian. Where student or 
guardian did not wish that student to participate in a spoken elicitation session, 
the student did not participate. Where student or guardian did not wish that 
student’s texts to be retained, any such texts were securely destroyed. This 
resulted in the final set of actually participating students set out in figure 3.8 
overleaf. 
                                                      
61 See appendix IX for the relevant consent forms. 
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The elicitation process began following final approval of the minimum and 
maximum number of eligible classes by the KS3 English Coordinator. Following 
this approval, an elicitation schedule was drawn up in agreement with the 
respective class teachers, who were briefed regarding the procedures and 
given the opportunity to query these procedures in detail. Having established 
this schedule, I then initiated the elicitation sessions, working with the set of 
participatory classes one by one, year group by year group. The sessions took 
place over three half terms, beginning February 2013 and ending July 2013, 
with one such half term allocated to each KS3 year group. 
The actual elicitation sessions were conducted as follows.62 For all participating 
classes, the written texts were elicited first, within the context of a whole class 
writing session. This session was conducted entirely by myself, with the class 
teacher present as an observer. I began by introducing myself to the students, 
before outlining the nature of the research and explaining the task. Throughout, 
the voluntary nature of their participation was emphasised, and students were 
given the opportunity to ask any questions they felt relevant. Once I had 
confirmed with the class that they were happy to proceed, the written scripts 
were distributed and the students instructed to refrain from any form of writing 
until informed otherwise. The students then watched the two-and-a-half minute 
film prompt, specifically composed for the study and comprising a set of still 
images evoking the theme of “charity”.63 Having watched this film, the students 
were instructed to spend five minutes planning their response, using that time to 
make written notes which they should refer back to when producing their 
response. They were then given 15 minutes to write their response, which they 
were instructed to make full use of in order to compose and revise their text as 
they saw fit.  
Both the planning and writing of the written text were performed under exam 
conditions, with students writing individually and in silence. However, students 
were allowed to raise individual questions during the task itself, where such 
questions related to the nature of the task. Whilst I did my best to answer any 
such questions, care was always taken not to offer specific help with content or 
wording. Indeed, the only advice offered in this respect was simply that the 
                                                      
62 See appendix I for copies of the elicitation task as presented to the classes. 
63 See appendix III for the full sequence of stills used within the prompt; for the 
rationale behind using such a prompt, see section 3.3.2. 
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participant should write what they thought appropriate and that this would be 
absolutely perfect for the purposes of the research.  
Once the allocated time had elapsed, the class was instructed to stop writing 
and the resulting texts collected in. Having done so, the students were again 
given the chance to ask further questions, before being allowed to watch a 
series of short, pre-approved cartoons for the remainder of the lesson by way of 
an immediate thank you. 
Turning to the spoken texts, these were always elicited second. For each text, 
the relevant student was removed from their normally timetabled lesson and 
escorted to a separate room pre-approved with the school. Again, I was solely 
responsible for these sessions, though this time no member of staff was present 
for the spoken elicitations.64 As with the written task, I was careful to emphasise 
the voluntary nature of participation, before explaining the details of the spoken 
task. Once I was confident the student understood the task, they were given two 
minutes in which to consider their response, and 15 minutes in which to 
produce it. This time, however, the student was not allowed to make written 
notes. They were also allowed to finish their response at any point within the 15 
minutes allocated to production, though they were prompted to continue if they 
felt so able. As with the written text, the student could ask questions during the 
task, and I was again careful not to supply specific help regarding either content 
or wording. Having finished the response to their own satisfaction, each student 
was asked to confirm they were happy for me to analyse their text and to sign a 
final consent form to this effect.65 In all cases, the spoken elicitations were 
conducted with at least one full day having elapsed following the written 
sessions, with each spoken text elicited on average 3.16 days after the 
corresponding written text. 
3.6.2.4 Constructing the Base Corpus 
                                                      
64 There were, however, two occasions where a member of staff was present. This was 
an option offered students classed by the school as having significant special 
educational needs. Whilst it was felt such students were entitled to participate, it was 
also felt they might find the spoken sessions particularly uncomfortable. Accordingly, 
they were allowed to have their Learning Support Assistant accompany them if they 
wished, though only for moral support. As it turned out, the majority of such students 
readily declined this option. 
65 Again, see appendix IX for the relevant consent forms. 
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Having elicited a spoken and written text from each consenting student, the 
base corpus was constructed by first anonymising all elicited texts as in section 
3.5.2.3. So anonymised, any texts produced by the following groups of 
individuals were then set aside so as to avoid any complicating effects of these 
groups’ likely more marked linguistic profile (cf. Clahsen & Felser, 2006; Scott & 
Windsor, 2000): 
i. any texts produced by students deemed by the school to be speaking 
English as an additional language; 
ii. any texts produced by students deemed by the school to have a 
recognised language impairment.  
The texts of the base corpus thus identified, each such text was fully transcribed 
and annotated as outlined in sections 3.5.2.4 and 3.5.2.5, and detailed in 
appendix V and VI. This resulted in a corpus of 702 distinct electronic 
transcripts, comprising 351 pairs of spoken and written texts.66  
3.6.2.5 Analysing the Corpus 
Turning to the statistical analysis, the ideal scenario would have been to subject 
the entire corpus to this analysis, so capturing the nature of the overall 
attainment spread as found across the school’s KS3 population. 
Here, however, a further pragmatic factor entered into consideration: the 
internal logic of the ANOVA. This logic is such that any final sample must meet 
certain statistical assumptions in order to guarantee the accuracy of any 
calculations (Field, 2009; Howell, 1997; Lindman, 1992). Since these 
assumptions cannot be guaranteed without prior testing, it was critical to 
neutralise any impact of the final sample turning out not to meet these 
assumptions. Accordingly, a review of the ANOVA literature showed there to be 
essentially one way to achieve this: ensure that each subgroup contained equal 
but large numbers of participants (Lindman, 1992; Lunney, 1970; Maxwell & 
Delaney, 2004; Roberts & Russo, 1997). This would clearly have been 
impossible had the study analysed the entire corpus, as shown by the 
attainment spread plotted in figure 3.8 above. To do so, for example, would 
have resulted in the group comprising Year Seven students assessed at 
attainment Level 6b having only one participant, but the Year Nine Level 6b 
subgroup having some 30 participants.  
                                                      
66 See appendix IV for examples of the fully transcribed and annotated files. 
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Accordingly, two steps were taken so that the proposed ANOVAs could be more 
robustly applied to a subsample of the overall corpus. For each step, the overall 
motivation was to ensure that each subgroup contained equal numbers of 
students whilst still capturing the KS3 population variation for both age and 
attainment in an educationally meaningful way.  
Firstly, each of the various attainment sublevels were collapsed into their 
overarching attainment level. Thus, for example, 4a, 4b, and 4c became Level 
4, whilst 6a, 6b, and 6c became Level 6. This was justified, firstly, on the basis 
of the overarching levels themselves being designed as coherent educational 
categories (e.g. DfCSF, 2008; QCA, 2007). Hence, their use here would still 
enable the study to analyse categories that were constitutive of the educational 
system in which the participants were developing. Secondly, it was reasoned 
that the original intra-level variation would have been too fine-grained to reveal 
substantive syntactic variation, rendering them less effective in the present 
context. Moreover, overarching levels have been employed to good effect in 
Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) contemporary studies of student syntax, suggesting that 
they would have a good chance of capturing genuine development here. 
Whilst this collapsing of levels resulted in sample subgroups that were more 
evenly distributed, the overall groups themselves remained skewed. This was a 
perhaps inevitable state of affairs given the natural educational correlation 
between age and attainment, older students tending to have higher attainment 
levels thanks to their longer educational development.  
Accordingly, a further decision was taken to isolate and analyse two of the 
extant attainment levels: Levels 4 and 5. This was justified on several counts. 
Firstly, these two groups represented some 72% of the school’s eligible KS3 
population and some 79% of the KS3 students who had actually contributed to 
the corpus. Hence, they would enable the study to analyse the two attainment 
levels which represented the core of the school’s KS3 population. Secondly, 
these two attainment groups were held to be educationally meaningful in their 
own right, regardless of their particular distribution here. Specifically, and at the 
point of conducting the study, attainment Level 4 was held by the UK 
government to be that expected of most students on entry to KS3. Attainment 
Level 5, meanwhile, was that expected of most students on exiting KS3 (DfE, 
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2011, 2013). Hence, together, the two levels could be construed as constituting 
the critical markers that bookend the expected progress of a KS3 student.  
Having determined a final template, it remained to populate this template with 
an appropriate number of students. Based on the composition of the corpus, 
this was determined to be 30 students per group. This represented the 
maximum number possible whilst also allowing for both equal groupings and for 
the groups themsleves to be filled by random sampling. The end result was the 
sample of texts summarised in table 3.9, comprising one spoken text and one 
written text from each of the 30 students within the various developmental 
subgroups. It was this sample that was subjected to the statistical analysis 
outlined in section 3.5.3.2 and detailed in the next chapter. 
3.7 Evaluation 
A piece of practical inquiry, requiring engagement with actual staff and students, 
and seeking evidence relevant to educational practice, it was obviously 
important that any final design underpin the study’s ethical integrity. To this end, 
the present methodology was constructed according to two general ethical 
principles, these roughly embodied in the common-or-garden senses of the 
words “decency” and “faithfulness”. More precisely, decency required that the 
methodology treat all individuals connected with the study with consideration 
and respect (cf. BERA, 2011, pp.5-8).67 Faithfulness, on the other hand, 
required that any final design be calibrated to the actual domain of study, so 
ensuring that any findings substantively address both the presiding research 
questions and the wider goals of the study (cf. Bryman, 1984; Gorard, 2010). 
Operative throughout its construction, the resulting methodology is held to fulfil 
both principles. However, given that the two principles did not always align in 
                                                      
67 Hereafter, referenced as BERA, together with the number of the relevant clause 
within BERA (2011). 
Table 3.9 – The Analysed Sample  
Level 4 Level 5 Level 4 Level 5 Level 4 Level 5
30 30 30
303030
Within 
Subject
Spoken 30 30 30
303030Written
Yr7 Yr8 Yr9
Between Subject
ANOVA Conditions      
(N = 360)
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practice and given that the study was inevitably bound by certain practical 
constraints, the present chapter concludes with a discussion of how these 
principles generally applied. So doing, it offers an overall evaluation of how they 
worked to uphold the study’s ethical integrity. 
3.7.1 Decency 
Assessed with regard to the first principle, the foregoing methodology would 
seem to make a good case for itself. Thus, perhaps most importantly, it 
proceeded solely on the basis of informed consent, with this obtained from three 
distinct entities: the school, the participants themselves, and the relevant legal 
guardians (BERA 10, 11, 14). Where no consent was obtained, no participation 
was required, with this consent revocable throughout, at no penalty to the 
participant (BERA 15). 
In addition, none of the information directly sought from the participants was of 
a personal or sensitive nature that would have likely compromised the 
participants (BERA 20, 23). Indeed, the elicitation task was deliberately 
designed so as to elicit the kind of discourse that students might otherwise be 
asked to produce during the normal course of their studies. In other words, 
neither text asked anything especially untoward of the study’s participants. 
Furthermore, the methodology specifically incorporated steps designed to 
secure the confidentiality and anonymity of any participants (BERA 25). Thus, 
the individual texts were to be fully anonymised. Thus, also, any electronic data 
was to remain password-protected and any original data in hard copy format 
kept in locked containers; the latter to be securely destroyed following 
successful completion of the study (BERA 25-28).  
Finally, where a conflict arose between the two guiding principles, the 
methodology prioritised Decency over Faithfulness. Thus, the cross-sectional 
design was preferred partially because it was felt less disruptive than a 
longitudinal design. Thus, also, key stage 4 students were not sampled so as 
not to risk disrupting their exam preparations (BERA 21). 
Of course, despite the study’s ethical framing along this dimension, it remained 
the case that the methodology brought with it substantive ethical considerations 
that would need careful attention during its actual implementation.  
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The first consideration concerned the interaction between methodology and 
participant. So, for example, though the elicited information was designed to be 
non-invasive, this was no guarantee that the actual elicitation process would be 
stress-free. Accordingly, various steps were taken to ensure that the 
participants experienced minimal discomfort (BERA 15, 16, 18, 20, 23). In the 
case of the spoken sessions, for example, it was made clear that the participant 
could return to class at any time of their choosing. In the case of both 
modalities, it was made clear that they were in no way being examined, and that 
whatever they produced would be both fantastic and a massive help in better 
understanding how student language actually works. Also in the case of both 
modalities, I was careful to monitor the participants throughout, keeping an eye 
out for any signs of distress that might require halting the session. Similarly, I 
sought approval from the school for all participants scheduled to participate in 
the one-to-one spoken sessions, this to ensure that no especially vulnerable 
students were unthinkingly asked to participate. Finally, I was careful to 
familiarise myself with the school’s welfare policies, in case I should become 
privy to sensitive information that required appropriate action (BERA 19). 
The second consideration arose from the study’s implementation within a 
working secondary school, a priority of any such school being the educational 
well-being of its students. As such, though the cross-sectional design was 
partially selected to avoid the greater disruption likely involved in a longitudinal 
approach, the elicitation process would still entail the time and attention of staff 
and student. Accordingly, both prior to and during the implementation, I liaised 
closely with the participating school, helping to ensure the study caused the 
minimum disruption possible to the school’s working life (BERA 21). Thus, for 
example, the elicitation sessions were always scheduled in agreement with the 
relevant staff members. Thus, also, I made sure to take full responsibility for the 
setting up and conducting of the elicitation sessions themselves. 
This left the final matter of reciprocity; that is, what the participants were to gain 
from their involvement in the research. This was felt a particularly important 
consideration. After all, as noted above, no matter how minimally disruptive, the 
study was still reliant on the engagement of both the participating individuals 
and the wider school population, asking that they donate time and attention to 
the research. Accordingly, in addition to the participants watching a short, pre-
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approved cartoon as a small “thank you”, it was felt fitting that both the 
participants and the school itself should directly benefit from their participation 
(BERA 22, 23). So, in addition to offering the school with a bespoke summary of 
the study’s results that might be used to inform future practice within the school, 
I was careful to make myself available as a means of support wherever 
possible. For example, when not involved in collecting the corpus texts, I 
assisted in English classes and supported GCSE students in catching up on 
outstanding coursework. I also provided advice on grammatical aspects of 
student language and literacy development to members of the school’s English 
department. 
3.7.2 Faithfulness 
Having outlined a case for decency, the study is also held to demonstrate an 
appropriate level of faithfulness. Indeed, viewed at ground level, the justification 
for this claim has already been put forward in the preceding sections, the 
rationale for each methodological component being made at the point of 
explication. To the extent these rationales hold, therefore, the study’s integrity is 
also taken to hold. Accordingly, rather than repeat these individual justifications, 
the ethical case for the methodology here can perhaps best be made through 
outlining the overall rationale that underpinned and interrelated these various 
decisions. 
To this end, the methodology’s faithfulness is ultimately held to follow from its 
being designed according to an ethic of pragmatic implication. According to this 
ethic, each methodological decision was made by attempting to answer 
questions of the following form: given state of affairs x, what y is reasonably 
warranted by x?.68 At a general level, for example, this schema can be cashed 
out in terms of the following questions. Given these research questions, what is 
the relevant knowledge base that can be gleaned from the literature? Given this 
base, what is the relevant domain of study? Given these research questions 
and this domain of study, what is an appropriate research design? Given these 
research questions, together with this design and this domain of study, what is a 
reasonable means of fleshing out this design? 
                                                      
68 It should be noted that this is pragmatism with a small “p”, used throughout in its 
common-or-garden sense, and not its strict philosophical sense. For a capital “p” 
approach to educational research, see Biesta & Burbules (2003). 
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So construed, the value of the current rationale becomes apparent. After all, the 
goal of any methodology is surely to address the actual research questions to 
which a study is directed (Bryman, 1984; Gorard, 2010). What would seem 
required, therefore, is an approach allowing for the construction of an apparatus 
that is tailored to, and grounded in, the realities of the particular research 
context. An ethic of pragmatic implication affords just that. Properly pursued, it 
should have the effect of insuring against the application of pre-determined 
methodological packages; instead emphasising the construction of a 
methodology from the ground up. This it does by beginning with the original 
research problem. Thereafter, it attempts to make warrantable decisions as they 
arise according to the particular context of, and current understanding with 
respect to, that particular decision point. What it emphasises, in other words, is 
the construction of an appropriately calibrated methodology, exactly as required 
by faithfulness. 
Moreover, and as exemplified in figure 3.10, the end result, assuming it has 
been properly pursued, should constitute a methodology conceived in terms of 
various implicational chains. That is, the individual components should interlink 
to provide an integrated inferential bridge, one that connects the research 
questions to an appropriate set of findings via an appropriate set of analytical 
techniques. Thus, for example, given the presiding research questions (section 
3.1), the relevant knowledge base regarding these questions could be identified 
(chapter two). Given this base, the domain of study was determined to be that 
of developmental diatypic variation (section 3.2). Given these questions and this 
aspect of the domain, the need to collect and analyse certain requisite 
information was identified (section 3.3.1). Given these questions and the 
quantitative nature of this information, a cross-sectional design was plausibly 
warranted (section 3.4.2). Finally, given this design, together with these 
questions and this information, certain constructs and measures and techniques 
would needs be employed so that the data could be analysed via this design 
(section 3.5).  
Already a criterial design tool, the approach’s value can be finally demonstrated 
through its encompassing the non-ideal nature of the study, the latter an 
inevitable artefact of the study being subject to certain practical constraints. 
Given this inevitability, it would be helpful to have recourse to an approach that 
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enables the study to make its peace with any such methodological 
“imperfections”.  
 An approach of pragmatic implication does exactly that. Firstly, it nowhere 
demands that any decisions be ideal, only that they be pragmatic; that is, 
reasonable. Thus, though a longitudinal architecture would obviously have been 
ideal, the fact such a design was decided against was not in itself a major 
concern, since it was still reasonable to adopt a cross-sectional architecture 
(Bryman, 2001; Dörnyei, 2007; Rasinger, 2010). Secondly, any decisions 
properly made under this approach should, by definition, also be implicational. 
That is, they should be made in light of the particular context within which any 
actual decision is made. Hence, whilst the approach emphasises the selection 
of an appropriate design, it should also ensure that any subsequent 
interpretations be adapted to fit the final design itself. In other words, it pushes 
for an answer to the following question: given this design, what interpretations 
are reasonably warranted? Thus, for example, adopting a cross-sectional 
architecture, any interpretations would remain reasonable provided they made 
no claims regarding direct observations of modality-related development. 
Assuming the study’s inferences to be as aptly calibrated to the methodology as 
the methodology to the domain of study, therefore, the non-ideal nature of the 
methodology should not fatally undermine the overall integrity of the research. 
Indeed, governed by an approach of pragmatic implication, and considered in 
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sum, the methodology would seem to constitute a reasonably faithful means of 
addressing the study’s primary research questions. It is to the answers to these 
questions that the thesis shortly turns. 
Before doing so, however, it is worth addressing a final aspect of the 
methodology not yet discussed: the fact of the written texts being uniformly 
elicited before the spoken. Naturally, given an ideal world, the study would have 
balanced the task order, with half the participants writing then speaking and the 
other half speaking then writing. That this did not happen here reflects the 
pragmatic constraints of implementing a piece of educational research within a 
working secondary school. 
First, it was the preference of the school itself that the written sessions came 
first; and not without reason. After all, eliciting the written texts first would mean 
that all of the introductory and ethical information could be delivered within a 
whole class setting, as part of a full lesson that had already been set aside for 
the study. This would then reduce the time spent outside of class by substantial 
numbers of students, since it would mean that all of this information would not 
need to be given in toto for each student who began with the spoken task. From 
the school’s perspective, therefore, beginning with the written texts would make 
for a more efficient and less disruptive implementation. Second, it was felt that 
eliciting the written text first within a whole class context would make the overall 
elicitation process less stressful for the students than having them initially 
perform on their own in front of a complete stranger. Third, and last, it was felt 
that eliciting the written texts first would underline the participants’ capacity to 
give their voluntary consent. This was felt much more likely to be the case 
through being introduced to both the study and the researcher within the 
familarity of a whole class setting, rather than being put on the spot on their own 
in front of the researcher. Indeed, this was something commented on by several 
students during the piloting phase, who said they would have found being asked 
to do the spoken texts first more intimidating. 
At the same time, an examination of the empirical literature indicated that the 
present implementation was not something to be unduly concerned about. One 
such piece of evidence comes from psycholinguistic studies of priming effects. 
Such “priming” refers to a tendency for individuals to repeat grammatical 
structures over short stretches of discourse (Pickering & V. S. Ferreira, 2008). 
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Two studies are of particular note here. The first is Branigan, Pickering, Stewart, 
& Mclean (2000) who found evidence of long lasting priming effects only in the 
spoken versions of their task. The written versions, conversely, exhibited no 
such lasting effects, thereby lending direct support to the present ordering. The 
second is Kaschak, Kutta, & Coyle (2014), who found cross-modal priming only 
when their spoken and written tasks were performed in the same session; no 
such effect was found when the sessions were performed on different days. 
Hence, in order to mitigate the possibility of any ordering effects, the spoken 
texts were elicited at least one full day after the corresponding written texts, with 
an actual average gap between elicitations of 3.16 days. 
A second relevant line of evidence stems from textually-oriented studies that 
have explicitly examined ordering effects. One such study is Golub (1969), 
which found no ordering effects in the spoken and written discourse produced 
by his 16-17 year olds. Perhaps most pertinent, however, are the ANOVAs 
conducted within Spencer Study publications that do explicitly look at the 
possible impact of ordering effects. First, we have Berman & Nir (2010b). Whilst 
this paper admittedly examines distinct syntactic measures to those employed 
here, the authors also found their own ANOVAs returning no task order effects 
here. Second, we have Johansson (2009), which though analysing Swedish 
texts, did at least explore some of the measures explored here. Again, we find 
little evidence of an ordering influence, with neither the number of words per 
clause nor the number of words per t-unit returning any effects of task order. 
Furthermore, whilst the number of clauses per t-unit did exhibit an order effect, 
this was found only for the written texts and in the case where the spoken 
narratives were elicited first. This would again seem to support the ordering 
here, with the present study neither eliciting its spoken texts first nor, in fact, 
eliciting any narrative discourse at all. As such, if we note that all Spencer Study 
texts were elicited within one session, unlike the present texts, and combine this 
with the findings of Kaschak et al. (2014), the texts elicited there also offer 
support to the implementation here. 
Nevertheless, as a further means of support, it was decided to undertake a 
corroborative ANOVA analysis of the possible impact of the present 
implementation on the study’s primary measures. This was done by creating an 
additional variable corresponding to the elicitation gap between texts, which 
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split the participants into two groups according to whether their text was elicited 
before or after the average gap between texts. Accordingly, the first group 
comprised those with a gap of ≤3 days, whilst the second comprised those with 
a gap of ≥4 days. So grouped, of the 23 distinct measures analysed in the 
following chapter, only one ANOVA returned a significant effect related to the 
average elicitation gap; namely, the number of words per clause. Notably, 
however, this showed no interaction with modality, returning only a main effect 
of elicitation gap, F(1,178) = 5.42, p = 0.21, η2 = .03. This effect was such that 
those participants with a ≥4 day gap between elicitations produced texts with 
overall more words per clause (M = 5.92, SD = .69) than those with a ≤3 day 
gap (M = 5.68, SD = .70). Now, this is not, of course, a direct assessment of the 
current ordering. Nevertheless, it is consistent with this ordering not being a 
major concern. After all, if the current ordering were a genuine influence, then 
we would plausibly expect to see this influence waning over time, particularly in 
light of the aforementioned findings of Branigan et al. (2000) and Kaschak et al. 
(2014). Here, however, the study found no such interaction with modality and 
only a single main effect reflecting the eliciation gap. Hence, given the study’s 
primary focus on modality, these results reinforce the initial inference that the 
present ordering was not a major concern for the results to be discussed 
hereafter. Indeed, this was an inference explicitly supported by Professor 
Berman herself, with whom the present design was discussed prior to its 
implementation.69 As such, and having addressed this final aspect ot the 
methodology, it is to these actual findings that we now turn. 
                                                      
69 R. A. Berman, personal communication, 9 November 2012. 
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Primary Statistical Analysis 
4.1 Statistical Overview 
As set out in section 3.5.3.2 and resummarised in table 4.1, all of the primary 
statistics took the form of 2x3x2 mixed measure ANOVAs. One such ANOVA 
was calculated for each syntactic measure, with each applied to the corpus 
subsample detailed in section 3.6.2.5 and resummarised in table 4.2. The alpha 
level was set throughout at 0.05, subject to each measure meeting the required 
parametric assumptions. 
 
The individual ANOVA findings are reported here in three sections. Section 4.2 
details the findings for the Clause-to-T-Unit-Complex Factors. Section 4.3 
details the findings for the Subordinate Clause Densities. Section 4.4 details 
those for the Subordinate Clause Proportions.70 For ease of reading, I report 
only the figures for those findings returned as significant, with the full set of 
means and standard deviations provided in appendix VII. 
                                                      
70 See both below and section 3.5.3.1 for further discussion of these measures. 
Table 4.2 – The Analysed Sample  
Level 4 Level 5 Level 4 Level 5 Level 4 Level 5
30 30 30
303030
Within 
Subject
Spoken 30 30 30
303030Written
Yr7 Yr8 Yr9
Between Subject
ANOVA Conditions      
(N = 360)
Table 4.1 – The ANOVA Design 
Variable Type Value Range Operationalisation
Mode Within       subjects
Speech                 
Writing
Quantitative scores assigned to each spoken and 
written text for a particular syntactic measure
Age
Year 7 (11-12 yrs)                      
Year 8 (12-13 yrs)           
Year 9 (13-14 yrs)
Year Group of the participant at point of elicitation
Attainment Level 4                      Level 5
National Curriculum attainment level of the    
participant for English at point of elicitation
Between    
subjects
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4.2 Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors 
4.2.1 Defining the Components 
Before the texts could be scored for these five measures, it was necessary to 
define the four components from which they were constructed: Word, Clause, T-
unit, T-unit Complex.71 
Word. A word was defined as any linguistic unit that would normally be 
separated by a space if written down in Standard English (cf. Berman & Ravid, 
2009). Thus, “happily”, “loving”, “is”, and “I’m”, would have all been counted as 
single words. The main exception here concerned units that constituted proper 
names, such as “Mark Brenchley” and “Save the Children”. All such units were 
here scored as single words. This was a pragmatic decision, designed to avoid 
inflations across texts between participants who, for example, named lengthy 
charities (e.g. “Marie Curie Cancer Care”) versus those who did not (e.g. 
“ChildLine”).72 Such a decision was felt especially warranted given the use of 
authentic charity logos within the main study’s film prompt, the use of which by 
particular participants might otherwise have biased any resulting counts. 
Clause. Though not commonly noted, there remains strong debate within the 
theoretical literature regarding the status of auxiliary verbs. Thus, as Huddleston 
& Pullum (2005, pp.1210-20) detail, there are reasonable grounds for treating 
such verbs as either sub-clausal elements (or dependent auxiliaries) or as 
themselves heading distinct clauses (or catenative auxiliaries). Indeed, on 
purely theoretical grounds, as has also been noted (e.g. Aarts, 2004; 
Huddleston & Pullum, 2005), the balance of argument favours their status as 
catenative auxiliaries; and, hence, distinct clauses. However, whilst it would be 
interesting to explore the ramifications of this alternative analysis, this remains 
an applied study with a wider aim of building on previous studies. To have 
applied the alternative and untested catenative analysis would have made it 
harder to connect present with previous findings. In particular, such an 
approach would have artificially inflated any resulting clause counts in 
comparison to prior studies; the presence of, say, ten auxiliary verbs 
automatically increasing the overall clause count by ten. 
                                                      
71 Note that the present section provides only general definitions. For greater detail 
regarding the transcription and annotation process itself see appendix V and VI. 
72 The same logic extended to the treatment of composite numbers, such as “one 
hundred thousand”, which were also counted as single words. 
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As such, it was decided to retain the more conservative dependent-auxiliary 
analysis, this being the one widely used in many previous studies and retained 
in most reference grammars (Biber et al., 1999; Carter & McCarthy, 2011; 
Loban, 1976; Quirk et al., 1980; Scott & Windsor, 2000). It is also the one that 
has been argued to be the most intuitive from the perspective of teachers in the 
classroom (Stubbs, 1986). Accordingly, a clause was prototypically defined as 
any sequence of words headed by a lexical verb. The primary qualification here 
concerned coordinated verbs or verb phrases. As originally operationalised in 
the t-unit analysis of Hunt (1965a, 1965b), these were counted as single 
clauses. Thus, “I ran a marathon”, and “I ran a marathon and raised a thousand 
pounds” would have been scored as one clause each, whilst “I ran a marathon 
and I raised a thousand pounds” would have been scored as two clauses. 
T-unit. A t-unit was defined as outlined by Hunt (1970, p.4); namely, ‘one main 
clause plus any subordinate clause or non-clausal structure that is attached to 
or embedded in it’. This general definition, however, was subject to the 
modification that a t-unit could contain two main clauses. Such a modification 
was needed to handle special, albeit rare, cases where a subordinate clause 
attaches to coordinated main clauses; for example, “If the hurricane strikes, 
adults will starve and children will die”.  
To reinforce this definition, a main clause was defined as any clause that could 
otherwise stand by itself as a complete grammatical unit and which is not 
subordinated to another clause. Thus, “I love charities and charities love me” 
would have been scored as two t-units, whilst “I love charities because charities 
love me” would have been scored as one. So defined, a main clause is 
equivalent to what Biber et al. (1999, p.192) term an independent clause, and 
these two terms will be used interchangeably throughout. 
As noted in section 3.5.2.4, however, though straightforward to define, piloting 
showed t-units to be a trickier practical proposition. Two steps were taken to 
address this difficulty. Firstly, a fuller transcription protocol was devised to 
enable a more rigorous segmentation of texts into t-units, as set out in appendix 
V. Secondly, 15% of the total corpus was subjected to cross-checking, with the 
inter-rater reliability calculated using the metric below, as utilised in Jiang 
(2012):  
♯ identical t-units ÷ ½ (♯ researcher t-units + ♯ cross-checker t-units) 
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This returned an inter-rater agreement of 94.65% across the spoken and written 
texts, suggesting that the present t-unit conventions can serve as a reliable 
transcription tool, at least in the context of the kinds of texts elicited here.73 
T-unit Complex. A t-unit complex comprised two possible portions of text. 
Thus, it could be a sequence of t-units in which one t-unit is linked to another by 
one of the three primary coordinators (viz. “and”, “but”, or “or”). It could also be 
a single t-unit where there is no such linking coordinator. Thus, “I love charities 
and I want to help them” would have counted as one t-unit complex, whilst “I 
love charities I want to help them” would have counted as two.  
So defined, the t-unit complex inevitably suffered the same practical difficulties 
as afflicted the identification of t-units. As such, the crosschecking also served 
to test the transcription conventions as they applied to the t-unit complex. Again, 
the results of this crosschecking suggest this to be a fairly reliable transcription 
unit, at least as operationalised and applied to the present corpus. 
4.2.2 Parametricity 
As a particular variety of inferential statistic, each mixed measure ANOVA 
should preferably meet four assumptions (Field, 2009; Lindman, 1992; Maxwell 
& Delaney, 2004). First, any dependent variable should be measured at interval 
level or above. Second, each group should meet the assumption of normality. 
Third, the variance should be homogeneous; or, at least, not heterogeneous. 
Fourth, the ANOVA should meet the assumption of sphericity. 
Of these requirements, the first and the fourth were readily met. Thus, all of the 
syntactic measures employed here were at interval level or above. Thus, also, 
the assumption of sphericity was met since only two relevant conditions were 
tested (viz. the two levels of our within group variable); sphericity being 
problematic only when more than two levels are at stake. 
The assumption of homogeneity was assessed using Levene’s Test, with the 
alpha level set at 0.05. So tested, each measure was returned as non-
significant, suggesting it unlikely that this assumption was violated.74 
Accordingly, each measure was assessed as meeting this assumption. 
                                                      
73 This cross-checking was undertaken by Claire Selin, now undertaking doctoral work 
at the University of Kansas. I am indebted to Claire for her patience and diligence here. 
74 I report here only a summary of the homogeneity and normality tests conducted. For 
a full breakdown of the outcomes of each individual test, see appendix VII. 
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The assumption of normality was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk Test, with 
alpha again set at 0.05. This assumption, however, proved more problematic, 
with none of the five measures achieving non-significance overall. Hence, none 
could be accepted as demonstrating normality.  
Fortunately, whilst preferable, it is not, in fact, necessary that every ANOVA 
demonstrate normality or homogeneity, the F-test having been found generally 
robust to these assumptions under certain conditions (Donaldson, 1966; 
Lindman, 1992; Lunney, 1970; Maxwell & Delaney, 2004; Roberts & Russo, 
1999). This was so given the conditions obtaining here: namely, equal cell sizes 
and the degrees of freedom for error being greater than 40 given that the 
smallest grouping here contained less than 20% of the total responses. As 
such, it was decided to proceed with the proposed analysis. At the same time, 
however, and believing it preferable not to seek effects that might otherwise be 
rejected, however, the alpha level was cautiously revised down to p = .044, this 
being the closest to .05 before any statistical rounding up. 
4.2.3 T-unit Complex Length 
T-unit Complex Length for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ words ÷ (♯ t-units – ♯ t-units introduced by a coordinator) 
So calculated, the study found only a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 
163.92, p < .001, ηp2 = .49. Regardless of age or attainment, the spoken texts 
(M = 34.97, SD = 17.24) exhibited t-unit complexes that were longer than the 
written texts (M = 18.05, SD = 6.19), as in figure 4.3 overleaf. 
4.2.4 T-units per T-unit Complex  
T-units per T-unit Complex for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ t-units ÷ (♯ t-units – ♯ t-units introduced by a coordinator) 
Again, the study found only a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 122.57, p < 
.001, ηp2 = .41. Regardless of age or attainment, the spoken texts (M = 1.80, SD 
= .74) exhibited more t-units per t-unit complex than the written texts (M = 1.17, 
SD = .19), as in figure 4.4 overleaf. 
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Fig 4.3 – T-unit Complex Length                                    
(Mode) 
Fig 4.4 – T-units per T-unit Complex                                    
(Mode) 
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4.2.5 T-unit Length 
T-unit Length for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ words ÷ ♯ t-units 
Again, the study found only a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 44.12, p < 
.001, ηp2 = .20. Regardless of age or attainment, the spoken texts (M = 20.38, 
SD = 9.33) exhibited longer t-units than the written (M = 15.50, SD = 4.71). 
 
4.2.6 Clauses per T-unit 
Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
Two main effects were found. Firstly, there was a main effect of mode F(1,174) 
= 48.78, p < .001, ηp2 = .22. As in figure 4.6, the spoken texts (M = 3.52, SD = 
1.42) exhibited more clauses per t-unit than the written (M = 2.72, SD = .81). 
Secondly, there was a main effect of age F(2,174) = 3.24, p = .041, ηp2 = .04. 
Planned contrasts revealed this to occur between Year Eight and Year Nine, p 
= .033. As in figure 4.7, the Year Nine (M = 3.35, SD = 1.00) texts exhibited 
more clauses per t-unit than the Year Seven (M = 3.00, SD = .79) and Year 
Eight texts (M = 3.01, SD = .74). 
Fig 4.5 – T-unit Length                                                         
(Mode) 
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Fig 4.7 – Clauses per T-unit                                                    
(Age) 
Fig 4.6 – Clauses per T-unit                                                           
(Mode) 
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Both effects, however, were mitigated by an interaction of mode x age x 
attainment F(2,174) = 3.25, p = .041, ηp2 = .04. This indicated that different year 
groups responded differently to the modality of a text according to a 
participant’s attainment level. To locate the source of this effect, the interaction 
was broken down in two stages, using the SPSS syntax outlined in Page, 
Braver, & MacKinnon (2003). First, a simple effects analysis indicated the 
difference to stem from those participants assessed at attainment Level 4, 
F(2,174) = 4.06, p = .019, ηp2 = .04. This finding was followed up with a simple 
simple effects analysis, indicating the difference to further stem from the Year 
Nine participants, F(1,174) = 26.27, p < .001, ηp2 = .13. As shown in figure 4.8, 
the source of the mitigatory effect was determined to be the Year Nine Level 4 
participants. This group, in particular, produced significantly more spoken 
clauses per t-unit (M = 4.07, SD = 1.91) than written (M = 2.64, SD = .84). 
 
Fig 4.8 – Clauses per T-unit                                                       
(Mode x Age x Attainment) 
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4.2.7 Clause Length 
Finally, Clause Length for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ words ÷ ♯ clauses 
In contrast to the previous measures, there were no significant differences 
found here for any of the study variables. 
4.3 Subordinate Clause Densities 
4.3.1 Defining the Components 
The nine measures to be calculated here were all scored using two of the four 
components defined above. Thus, a clause was defined as any sequence of 
words headed by a lexical verb, whilst a t-unit was defined as one main clause 
plus any subordinate clauses or linked non-clausal material.75 The remaining 
components, viz. the various subordinate clause types, were defined through 
primary reference to Biber et al. (1999) and Huddleston & Pullum (2005), with 
supplementary reference to Quirk et al. (1980): 
Adverbial Clause. An adverbial clause was defined as any clause that appears 
in a non-complement position, that functions like an adverb, and that combines 
at the clause level. Thus, the underlined sequences in “We could save the world 
if everybody donated more” and in “To save the world we should donate a little 
more” would both have been scored as adverbial clauses. 
Comment Clause. A comment clause was prototypically defined as any 
linguistic material headed by a finite lexical verb, this verb normally requiring a 
subordinate clause for grammaticality but appearing detached from any such 
clause. Thus, the underlined sequence in “Charities are I think great” would 
have been scored as a comment clause, but not that in “I think charities are 
great”. Also included here, were question tags (e.g. “he’s generous, isn’t he?”) 
and parenthetical tags (e.g. he’s generous, he is”). This was a pragmatic 
decision on the basis of their similarity in structure (i.e. a truncated clause 
appearing in a detached position) and broadly overlapping functions (cf. Biber et 
al., 1999). 
Non-Finite Adverbial Clause. A non-finite adverbial clause was defined as any 
adverbial clause such that neither its constituting lexical verb nor any auxiliary 
                                                      
75 As before, see appendix V and VI for full details of how these two units were 
operationalised in practice. See also appendix VI for the full annotation conventions 
regarding clause type. 
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verbs directly associated with this verb are marked for tense. Thus, the 
underlined sequence in “In order to save more lives, charities need money” 
would have counted as a non-finite adverbial clause, but not that in “Charities 
need money so they can save more lives”. 
Non-Finite Clause. A non-finite clause was defined as any clause such that 
neither its constituting lexical verb nor any auxiliary verbs directly associated 
with this verb are marked for tense. Thus, the underlined sequence in “Animal 
charities are a great thing to have” would have counted as a non-finite clause, 
but not that in “Animal charities are things that help animals”. 
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clause. A non-finite non-adverbial clause was 
defined as any non-finite clause that is not also an adverbial clause. Thus, the 
underlined sequence in “Animal charities are a great thing to have” would have 
been scored as a non-finite non-adverbial clause, but not that in “To save the 
world, we should donate a little more”. 
Noun-Modifying Clause. A noun-modifying clause was defined as any clause 
that directly combines with a preceding noun. Thus, the sequences in “The only 
causes to champion are ones which saves lives” would both have counted as 
noun-modifying clauses.  
Phrasal Clause. A phrasal clause was defined as any clause that combines 
with a preceding adjective, adverb, or noun, whether directly or indirectly. Thus, 
both underlined sequences in “The people raising money for charity were glad 
that they were doing something positive” would have been scored as phrasal 
clauses. 
Relative Clause. Two types of relative clause were countenanced here. First, a 
noun-modifying relative was defined as any clause marked by a finite verb 
phrase that directly and non-parenthetically combines with a preceding noun. 
This noun must be such that it is linked either to a wh-word which introduces the 
clause or to an unexpressed element within the clause itself. Thus, the 
sequence in “The children we sent money to cried” would have been scored as 
a noun-modifying relative clause. Second, a parenthetical relative clause was 
defined as any clause marked by a finite verb phrase and which acts as 
parenthetical information to either a preceding noun or a preceding clause. In 
the case of a preceding noun, this noun must be linked either to a wh-word 
which introduces the clause or to an unexpressed element within the clause 
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itself. In the case of a preceding clause, the parenthetical clause must be 
introduced by the wh-word “which”. Thus, the sequences in “The RSPCA, who 
help animals, need money - which is great” would both have counted as 
parenthetical relative clauses. 
Verbal Complement Clause. A verbal complement clause was defined as any 
clause that appears as the argument of a surrounding lexical verb. Thus, the 
underlined sequence in “Seeing homeless people makes me sad” would have 
counted as a verbal complement clause, but not that in “Walking to the shops, 
John decided to donate some money”. 
4.3.2 Parametricity  
As before, the first and fourth assumptions were met, each dependent variable 
being measured at interval level or above, and each ANOVA de facto meeting 
the assumption of sphericity. Unfortunately, only two measures met the 
assumption of homogeneity and none met that of normality.76 Again, however, 
given the aforementioned robustness of ANOVAs, it was decided to proceed 
with the proposed analysis as for the Clause-to-T-unit Complex Factors.  
4.3.3 Comment Clauses 
Comment Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ comment clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
So calculated, the study found a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 18.61, p 
< .001, ηp2 = .10. As in figure 4.9 overleaf, regardless of age or attainment, the 
spoken texts (M = 0.05, SD = .13) exhibited on average more comment clauses 
per t-unit than the written texts (M = 0.01, SD = .03). This effect, however, was 
mitigated by an interaction of mode x age x attainment F(2,174) = 3.88, p = 
.023, ηp2 = .04. This interaction was broken down using the SPSS syntax of 
Page et al. (2003). First, a simple effects analysis traced the effect to the 
participants assessed at attainment Level 4, F(2,174) = 4.89, p = .009, ηp2 = 
.05. A simple simple effects analysis then further traced the effect to the Year 
Nine students, F(1,174) = 19.44, p < .001, ηp2 = .10. As in figure 4.10, the 
source of the effect was found to be the Year Nine Level 4 students. This group, 
in particular, produced more spoken comment clauses per t-unit (M = 0.10, SD 
= .23) than written (M = 0.00, SD = .00). 
                                                      
76 Again, for a full breakdown of the outcomes of each individual test, see appendix VII. 
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Fig 4.9 – Comment Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode) 
Fig 4.10 – Comment Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode x Age x Attainment) 
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4.3.4 Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses  
Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as 
follows: 
♯ noun-modifying relative clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
Here, the study found a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 12.81, p = <. 001, 
ηp2 = .07. Regardless of age or attainment, the spoken texts (M = 0.39, SD = 
.44) were found to have more noun-modifying relative clauses per t-unit than 
the written texts (M = 0.27, SD = .25). 
 
4.3.5 Relative Clauses  
Relative Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
(♯ noun-modifying relative clauses + ♯ parenthetical relative clauses)                 
÷ ♯ t-units 
Again, the study found only a single effect, specifically a main effect of mode 
F(1,174) = 10.26, p = .002, ηp2 = .06. Regardless of age or attainment, the 
spoken texts (M = 0.42, SD = .45) had more relative clauses per t-unit than the 
written texts (M = 0.30, SD = .28). 
Fig 4.11 – Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per T-unit 
(Mode) 
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4.3.6 Verbal Complement Clauses  
Verbal Complement Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ verbal complement clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
Again, the study found only a main effect of mode F(1,174) = 22.89, p < .001, 
ηp2 = .12. Regardless of age or attainment, the spoken texts (M = 0.95, SD = 
.57) had more verbal complement clauses per t-unit than the written texts (M = 
0.71, SD = .40), as in figure 4.13 overleaf. 
4.3.7 Adverbial Clauses  
Adverbial Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ adverbial clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
Again, the study found only a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 56.49, p < 
.001, ηp2 = .25. Regardless of age or attainment, the spoken texts (M = 0.91, SD 
= .67) exhibited more adverbial clauses per t-unit than the written texts (M = 
0.52, SD = .41), as in figure 4.14 overleaf. 
Fig 4.12 – Relative Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode) 
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Fig 4.14 – Adverbial Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode) 
Fig 4.13 – Verbal Complement Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode) 
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4.3.8 Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses  
Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ non-finite adverbial clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
There were no significant differences found here for any of the study’s three 
variables. 
4.3.9 Noun-Modifying Clauses  
Noun-Modifying Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ noun-modifying clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
Again, the study found only a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 8.29, p = 
.004, ηp2 = .05. As in figure 4.15 overleaf, regardless of age or attainment, the 
spoken texts (M = 0.50, SD = .54) exhibited more noun-modifying clauses per t-
unit than the written texts (M = 0.38, SD = .31). 
4.3.10 Phrasal Clauses  
Phrasal Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ phrasal clauses ÷ ♯ t-units 
Again, the study found a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 7.65, p = .006, 
ηp2 = .04. As in figure 4.16 overleaf, regardless of age or attainment, the spoken 
texts (M = 0.58, SD = .59) exhibited more phrasal clauses per t-unit than the 
written (M = 0.44, SD = .33). 
4.3.11 Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per T-unit 
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per T-unit for each text was calculated as 
follows: 
(♯ non-finite clauses - ♯ non-finite adverbial clauses) ÷ ♯ t-units 
No significant differences were found here for any of the study’s variables. 
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Fig 4.16 – Phrasal Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode) 
Fig 4.15 – Noun-Modifying Clauses per T-unit                                         
(Mode) 
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4.4 Subordinate Clause Proportions 
4.4.1 Defining the Subordinate Clause Proportion Components 
As before, each of the nine measures to be calculated here was scored using 
the components set out in sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1 above. 
4.4.2 Parametricity  
Assessed for parametricity, the first and fourth assumptions were met without 
difficulty, with each dependent variable measured at interval level or above, and 
each ANOVA de facto meeting the assumption of sphericity. Unfortunately, 
whilst only two measures violated the assumption of homogeneity, none were 
overall found to meet the assumption of normality. Nevertheless, given the 
aforementioned robustness of ANOVAs, it was again decided to proceed with 
the analysis as for the Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors.77 
 4.4.3 Comment Clauses  
Comment Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ comment clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
So calculated, the study found a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 17.66, p 
< .001, ηp2 = .09. As in figure 4.17 overleaf, regardless of age or attainment, the 
spoken texts (M = 0.01, SD = .03) exhibited more comment clauses per clause 
than the written texts (M = 0.002, SD = .01). 
This effect, however, was mitigated by a three-way interaction of mode x age x 
attainment F(2,174) = 3.37, p = .037, ηp2 = .04. To locate the source of this 
interaction, the effect was broken down using the SPSS syntax outlined in Page 
et al. (2003). An initial simple effects analysis showed that the difference 
stemmed from those participants assessed at attainment Level 4, F(2,174) = 
3.24, p= .042, ηp2 = .04. This finding was followed with a simple simple effects 
analysis, showing that the difference stemmed from the Year Nine participants, 
F(1,174) = 13.59, p < .001, ηp2 = .07. As in figure 4.18 overleaf, the source of 
the mitigating effect was determined to be the Year Nine Level 4 participants. 
This group, in particular, was found to have produced significantly more spoken 
comment clauses per clause (M = 0.02, SD = 0.05) than written (M = 0.00, SD = 
.00). 
                                                      
77 Again, for a full breakdown of the outcomes of each individual test, see appendix VII. 
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Fig 4.18 – Comment Clauses per Clause                                         
(Mode x Age x Attainment) 
Fig 4.17 – Comment Clauses per Clause                                         
(Mode) 
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4.4.4 Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses 
Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as 
follows: 
♯ noun-modifying relative clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
So calculated, no significant differences were found here for any of the study’s 
variables. 
4.4.5 Relative Clauses  
Relative Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as follows: 
(♯ noun-modifying relative clauses + ♯ parenthetical relative clauses)                  
÷ ♯ clauses 
So calculated, no significant differences were found here for any of the study’s 
variables. 
4.4.6 Verbal Complement Clauses 
Verbal Complement Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ verbal complement clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
Again, no significant differences were found for any of the study’s variables. 
4.4.7 Adverbial Clauses 
Adverbial Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ adverbial clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
So calculated, the study found a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 34.02, p 
< .001, ηp2 = .16. As in figure 4.19 overleaf, regardless of age or attainment, the 
spoken texts exhibited more adverbial clauses per clause (M = 0.24, SD = .12) 
than the written (M = 0.18, SD = .10). 
4.4.8 Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses  
Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as 
follows: 
♯ non-finite adverbial clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
So calculated, the study found only a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 
13.04, p < .001, ηp2 = .07. As in figure 4.20, regardless of age or attainment, the 
written texts (M = 0.06, SD = .06) exhibited more non-finite adverbial clauses 
per clause than the spoken texts (M = 0.04, SD = .06). 
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Fig 4.20 – Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per Clause                                       
(Mode) 
Fig 4.19 – Adverbial Clauses per Clause                                       
(Mode) 
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4.4.9 Noun-Modifying Clauses  
Noun-Modifying Clauses per Clause for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ noun-modifying clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
No significant differences were found here for either mode, age, or attainment. 
4.4.10 Phrasal Clauses  
Phrasal per Clause for each text was calculated as follows: 
♯ phrasal clauses ÷ ♯ clauses 
So calculated, the study found a single main effect of attainment F(1,174) = 
8.55, p = .004, ηp2 = .05. Regardless of age or mode, the participants assessed 
at Level 5 (M = 0.17, SD = .08) produced more phrasal clauses per clause than 
the participants assessed at Level 4 (M = 0.14, SD = .07), as in figure 4.21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.11 Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses  
Finally, Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per Clause for each text was 
calculated as follows: 
(♯ non-finite clauses - ♯ non-finite adverbial clauses) ÷ ♯ clauses 
Fig 4.21 – Phrasal Clauses per Clause                                       
(Attainment) 
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So calculated, the study found a single main effect of mode F(1,174) = 19.31, p 
< .001, ηp2 = .10. Regardless of age or attainment, the written texts (M = 0.16, 
SD = .09) exhibited more non-finite non-adverbial clauses per clause than the 
spoken (M = 0.13, SD = .10), as in figure 4.22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.22 – Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per Clause                                       
(Mode) 
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Discussion 
5.1 Initial Summary 
The preceding statistical analysis was undertaken to address two specific 
research questions: 
RQ1. Are there any age-relatable relationships to be found between the 
spoken and written syntax of adolescent students within a mainstream 
secondary school? 
RQ2. Are there any relationships that are associated with the educational 
attainment of these students? 
With these in mind, the first thing to note is that the primary statistical analysis 
isolated a number of relationships characteristic of the present texts. Table 5.1, 
overleaf, summarises these relationships. 
Thus, of the 23 measures examined here, 15 returned a statistically significant 
modality-relatable difference, suggesting the students were at a developmental 
state such that they were differentially handling their modality-related syntax. 
Furthermore, the analysis found this handling to vary according to the particular 
measure, with 13 returning significantly higher spoken scores and 2 higher 
written scores. 
At the same time, it was evident that the developmental picture here was 
remarkably static. Thus, of the 23 measures examined, only 3 showed any 
interactional effect between mode and the two developmental variables of age 
and attainment: 
 (1) Clauses per T-unit, 
 (2) Comment Clauses per T-unit, 
 (3) Comment Clauses per Clause. 
All of these found the Year Nine Level 4 texts exhibiting a more marked gap 
between their spoken and written syntax compared to those produced by the 
other developmental groups. Otherwise, there were few inferential signs of 
developmental variation, modality-related or otherwise, with only two measures 
exhibiting any further association with the study’s developmental variables: 
 (4) Clauses per T-unit, 
(5) Phrasal Clauses per Clause. 
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The first of these found the Year Nine texts exhibiting higher on average scores 
compared with those produced by the Year Seven and Year Eight participants. 
The second found the texts produced by the Level 5 participants exhibiting 
higher on average scores than those produced by the Level 4 participants. 
So framed, we can offer an immediate answer to the study’s primary research 
questions. Whilst the 11-14 year old, Level 4/5 students of an English 
secondary school did differentiate their speech and writing, this differentiation 
was not much affected by their age or attainment, at least for these texts and 
measures. 
5.2 Analysis and Interpretation 
But, of course, this answer says little about the actual relationships between the 
spoken and written syntax here. Accordingly, the following sections move to 
discuss the findings in detail, beginning with the Clause-to-T-unit-Complex 
Factors. The reason for doing so is the interrelationship of the various factors, 
as discussed in section 3.5.3.1 and displayed in figure 5.2. Specifically, they 
form an intuitive analytical progression, with each “upper” factor a function of its 
tributaries. Moreover, such a progression naturally leads in to a discussion of 
the Subordinate Clause Densities and Proportions as critical influences on the 
overall number of clauses per t-unit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.2 – Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors                                                     
(Summary of Findings) 
T-Unit Complex Length 
Speech&>&Wri+ng&
T-units per T-Unit Complex 
Speech&>&Wri+ng&
T-Unit Length 
Speech&>&Wri+ng&
Clauses per T-unit 
Speech&>&Wri+ng&
Clause Length 
Non0Signiﬁcant&
Yr9&>&Yr8&=&Yr7&
Yr9,&L4&
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5.2.1 Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors 
5.2.1.1 T-unit Complex Length 
We begin with the number of words per t-unit complex. Whilst the ANOVA 
returned only a single effect of mode here, this effect was highly significant 
(p<.001) and underlined by a large ηp2 effect size of 0.49.78 Neither finding is 
surprising given the means themselves, with the students producing spoken 
complexes (M=34.97) almost twice as long as the written (M=18.05). This was 
clearly a marked differentiator of the students’ speech and writing. Moreover, as 
figure 5.2 suggests, this finding was essentially a function of the participants’ t-
units per t-unit complex and t-unit length, with both exhibiting higher spoken 
scores. As such, it is to these factors we now turn. 
5.2.1.2 T-units per T-unit Complex 
One strategy for expanding a t-unit complex involves using coordination to 
attach one t-unit to another. The ANOVA analysis found this a characteristically 
spoken option (p<.001, ηp2 = .41), with the average spoken complex bearing 
1.80 t-units against a written average of 1.17. This was so regardless of age or 
attainment, as in the more marked examples below:79 
19a. for example they raise a lot of money for breast cancer…|…and1 they 
raise a lot of money to shelter the homeless…|…and2 one of the other 
reasons I think charities are amazing is because they help endangered 
animals…|…and3 another reason is because they clean up ponds…|…and4 
they shelter the homeless…|…and5 they can keep a roof over their 
heads…|…and6 they just keep the earth a better place so everyone is safe 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
19b. like you only donate if you want to…|…and7 you don't like have 
to…|…and8 I think it's a bit like too much when they come like door to 
door…|…but9 yeah I think it's a good thing but only if you want to donate  
[Yr9-L5-S] 
                                                      
78 All effect sizes are classed here using the eta-squared guidelines of Cohen (1988, 
pp.283-288), which suggests a small effect size of ≥.01, a medium size of ≥.06, and a 
large size of ≥.14. 
79 In all examples to follow, I use a “|” to mark t-unit boundaries, identifying the age and 
attainment of the text’s producer by noting their year group and attainment level in 
brackets, followed by an “S” for a spoken and “W” for a written text (e.g. Yr7-L4-S). I 
will also generally subscript relevant units to enable direct referencing as required. 
Finally, I have tided up all excerpts where this does not affect the substance of the 
example, regularising any morphosyntax and orthography. 
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Of all the study’s findings, this is perhaps the most intuitive. Specifically, 
produced before an immediate audience, spoken settings create a natural push, 
as Biber et al. (1999, p.1067) put it, to ‘keep talking’. So doing, a speaker is able 
to avoid any communicative breaks that might unintentionally end your 
contribution to the discourse. Furthermore, the more constrained conditions of 
speech are such that speakers generally have less scope for considering both 
what to say and how to say it, yielding greater use of material that is less 
demanding to retrieve (Berman, 2008; Biber et al., 1999; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 
2002).80 Hence, we find a greater use of coordination at the t-unit level, both 
here and in adult speech (Beaman, 1984; Biber et al., 1999; Halliday, 1989; cf. 
Chafe, 1985; Chafe & Danielwicz, 1987; Pawley & Syder, 2000). This is a 
feature evident in (19), the coordinators enabling participants to quickly and 
minimally mark their text as an interconnected piece of discourse without having 
to deploy a more marked and consciously considered set of connectives. 
Moreover, as has been noted elsewhere (Beaman, 1984; Biber et al., 1999; 
Chafe, 1988), it is questionable how much of this coordination serves the 
prototypical function of combining syntactic units, as exemplified in (20):  
20. …things like well excess clothing [that we don't need and we don't use] 
[Yr9-L5-S] 
Contrast this with the expanded (19a1). Here, whilst “and1” more clearly 
functions as in (20), connecting clauses that show how charities help people, 
“and2” does not. Rather, it links this t-unit to the initial “think” proposition, 
offering another reason why charities are amazing, not another example of how 
they help people. Yet, this linkage is unlikely to be via any form of structural 
attachment, since any potential such attachment is broken by the intervening 
use of “for example” to introduce a distinct t-unit: 
19a1. I think charities are amazing because they do a lot of things for a lot of 
people…|…for example they raise a lot of money for breast cancer…|…and1 
they raise a lot of money to shelter the homeless…|… and2 one of the other 
reasons I think charities are amazing is because they help endangered 
animals 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
                                                      
80 See section 2.3.3ff for further discussion of these production conditions. 
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As such, “and2” seems to function more as a general discourse marker, a sort of 
“light” adverb that marks the t-unit as pragmatically connected to the current 
discourse without going so far as to syntactically combine it. Again, this can be 
naturally accounted for through the differential production conditions of the two 
modalities, the more constrained nature of speech making it harder to fully plan 
and organise lengthy stretches of syntactic material. 
Developmentally speaking, then, the difference in scores indicates these Level 
4 and Level 5, 11-14 year old students to be at a point where they were tapping 
into the differential production conditions of writing. Two further considerations 
support this inference. The first comes from the texts themselves. In particular, 
the written versions not only exhibited a lower reliance on t-unit coordination, 
there were indications of their drawing on a wider range of connective devices 
more typical of academic prose. Such prose is a particularly marked form of 
non-narrative discourse that places a premium on specifying the logical 
relationships between propositions (Biber et al., 1999; Snow & Uccelli, 2009). 
Thus, for example, take the ten linking adverbs found by Biber et al. (1999, 
p.887) to most clearly distinguish academic prose from conversation.81 The 
descriptive statistics here point to these being a somewhat more prominent 
feature of the participants’ written t-units. Specifically, we find the written texts 
exhibiting 0.025 linking adverbs per t-unit (SD=.06), compared with a spoken 
average of 0.008 (SD=.05), as in figure 5.3 and exemplified in (21):  
21a. therefore1 I personally think and believe that charities are outstanding 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
21b. furthermore2 some charities might use your donation irresponsibly 
[Yr8-L5-W] 
Once more, this is naturally accounted for through the students exploiting the 
less constrained production conditions of writing. As a result, they are afforded 
greater scope for considering both what to say and how to say it, enabling them 
to draw on a more diverse, literate, and marked range of lexical connectives 
(Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). As in (21a) and (21b), this can give the written t-
units a more measured and considered quality. It also represents a 
                                                      
81 viz. “finally”, first”, “furthermore”, “hence”, “however”, “nevertheless”, “rather”, 
“therefore”, “thus”, and “yet”. These were all found to be present in academic prose at a 
rate of greater than 100 per 1,000,000 words, but at a rate of less than 50 per 
1,000,000 words in (British English) conversation.   
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development argued elsewhere as critical, both to the mastery of written syntax 
in general (Perera, 1984), and the specific mastery of written non-narratives 
during adolescence (Katzenberger, 2004). 
The second consideration concerns the wider evidence base, with several 
studies of interest. The first two are Berman & Slobin’s (1994) study of spoken 
narratives and Allison, Beard, & Willcocks’s (2002) study of various written 
registers. Despite their modality-distinct focus, both studies found coordination 
to be the preferred strategy for linking main clauses in the discourse of 5-9 year 
olds. The second two are O’Donnell et al. (1967a), who found their 8-13 year 
old participants coordinating t-units more often in speech than writing, and 
Reppen (2001), who found her 10-11 year olds doing likewise. The final two are 
Hunt (1965a), who found a written decrease in t-unit coordination between 9-18 
years of age, and Myhill (2009a), the higher attaining writing of her 12-15 year 
olds being less reliant on clausal coordination. 
All six fit usefully with the present account. Firstly, that the present 11-14 year 
olds remained comparatively “hooked” on t-unit coordination in speech suggests 
Myhill to be right in characterising her decrease as a shift from a more spoken 
to a more specifically written syntax. Secondly, this comparative spoken 
reliance on t-unit coordination reinforces an account of such development in 
Fig 5.3 – Linking Adverbs per T-unit                                            
(Mode) 
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terms of the differential production conditions. After all, speech being the more 
constrained medium, we ought to find it exhibiting greater intransigence: there is 
simply less of an affordance there to be exploited (Biber, 1988, 2009). As such, 
we apparently find the developmental state here echoing the mature state 
detailed in section 2.3.3; their speech also constituting the more constrained 
diatypic space, at least for this particular syntactic device. 
5.2.1.3 T-unit Length 
The other core strategy for expanding a t-unit complex involves increasing the 
length of its component t-units. Again, we find this a characteristically spoken 
option: significant at p<.001, with a large ηp2 effect size of 0.20, and written t-
units (M=15.5) around ¾ the length of the spoken (M=20.38).  
This difference is more counterintuitive, however. Partly, this is simply its 
contrast with other studies. Thus, though Price & Graves (1980) found no 
difference in their 13-14 year olds and Scott & Windsor (2000) none in their 9-
13 year olds, the present 11-14 year olds produced longer spoken t-units. This 
contrast is heightened by Loban’s (1976) findings, as in figure 5.4, even noting 
Fig 5.4 – Words per Communication Unit  
(Loban, 1976) 
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his use of communication units as the denominator.82 Specifically, when we look 
at Loban’s high quality group, we find them barely distinguishing the lengths of 
their communication units during the present period. At the same time, when we 
examine his low quality group, we see an apparent developmental shift, their 
shorter written communication units rapidly converging to the length of their 
spoken between 12-14 years of age. The present study found no comparable 
relationship, with longer spoken t-units no matter the participants’ age or 
attainment.  
Yet it is also because the finding seems at odds with the standard interpretation 
of t-unit growth, which counts it a marker of increased complexity (e.g. Hunt, 
1965a, 1965b; Nippold et al., 2005; Scott & Windsor, 2000). Given the current 
framing of speech and writing in terms of their production conditions, it is 
unclear why speech should be the more complex modality at this stage, with no 
apparent convergence. As such, we turn to the potential sources of this finding.  
5.2.1.4 Clause Length 
As with t-unit complex length, there are two broad means for expanding a t-unit. 
The first increases the length of its component clauses, perhaps adding an 
attributive adjective or a prepositional phrase, as in the hypothetical (22):  
22. Oxfam is a great charity for people  
No significant differences were found for this measure, however, modality-
related or otherwise, with a spoken average of 5.81 (SD=1.00) and a written 
average of 5.75 (SD=.92) words per clause. As figure 5.5 shows, this is unlikely 
to be a source of the larger spoken scores found here for either t-unit length or 
t-unit complex length. 
Given the lack of effect and the study’s focus on syntactic packaging, therefore, 
I will not discuss this measure beyond noting two points. Firstly, the lack of 
differentiation may well be an artefact of the elicitation task. Such an outcome 
would certainly be of interest in helping account for the differences between the 
present findings for t-unit length and those of previous studies. It also seems 
plausible when we note two further things. Firstly, we have the problematic 
methodologies of Loban (1976) and Price & Graves (1980), as highlighted in 
section 2.4.3.2. Secondly we have the fact of Scott & Windsor (2000) using a 
                                                      
82 As noted in section 2.4.2.1, these represent a modified, though broadly comparable, 
version of t-units; see Loban (1976, pp.8-10; cf. O’Donnell, 1977). 
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distinct non-narrative task, asking their participants to summarise a 
documentary rather than discuss their own thoughts.83 Moreover, such an 
account would lend weight to the Tel Aviv findings, which showed how the wider 
diatypic context can affect an individual’s modality-related syntax.84 
Unfortunately, such an impact is difficult to assess here. This is partly due to the 
uneven use of clause length within previous studies. So, for example, neither 
Loban (1976) nor Scott & Windsor (2000) scored their texts here, making it 
harder to assess the comparative influence of this syntactic area on the lengths 
of their t-units/communication units. It is also due to the variety of ways in which 
previous studies have operationalised clause length,85 making it tricky to gauge 
the extent to which these studies are genuinely analysing the same 
phenomenon. However, it is also due to the study’s decision to focus on 
syntactic packaging, such that the texts were not specifically coded for 
individual parts of speech, making it essentially impossible to probe this finding 
in any depth.  
Secondly, the lack of statistical effect here need not entail any lack of phrase 
level differentiation. So, for example, whilst the addition of a noun-modifying 
                                                      
83 For further discussion here, see section 5.2.2.2. 
84 For further discussion here, see section 2.4.2.5. 
85 See, for example, Berman & Verhoeven (2002), Harrell (1957), and Price & Graves, 
1980; for further discussion here, see also section 2.4.3.3. 
Fig 5.5 – Clause Length 
(Mode) 
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relative clause constitutes a phrase level modification, this need not increase 
clause length, as in the hypothetical (23): 
23a1. I love [charities]NP  = 3 words per clause 
23a2. I love [charities [which help people]RC]NP  = 3 words per clause 
Moreover, though the study focused on clausal annotation, a general reading of 
the corpus does give the impression of modality-related differentiation at the 
phrase level. One obvious example of this is the noticeably greater spoken 
presence of inserts such as “yeah” and “okay”. These are a characteristically 
spoken feature also highlighted by Harrell (1957; cf. Biber et al., 1999), one 
which would inevitably increase the length of the average spoken clause, even 
if perhaps only minimally. Thus, taking the relative prominence of “yeah” as a 
case in point, whilst this item was essentially absent from the written texts, the 
average spoken text was found to contain 0.52 (SD=.78) such instances. 
Further support for this impression comes from the distribution of dislocation 
structures, another syntactic feature highlighted as more generally characteristic 
of speech (Biber et al., 1999; Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Pawley & Syder, 
1983a). Dislocations refer to instances where a structure is appended to the 
outside of a clause, normally a noun phrase, such that this item co-refers with a 
pronoun inside the clause: 
24. and other charities like for animals I think they're really good because 
some animals get abused  
[Yr9-L4-S]  
Such structures were, in fact, annotated during transcription, making it simple to 
score the texts here. Accordingly, the descriptive statistics showed these to be a 
more prominent spoken feature, with a spoken average of 0.06 (SD=.14) and a 
written average of 0.01 (SD=.03) dislocations per t-unit, as in figure 5.6. 
Again, what is interesting about the kind of dislocation structure exemplified in 
(24) is that it increases the length of a clause: 
24a1. and I think they're really good because some animals get abused  
= 3.67 words per clause 
24a2. and other charities like for animals I think they're really good because 
some animals get abused  
= 5.33 words per clause 
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As such, given that these were more characteristic of the spoken texts, and that 
no difference in clause length was found, what we may have here is a case of 
distinct strategies for increasing clause length that cancel each other out. Thus, 
for example, it may well have been that the participants were increasing their 
spoken clause length through the use of dislocations and inserts. At the same 
time, they were equally increasing their written clause length by means of a 
completely different kind of unit; the use of attributive adjectives, say. In other 
words, the students were genuinely differentiating their syntax at this level. The 
combined effect of these devices, however, served only to increase the average 
clause length in both modes, such that this finer-grained differentiation could not 
be detected using the general syntactic measure employed here.  
Combined with the possible task effect, therefore, the apparent differences in 
the use of inserts and dislocations point to the value of additional research, 
explicitly targeted at this level and using a further annotated version of the texts.  
5.2.1.5 Clauses per T-unit  
Turning to the other strategy for expanding t-units, we find here both the 
apparent source of our main effect of mode and, thereby, the other source of 
that found for t-unit complex length. Specifically, across age and attainment 
groups, we find the spoken t-units to be significantly denser than the written 
Fig 5.6 – Dislocations per T-unit 
(Mode) 
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(p<.001). This measure also yielded a large effect size (ηp2 = .22), with the 
average spoken t-unit (M=3.52) bearing almost a clause more than its written 
counterpart (M=2.72). 
This measure, furthermore, is notable for being the only Clause-to-Complex 
Factor indicative of modality-related development. Thus, not only did the Year 
Nine texts (M=3.35) exhibit denser t-units than the Year Eight (M=3.01) or Year 
Seven texts (M=3.00), they also exhibited a modality-related shift. Specifically, 
the Year Nine Level 4 texts showed a shift in the relationship between speech 
and writing, exhibiting the densest spoken t-units (M=4.07) and written t-units 
(M=2.64) that were (almost) the least dense, as in figure 5.7. 
Of these effects, the main effect of age is perhaps most expected given other 
findings. Thus, Verhoeven et al. (2002) found the spoken and written texts of 
their adult participants exhibiting a greater number of clauses per t-unit than 
those of their 9-10 year olds. Thus, also, Hunt (1965a, 1965b) found his student 
writing exhibiting a general increase here across the school years, with students 
especially targeting this area from around 13 years of age. Finally, Crowhurst & 
Piche (1979) found their students’ written arguments exhibiting a significant 
increase in the number of clauses per t-unit between 11 and 16 years of age. 
In contrast, the modality-related effects are less expected. Thus, though the 
Fig 5.7 – Clauses per T-unit                                                       
(Mode x Age x Attainment) 
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increases for Hunt (1965a) and Crowhurst & Piche (1979) were all characteristic 
of writing, the present effect resulted from a comparative decrease in the written 
scores and a comparative increase in speech. Furthermore, despite the spoken 
increase here, Nippold et al. (2005) found a rise in clauses per t-unit between 8-
44 years of age only for their spoken conversations. They found no such 
increase in their spoken monologues. 
Particularly striking here are Loban’s (1976, pp.35-41) findings for the number 
of dependent clauses per communication unit, as in figure 5.8. Thus, his high 
quality group exhibited a developmental spike between the ages of 11-14, with 
the density of their written units shifting from being more-or-less similar to their 
spoken units to being briefly denser. Figure 5.7, however, finds the present 
study’s higher attaining participants producing consistently denser spoken t-
units. Thus, also, Loban’s low quality group abruptly shifted from denser spoken 
to denser written communication units at around 12 years old. Figure 5.7, 
however, finds the shift for the present study’s Year Nine Level 4 participants to 
be such that the gap is not a flip, as might be expected, but an increase. 
Both contrasts are counterintuitive. Thus, even seeking to account for the Level 
4 participants’ spoken t-units in terms of a scribe-based effect, it remains odd 
that the shift here goes the “wrong” way, yielding denser spoken t-units and less 
Fig 5.8 – Dependent Clauses per Communication Unit 
(Loban, 1976) 
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dense written t-units.86 Nor is it obvious that we should account for the Level 5 
scores here through students developing another area of syntax, much as 
section 2.4.2.4 suggested for the communication unit length scores of Loban’s 
high quality group. After all, the spike in figure 5.8 indicates this to be just the 
area of written syntax we might expect a higher-attaining group of participants 
to be focused on. Such a point is underlined by comparing the present study 
with Verhoeven et al. (2002), which specifically used clauses per t-unit to 
analyse the Spencer Study non-narratives. This not only found an age-related 
increase in the number of clauses per t-unit, it also found the written t-units to 
be denser than the spoken, regardless of age. Given that the present non-
narrative task was modelled on that of the Spencer Study, intuition suggests we 
should find a similar pattern here. Yet we find denser spoken t-units, not written. 
In light of these discrepancies, the study’s final two sets of measures are an 
obvious recourse. Specifically, examining the Subordinate Clause Densities and 
Proportions should help clarify the present findings here by gaining a better 
sense of the clauses actually used to construct the present t-units.  
Such a response is supported by two considerations. Firstly, many linguists 
have noted that subordination is not a homogeneous phenomenon, with 
different clause types used differentially according to the particular make-up of a 
particular discourse context (Beaman, 1984; Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Biber, 
1988, 2009; Biber et al., 1999; Perera, 1984; Scott, 2006). Hence, a measure 
such as the number of clauses per t-unit is conceivably too broad to pinpoint 
what is actually going on when it comes to the packaging of t-units. 
Secondly, there are the contrasts between the present scores for mode and 
those of four other studies, as summarised in table 5.9.87 These are notably 
distinct, even accepting the influence of certain additional factors. One such 
factor is the slightly differing ages encompassed, with the present study 
covering the syntax of 11-14 year olds but Verhoeven et al. (2002) that of 9-10 
year olds and Scott & Windsor (2000) that of 9-13 year olds. Whilst these 
differences may have been contributory, we still have the match in ages for 
Loban (1976) and Price & Graves (1980). 
                                                      
86 See section 2.4.2.2 for specific discussion of such an effect with respect to the words 
per communication unit scores of Loban’s low quality group. 
87 Note that the figures for Loban here reflect the average scores for the present age 
range, with these considered independently of any differences in linguistic ability. 
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Another factor is the distinct operationalisations employed, with Loban (1976) 
using communication units instead of t-units, and neither Price & Graves (1980) 
nor Verhoeven et al. (2002) scoring the full range of clauses measured here. 
These differences are no doubt contributory, a consideration which highlights 
the value of a common set of procedures that would enable future research to 
proceed with a greater uniformity of analysis.  
Nevertheless, whilst these operationalisations are likely contributory, it is clear 
that we would be unwise to rule out other factors. For example, though Loban 
(1976) used communication units, his general scores here have been shown to 
be broadly comparable with those returned by Hunt’s (1965a) original clause 
per t-unit analysis (O’Donnell, 1977). Hence, it is hard to see how this specific 
difference could in itself account for the notable gaps between studies. 
Moreover, though Price & Graves (1980) did not count non-finite clauses, a 
scoring of the present texts shows that such clauses would have potentially 
increased their clause per t-unit scores by 0.63 in speech and 0.62 in writing. 
Similarly, whilst Verhoeven et al. (2002) seem not to have counted the range of 
phrasal and verbal complement clauses counted here, such clauses may have 
increased their per t-unit scores by some 0.37 in speech and 0.35 in writing. 
Moreover, though Verhoeven et al. did not count every subordinate clause, they 
appear to have also operationalised their counts such that each coordinated 
verb phrase counted as a distinct clause, in contrast to the present study. As 
such, this methodological difference could well have helped cancel out the initial 
difference caused by their not counting every clause scored here. 
This leaves the actual operationalisation of t-units themselves. Unfortunately, 
we hit something of a wall here, in that none of the four studies in table 5.9 
provide a full breakdown of the protocols used. As such, it is not possible to 
Table 5.9 – Comparison of Clauses per Syntactic Unit 
Study Age Range Speech Writing
Loban (1976) 11-14 1.37 1.36
Price & Graves (1980) 13-14 1.52 1.43
Scott & Windsor (2000) 9-13 1.75 1.74
Verhoeven et al. (2002) 9-10 1.8 2.05
Current Study 11-14 3.52 2.72
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gauge the extent to which this factor might have impacted on the various t-unit 
counts. In its favour, we can note that the present study adopted an inclusive 
approach to t-units, for example, such that syntactically ambiguous cases like 
(17a) above would have been transcribed as the single t-unit (17a1): 
17a1. I agree with this as it helps people in need and they really need the 
help    
Hence, it is possible that a study which utilised a more restrictive approach 
would have yielded a higher t-unit count, as in the two t-unit alternative (17a2): 
17a2. *STU: I agree with this as it helps people in need  
   *STU: and they really need the help 
Nevertheless, against this possibility, we can note two things. The first is Scott 
& Windsor (2000). Though this study did not provide a full t-unit protocol, 
Professor Scott has confirmed hers to be a similarly inclusive approach.88 
Hence, given that Scott & Windsor (ibid) also counted the full range of 
subordinate clauses scored here, it seems unlikely that this factor would have 
been enough to account for the differences between these particular studies. 
The second point is more philosophical: given the lack of extant protocols, such 
a factor can neither be entirely ruled out nor entirely ruled in. Hence, it would be 
premature to discount the possibility of additional factors being at work. 
A third factor specifically concerns the figures excerpted from Verhoeven et al. 
(2002). These represent the average scores for their non-narratives across five 
distinct languages,89 with the authors not having provided the modality-related 
breakdowns for their English-speakers. As such, though the different languages 
all exhibited higher written clause per t-unit scores, regardless of age or genre, 
it is worth noting that the English texts exhibited the highest clause per t-unit 
scores of the five languages. Thus, the average clause per t-unit score for the 
9-10 year old English students was 0.09 clauses higher than the French, 0.19 
higher than the Spanish, 0.30 higher than the Israeli, and some 0.45 clauses 
higher than the Dutch. In other words, it is likely that the averages excerpted in 
table 5.9 underplay those specifically exhibited by Verhoeven et al.’s English-
speakers, even though it remains unclear by exactly how much. 
                                                      
88 C. M. Scott, personal communication, 24 January 2012. 
89 viz. Dutch, English, French, Hebrew, and Spanish. 
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Two things follow from this point of note. Firstly, it has the benefit of bringing the 
scores for the Spencer Study non-narratives more in line with those found here. 
Secondly, despite this benefit, the general tenor of the contrast remains. In 
particular, and as already noted, Verhoeven et al. (2002) found their main effect 
of mode to be something that held across all five languages. Hence, we still 
have the contrast of Verhoeven et al. (2002) finding writing to be the denser 
modality regardless of age, with both their 9-10 year olds and their adult 
participants returning higher clause per t-unit scores in writing, not speech.  
Overall, therefore, given that the aforementioned factors seem unable to fully 
account for the contrasts in table 5.9, it is worth looking elsewhere for potential 
sources of these contrasts. Hence, the value of the Subordinate Clause 
Densities and Proportions as a potential means to this end. 
Before turning to these particular measures, however, it is worth considering a 
final methodological factor. This is the possibility that the counterintuitive scores 
reflect a potential difficulty with the standard approach to calculating this 
measure, as set out by Scott & Stokes (1995) and used elsewhere (e.g. Beers 
& Nagy, 2009; Johansson, 2009; Nippold et al., 2005; Price & Graves, 1980; 
Scott & Windsor, 2000; Verhoeven et al., 2002). Specifically, since this measure 
is calculated by dividing the number of clauses by the number of t-units, it is 
conceivable that any differences here will reflect one of two situations. 
The first is a genuine modality-related difference in how individuals package 
their t-units. The second involves one modality containing material beyond that 
present in the other, but which is better thought of as orthogonal to any 
differences that might result from a text having been specifically produced in a 
particular mode. In which case, the spoken and written texts would be otherwise 
uniform in how they packaged their respective t-units, with the different scores 
resulting from differences in the character of the t-units that comprised this 
“extra” material. 
To illustrate, suppose that the participants were at a point where they package 
non-narrative t-units in much the same way, regardless of modality. Suppose, 
also, that their compositional habits were such that, after a certain point within a 
piece of non-narrative discourse, they change the character of this packaging. 
Then it would be consistent with the present findings that the participants 
happened to stop either their spoken or their written text at the point where this 
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change in subordinate clause usage kicks in. The result would be a difference in 
the clause per t-unit scores, but one that was misleading as to the modality-
based character of the packaging. 
Whilst perhaps unlikely, not to mention counterintuitive, that this is a factor 
worth considering is suggested by another numerical contrast between the 
present study and that of Scott & Windsor (2000). Specifically, whereas the 
latter found a difference in the average number of spoken and written t-units per 
text of 10.9, the present study found a difference of only 2.33 t-units. This is not 
unnotable given the wider difference in clause per t-unit scores for the two 
studies.  
Unfortunately, any such differences are impossible to assess directly, requiring 
extended access to the relevant corpora. What we can do, however, is consider 
the possible impact of this factor within the confines of the present study. 
Moreover, three particular features suggest this to be worth the effort. One is 
that the participants were observed to be writing for longer than they spoke. 
Specifically, though participants were afforded the same amount of speaking 
time, and though each was prompted to continue for as long as they could, they 
rarely spoke for more than a few minutes. This contrasted with the written task, 
where participants were generally observed to be writing for longer periods. 
The second feature concerns the raw numbers of t-units produced here. 
Specifically, though the difference was only one of 2.33 t-units, the descriptive 
statistics did find the written texts (M=8.76) containing more t-units on average 
than the spoken (M=6.43), as in figure 5.10. As such, it is at least conceivable 
that these additional t-units constituted the sort of “extra” material outlined 
above. That is, these were t-units that happened to coincide with the kind of 
shift in subordinate clause usage that we would have seen in the spoken texts 
had the participants spoken for just that little bit longer. 
Finally, a general review of the texts also found the written versions containing 
two sorts of t-unit that were not present in the spoken texts: 
25a. I am writing to you to give you my opinion on charities 
 [Yr7-L4-W] 
25b. thank you for reading my views on charity 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
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As these examples demonstrate, these are t-units unique to the written context. 
Yet, it is hard to see how they can be attributed to any strict difference in 
modality. Rather, they are specific to the letter form, constituting a formulaic 
device for beginning and ending the particular register elicited here.90 Hence, 
we would again seem to have evidence of the written texts containing “extra” t-
units that might misleadingly affect the resulting clause per t-unit scores.  
Nevertheless, further analysis supports the claim that the present clause per t-
unit scores reflect a genuine difference in the spoken and written character of 
the participants’ t-units. Take the uniquely written t-units. Further analysis 
indicates that these did not greatly affect the general character of the written t-
units. Thus, if we remove these particular t-units, we find an average per text 
score of 8.21 written t-units, one that still leaves a difference of 1.78 t-units. 
Moreover, if we then rerun the original ANOVA, we find a virtually identical main 
effect of mode, F(1,174)=42.43, p<.001, ηp2 = .20. In other words, we still find 
the spoken t-units (M=3.52, SD=1.42) exhibiting almost a whole clause more 
than the written (M=2.77, SD=.87), as in figure 5.11.91 
                                                      
90 For further discussion of the particular impact of these t-units on the Subordinate 
Clause Densities and Proportions, see section 5.2.2.3. 
91 We also find the same interaction of mode x age x attainment, F(2,174)=3.34, 
p=.038, ηp2 = .04. Interestingly, however, we no longer have a main effect of age, now 
returned at p=.068, suggesting such formulaic “openers” and “closers” to be a stronger 
feature of the older students. 
Fig 5.10 –T-units per Text 
(Mode) 
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This leaves the original difference in the number of spoken and written t-units. 
Here, again, further analysis point to the original main effect reflecting a genuine 
difference in the general character of the spoken and written t-units. First, we 
can note that though the written texts contained more t-units on average than 
the spoken, this difference was still only one of about two t-units. This is not a 
difference indicative of a substantial gap in the amount of spoken and written t-
units generally present across the texts. 
Second, though the written texts did contain more t-units on average than the 
spoken, when we restrict our attention to the number of subordinate clauses per 
text, figure 5.12 suggests no such comparable difference. Instead, we find the 
spoken texts (M=13.72) containing on average about the same number of 
subordinate clauses as the written (13.57).  
Suppose, then, that the additional t-units did constitute “extra” material in the 
sense outlined above. For the spoken texts to have gone on to match this 
“extra” material, they would essentially have had to produce these additional t-
units without also increasing the number of subordinate clauses. Given that the 
average number of clauses per t-unit was 3.52 for speech and 2.72 for writing, 
this seems unlikely. As such, the fact we find fewer spoken t-units but broadly 
comparable subordinate clauses points to the spoken t-units being 
characteristically denser than the written. 
Fig 5.11 – Revised Clauses per T-unit                                                       
(Mode) 
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Indeed, we can underline this point when we note that figure 5.12 considers all 
subordinate clauses present within the written texts. If we subtract out the 
uniquely written clauses, we find the number of written subordinate clauses per 
text dropping to 13.01. In other words, we find the spoken texts even more 
clearly exhibiting a tendency to package their t-units more densely. 
Both inferences can be reinforced by a third piece of evidence: the correlation 
between the numbers of t-units and subordinate clauses.92 Here, we find the 
number of spoken t-units correlating with the number of spoken subordinate 
clauses, τ = .499, p<.001, and the number of written t-units correlating with the 
number of written subordinate clauses, τ = .360, p<.001. Given this positive 
correlation in both modes, it would be out of keeping with the general densities 
exhibited that participants should have increased the number of spoken t-units 
without also increasing the number of subordinate clauses. Moreover, even 
though participants produced fewer spoken t-units on average, we actually find 
them exhibiting a stronger association (τ = .499) with the number of subordinate 
clauses than the written (τ = .360). Again, this points to the spoken t-units being 
characteristically denser. 
                                                      
92 I use subordinate clauses as a measure here so as to avoid any confounding that 
might result from using the number of clauses. Unlike the latter, the number of t-units 
can be increased without also increasing the number of subordinate clauses. Hence, 
such clauses need bear no logical relation to the number of t-units present within a text.  
Fig 5.12 – Subordinate Clauses per Text 
(Mode) 
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The fourth piece of evidence considers the first t-unit within a text, discounting 
any of the uniquely written t-units noted above. So calculated, we find a single 
effect of mode, F(1,174) = 26.41, p < .001, ηp2 = .13. Figure 5.13 shows this 
effect to again be one in which the spoken t-units were denser than the written. 
As such, though the written texts may contain more t-units, that we still find 
higher clause per t-unit scores in the initial portions of the spoken texts again 
points to the spoken t-units being characteristically denser than the written. 
Finally, it is worth considering the character of the t-units themselves. Thus, 
whilst t-units were chosen and operationalised so as to constitute an integrated 
package of syntax and semantics, this does not entail that distinct t-units are 
distinct in their contribution to a text’s overall propositional content.93 Rather, 
each such unit is first and foremost a structural package; a piece of syntax. So 
considered, a general review of the texts did not just indicate a noticeable 
tendency for denser spoken t-units. On the contrary, it also indicated a tendency 
for similar content to be packaged more densely in the spoken texts. This 
greater density applied within the bounds of a single t-unit, as in (26a): 
26a1. I don't think that all people see it that way 
[Yr7-L5-S = 2 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
26a2. sadly some people do not see it that way 
                                                      
93 For further discussion here, see section 3.5.2.4. 
Fig 5.13 – Clauses per Initial T-unit  
(Mode) 
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[Yr7-L5-W = 1 clause, 1 t-unit] 
Most strikingly, however, it was also such as to yield greater numbers of written 
t-units, as in (27a-f), with each pair here produced by the same participant: 
27a1. I think charities are amazing because they do a lot of things for a lot 
of people and they always try their best to keep everyone safe in the world 
[Yr7-L4-S = 5 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
27a2. I think charities are amazing | my reason for this is that there are so 
many fantastic things they do for others and this earth 
[Yr7-L4-W = 5 clauses, 2 t-units] 
27b1. I think charities are a good idea because it helps people that aren't 
as fortunate as people like me and it can help like save endangered 
animals from like going extinct 
[Yr7-L5-S = 7 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
27b2.  I think that charities are a really good idea as it can help people less 
fortunate than myself and others | it also helps animals that can be 
endangered, which without their help could be extinct 
[Yr7-L5-W = 6 clauses, 2 t-units] 
27c1. my view on charity is that it's a great thing and it helps people all 
around the world 
[Yr8-L4-S = 3 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
27c2.I think charity is a great thing | it's not just helping people 
[Yr8-L4-W = 3 clauses, 2 t-units] 
27d1. animal charities are probably more important I think because like 
once that endangered animal is gone you can't like bring them back 
[Yr8-L5-S = 4 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
27d2. animal charities are very necessary as animals such as polar bears 
pandas and several species of tigers are in danger of being extinct | once 
they've gone it's impossible to bring them back  
[Yr8-L5-W = 6 clauses, 2 t-units] 
27e1. I think charity is really good because it helps people that need lots of 
money people that are poorly and some people that don't have any food 
and their houses have fallen down 
[Yr9-L4-S = 7 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
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27e2. I think charity is good because it helps people that need money and 
that are sick | it also helps animals and places that have fallen down 
[Yr9-L4-W = 7 clauses, 2 t-units] 
27f1. well my views on charity are that they're brilliant because they do 
help a lot of people and animals 
[Yr9-L5-S = 3 clauses, 1 t-unit] 
27f2. my views on charities are that they're brilliant in most cases | 
honestly many charities help so many people and animals 
[Yr9-L5-W = 3 clauses, 2 t-units] 
Seen in sum, therefore, further analysis of the texts would seem to warrant two 
inferences. Firstly, a greater number of written t-units need not reflect the 
presence of “extra” material in the sense outlined above. On the contrary, as 
exemplified by (27a-f), the present texts show that raw differences in t-unit 
numbers can be the direct result of differences in how material is packaged 
when speaking and writing. Secondly, though some of the written t-units here 
may well be “extra”, as in those unique to the letter format, such material does 
not seem to substantively affect the respective characters of the participants’ 
spoken and written t-units.  
As such, whilst raw t-unit numbers is a factor that future studies should perhaps 
give closer attention, there remain good grounds for treating the present scores 
as reflecting a genuine difference in the students’ modality-specific packaging. 
At the very least, there seems little reason to doubt the implication of the main 
effect of mode: that the present 11-14 year old, Level 4 and 5 students were 
indeed producing denser spoken t-units.  
5.2.2 Densities and Proportions 
Examined thus far, it is speech which has been found the denser modality, with 
participants packaging more clauses into the average spoken t-unit. 
Strikingly, when we turn to the Subordinate Clause Densities, which measure 
the per t-unit scores for the various subordinate clause types, table 5.14 shows 
the same picture repeated in miniature. Thus, whilst there may be something 
specific about subordinate clause usage that yields denser spoken t-units, this 
is not obviously due to a single clause type. Select one spoken and written t-unit 
at random, and you will likely find the spoken t-unit comprising more of each 
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subordinate clause type. There were only two exceptions to this general rule, 
with neither non-finite type distinguished according to mode.  
On the other hand, when we turn to the Subordinate Clause Proportions, which 
measure the per clause scores for various subordinate clause types, a 
somewhat different picture emerges, as also in table 5.14. Here, the spoken 
and written texts are less distinct, with students drawing on similar proportions 
of noun-modifying relatives, relatives, verbal complements, noun-modifiers, and 
phrasals. We also find them exhibiting greater spoken proportions of adverbial 
and comment clauses but greater written proportions of non-finite clauses.    
Figures 5.15(a) and 5.15(b), overleaf, display the spreads for both measures.  
5.2.2.1 Comment Clauses 
So set out, we begin our discussion of the Subordinate Clause Densities and 
Proportions with the only clause type to exhibit any sign of modality-related 
development: the comment clauses. Here, both scores returned an interactional 
effect, with the Year Nine Level 4 texts exhibiting a more marked gap between 
their spoken and written syntax compared with the other students. They exhibit, 
that is, the very modality-related shift found for the overall number of clauses 
per t-unit, suggesting them to be perhaps the ultimate source of this effect.  
Table 5.14 – Summary of Subordinate Clause Type  
(ANOVA Effects) 
per T-unit per Clause per T-unit per Clause
1 Comment                Clauses
Speech            
> Writing
Speech            
> Writing Yr9, L4 Yr9, L4
2 Noun-Modifying       Relative Clauses
Speech            
> Writing
3 Relative                    Clauses
Speech            
> Writing
4 Verbal Complement Clauses
Speech            
> Writing
5 Adverbial                  Clauses
Speech            
> Writing
Speech            
> Writing
6 Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses
Writing             
> Speech
7 Noun-Modifying      Clauses
Speech            
> Writing
8 Phrasal                      Clauses
Speech            
> Writing L5 > L4
9 Non-Finite Non-      Adverbial Clauses
Writing             
> Speech
Mode Effect Developmental Effect
♯ Clause Type
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Given this possibility, it was decided to test this suggestion by rerunning the 
original ANOVA, having first stripped out the comment clauses from the clause 
counts. As table 5.16 shows, this had the effect of cancelling both the 
interaction effect and the main effect of age, leaving only the main effect of 
mode. This effect was such that the spoken scores (M=3.47, SD=1.40) still 
came out higher than the written scores (M=2.72, SD =.80), as in figure 5.17.  
As such, I take this revised analysis as evidence that the present participants, in 
fact, exhibited no substantive development in the general case of the number of 
clauses per t-unit. Rather, such development as originally indicated can be 
attributed to a shift in the specific distributions of comment clauses. One upshot 
of this analysis is its helping account for the counterintuitive variation displayed 
by the Year Nine Level 4 participants. On the contrary, it implies there to have 
Effect df F p-value partial eta squared
Mode (1,174) 44.92 .000 .21
Age (2,174) 2.98 .053 .03
Mode x Age                        
x Attainment (2,174) 2.77 .066 .03
Table 5.16 – (Non-Comment) Clauses per T-unit 
(ANOVA) 
Fig 5.17 – (Non-Comment) Clauses per T-unit                                            
(Mode) 
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been no such general developmental association present, instead tracking the 
effect to the impact of a particular kind of subordinate clause.  
At the same time, however, it negates the intuitive main effect of age, 
suggesting clauses per t-unit to be a more static area than we might otherwise 
infer. Accordingly, both outcomes would seem to highlight the problematic 
nature of relying on a general measure such as the overall number of clauses 
per t-unit as a gauge of student syntax. They would also seem to highlight the 
importance of exploring the particular subordinate clause types which 
adolescent students are using to package their spoken and written material.  
Staying with the participants’ comment clauses for the present, the primary 
statistical analysis showed them more characteristic of speech. Specifically, we 
find the spoken texts returning significantly higher scores for both comment 
clauses per t-unit and per clause (both at p<.001).  
The word “more”, however, is important here. This is already evident in figure 
5.15, which shows comment clauses representing only a fraction of the clauses 
within either modality. Nevertheless, to see this most clearly, we need only 
consider the descriptive statistics. For instance, it is true that comment clauses 
were virtually absent from the written texts, with an average per t-unit score of 
0.01 and representing on average only 0.23% of all clauses used in a written 
text. Yet, they were hardly a prominent feature of the spoken texts either, 
representing on average only 1.3% of all clauses used within a spoken text, and 
with an average per t-unit score of 0.05. Moreover, a simple numerical count 
found 81% of the spoken texts containing no comment clauses at all, and 14% 
containing a single such clause. Both findings seem very much a relative 
difference, with none an especially prominent feature of either modality in 
absolute terms. 
One consequence of the above is that it becomes unclear how much credence 
to give the interactional effect found for the Year Nine Level 4 participants. 
Consider table 5.18, which summarises the number of texts containing at least 
one comment clause. This highlights three things. First, it emphasises the point 
made regarding the limited use of comment clauses in either modality by any 
group. Second, despite the “developmental” difference inferentially, the raw 
scores actually seem fairly consistent within each modality across groups. 
Third, given both points, it would conceivably take only a minor shift in numbers 
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across a couple of cells, as appears to have happened here, for this shift to 
reach significance. So framed, and combined with the general thrust of the 
descriptive statistics, I suspect this to be the more likely state of affairs. That is, 
the apparent developmental effect was not really “developmental”, in the sense 
of representing a substantive shift in how a particular group responded to 
modality as a group. Rather, it was something that disproportionately reflected a 
minor shift in comment clause use by a few individuals, these by chance 
coinciding with the particular developmental groupings analysed here.  
Combined with our revised ANOVA for the clauses per t-unit, therefore, it 
seems that the study ultimately found no substantive evidence of modality-
related development, at least for these texts and measures. This is a 
consideration to which we will return in section 5.3. For the moment, however, 
there remains the main effect of mode. Here, though the generally minimal use 
of comment clauses suggests this to again be a more individualistic area, we 
also find the spoken scores to be consistently higher for both measures across 
developmental groupings. Hence, we would seem on firmer ground in taking 
these clauses to be an area where the participants were more generally 
sensitive to the two modalities. 
This difference, moreover, has a natural account in terms of the production 
conditions of speech. This is evident from the manner in which their usage here 
fulfilled the functions characteristic of such clauses (Biber et al, 1999; Chafe & 
Danielwicz, 1987). Thus, for example, they served as a stance adverbial stating 
the speaker’s attitude towards a proposition, often qualifying it epistemically: 
28a. charity does help people I think1…  
[Yr7-L4; speech] 
Year Group Attainment Level Speech Writing
Four 3 1
Five 9 1
Four 4 3
Five 6 2
Four 6 0
Five 7 2
Total 35 9
Seven
Eight
Nine
Table 5.18 – Number of Texts with a Comment Clause 
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28b. and ones that help animals I guess2…  
[Yr9-L4; speech] 
And they also served as a discourse marker highlighting the more immediate 
presence of the audience: 
28c. and I think that you know3 with the right support they could do more…  
[Yr8-L5; speech] 
28d. they bring out all the different things you know4  
[Yr9-L4; speech] 
The stance adverbial usage here intuitively reflects the constraints of speech, 
students having to formulate and express their ideas in the moment, with little 
scope for advanced planning or editing. Hence, the tone and position of (28a-b). 
These have the flavour of an afterthought, allowing the student to immediately 
and retrospectively comment on the preceding proposition as something that 
should, now it is said, be treated as something more subjective or tentative. The 
discourse marker usage of (28c-d) also reflects the distinctive influence of 
setting, providing a formulaic, low-cost device that allows them to keep the 
discourse going whilst directly engaging the audience before them. 
Given their fit with the production conditions of speech, therefore, it is not 
uninteresting that we should find them generally absent from the students’ 
spoken texts. Now, in itself, we should be careful not to make too much of this 
absence. Thus, as Biber et al. (1999, p.982) note, for example, the stance 
adverbial use of such clauses occurs with only ‘moderate frequency’ in 
conversation, the most marked form of speech in terms of its production 
conditions. What it does suggest, however, is that some syntactic phenomena 
might be thought of as more absolutely “spoken” than others for secondary-
aged students. Specifically, there is a striking contrast here between the 
students’ more sporadic use of comment clauses and their dominant spoken 
use of coordinators to connect t-units. As such, this would seem to mark the 
latter out as an area that more robustly differentiates a student’s modality-
related syntax, at least for these ages and attainment levels. 
5.2.2.2 The Wider Diatypic Context 
This leaves the remaining subordinate clause types, beginning with their 
relationship to the wider diatypic context, and focusing in particular on the genre 
of the texts. Doing so should afford a better sense of the general discourse 
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produced here, a useful consideration given the known impact of a factor such 
as genre on syntax, both generally and through its interaction with modality (e.g. 
Biber, 1988; Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Berman & Ravid, 2009).94  
Here, a review of the texts underlines their non-narrative nature, both broadly 
(Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997) and in the more specific expository sense 
of the Spencer Study on which the task was based (Berman & Verhoeven, 
2002). Thus, the texts detailed the participants’ thoughts about a socially 
important non-fictional topic (Berman & Katzenberger, 2004; Berman & Nir, 
2010a; Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007; Berman & Ravid, 2009). Thus, also, they 
were concerned to ‘express the unfolding of ideas, claims, and arguments in 
terms of the logical interrelations among them’ (Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007, 
p.80). Furthermore, they were framed using generalised statements, often 
couched in ‘generic present-tense form’ (Berman & Nir, 2010a, p.104), and 
making general ‘use of existential and copular constructions’ (Berman & Ravid, 
2009, p.103): 
29a. I think they're a good way of spreading the wealth across the country 
like to people who are less wealthy than us | they often give houses or tents 
to people who are less fortunate or just money towards that 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
29b. I think it's good because it can help a lot of people who may have never 
recovered after natural disasters illnesses and things like that | there are so 
many charities that whatever the problem there will probably be a charity to 
help  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Given the wider genre, therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that table 5.19 
should reveal the prominence of noun-modifying relative clauses (♯2), verbal 
complement clauses (♯4) and adverbial clauses (♯5), regardless of modality.95 
On the contrary, their core discourse functions render these clauses a natural 
resource for meeting the particular communicative requirements of the 
                                                      
94 See also section 2.4.2.5 for further discussion here. 
95 In the case of the noun-modifying relative clauses, this might seem counterintuitive 
given the higher scores for relative clauses, noun-modifying clauses and phrasal 
clauses. Nevertheless, it follows from the overlapping nature of the measures as 
defined in section 4.3.1. Accordingly, given that any counts for relative, noun-modifying, 
and phrasal clauses will also include all noun-modifying relative clauses, it is evident 
that noun-modifying relative clauses are the most prominent of the four measures.  
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elicitation task (Biber et al., 1999). Indeed, in the case of the relatives and 
adverbials, this was a diatypic association that the Tel Aviv studies found 
becoming increasingly marked with age (Berman & Nir, 2010a). 
Accordingly, their prevalence here points to the clear influence of genre on 
subordinate clause usage, at least for students at these ages and attainment 
levels. In other words, the participants’ functional knowledge would seem to 
have been such that subordinate clauses offered a discourse-appropriate 
resource for explaining their views about a socially important topic.96 Thus, for 
example, participants prominently drew on verbal complement clauses in order 
to both state their views and to explicitly frame them as such:  
30a. and I think1 that's a good thing that charity's there  
[Yr8-L4-S] 
30b. another bad point is2 that there are so many of them  
[Yr7-L5-W] 
Thus, adverbial clauses were prominently used to explain and expand upon the 
claims being made: 
                                                      
96 See section 2.2.2 for a general overview of such functional knowledge. 
Table 5.19 – Summary of Subordinate Clause Type  
(Mean Scores) 
Speech Writing Speech Writing
1 Comment                 Clauses 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.00
2 Noun-Modifying       Relative Clauses 0.39 0.27 0.10 0.09
3 Relative                    Clauses 0.42 0.30 0.11 0.10
4 Verbal Complement Clauses 0.95 0.71 0.27 0.25
5 Adverbial                  Clauses 0.91 0.52 0.24 0.18
6 Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses 0.15 0.16 0.04 0.06
7 Noun-Modifying      Clauses 0.50 0.38 0.13 0.13
8 Phrasal                      Clauses 0.58 0.45 0.15 0.16
9 Non-Finite Non-      Adverbial Clauses 0.48 0.46 0.13 0.16
♯ Clause Type
Densities (per T-unit) Proportions (per Clause)
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31a. but yeah I think it's a good thing but only if3 you want to donate  
 [Yr9-L5-S] 
31b. charities are good because4 they help people that are homeless  
[Yr9-L4-W] 
Thus, also, though less prominent, noun-modifying relative clauses helped 
further specify a referent, enabling participants to make more informative and 
precise claims: 
32a. it helps like the people that5 are in Afghanistan  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
32b. charities that6 save lives are good  
[Yr8-L5-W]  
Moreover, the genre sensitivity of these clause types is such that we often find 
all three packaged into the one expository t-unit: 
33a. I think7 that charities are a good cause because8 they are people 
who9 put others before themselves 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
33b. I think10 that some charities are good because11 they send in 
supplies to other people that12 need it more 
[Yr8-L5-W] 
Indeed, this particular discourse sensitivity of subordinate clauses extended to 
the less prominent clause types, which were also employed to genre-
appropriate ends. Thus, for example, we find the use of non-finite clauses to 
further specify a referent or clarify an evaluative statement:  
34a. they help children1 getting abused  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
34b. I think charities are superb2 to have all over the UK 
[Yr7-L5-W]  
Thus far, the present section has made two claims. Firstly, it has characterised 
the texts as instances of expository discourse. Secondly, it has highlighted the 
students’ subordinate clause usage as directly reflecting the influence of this 
genre. This influence is perhaps most marked in the per clause scores. Indeed, 
the lack of any modality-related effect for five of the nine measures here 
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suggests that a wider diatypic factor such as genre may be more strongly felt in 
overall clause choice than the manner in which such clauses are packaged. 
Nevertheless, the discourse sensitivity of subordinate clauses is also felt in the 
per t-unit scores, with the adverbials, verbal complements, and noun-modifying 
relatives prominent in both modalities. Indeed, this prominence is such that the 
high clause per t-unit scores noted above become inevitable, these three types 
combined yielding average spoken and written scores of 3.25 and 2.50 clauses 
per t-unit.97 As such, when we consider two factors, I suggest we have good 
reason for thinking we can further resolve the numerical contrasts across the 
five studies in table 5.9. The first such factor is the apparent discourse-
sensitivity of such clauses for the present participants just highlighted. The 
second is the fact of any clause per t-unit score being an artefact of the various 
subordinate clause types actually used to package a text’s t-units. Combined, 
these two factors mean that a substantive proportion of the numerical contrasts 
can be plausibly attributed to wider differences in the kinds of discourse 
participants were tasked with.98 Table 5.20 resummarises these scores using 
the revised clause per t-unit scores calculated in the previous section. 
Take Loban (1976), notable for two reasons. First, this study found lower overall 
clause per communication unit scores during the period encompassed here.99 
Second, it pointed to a shift during this same period to greater written scores for 
both high and low quality groups, despite the present study finding speech to be 
consistently denser here. In light of the current discussion, these contradictory 
findings can be held much less so. 
Specifically, the discourse sensitivity of subordinate clauses found here implies 
that Loban’s participants were also capable of producing similar scores, 
provided these clauses were relevant to Loban’s particular discourse context. 
As such, that they did not exhibit comparable scores suggests these clauses 
were not, in fact, relevant and, hence, that Loban was plausibly eliciting a 
                                                      
97 An additional “1” has been added to each score to incorporate the main clause that is 
a necessary component of any t-unit. 
98 Note that I do not assume all of the contrasts to be so accountable. As argued 
above, for example, some are likely attributable to different operationalisations. As also 
argued, however, such differences are unlikely to fully account for these contrasts. 
Accordingly, the following argument is to be taken as further support for this claim. 
99 Again, for present purposes I take communication units as broadly equivalent to t-
units. 
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different kind of discourse. Indeed, by way of general support for this inference, 
we can note that even the younger participants of Verhoeven et al. (2002) and 
Scott & Windsor (2000) proved capable of denser t-units given their own 
particular discourse context. Moreover, we also have the Tel Aviv studies, which 
directly found the developmental relationship between speech and writing to be 
something that varies according to the wider diatypic context (Berman & Ravid, 
2009).100 Accordngly, we have good reason for thinking that Loban’s scores do 
not fundamentally contradict those found here. Rather, they reflect the particular 
interaction of modality with a particular discourse context. 
Indeed, and as already highlighted in section 2.4.3.2, Loban (1976) himself 
provides direct evidence to this effect. Thus, although the study provides only a 
few textual excerpts, when we examine the written excerpt from a high quality 
12 year old, we find a tale about children caught in a storm (ibid, p.114). That is, 
we find, not the non-narratives elicited here, but a piece of narrative discourse. 
As such, it is perhaps small surprise to find his participants exhibiting lower 
overall scores: this is the kind of diatypic variation the Tel Aviv studies indicate 
we should find (Berman & Ravid, 2009; Verhoeven et al., 2002). 
Moreover, in Loban’s case, we can make a stronger claim than this. To do so, 
we need only further recall the criticisms of section 2.4.3.2, which highlighted 
the study’s plausible failure to control for the wider diatypic context. So, as 
noted, whereas the spoken texts covered a range of subjects, only one piece of 
writing was elicited each year from each participant. As such, whereas each 
written text constituted a uniform register, it seems likely that each spoken text 
constituted a more mixed register; comprising, for instance, a range of specific 
topics and genres. Hence, given that previous studies have shown how topic 
                                                      
100 Again, see section 2.4.2.5 for further discussion here. 
Table 5.20 – Revised Comparison of Clauses per Syntactic Unit 
Study Age Range Speech Writing
Loban (1976) 11-14 1.37 1.36
Price & Graves (1980) 13-14 1.52 1.43
Scott & Windsor (2000) 9-13 1.75 1.74
Verhoeven et al. (2002) 9-10 1.8 2.05
Current Study 11-14 3.47 2.72
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and genre can both influence a student’s syntactic output,101 it is entirely 
plausible that these factors influenced Loban’s students. So, regarding the 
number of spoken clauses per syntactic unit, what we may see here is an 
averaging effect. That is, it may well be that some parts of his spoken task 
elicited lower scores whilst others elicited higher, such that the final score was 
something more “in-between”. In contrast, the written texts yielded no such 
averaging effect, representing the interaction of the written modality with a 
single set of communicative factors. The resulting scores would then offer a 
misleading impression of the relationship between a student’s spoken and 
written syntax, since they were not actually producing spoken and written 
versions of otherwise identical discourse. 
Moreover, and as also noted, it is further plausible that the diatypic basis of 
Loban’s elicited texts varied, not just across registers, but across age groups. 
So, for example, when we examine the spoken excerpt from a low quality 12 
year old, we find a narrative summary of the book the student ‘liked best during 
the year’ (Loban, 1976, p.118). Review the excerpt from a low quality 17 year 
old, however, and we find the student responding to a ‘statement on the 
irresponsibility of children and parents’ (ibid, p.119). Again, therefore, it is 
conceivable such wider task variation was a key influence on Loban’s scores. 
Again, this would give a misleading impression of the relationship between 
speech and writing. In which case, the apparent modality-related shifts exhibited 
would not have been so modality-related at all. Instead, they would be artefacts 
of Loban’s older participants happening to produce different spoken registers. 
These were registers that were not only distinct from those produced by the 
younger participants, but which were not matched by comparable shifts in the 
written texts; and, of course, vice versa. Hence, the brief “spike” witnessed may 
reflect participants happening to be set new written tasks, whilst being set the 
same kind of spoken task faced in earlier years. Alternatively, it perhaps reflects 
the participants happening to be set new spoken tasks whilst being set the 
same written task faced in previous years. The outcome would have been a 
comparative shift in scores that was not due to any direct relationship between 
a student’s specifically spoken and written syntax, despite numerical 
appearances to the contrary. 
                                                      
101 See, for example, Beers & Nagy (2009, 2011), Berman & Ravid (2009), Crowhurst 
(1980a), Crowhurst & Piche (1979). 
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Combining these inferences, therefore, it seems that Loban’s overall modality-
related findings may ultimately have had little to do with any direct differences 
between speech and writing. Rather, they reflect the conflational effect of 
secondary-aged students being asked to produce different registers at different 
developmental points. In which case, we have yet further reason for thinking 
that Loban’s scores do not fundamentally contradict those of the present study.  
Turning to Price & Graves (1980), much the same can be said. Thus, that this 
study found lower clauses per t-unit scores, despite participants being around 
the same age as the present Year Nine students, suggests the use of distinct 
elicitation tasks. Moreover, the authors provide specific task details that support 
this inference (ibid, pp.148-9). Firstly, we find the students asked to produce a 
different kind of discourse to that elicited here. Thus, one written task asked that 
participants tell “The Story of My Life”, a more suggestively narratively-oriented 
task than the present non-narratives. Secondly, we get a clear sense of the 
conflational effect argued for Loban’s study. Thus, the written texts included 
both a narratively-oriented task (“The Story of My life”) and a more non-
narratively-oriented task (“How Our School Could be Improved’). Thus, also, the 
spoken texts were interviews that dealt with a range of topics (e.g. “What are 
your plans for the summer?” versus “Tell me about your favourite courses in 
school”), with the questions varying from student to student.  
As such, what we plausibly see in their scores is an averaging effect, with both 
sets of texts constituting mixed registers, such that they are again harder to 
treat as representing spoken and written versions of the same kind of discourse. 
Indeed, also relevant here is the spoken texts seeming to constitute responses 
to specific prompts (e.g. “Tell me about your favourite courses in school”), whilst 
the written texts included a much more open task (i.e. “A Letter to a Friend”). As 
such, this difference may have resulted in the written text exhibiting a wider 
range of scores, for no other reason than its licensing a wider range of 
responses, effectively enabling students to pick their own topic and genre. 
Seen overall, therefore, Price & Graves can also be held to offer scores which 
are not only not so obviously contradictory, but which may have little to do with 
the actual relationship between a secondary-aged student’s speech and writing. 
All of which leaves Scott & Windsor (2000) and Verhoeven et al. (2002). These 
studies are of especial interest, and not simply because each controlled more 
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strongly for topic and genre, thereby better ruling out any conflational effects. It 
is also because each elicited non-narrative discourse, as did the present study. 
In other words, despite all three studies situating their texts within the same 
overall genre space, the outcome was still contrasting clause per t-unit scores. 
In Scott & Windsor’s (2000) case, the non-narrative nature of their tasks is 
evident in the exemplary text provided therein. Thus, as in the present study, we 
find the text composed of logically-interrelated statements that make 
generalised assertions about the nature of a non-fictional topic, all salient 
features of non-narrative texts (e.g. Georgakopoulou & Goutsos, 1997; Berman 
& Nir, 2010a; Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007): 
35a. the desert is a very barren region…|…most of the time it is very 
hot…|…the animals are in food chains like all other animals…|…this is life in 
the desert (Scott & Windsor, 2000, p.339) 
At the same time, however, this exemplary text draws upon a distinct set of 
subordinate clauses types. So, for example, and in contrast to their prominent 
usage within the present study, we find only four adverbial clauses packaged 
across 23 t-units, giving it a score of 0.17 adverbial clauses per t-unit: 
35b. they all count on each other to survive…|…the reason why the desert 
doesn’t get more rain and is so dry is that all of the rain rains so1 by the time 
it reaches the desert it’s hot dry winds…|…erosion took away the rich 
land…so2 noone can plant and vegetation can’t grow (ibid). 
As such, given this difference in subordinate clause usage, and given the 
apparent discourse sensitivity of this usage within the present study, the 
implication is that we are in the presence of a different kind of non-narrative. 
Hence, it is not so surprising that the two studies should exhibit contrasting 
scores. Rather, the two sets of participants were simply responding to distinct 
non-narrative tasks and, hence, using distinct sets of subordinate clauses so as 
to meet the particular diatypic requirements of their particular context. 
This inference is reinforced by considering the nature of Scott & Windsor’s 
elicitation task, which required that participants summarise a natural history 
documentary. Despite yielding clear non-narrative discourse, as in (35), it is 
intuitively a very different kind to that tasked here, which did not ask participants 
to summarise a set of objective facts, but to explain their views about a socially 
important topic. As such, given the general discourse sensitivity of subordinate 
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clause usage here, it is again not surprising that we should find the two sets of 
participants yielding different clause per t-unit scores. 
Thus, requiring participants to explain their views, it is not surprising to find the 
present students making prominent use of adverbials and verbal complements. 
Both clauses are obvious resources for directly engaging with this requirement, 
as exemplified in (30), (31), and (33) above. Equally, the purpose of Scott & 
Windsor’s task being to summarise the objective content of a natural history 
documentary, it is not surprising that their exemplary text should exhibit a 
comparative lack of such clauses. This is already evident in the text’s use of 
adverbial clauses (35b). However, it is also evident in the verbal complement 
clauses exhibited. Thus, we find a mere four such clauses, with only two 
bearing any similarity to those exemplified in (30) and (33) above, as in 35c: 
35c. a lot of people don’t think1 there are a lot of animals in the 
desert…|…the reason why the desert doesn’t get more rain and is so dry is2 
that all of the rain rains (Scott & Windsor, 2000, p.339). 
Simply put, required to summarise a set of objective facts about the natural 
world, there was little need for Scott & Windsor’s participants to either express 
or explain their own thoughts. Hence, there was little need to draw on the 
relevant adverbials and verbal complements that would enable them to do so. 
By way of further support here, consider figure 5.21. This plots the distribution 
of two subtypes of adverbial and verbal complement clause. The left hand bars 
plot the per t-unit scores of those adverbials immediately embedded under the 
two expository subordinators most commonly found in adult discourse (Biber et 
al., 1999, p.842).102 These are just the sorts of clause that would enable 
participants to frame a proposition as explaining a viewpoint, as in (36). The 
right hand bars plot the per t-unit scores of those finite verbal complements 
immediately embedded under the seven mental content verbs that most 
commonly control for such a complement within adult discourse (ibid, p.668).103 
These are just the sorts of clause that would enable participants to frame a 
proposition as expressing a viewpoint, as also in (36):104 
                                                      
102 viz. “because” and “if”. 
103 viz. “believe”, “feel”, “find”, “guess”, “know, “see”, and “think”. 
104 By “immediately embedded”, I mean the first such clause that immediately follows 
one of these two subordinating items. Hence, these counts do not include instances 
where another subordinate clause type might intervene between the subordinating item 
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 36a. well I think1 charity's great because2 it helps people who lost their 
family's lives or anyone else's 
 [Yr7-L4-S] 
36b. but I feel2 that if3 charities are asking people for money and the people 
are poor that could make the people feel bad. 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
Figure 5.21 shows these clauses to be reasonably prominent features of the 
present texts. Thus, we find spoken averages of 0.46 expository adverbials and 
0.37 mental content complements per t-unit, plus written averages of 0.23 
expository adverbials and 0.20 mental content complements per t-unit.105 
In contrast, such clauses are essentially absent from Scott & Windsor’s 
exemplary text. This exhibited no expository adverbials and only one mental 
content complement, yielding respective scores of 0 expository adverbials and 
                                                                                                                                                              
and the relevant clause. Nor do they include adverbials/verbal complements that have 
been directly coordinated with such an “immediately embedded” clause. Both cases 
are a response to the restrictions of the CLAN programs (MacWhinney, 2011b), and is 
designed to ensure that the counts include only such clauses as can be confidently 
taken to be instances of the right kind of adverbial and verbal complement.  
105 See also section 5.2.2.3.2 for in-depth discussion of the modality-specific 
differences in the present participants’ use of these two clause types. 
Fig 5.21– Expository Items per T-unit                  
(Mode) 
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0.04 mental content complements per t-unit. Indeed, what is particularly 
interesting about this lone mental content complement is that it does not 
express the participant’s own thoughts, as is characteristic of the texts elicited 
here and exemplified in (36) above. Rather, as (35c1) shows, the student 
employs it to state another fact about the natural world, this fact happening to 
concern other people’s beliefs about this domain of knowledge:  
35c1. a lot of people don’t think1 there are a lot of animals in the desert (Scott 
& Windsor, 2000, p.339). 
 As such, given the comparative aptness of these clauses to the present task, 
and given that each such clause increases the overall clause per t-unit score, 
the present study’s comparatively high scores are perhaps unsurprising. On the 
contrary, they simply reflect the wider diatypic sensitivity of subordinate clauses 
during the period under focus. Indeed, this sensitivity is further underlined by 
figure 5.22, which again points to the constrasting scores being more a matter 
of the wider diatypic context than age. Thus, despite such clauses being 
essentially absent from Scott & Windsor’s exemplary text, we find figure 5.22 
showing both clause types to be generally characteristic of each of the present 
study’s year groups. 
Fig 5.22 – Expository Items per T-unit                    
(Age) 
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Set against the present findings, then, the Scott & Windsor (2000) scores 
suggest two things. Firstly, they reinforce the case for the discourse sensitivity 
of subordinate clause usage during this period, the wider diatypic context 
potentially exerting a strong influence on this area of syntax. Indeed, this 
sensitivity can be further highlighted by noting that Scott & Windsor’s 
participants produced scores of 1.90 spoken and 1.94 written clauses per t-unit 
for their narrative texts. These are scores that suggestively differentiate these 
narratives from both sets of non-narratives. Beyond this, however, the contrast 
between the two sets of non-narratives marks non-narratives out as a genre 
that occupies a potentially broad diatypic space, as the wider literature itself 
indicates (Beers & Nagy, 2011; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Crowhurst & 
Piche, 1979; Grabe, 1987; Martin & Rose, 2008; Rose & Martin, 2012). In the 
particular case at hand, for example, it seems that certain kinds of non-
narrative, such as those requiring the expression of one’s own views, can 
promote the use of certain types of subordinate clause. As a result, we find 
such non-narratives yielding higher overall clause per t-unit scores in 
comparison to other non-narratives, such as those summarising a set of 
objective facts. 
Last, but not least, we have Verhoeven et al. (2002), perhaps the most 
interesting of the two non-narrative counterparts. After all, as detailed in section 
3.5.2.2, the present task was modelled on that of the Spencer Study and, 
hence, that of Verhoeven et al.. Yet the studies still yielded contrasting clause 
per t-unit scores, even taking account of the distinct operationalisations and the 
fact that the scores in table 5.9 represent Verhoeven et al.’s cross-linguistic 
average.106 Moreover, whilst age is again a plausible factor, Verhoeven et al. 
covering 9-10 year olds and other studies finding a developmenal increase in 
non-narrative scores here (e.g. Crowhurst & Piche, 1979), it is hard to think it 
the sole cause. After all, given the similar contexts, it is odd that the present 11-
12 year olds should exhibit a sharp increase compared to Verhoeven et al., but 
the other year groups exhibit only non-significant increases thereafter. as in 
figure 5.23. 
At the same time, however, we seem less obviously able to attribute the 
different clause per t-unit scores to differences in the particular variety of non-
                                                      
106 See section 5.2.1.5 for further discussion here. 
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narrative elicted here, as was argued for Scott & Windsor (2000). After all, both 
the present study and Verhoeven et al. (2002) asked participants to detail their 
thoughts about a socially important topic (Berman & Verhoeven, 2002), thereby 
aligning the overall communicative function of the tasks. Moreover, though 
Verhoeven et al. (2002) do not themselves analyse the syntax of the 12-13 year 
old Spencer Study participants, various publications do offer excerpts from 
these older students. When we look at the excerpts of their 9-10 and 12-13 year 
olds, we find clear instances of the expository adverbials and mental content 
complements noted above, again suggesting the presence of a similar non-
narrative. Compare, for example, (36) above with (37): 
37a. I think1 that taking drugs is bad because2 they can kill you  
[= 9-10 year old non-narrative; from Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007, p.81] 
37b. I think3 if4 you are a good person you can can overcome most problems 
in life 
[= 12-13 year old non-narrative; from Berman & Nir-Sagiv, 2007, p.119]. 
Nevertheless, though perhaps not obvious, it may in fact be the case that the 
contrasting clause per t-unit scores reflect a partial genre effect. This is a 
possibilty raised by Beers & Nagy (2011). These authors suggest that the 
Spencer Study expository task may have been broad enough for participants to 
Fig 5.23 – (Non-Comment) Clauses per T-unit                      
(Mode x Age) 
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draw on a range of features that would be otherwise more characteristic of 
distinct non-narrative “subgenres”.107 If so, then what we conceivably find is a 
more moderate combination of the claims made above. Thus, much as the 
Scott & Windsor (2000) contrast points to non-narratives occupying a potentially 
broad diatypic space, the contrast with Verhoeven et al. (2002) would point to 
expositions also occupying a fairly broad space. Hence, even though the 
Spencer Study locates itself within a more controlled discourse space than 
Loban (1976) and Price & Graves (1980), we may still see an averaging effect. 
That is, the elicited texts were again such as to yield a mix of “low” and “high” 
clause per t-unit scores that pulled the overall scores below those found here.  
Moreover, whilst such a genre-based effect can only be properly determined 
through a more extensive comparison of the two corpora than is possible here, 
we can at least make two clear points in its favour. 
The first concerns the findings of Beers & Nagy (2011). Specifically, beyond 
arguing the possibility of a conflational effect, the authors elicited their own 
written samples of three distinct non-narratives: a descriptive essay, a 
compare/contrast essay, and a persuasive essay. So elicited, they found the 
persuasive essays of their 8-13 year olds exhibiting significantly higher clause 
per t-unit scores than either the descriptive or the compare/contrast essays. 
Indeed, the means themselves were such that they could differ by as much as 
0.98 clauses. Such a finding is notable for two reasons. 
One is numerical, with the persuasive essays of their 12-13 year olds returning 
an average score of 2.08 clauses per t-unit. If we further note two things, what 
we have is a suggestive numerical alignmentment of the present expositions 
with their expository essays. Firstly, there is the fact that Beers & Nagy neither 
counted non-finite clauses nor treated each verb phrase as a distinct clause. 
Secondly, there is the fact of the present participants returning written per t-unit 
scores of 0.16 and 0.46 for each of the two non-finite clause types counted 
here. As such, when we add the present non-finite counts to Beers & Nagy’s 
general clause count, we get a total clause per t-unit score of 2.7 written 
clauses per t-unit. This is a score remarkably close to the present participants’ 
written average of 2.72 clauses per t-unit. 
                                                      
107 Interestingly, Beers & Nagy (2011) cite the different scores of Scott & Windsor 
(2000) as evidence here, lending further credence to the present interpretation. 
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The other reason concerns the actual task itself, which ‘prompted students to 
give their opinion and defend it in order to convince the reader about one of the 
controversies presented to the student previously’ (Beers & Nagy, 2011, p.190-
1). Whilst the present elicitation task did not mandate the specifically persuasive 
element here, it did require that participants explain their views. There is thus an 
intuitive overlap in the overall purpose of the registers elicited. Especially 
notable in this respect are the two t-units which Beers & Nagy offer as typifying 
their persuasive non-narratives’ distinctive subordinate clause usage. Strikingly, 
what we find are the very expository adverbials and mental content 
complements which were noted to be a characteristic feature of the present 
study’s expository discourse: 
38a. I believe1 that we should name Mt. St. Helens and Mt. Rainier after the 
Native American names because2 they were here long before any of the 
Europeans were (ibid, p.196) 
38b. I also think3 that humans should not mess with the ecosystem around 
these mountains because4 what right do we have to destroy the ecosystem 
there (ibid, p.196) 
In other words, when we consider the relationship between these two kinds of 
discourse, it is not simply that we find a closer numerical alignment. We also 
find evidence of a conceptual alignment, whether considered in terms of the 
overlapping purposes of the two registers, or the particular subordinate clause 
types used to package their respective t-units. As such, assuming the accuracy 
of Beers & Nagy’s criticism, it is not implausible that the present participants 
located their expositions more towards the “explanatory” end of the expository 
discourse elicited by the Spencer Study. 
The other point concerns the Spencer Study expositions themselves, further 
consideration suggesting that there is, indeed, something to the Beers & Nagy 
criticism. First, we have the numerical contrasts between the present 
expositions and those of the Spencer Study. Thus, even though both studies 
elicited participants’ thoughts on socially important topics, with these thoughts 
framed in generalised statements and copular clauses, Verhoeven et al. still 
found lower per t-unit scores. From a purely numerical perspective, therefore, 
we find the present study aligning more suggestively with the scores of Beers & 
Nagy than those of Verhoeven et al..  
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Second, we have the nature of the Spencer Study’s expositions. Specifically, 
when we review the specific phrasing of their elicitation task, for instance, we 
find the participants asked to ‘discuss’ and ‘express’ their thoughts (Berman & 
Verhoeven, 2002, p.7). Whilst this phrasing is consistent with the present task 
asking its participants to explain their thoughts, the Spencer Study phrasing is 
conceivably more open than that of the present study. Hence, it may have 
allowed their participants to work within a less restricted expository space than 
that afforded here. After all, it is intuitively possible to “discuss”/”express” one’s 
ideas without explicitly “explaining” them. And, indeed, this possibility would 
seem demonstrated by Beers & Nagy (2011), who found their persuasive 
essays returning markedly higher clause per t-unit scores than either the 
descriptive or the compare/contrast essays. As such, it may well be that the 
specific phrasing of the Spencer Study task did not encourage their participants 
to as prominently draw on the sorts of subordinate clause characteristic of the 
present corpus. This, in turn, might have resulted in their texts’ yielding lower 
overall clause per t-unit scores. 
Such a conjecture receives further support from the Spencer Study’s own 
characterisation of their expositions. As Berman & Nir (2010a) note, for 
example, their written expositions constituted ‘an essentially mixed type of 
discourse’ (p.101). Indeed, this feature of the texts was such that it was often 
difficult ‘to pinpoint precisely what kind of discourse we were analysing in our 
sample’ (p.115). They also explicitly note that some expositions were ‘mainly 
“informative”’ (p.101), whilst others were ‘to one extent or another 
‘“argumentative”’ (p.101). These statements would seem to bear out the 
possibility of an averaging effect. Thus, the more “argumentative” texts may 
have yielded the higher scores that characterised Beers & Nagy’s persuasive 
essays whilst the more “informative” texts yielded the lower scores that 
characaterised their other non-narratives. The end result would be a set of 
expository scores that were lower on average than they might otherwise have 
been, helping account for the overall contrast between Verhoeven et al. (2002) 
and the present study. 
In sum, therefore, when it comes to the contrasts between the present scores 
and those of Verhoeven et al., it seems we cannot rule out the influence of 
genre, marking this out as a factor worth exploring in further research. Indeed, 
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one such interesting possibility here would be to undertake a systematic 
comparison of the two corpora. Nevertheless, beyond this possibility, I suggest 
that what we may also see in the clause per t-unit scores is a further sensitivity 
to a factor other than genre.108 
Perhaps the most obvious such factor is topic, with the present participants 
detailing their views on “charity” and those of Verhoeven et al. (2002) their 
views on 'interpersonal conflict or…problems between people (Berman & Ravid, 
2009, p.94).109 Whilst both domains were conceptually similar, both concerned 
with a socially important aspect of the world that centres on people’s behaviour, 
there may still have been substantive differences in the understanding of the 
two domains. For example, “charity” may perhaps have constituted a more 
concrete and familiar domain than the more remote-seeming “problems 
between people”. In which case, the present participants would have 
conceivably held a greater number of “pre-formulated” and more strongly held 
set of thoughts and relevant expressions on which they could draw (cf. Pawley 
& Syder, 1983b). This might have had the combined effect of making their views 
easier to express and explain, as well as freeing them up for the production of 
denser syntactic material more generally. The intuitive outcome of such a state 
of affairs would then have been greater numbers of the subordinate clause 
types which both sets of participants were using to express and explain their 
views, as in (36) and (37) above. Hence, the present study’s higher clause per 
t-unit scores. 
As before, whilst such additional factors are difficult to demonstrate, requiring 
an extensive comparison of the two corpora, several points can be made in their 
favour. Firstly, regarding the specific case of topic, this was in fact chosen for 
being an accessible domain, one about which the majority of students were 
likely to hold views.110 Thus, for example, the researcher’s own experience of 
working in schools has shown “charity” to be a prominent aspect of school life 
                                                      
108 For illustrative purposes, I focus here on the plausibility of a single factor. For further 
discussion of the possible impact of additional factors within the specific context of the 
various subordinate clauses types, see section 5.2.2.3. 
109 In fact, “conflict” was considered as a topic here. However, at the time of piloting, 
the UK had undergone serious rioting (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011_England_riots). 
Given that the riots had centred on London, and that the piloting was due to take place 
in areas either geographically close to or demographically similar to where this rioting 
had taken place, “conflict” was felt too ethically sensitive a topic to set the participants. 
110 See section 3.5.2.2 for further discussion here. 
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generally. Indeed, this was certainly true with respect to the particular school 
from which the present texts were elicited. Thus, “charity” served as a focus of 
classroom work within a number of curriculum subjects. Thus, also, the school 
had an active charity life, prominently supporting specific charities and regularly 
holding fund-raising events in which the students actively participated. 
Accordingly, whilst the topic’s accessibility may have helped the participants 
more substantively engage with the task, it would be consistent with this benefit 
that it also amplified the participants’ capacity for producing the requisite t-units. 
Furthermore, one pertinent feature of the present texts here is the relatively 
prominent use of non-finite post-verbal complements; specifically, those non-
finite clauses which appear in object or predicative position, as in (39) below.111 
Here, we find an average per t-unit score of 0.29 clauses in speech and 0.27 
clauses in writing. They also return an average per clause score of 0.08 clauses 
in speech and 0.09 clauses in writing, showing they account for almost 10% of 
all clauses within the average spoken and written text. Figure 5.24 plots both 
sets of scores. Interestingly, when we review the specific matrix verbs to which 
these clauses act as complement, we see the clear influence of topic:  
39a. they can help1 raise money for that  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
39b. and like Cancer Research also help2 find out what they can do to stop3 
cancer growing  
[Yr7-L5-W] 
39c. so like on Comic Relief we need4 to raise more money for them  
[Yr8-L4-S] 
39d. Unicef try5 to end many things , such as child cruelty and abuse  
[Yr8-L5-W] 
39e. they help6 raise money for them to have food drink water and all that 
[Yr9-L5-S] 
39f. we need7 to help8 animals and people move on with their lives  
[Yr9-L4-W] 
Indeed, given the general nature of “charity” and the kind of verbs we would 
expect people to use in discussing this topic, it would be surprising were we not 
                                                      
111 See section 5.2.2.3.2 for further discussion of these particular complements. 
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to find such subordinate clauses present here. Accordingly, that we should see 
“charity” clearly showing up in the presence of one type of subordinate clause 
suggests that this topic may well have been an influence on the other types. 
Beyond this specific case, however, there is the fact of factors such as topic and 
audience having been previously identified as features that directly affect the 
syntactic output of secondary-aged students, at least in writing (Crowhurst & 
Piche, 1979). Indeed, by way of support here, we can note two further points. 
One recalls the earlier criticisms of Loban (1976) and Price & Graves (1980), 
which highlighted their failure to control for topic as well as genre. This is a 
criticism that would further mark out such additional factors as a possible source 
of the contrasts found here.  
The other is the general discourse sensitivity of subordinate clause usage that 
has been the focus of the present section. Whilst this sensitivity has been 
explored here through the modality-focused studies summarised in table 5.20, 
the wider literature points to it being generally characteristic of this particular 
area of syntax. Thus, in their study of student writing, Beers & Nagy (2011) 
found their 8-13 year old writers all producing higher clause per t-unit scores for 
their persuasive texts compared with their other non-narratives. Thus, also, 
Crowhurst & Piche (1979) found their adolescent participants producing 
Fig 5.24 – Non-Finite Post-Verbal Complements  
(Mode) 
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significantly higher scores for argumentative writing compared to narrratives 
and descriptive essays. Thus, finally, Nippold et al. (2005) found their spoken 
explanations exhibiting consistently greater clause per t-unit scores than their 
spoken conversations, whether the participants were aged 8 or 44. Considered 
in light of these various findings, therefore, there seems no obvious reason for 
thinking that the present students would not have been generally sensitive to 
other features of the wider diatypic context. 
Seen in overview, the present section has argued subordinate clause usage to 
be an area of adolescent syntax that is sensitive to the particular communicative 
requirements of a particular discourse context. This, in turn, has been used to 
help account for the general contrasts between the clause per t-unit scores 
found here and elsewhere. So accounted, two conclusions follow; one 
methodological, the other more substantive. 
Methodologically, this sensitivity emphasises the difficulty in relying on a 
general measure such as the overall number of clauses per t-unit to gauge 
development during adolescence, as others have also noted (Hudson, 2009; 
Scott, 2006). In the specific case at hand, this difficulty has two senses. 
First, whilst table 5.20 points to clause per t-unit scores as a broad indicator of 
secondary-aged development, we should be wary of interpreting these scores in 
isolation from the specific discourse contexts in which they were produced. 
Second, however broadly indicative, each such score remains an artefact of the 
actual subordinate clauses used, with these individual types more directly 
reflecting the communicative make-up of a particular discourse context. As 
such, it seems impossible to make full sense of a clause per t-unit score without 
examining the particular subordinate clauses that have gone into this score. 
Moreover, given that these types are where the action is, it is likely that clause 
per t-unit scores will often mask more substantive aspects of a student’s 
diatypic development. Thus, for example, they might misleadingly suggest no 
such development to have occurred; on the other hand, they might also suggest 
development where none has occurred. Indeed, the relevance of this 
consideration to secondary-aged development can be highlighted by noting the 
wide range of new registers to which secondary-aged students are exposed and 
which they are expected to master (ACARA, 2014a; Christie & Derewianka, 
2008; DfE, 2014a; Rose & Martin, 2012). As such, the present findings 
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emphasise the value of supplementing a general measure such as clauses per 
t-unit with more fine-grained measures if we are to better track how adolescent 
students respond to this new range of contexts. 
Considered substantively, the present section supports the suggestion that 
there is, in fact, something distinctive about the particular subordinate clauses 
used to package the present study’s t-units. Here, the emphasis has been on 
analysing this distinctiveness independently of any modality-related concerns, 
highlighting the sensitivity of subordinate clause usage to the wider diatypic 
context. Nevertheless, the relevance of this sensitivity to a student’s modality-
related syntax becomes apparent once we recall the different relationships 
between the spoken and the written texts that are exhibited in table 5.20.  
Accordingly, given the general discourse sensitivity of subordinate clause usage 
and given the recent Tel Aviv finding of an interaction of modality and genre, it 
is not unreasonable to think these sensitivities at work in the present findings. In 
particular, the analysis above suggests three things.  
Firstly, though counterintuitive, at least some of the modality-specific contrasts 
in table 5.20 are plausibly artefacts of the same general phenomenon. That is, 
much as in the Tel Aviv research, what we see here is a case of modality 
interacting with the wider diatypic context, this wider context affecting how 
students tap into the production conditions of the two modalities.  
Secondly, this interaction is perhaps more nuanced than the Tel Aviv findings 
indicate, at least for certain phenomena. To see this, we need only glance at 
figure 5.25. This displays Berman & Ravid’s (2009) Genre x Modality 
Continuum, originally reproduced as figure 2.17, but now revised in light of the 
clause per t-unit scores from three separate studies, all covering a similar 
developmental period. This clearly highlights how the wider diatypic context can 
affect how students deploy their modality-related syntax, with different contexts 
yielding different relationships. As such, it provides further support for the notion 
that certain patterns can be considered more characteristically “spoken” or 
“written” than others when it comes to student development. Indeed, here, and 
in contrast to the t-units per t-unit complex findings of section 5.2.1.2, it seems 
to be speech that, somewhat counterintuitively, offers the less constrained 
modality for packaging large numbers of clauses into a t-unit.  
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Finally, the analysis above suggests that the modality-related aspects of table 
5.19 can at least partially be accounted for in the manner by which modality 
interacted with the particular communicative requirements of the elicitation task. 
It is to this accounting that we now turn. 
5.2.2.3 The Modality-Specific Context 
5.2.2.3.1 Two Primary Patterns 
What of the modality-related distributions of the various subordinate clause 
types, then? What might these suggest about the relationship between spoken 
and written syntax during adolescence? How might they relate to other 
developmental studies? Unfortunately, regarding the latter question, we are in a 
more difficult position evidentially; for three reasons. One is the lack of explicit 
subordinate clause breakdowns amongst the few studies which directly contrast 
spoken and written development during this period, thereby ruling out direct 
quantitative comparisons (Berman, 2008; Price & Graves, 1980; Scott & 
Windsor, 2000). Another is the use of distinct clause operationalisations and 
breakdowns, again making it difficult to draw direct comparisons (Berman, 
2008; Verhoeven et al., 2002). Last is the preceding section’s criticism of certain 
studies’ failure to control for communicative context, once again exacerbating 
this difficulty (Loban, 1976). Nevertheless, we do have the present findings, and 
we can at least explore these on their own terms, making links where possible. 
Fig 5.25 – Revised Genre x Modality Continuum 
(Clauses per T-unit) 
SPOKEN 
EXPOSITION 
(3.47) 
Present!
Study!
WRITTEN 
EXPOSITION 
(2.72) 
Present !
Study!
WRITTEN 
EXPOSITION 
(2.05) 
Verhoeven et al.!
(2002)!
SPOKEN 
NARRATIVE 
(1.4) 
Verhoeven et al.!
(2002)!
WRITTEN 
NARRATIVE 
(1.45) 
Verhoeven et al.!
(2002)!
WRITTEN 
SUMMARY 
(1.74) 
Scott & Windsor!
(2000)!
SPOKEN 
SUMMARY 
(1.75) 
Scott & Windsor!
(2000)!
WRITTEN 
NARRATIVE 
(1.94) 
Scott & Windsor !
(2000)!
SPOKEN 
EXPOSITION 
(1.8) 
Verhoeven et al.!
(2002)!
SPOKEN 
NARRATIVE 
(1.9) 
Scott & Windsor !
(2000)!
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Perhaps the first notable features here are the significance scores and ηp2 effect 
sizes for the remaining Densities and Proportions. These are summarised in 
table 5.26, with the comment clauses removed and the measures arranged 
according to the direction of fit for any main effect of mode. Here, we see two 
things. Firstly, we still find each returning a highly significant p-value. Secondly, 
though the ηp2 sizes are generally reduced, they remain notable; especially so 
in the case of the adverbial clauses per t-unit and per clause. Both sets of 
figures are taken to underline the substantive nature of the nine main effects.  
Furthermore, so arranged, table 5.26 highlights one salient pattern across the 
texts: when it comes to the spoken texts, the participants had no difficulty with 
subordination per se. Table 5.27 makes this clear, showing the overall pattern 
of main effects when subordination is considered solely in terms of the 
grammatical level at which the clause attaches. Thus, we find the students 
drawing on similar proportions of clause types in both modalities, regardless of 
whether the clause is located at the phrase level or appears as the argument of 
a verb. Moreover, at the clause level we find the students drawing on greater 
proportions of adverbial clauses to construct their spoken texts. Conversely, 
and without exception, regarding the densities, we find speech the consistently 
denser modality in terms of t-unit packaging.  
Table 5.26 –Subordinate Clause Type  
(Significance Scores & Effect Sizes) 
Effect p-value Size Effect p-value Size
Adverbial Speech            > Writing p < .001 0.25
Speech            
> Writing p < .001 0.16
Verbal        
Complement
Speech            
> Writing p < .001 0.12
Noun-Modifying 
Relative
Speech            
> Writing p < .001 0.07
Relative Speech            > Writing p = .002 0.06
Noun-Modifying Speech            > Writing p = .004 0.05
Phrasal Speech            > Writing p = .006 0.04
Non-Finite        
Adverbial
Writing             
> Speech p < .001 0.07
Non-Finite               
Non-Adverbial 
Writing             
> Speech p < .001 0.10
Clause Type
Densities (per T-unit) Proportions (per Clause)
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This first pattern is interesting for its contrast with several findings. First are 
three subordinate clause types highlighted by Biber’s (2006) study of university 
discourse, also summarised in Biber (2009). Specifically, Biber found relative 
clauses, as well as phrasal and noun-modifying clauses generally, to be a more 
prominent feature of his written texts; despite his study including several spoken 
registers with a non-narrative focus. Now, whilst this may partially reflect a 
measurement effect, with Biber measuring clausal prominence relative to the 
number of words, it remains the case that our proportions indicate no 
comparable differentiation. Furthermore, they do not fit in any obvious way with 
our results for the packaging of clauses into t-units, where we find speech more 
strongly associated with these particular subordinate clause types. 
Secondly, we have the developmental highlighting of syntactic packaging by 
Berman’s (2008) review of the Spencer Study texts. Specifically, Berman 
highlights the greater tendency of the study’s written texts to connect clauses 
using subordinate clauses that are overtly marked as such (e.g. adverbial and 
noun-modifying relative clauses). This is apparently not the case here. Indeed, 
whilst it must be acknowledged that this finding was especially marked from 
around 16-17 years old, a later period than focused on here, Berman also notes 
it to be one that held even of the 9-10 year olds.  
Similarly, whilst the Spencer Study did utilise a distinct clause operationalisation 
to that employed here (Berman & Verhoeven, 2002; Verhoeven et al., 2002), it 
seems unlikely that this would have greatly affected the difference in findings. 
Thus, though the Spencer Study did not count all the clauses types counted 
Table 5.27 – Subordinate Clause Types 
(Grammatical Level) 
Clause Type Densities (per T-unit) Proportions (per Clause)
Adverbial                  Speech > Writing Speech > Writing
Verbal         
Complement Speech > Writing
Noun-Modifying       
Relative Speech > Writing
Relative                    Speech > Writing
Noun-Modifying      Speech > Writing
Phrasal                      Speech > Writing
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here, this difference would only have affected a subset of the phrasal and verbal 
complement clause counts. Moreover, though their operationalisation was also 
such that coordinated verb phrases (VPs) counted as distinct clauses, such 
coordinated VPs do not seem notable differentiators of the spoken and written 
texts here. Thus, we find the present participants returning an average per t-unit 
score here of 0.21 in speech and 0.19 in writing. Accordingly, at least the 
general tenor of the contrast would seem to remain. 
 Nevertheless, whilst this may be the pattern regarding subordination per se, it 
does not take into account a second dimension: finitude. Here, table 5.26 
suggests an alternative pattern. Turning to the non-finite clause types, we no 
longer find the students exhibiting any significant variation in their densities but 
do find them producing greater written proportions of these clauses. As such, if 
we factor in the non-finite clauses, something like table 5.28 suggests itself as 
an equally salient breakdown of the findings.  
What is particularly interesting about such a breakdown is that it brings the 
present findings more in line with those found for more mature discourse by 
both Biber (2006, 2009) and Berman (2008). Specifically, Biber also found his 
spoken university discourse exhibiting stronger associations with finite 
adverbials and post-verbal complements but his written discourse more non-
finite phrasals and post-verbal complements. Similarly, despite the general 
contrast with Berman (2008), this same review highlights an age-related 
increase in the Spencer Study participants’ use of non-finite clauses, a finding 
that is most marked in their written expositions. Set against these two studies, 
then, table 5.28 suggests the present participants already at a stage where they 
can draw on syntactic resources more characteristic of adult writing. As such, it 
Table 5.28 – Subordinate Clause Types 
(Grammatical Level x Finitude) 
Finite Non-Finite Finite Non-Finite
Clause Speech            > Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
Speech            
> Writing
Writing             
> Speech
Verb Speech            > Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
Speech            
> Writing
Writing             
> Speech
Phrase Speech            > Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
Speech            
> Writing
Writing             
> Speech
Proportions (per Clause)Densities (per T-unit)Grammatical 
Level
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is worth exploring whether or not the mean scores for these main effects further 
break down along these lines. Table 5.29 does just that.112 
So tabled, the means provide clear, if qualified, support for a more nuanced 
association of modality with finitude across the analysed corpus. This support is 
most apparent in two of the major clause types highlighted by Biber (2009). 
Thus, we find the spoken texts exhibiting on average 0.40 and 0.08 more finite 
adverbial clauses per t-unit and per clause than the written texts, and 0.22 and 
0.03 more finite post-verbal complement clauses per t-unit and per clause. 
Furthermore, it is striking to consider here the spoken and written texts solely in 
terms of their internal distributions of finite and non-finite clauses. So 
considered, though the primary analysis found neither mode marked by a 
significant difference in the phrasal clauses per clause, we find the finite clauses 
exhibiting a stronger spoken association for all three levels in table 5.28. Thus, 
at the clause level, the finite adverbials account for some 82% of the average 
number of adverbial clauses per t-unit in speech, but 66% in writing. At the verb 
level, the finite post-verbal complements account for 68% of the average 
                                                      
112 Note that, for table 5.29, I have removed the relative clause scores from both the 
noun-modifying and phrasal clause counts, so as to more directly address (the 
hypothetical) table 5.28. Note also that the scores for finite adverbial clauses reflect 
only the central instances of these clauses; namely, those introduced by a subordinator 
(e.g. “as”, “because”, “if”,). Conversely, the post-verbal complement clauses comprise 
all cases of verbal complements that occur in a predicative or an object position, as 
well as all cases where the subcategorising verb is a prepositional verb as classified 
Biber et al. (1999). Both here and hereafter, “S” stands for speech and “W” writing. 
Table 5.29 – Subordinate Clause Types 
(Grammatical Position x Finitude) 
Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev
S 0.74 0.60 0.15 0.25 0.20 0.12 0.04 0.06
W 0.34 0.32 0.16 0.20 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.06
S 0.61 0.47 0.29 0.30 0.17 0.10 0.08 0.08
W 0.39 0.26 0.27 0.21 0.14 0.08 0.09 0.07
S 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.18 0.00(1) 0.01 0.02 0.04
W 0.00(2) 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.00(1) 0.01 0.03 0.04
S 0.03 0.09 0.15 0.30 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.05
W 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.16 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.05
Densities (per T-unit)
Finite Non-Finite
Proportions (per Clause)
Finite Non-Finite
Adverbial
Post Verbal 
Complement
Noun-Modifier
Phrasal
Clause Type
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number of post-verbal complement clauses per t-unit in speech, but 59% in 
writing. Finally, at the phrase level, the finite phrasal clauses account for 75% of 
the average number of phrasal clauses per t-unit in speech, but 70% in writing. 
Similarly, the finite adverbials account for 82% of the average number of 
adverbial clauses per clause in speech, compared to 66% in writing. The finite 
post-verbal complements account for 68% of the average number of post-verbal 
complements per clause, compared to 59% in writing. Finally, the finite phrasal 
clauses account for 76% of the average number of phrasal clauses per clause, 
compared to 70% in writing. 
Table 5.30 provides perhaps the most straightforward support for this 
association, however. This shows the number of times a particular finite clause 
type was followed by another instance of the same type within the same t-unit; 
for example, a finite adverbial clause followed by another finite adverbial clause: 
40a. I think charities are amazing because1 they do a lot of things for a lot of 
people and they always try their best 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
40b. so people who3 are really lucky should help other people that4 aren't as 
lucky 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
Regardless of their being measured per t-unit, per clause or even per text, the 
means point to such finite “pairings” being a more characteristically spoken 
Table 5.30 – Subordinate Clause Types 
(Finite “Pairings”) 
Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev
S 0.22 0.26 0.05 0.05 1.12 1.13
W 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.38 0.66
S 0.09 0.18 0.02 0.04 0.47 0.74
W 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.28 0.53
S 0.08 0.17 0.02 0.04 0.38 0.70
W 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.26 0.56
S 0.09 0.18 0.02 0.04 0.39 0.72
W 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.26 0.56
S 0.09 0.19 0.02 0.04 0.43 0.76
W 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.29 0.57
Per Text
Adverbial
Post Verbal 
Complement
Noun-Modifier
Phrasal
Noun-Modifying 
Relative
Clause Type
per T-unit per Clause
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feature. Indeed, taking the per text scores, we have further evidence for the 
difference in the per t-unit scores having more to do with the distinct packaging 
of t-units than the presence of any “extra” t-units within the written texts. Thus, 
even though the spoken texts exhibited fewer t-units than the written, we still 
find a greater tendency across texts for students to package more than one 
instance of the same finite clause type into a single spoken t-unit. 
Nevertheless, table 5.29 also makes evident its qualified support for the 
suggested association between modality and finitude. The first qualification 
concerns the uniformity of the link between finiteness and speech. Thus, 
consider the remaining phrase level scores; those left when all relative clauses 
have been stripped out. Focusing solely on the finite instances, we see minimal 
indication of differentiation in the per t-unit or the per clause scores, a feature 
compounded by the minimal presence of either type across the texts generally. 
Both features are underlined by the median scores for these clauses, which 
return a score of 0 for each developmental subgroup. Furthermore, turning to 
the parenthetical relative clauses, as in table 5.31, we see much the same 
phenomenon, with minimal presence or hint of variation. And, again, both 
features are underlined by the median scores; these returning a consistent 0 for 
each developmental subgroup. As such, when combined with a final 
observation, it would seem that the overall strength of the association very 
much depends on the particular subordinate clause type. Thus, we find the 
major finite types themselves varying in their overall prominence, with the 
spoken texts containing on average 0.40 more finite adverbial clauses per t-unit 
but 0.22 more post-verbal complements.  
The second qualification concerns the converse association of non-finiteness 
with the written texts. Thus, it is true that the densities are in line with table 5.28, 
with differences never exceeding a minimal 0.02 clauses per t-unit. This was a 
difference found non-significant for the two original non-finite types, suggesting 
Table 5.31 – Subordinate Clause Types 
(Parenthetical Relatives) 
Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev
S 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.02
W 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.03
Densities (per T-unit)
Clause Type
Proportions (per Clause)
Supplementary 
Relative
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we might have obtained a similar result had we chosen to focus on these 
individual subtypes within the primary analysis. And it is also true that the 
proportions are in line with table 5.28, with the per clause scores favouring the 
written texts. Moreover, whilst the differences are again low, the primary 
analysis found differences as low as 0.03 and 0.02 enough for significance, 
suggesting we might have obtained significance had we focused on these 
individual subtypes.  
Nevertheless, though not an unreasonable inference, it remains the case that 
the post-verbal complement, noun-modifier and phrasal clause counts each 
returned an average per clause difference of only 0.01. This was a difference, in 
other words, still under that found necessary for significance by the primary 
analysis.  
Moreover, when we further note that the phrasal clause counts encompass all 
noun-modifying clauses, it is evident that neither subtype is especially prevalent 
across the texts. Consider table 5.32. This shows the respective contributions of 
the two phrase level subordinate clause subtypes to the textual densities and 
proportions. Here, we find two things. Firstly, we find the generally low presence 
of these two types across the various developmental subgroupings. More than 
this, however, we also see the variable nature of the contribution each makes to 
the spoken and written texts, suggesting that neither bears an especially strong 
association with writing per se. Indeed, what the internal variation most 
obviously suggests is something more individualistic. That is, what we 
seemingly find are individual students differentially tapping the less common 
subtypes such that it is only when we combine all types into a single non-finite 
“archetype” that we see a clearer association with modality. As such, I suggest 
Table 5.32 – Subordinate Clause Types 
(Non-Finite Phrasals) 
L4 L5 L4 L5 L4 L5 L4 L5 L4 L5 L4 L5
S 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02
W 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.03 0.13 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.04
S 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02
W 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.11 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04
Noun-
Modifying 
Phrasal
Non-Noun-
Modifying 
Phrasal
Clause Type
Densities (per T-unit) Proportions (per Clause)
Yr7 Yr8 Yr9 Yr7 Yr8 Yr9
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that the stronger written association with non-finiteness, as exemplified by the 
main effects found for the study’s two non-finite clause types, ultimately 
represents something more like an “accumulation” of non-finiteness. That is, it is 
not so much that the written texts went all out for a single non-finite clause type 
or for each non-finite clause type across the board. Rather, they exhibit a 
moderately greater tendency to make use of non-finiteness as a general 
phenomenon, with the end result being an overall per clause score that totals 
out to a main effect of mode. 
Several pieces of evidence support this conclusion. Firstly, despite the study 
finding a main effect of mode for both non-finite clause types, non-finite clauses 
still accounted for only 22% of the clauses within a written text, compared with 
17% in speech. At the same time, the average number of non-finite clauses per 
t-unit accounted for only 23% of the clause per t-unit scores within a written text, 
compared with 18% in speech. 
Secondly, whilst the main effect of mode for the non-finite non-adverbial clause 
proportions revealed a comparative difference of 0.03 clauses, three of the 
component clause subtypes revealed differences of only 0.01 clauses. These 
are differences that may well have been insufficient for significance but which 
are nonetheless present and suggestively consistent. Indeed, this consistency 
is further underlined when we consider another non-finite clause type not 
displayed in table 5.29, namely those clauses embedded under a clause level 
preposition: 
41a. you can raise lots of money by1 just doing a small thing 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
41b. I find a sense of inner peace from2 knowing I've helped 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
A further scoring of the texts for these particular clauses reveals average 
spoken scores of 0.02 per t-unit and 0.00(4) per clause, with average written 
scores of 0.03 per t-unit and 0.01 per clause. In other words, we again see an 
average difference of around 0.01 per clause. We also see the overall minor 
contribution such clauses make to the spoken and written texts. As such, whilst 
it may be that these differences would not have met statistical significance on 
their own, when set aside the other non-finite subtypes, the general pattern is 
one of gradual but consistent accumulation. 
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Consider, furthermore, the uniquely written non-finite clauses highlighted in 
section 5.2.1.5, and exemplified in (42): 
42a. I am writing to you to give you my opinion on charities 
 [Yr7-L4-W] 
42b. thank you for reading my views on charity 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
These are clauses unique to the written texts, and so clear contributors to the 
main effects of mode for the non-finite clauses here. Interestingly, had we run 
the original ANOVA analysis for the Subordinate Clause Proportions with the 
offending items removed, the original effects would have been as in table 5.33. 
Specifically, we would have found no significant differences for the non-finite 
adverbial clauses, but would have retained the main effect of mode (and only 
that) for the non-finite non-adverbial clauses. As such, I take this to indicate that 
it required a highly specific clause type, one unique to the particular form of 
writing elicited here, to push a more specific clause type into significance. On 
the other hand, the presence/absence of another such clause, was not in itself 
sufficient to affect the overall balance of non-finite clauses within a written text. 
Both findings provide support for the stronger written association as something 
resulting more from a gradual accumulation of non-finite clauses than any 
marked targeting of such clauses.  
Lastly, we have the non-finite counterparts of the subordinate clause “pairings”, 
as displayed in table 5.34. These show a clear contrast between the general 
non-finite “drift” of the written texts and the more marked manner in which the 
spoken texts packaged a range of finite clause types. Thus, it is only when we 
come to the per text scores that we find writing more obviously favouring the 
non-finite clause “pairings”, and even here the numbers are diminished in 
comparison to their finite counterparts. Indeed, it is not until we score the texts 
Table 5.33 - Revised Non-Finite Subordinate Clause Proportions  
(ANOVA Effects) 
  
M SD M SD
Non-Finite 
Adverbial (1,174) 0.64 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.05 .423 0.00(4)
Non-Finite     
Non-Adverbial (1,174) 16.87 0.13 0.10 0.16 0.09 .000 0.09
partial eta 
squaredClause Type
Mode
Effect df F
Speech Writing
p-value
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for “pairings” of any non-finite clause with any other non-finite clause that we get 
a notable sense of the written texts showing any particular favour to this form of 
subordination. As such, I take this as a final piece of evidence pointing to an 
association of writing and non-finiteness that is best framed in terms of a 
general accumulation of non-finite clauses. 
5.2.2.3.2 Accounting for the Patterns 
Further breakdown of the primary statistical analysis has concluded with table 
5.35 as a more apt characterisation of the students’ modality-related syntax. 
One benefit of this breakdown is that it puts the current study more in line with 
the findings of Berman (2008) and Biber (2006, 2009). Put together, all three 
studies suggest the present 11-14 year old Level 4 and 5 students to be at a 
stage where they are able to make moderate use of certain syntactic resources 
more characteristic of more mature forms of writing. 
Another interesting comparison here is Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) study of writing in 
secondary-aged English students, which found higher quality writing during this 
period to be generally less dependent on finite subordinate clauses. As such, 
we again have evidence allowing us to characterise written development as in 
part a move away from speech, with the latter more generally reliant on finite 
subordination. This finding is also of interest for highlighting the value of looking 
at how student language actually develops. Recall that the present thesis began 
by highlighting Myhill’s (2008) criticism of certain curricular guidance, which 
Table 5.34– Subordinate Clause Types 
(Non-Finite “Pairings”) 
Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev
S 0.01 0.06 0.00(2) 0.01 0.05 0.22
W 0.01 0.05 0.00(5) 0.02 0.11 0.36
S 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.17 0.43
W 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.24 0.51
S 0.00(3) 0.03 0.00(1) 0.01 0.03 0.20
W 0.01 0.02 0.00(2) 0.01 0.04 0.21
S 0.01 0.08 0.00(2) 0.01 0.05 0.24
W 0.01 0.04 0.00(3) 0.01 0.07 0.28
S 0.17 0.27 0.04 0.05 0.83 1.16
W 0.16 0.17 0.05 0.05 1.26 1.17
per T-unit per Clause
Clause Type
per Text
Non-Finite
Noun-Modifier
Phrasal
Adverbial
Post Verbal 
Complement
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assumed it to be Year Eight students who should be combining ‘clauses into 
complex sentences’ (DfES, 2001, p.26). The present finding both reinforces this 
criticism and highlights the wider difficulty in making assumptions about how 
student language develops. Specifically, the difference in per t-unit scores here 
suggests that students at these ages and attainment levels have no difficulty 
subordinating per se. Instead, the key developmental dimension is more likely 
knowing when and what to subordinate. 
Still, there remains the matter of accounting for table 5.35. In particular, the 
present section considers three notable features: 
i. the greater overall prominence of non-finite clauses in writing. 
ii. the greater density and proportions of the finite adverbials and post-verbal 
complements in speech. 
iii. the contrast between the density and the proportions of the noun-
modifying relative clauses. 
It does so, however, without claiming to have covered every relevant pattern or 
provided a complete account of the distributions. Two considerations rule out 
any such claim. First are the limitations intrinsic to using particular corpus 
software and a particular coding frame, such methodological components 
enabling “direct” access only to certain features of the corpus (McEnery, Xiao, & 
Tono, 2006). As such, there will inevitably be nuances, “patterns within the 
Table 5.35 – Subordinate Clause Types                                                   
(Final Breakdown) 
Finite Non-Finite Finite Non-Finite
Proportions (per Clause)
Writing          
>              
Speech
Speech         
> Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
Noun-Modifying 
Relative
Adverbial
Verbal 
Complement
Phrasal           
(No Relatives)
Clause Type
Speech         
≈             
Writing
Speech         
> Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
Densities (per T-unit)
Parenthetical 
Relative
n/an/a
Speech         
> Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
Speech         
≈ Writing
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patterns”, that were not picked up on. Second are certain wider interpretive 
hesitancies. Most notably, whilst the elicitation set up means we can reasonably 
factor in the production conditions, we have direct access only to the product, 
not its producing. As such, any account framed in terms of the differential 
production conditions remains very much an inference. Nevertheless, further 
exploration of the texts identifies characteristic patterns which can be plausibly 
interpreted in light of several factors. 
Non-finiteness and the Written Texts. We begin with the association between 
non-finiteness and the written texts. This finding was highlighted above for 
indicating the present participants to have reached a stage where they can draw 
on syntactic resources more characteristic of mature writers. Here, our concern 
is with the possible factors underlying such an association. 
The first thing of note is that the primary findings are commensurate with the 
production conditions as a distinct factor. Take the proportions. Table 5.29 
shows the general outcome of the increased prominence of non-finite clauses to 
be a comparative shift such that the written texts exhibit an overall more varied 
clausal syntax. This is consistent with the students tapping into the less 
constrained nature of the written word, enabling them to draw on a wider range 
of clause types than would have been possible under the more constrained 
conditions of speech. Conversely, for the densities, though the primary analysis 
found no significant difference here, what we likely see is a washout effect. That 
is, what we find is a tendency for the written texts to both draw on greater 
numbers of non-finite clauses and package their texts using a greater number of 
t-units. 
It is, of course, interesting to speculate why non-finite clauses should be a more 
characteristically “written” feature. Here, the literature suggests two interrelated 
considerations. The first are extant findings which point to non-finite clauses 
being structures that are generally later developing and which tend to be used 
in a more restricted set of circumstances (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Biber et al., 
1999; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Perera, 1984). Given this reduced exposure 
to, and discourse-appropriate experience with, non-finite clauses, such clauses 
remain at an intuitive disadvantage compared to their finite cousins. After all, 
being less commonly used, they would be less available for production within an 
appropriate context (Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira & Engelhardt, 2006; 
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Pickering & V. S. Ferreira, 2008). Hence, such clauses should favour a 
production context where there is less communicative pressure for uttering that 
syntax which is easiest to access. 
The second consideration couples two suggestions. The first is Berman’s (2008, 
p.757) suggestion that non-finite clauses represent a more ‘tightly cohesive’ 
type of packaging. The second is Pawley & Syder’s (2000) suggestion that the 
degree of grammatical integration can be captured via the number of changes 
made to a simple independent clause. Take, for example, (43a2-3), showing the 
“same” clause (43a1) as it becomes more cohesively packaged with its 
surrounding syntax: 
43a1. [charities help people] 
43a2. charities [which help people] 
43a3. charities [helping people] 
(43a2) represents what we can essentially think of as a “lower” degree of 
cohesion: though both embedded and grammatically altered such that it is no 
longer interpretable in isolation, the modifications are comparatively minor. 
Thus, it retains the finiteness of its main clause forebear. It also contains a 
relative pronoun, which effectively doubles as a stand-in subject that explicitly 
links the clause to the higher noun whilst also marking the structure off as a 
distinct clause. As such, (43a2) retains much more of the structure of a basic 
main clause, a feature which also makes it less integrated overall and so 
intuitively easier to plan and produce than a clause with further modifications 
(Pawley & Syder, 2000; cf. Biber et al., 1999). In contrast, (43a3) has none of 
these features. It thus makes for a clause that is both more structurally marked 
and which demonstrates a greater degree of cohesion with its surrounding 
syntax; hence, a more taxing sequence to plan and produce, all things being 
equal. If we think of non-finite clauses in these terms, therefore, it is natural that 
the greater affordance of the written word should again make it more conducive 
to such clauses. This affordance is such that it would enable individuals to 
manage the more demanding nature of their production. As a result, they are 
afforded greater compositional space, either to produce the structure in the first 
place or to retrospectively edit an already uttered finite counterpart. 
Nevertheless, whilst written conditions may be more generally conducive to 
non-finite clauses, and whilst the written texts do exhibit a greater prominence 
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here, the “accumulative” nature of this phenomenon should not be forgotten. 
Consistent with students tapping into the greater affordance of the written word, 
it is less consistent with this affordance being extensively exploited; at least in 
the sense of students drawing on a markedly distinct range of clause types. 
This is a feature qualitatively evident in several areas. 
Take the uniquely written clauses originally highlighted in section 5.2.1.5: 
44a. I am writing to you to give you my opinion on charities | I think a charity 
is a group of people that want to help 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
44b. I am writing to you to let you know my views about charity | I believe that 
most charities are helpful  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
44c. thank you1 for reading this  
 [Yr8-L4-W] 
44d. thank you2 for reading my views on charity 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
What is striking about these clauses is their functioning as part of two formulaic 
structures, neither of which represents a particularly sophisticated use of these 
clause types. Indeed, the “clichéd” nature of the phrasing suggests that what we 
find here is not the use of syntactic packages produced from scratch, so much 
as linguistic “chunks” that have been stored and retrieved as such (Pawley & 
Syder, 1983b; cf. Biber et al., 1999; Daiute, 1981). As a result, these stretches 
would have been overall less demanding to produce.113  
This lessened demand, in turn, would have reinforced their discoursal use as an 
equally formulaic framing device, affording a readymade means of marking the 
boundaries of a text. This is particularly evident in (44a-b), for example, where 
we see little attempt at any nuanced cohering of the first two t-units. Instead, we 
see participants using the package to minimally mark their text as a letter before 
abruptly switching to the content proper. As such, though the non-finite clauses 
exemplified in (44a-d) are clear contributors to the mode effects found here, it is 
                                                      
113 Whilst the exact nature of these sequences remains to be established, the essential 
idea involves instances like (44a-d) being produced thanks to the participants drawing 
on some kind of pre-fabricated unit such as “thank you [for [V-ING NP]]”. As such, they 
would not have had to assemble such units ex nihilo. 
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hard to attribute their presence to any marked exploitation of the written 
production conditions. 
Beyond these uniquely “written” clauses, however, we have the wider lack of 
differentiation between the spoken and written use of non-finite clauses. Take, 
for example, a non-finite subtype not highlighted above, non-finite verbal 
complement clauses in subject position: 
45a. and having fun events is a good way of raising money 
[Yr7-L5-S] 
45b. helping others is the secret to happiness 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Given their structure and position, such clauses are ones we would expect to be 
especially demanding (Fernandez & Cairns, 2011; F. Ferreira, 1991; F. Ferreira 
& Engelhardt, 2006), making them a useful diagnostic. Thus, it is unsurprising to 
find these essentially absent from the spoken texts, with an average per t-unit 
score of 0.00(5) (SD=.03) and per clause score of 0.001 (SD=.01). Yet we also 
find written scores of 0.01 (SD=.05) per t-unit and 0.004 (SD=.01) per clause. 
Indeed, though such clauses were commonest in the writing of the Year Nine 
Level 5 students, suggesting this may be an important developmental area (cf. 
Perera, 1984), they amounted here to 12 instances from eight students. This is 
hardly a written avalanche. 
Also relevant here are the remaining non-finite adverbials, table 5.33 having 
already shown the proportions to be non-significant for mode. Now, though 
these were not specifically coded for position, the overall distributions here were 
not noticeably distinct across the spoken and written texts. Thus, it is true that 
such clauses could be found functioning in a way that pointed to individuals 
capitalising on the written conditions, with students using them to mark and 
manage the progress of their text as whole (46a-b). Yet this textual function was 
not a noticeably prominent feature of the written texts either. Instead, a general 
review indicated the non-finite adverbials to be primarily content-based, with 
both modes using them to serve the sort of non-narrative functions that we 
would expect given the wider genre and topic. Hence, we find the more 
common use of purposive infinitivals (46c-f) and the less common use of the 
more developmentally-marked supplementive participles (46f-i; Myhill, 2008, 
2009a; Perera, 1984): 
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46a. to conclude the reason why I think charities are so amazing are the 
things they do purely to save ill children 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
46b. so to sum it up I personally overall think charity is a good idea 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
46c. they use other's money to find cures for cancer  
[Yr8-L5-S] 
46d. charities do this to help people become better  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
46e. and to raise money they do lots of different things 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
46f. to do this they raise a lot of money 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
46g. they're suffering too living on the slums and everything like that 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
46h. also they can help when a house is burned down providing food clothes 
and shelter 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
Thirdly, we have the most prominent non-finite type within both modalities, the 
post-verbal complements. These are distinctive for being arguments of a certain 
kind of verb that happens to specifically select this kind of complement (Biber et 
al., 1999; Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980). In other words, these 
clauses are essentially artefacts of individuals having first chosen to use one of 
these particular matrix verbs. Interestingly, whilst a review of the texts does 
suggest a moderate difference in the overall range of matrix verbs present 
within the written texts, it also points to both modalities drawing on a common 
verbal core. Perhaps most notable here are the verbs “help”, “make”, “need”, 
“try”, “stop”, “want”: 
47a. they can help1 raise money for that  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
47b. but like they are just trying2 to help 
[Yr7-L5-S] 
47c. they help3 save lives 
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[Yr7-L4-W] 
47d. and like Cancer Research also help4 find out what they can do to stop5 
cancer growing  
[Yr7-L5-W] 
47e. so like on Comic Relief we need6 to raise more money for them  
[Yr8-L4-S] 
47f. it helps7 help people's lives out  
[Yr8-L5-S] 
47g. we need8 to do more things for charities 
[Yr8-L4-W] 
47h. Unicef try9 to end many things   
[Yr8-L5-W] 
47i. there needs10 to be a lot more  
[Yr9-L4-S] 
47j. they help6 raise money for them to have food drink water and all that 
 [Yr9-L5-S] 
47k. we need12 to help13 animals and people move on with their lives  
[Yr9-L4-W] 
47l. it also makes14 you feel good about yourself  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Such matrix verbs are interesting for two reasons. First, there is little obviously 
“writerly” about them. Indeed, this is a feature underlined by their comparable 
presence within the spoken texts. Thus, take the six matrix verbs highlighted 
above,114 scoring the texts for all instances of a non-finite post-verbal 
complement immediately embedded under one of these verbs. So scored, we 
find an average spoken per clause score of 0.050 (SD=.06) and an average 
written per clause score of 0.055 (SD=.05). Again, this is hardly a written 
avalanche.  
Second, and once more taking these six matrix verbs as emblematic, we see 
the clear influence of topic, as in (47). Indeed, given the nature of “charity”, 
combined with the ideas we might expect people to have about this domain. 
These verbs offer an obvious recourse for explaining one’s views here; hence, 
                                                      
114 viz. “help”, “make”, “need”, “stop”, “try”, “want”.  
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also, their concomitant clauses. As such, that we should find such clauses 
showing a comparable prominence in speech further suggests the participants 
were not taking especial advantage of the production conditions. Instead, they 
seemed content to draw on a common clausal core in order to meet the 
demands of genre and topic. 
The final non-finite clause type for consideration are the phrase level clauses. 
These are of interest given wider findings of a stronger written association with 
such clauses, both generally and in the specific case of the Spencer Study’s 
expositions, with these findings linked to the greater affordance of writing 
(Berman, 2008; Berman & Nir, 2010a; Biber, 2009). Regarding the non-finite 
instances produced here, however, the previous section has already argued 
there to be little sign of any such association, with table 5.29 showing an 
additional written per clause score of only 0.01.  
Moreover, whilst the breakdown of the non-finite phrasals in table 5.32 does 
point to internal variation, a further look at the intra-group frequencies suggests 
this variation has little do with any marked exploitation of the written conditions. 
Take, in particular, the Year Nine Level 5 participants, the group within table 
5.32 that exhibited the highest written scores and the largest gap between 
modalities. Table 5.36 displays the intra-group frequencies of their noun-
modifying clauses. Though we do see a greater written weighting here, the 
frequencies are still such that 10 texts contain 0 noun-modifiers; and still such 
that 21 texts contain ≤1 noun-modifiers, compared with the 28 spoken texts. 
Again, whilst this is consistent with this older, higher-attaining group more 
generally working within a written context, it does not imply the group as a 
Speech Writing
0 18 10
1 10 11
2 2 6
3 0 1
4 0 1
6 0 1
♯ Noun-
Modifiers
♯ Texts
Table 5.36 – Non-Finite Noun-Modifiers           
(Year Nine, Level 5) 
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whole to have been extensively exploiting these conditions.  
This inference is further supported by a qualitative review of the phrasal clauses 
as a whole. In particular, whilst there are indications of the written texts 
connecting such clauses to a slightly wider range of expressions, 
48a. superb1 to have 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
48a. intention2 to help 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
the general impression, again, is of there being little especially “written” about 
these clause types. This holds when considered in isolation: 
49a. food1 to eat 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
49b. nowhere2 to go 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
49c. a new bigger place3 to keep the animals 
[Yr8-L4-W] 
49d. good thing4 to do 
[Yr8-L5-W] 
49f. somwhere5 to stay 
[Yr9-L4-W] 
49f. happy6 to give money 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Yet it also holds in our finding much the same types attached to much the same 
items in speech: 
50a. be able1 to like feed for your family 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
50b. be able2 to show our children or grandchildren all the wonderful animals 
[Yr8-L5-W] 
50c. are willing3 to just give a small amount of money to someone they don’t 
even know 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
50d. are willing4 to help 
[Yr8-L4-W] 
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50e. the chance5 to help people who are not as fortunate 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
50f. the chance6 to help people or animals who are not as fortunate as you 
[Yr8-L5-W] 
50g. the rights7 to have a good life 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
50h. the right8 to be equal 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
50i. anything9 to work with 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
50j. barely anything10 to pay 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Indeed, the commonality of clause exemplified in (50) seems to be a general 
characteristic of the present texts. A case in point here is the attachment of a 
non-finite clause to two specific nouns, “way” and “money”. Between them these 
account for some 17% of the total number of spoken non-finite phrase-level 
clauses and 18% of the written. Hence, both would seem to be an equally 
natural recourse for explaining the participants’ thoughts about “charity”: 
51a. a little bit more money1 to spend on cars and fuel and stuff  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
51b. the money2 to care for them 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
51c. a good way3 of spreading the wealth across the country 
 [Yr7-L4-S] 
51d. a great way4 to like support people who are in need for help 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
51e. an amazing way5 of spending your spare time 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
51f. a really good way6 to feel good about yourself 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
In sum, the overall situation here seems similar to that for the post-verbal 
complements, with the spoken and written texts drawing on a common phrasal 
core as a means of meeting the combined demands of genre and topic.   
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Pooling these various pieces of evidence, therefore, modality would seem to be 
a less distinctive influence on non-finite clause usage than genre and topic, both 
sets of texts mobilising similar syntactic means to similar diatypic ends. As 
such, the written context seems to have acted more as a “top up”: something 
that boosted the overall distributions, but not something extensively exploited. 
Such a characterisation shows some fit with contemporary studies of writing 
development. Firstly, the Spencer Study did not find the greater association 
between non-finite clauses and their written expositions becoming especially 
marked until later adolescence (Berman, 2008). Secondly, it was only around 9-
12 years of age that Christie & Derewianka (2008; cf. Christie, 2010) found non-
finite clause usage becoming a more characteristic feature of student writing. 
Finally, Myhill (2008) found the targeted use of non-finite adverbial clauses 
distinctive only of the highest quality writing of her oldest participants. This was 
writing produced by students one year group older than those participating here 
(i.e. 14-15 year olds) and assessed as one level higher than the attainment 
levels incorporated here (i.e. Level 6). 
Moreover, the overall significant association of writing and non-finiteness here 
provides support for the latter studies’ construal of a more marked non-finite 
clause usage as tied up with a move away from “spoken” syntax. Thus, the 
present findings are consistent with Christie & Derewianka’s (2008, p.240) claim 
that 9-12 years represents ‘an important transitional passage away from forms 
of language like those of speech’. Indeed, in this sense, the present finding 
offers support for a partial account of writing development in terms of students 
becoming better able to respond to the medium’s prototypical production 
conditions. After all, the preceding discussion has already highlighted the more 
marked character of non-finite clauses (cf. Berman & Slobin, 1994; Biber et al., 
1999; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Perera, 1984). Given this markedness, it 
ought to be in writing where we find these structures more prominently 
developed, since it is only the written modality that provides the greater 
affordance for doing so (Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting the potentially nuanced relationship of the 
present findings to those above. Specifically, whilst Christie & Derewianka 
(2008) did not find frequent non-finite usage until 13-15 years of age, this phase 
overlaps with the 11-14 year olds surveyed here. Yet the present review did not 
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find the writing of its older, higher attaining participants to be characterised by 
any noticeably marked distribution of non-finite clauses. True, there were 
indications of a moderately greater association across the developmental 
subgroups for certain subtypes, as in the greater use of verbal complement 
clauses in subject position by the Year Nine Level 5 students. Yet, within the 
actual groups themselves, this seemed a more sporadic feature, as also the 
Year Nine Level 5 students’ use of verbal complements in subject position. To 
give another example, whilst the Year Nine Level 5 written texts exhibited 
almost double the number of participial noun-modifying clauses as the Year 
Eight Level 5 texts, this still amounted to 13 clauses distributed across 30 texts. 
As such, it is conceivable that what we see here is the influence of mitigating 
factors that resulted in participants “underplaying” their non-finite hand. In other 
words, the present non-finite clause distributions did not reflect what 
participants were fully capable of given the “right” diatypic context. 
In fact, there are reasons for thinking this to be the case. For instance, whilst 
Myhill’s (2009a) higher-attaining writing was marked by a greater use of present 
participial clauses, the example supplied is from a narrative text, likely 
undertaken as a piece of creative writing (ibid, p.36). Interestingly, when we 
look at adult discourse, we also find present participial clauses more strongly 
associated with fiction than either conversation or academic prose (Biber et al., 
1999, p.826). Combined, these findings suggest a possible genre sensitivity on 
the part of higher attaining adolescents when it comes to non-finite clause 
usage. In which case, it may have been that the present study’s older, higher-
attaining participants were quite capable of drawing more prominently on non-
finite clauses in the written texts. They just did not think the genre warranted it.  
Another consideration here is topic, already highlighted as a direct influence on 
non-finite clause choice. Accordingly, and as suggested in section 5.2.2.2,115 
“charity” conceivably represents a more ready-made domain of knowledge for 
adolescent students than the Spencer Study’s more remote-seeming “problems 
between people”. In particular, it may well have been more concrete and 
familiar, a domain whose general cultural prominence also made it a more 
homogeneous and commonsensical area of discourse. This would certainly 
accord with the apparent consistency in content and vocabulary across the 
                                                      
115 See above, section 5.2.2.2. 
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texts, for example. As such, the idea would be that participants brought to bear 
larger numbers of pre-formulated ideas and thoughts that they could more-or-
less transfer straight onto the page. This, in turn, might have made them less 
inclined to reconsider or rework their thoughts and utterances in a way that 
affected the syntax used to express them, thereby underplaying their capacity to 
draw on these more marked clauses. In the terms of Bereiter & Scardamalia 
(1987), the present topic was not such as to encourage a knowledge-
transforming approach to composition. Rather, it simply encouraged the kind of 
knowledge-telling strategy that the authors take to be generally characteristic of 
spoken language production (cf. Myhill, 2009a). 
A final possibility is that of the participants producing their written expositions in 
the form of a letter to a newspaper. The decision to elicit this register was 
deliberate, in part designed to elicit writing that could be planned and completed 
as a coherent piece of discourse within a controlled and manageable time 
period.116 However, this very consideration may also have reduced the amount 
of planning and editing that the present participants would otherwise have 
engaged in. The overall effect would thus have been to discourage them from 
extensively drawing on the full range of non-finite clauses that were, in fact, 
within their grasp. Indeed, in this sense, what we may again be seeing is the 
impact of another factor conducive to the sort of knowledge-telling approach 
more characteristic of speech. That is, what we may find exhibited here is a 
second factor that allowed the participants to produce written texts that required 
comparatively little engagement with the greater affordance of the written word. 
Interestingly, though such a diatypic factor cannot be demonstrated within the 
constraints of the present thesis, it is consistent with several pieces of evidence. 
The first is the accumulative nature of the non-finite clause usage argued for 
here; a feature more consistent with the participants working within the greater 
affordance of the written word but not markedly exploiting it. Thus, for example, 
we have the moderately greater use of the individual non-finite clause subtypes 
in comparison with the spoken texts. Thus, also, we have the minimal presence 
of non-finite subject clauses, together with the fact of it being the formulaic letter 
openings that push the non-finite adverbial clauses into significance.  
                                                      
116 See section 3.5.2.2 for further discussion of this aspect of the elicitation task. 
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The second is the nature of the elicitation process itself. Here, it is worth noting 
that 15 minutes is not an extensive amount of writing time. This is enough for 
composing a reasonable expository letter, but likely not for composing a more 
demanding non-narrative register such as academic prose (Biber, 1988). 
Hence, there was an intuitive limit on the available scope for exploiting the 
greater affordance of the written word. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the 
participants were not generally observed to have been engaging in any 
extensive planning and editing. Thus, though they were encouraged to stay on 
task for the full 15 minutes and to revise their material as they felt appropriate, 
most finished early and were rarely observed making extensive amendments. 
The impression, in other words, was of the first draft remaining basically the first 
draft. This is also the impression given by a broad review of the original scripts. 
This pointed to the majority of explicit revisions as comprising either 
grammatical/orthographical corrections or lexical “swaps” that did not affect the 
choice of clause type (e.g. replacing the word “think” with “feel”).117 Moreover, 
though participants were instructed to plan for five minutes prior to writing, there 
was little obvious evidence of their having extensively planned the text to 
come.118 Rather, the majority of this planning seemed to take the form of a few 
words and general points jotted down for later inclusion within the text. All of 
which is consistent with participants making only moderate advantage of writing.  
Finally, we have Biber’s (1988) findings regarding the kind of letter that is 
arguably most similar to that elicited here in terms of its overall communicative 
requirements: letters to the editor. Thus, for example, both editorial letters and 
the present texts have an expository purpose, intended to express and explain 
the writer’s own thoughts about a particular non-fictional topic. Thus, also, both 
are intended to directly engage an audience with whom the writer has no 
personal or professional relationship.  
Now, though Biber provides little information about the specific linguistic 
characteristics of such letters to the editor, he does count them a species of 
editorial discourse (ibid, p.69). So grouped, we can check how this register 
groups along Biber’s Dimensions 1, 3, and 5; the three dimensions highlighted 
                                                      
117 I emphasise, however, that this remains a general impression. Unfortunately, there 
has not been enough time to undertake a rigorous analysis of the revisions themselves. 
118 Again, I emphasise this to be a general impression, requiring a separate and more 
thorough analysis for confirmation. 
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for being especially susceptible to the greater affordance of the written word 
(pp.160-164).119 Here, we find as follows: 
Dimension 1 (“Involved versus Informational Production”): Editorials return a 
dimensional score of around 10, showing them more strongly marked by 
linguistic features characteristic of informational discourse (p.128). 
Dimension 3 (“Explicit versus Situation-Dependent Reference”): Editorials 
return a dimensional score of around 1.5, showing them marked by a mix of 
linguistic features characteristic of both forms of reference (p.143). 
Dimension 5 (“Abstract versus Non-Abstract Information”): Editorials return a 
dimensional score of approximately 0, again showing a mix of linguistic 
features characteristic of both types of information (p.152). 
One interesting outcome here is that Biber’s findings point to editorials being a 
more mixed form of discourse for these three dimensions. Hence, we find this 
register characterised by both “explicit” and “situation-dependent” reference, as 
well as both “abstract” and “non-abstract” content. Furthermore, even though 
exhibiting a high score on Dimension 1, this score is still lower than that for 
several written registers. 
More interesting still, this mixing is such that, along each of these “written” 
dimensions, we find editorials positioned below certain written registers; 
academic prose being perhaps the most notable here (ibid, pp.128/143/152). 
Suppose, then, that we take academic prose to be a strain of non-narrative 
discourse whose comparative position marks it out as requiring extensive 
access to the written word, much as Biber (ibid, pp.160-4) suggests. 
Accordingly, the relative position of editorial discourse implies that it should 
require a lower degree of access to these conditions. Hence, given their broad 
functional similarity to letters to the editor, it may well be that the present texts 
were also such as to require a lower degree of access. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to make direct comparisons between the present 
letters and the specific dimensional features identified by Biber (1988). This is 
partly due to the developing nature of student language, which is characterised 
by a distinct and changing set of relationships between syntactic form and 
communicative function (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
                                                      
119 For further discussion here, section 2.3.2. 
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Reppen, 2001). However, it is also due to this study’s focus on syntactic 
packaging, such that the participants’ texts were scored only for the clauses 
present within these texts.  
Nevertheless, suppose we accept the broad functional similarity between the 
present letters to a newspaper and Biber’s letters to the editor. In which case, it 
is not unreasonable to think that participants might have approached the written 
texts as a similarly mixed form of discourse. And, in fact, the wider clausal 
analysis does highlight certain features consistent with such a conclusion. 
Hence, the relatively prominent written use of the mental content verbs noted in 
section 5.2.2.2.120 Whilst these were more strongly associated with the spoken 
texts, accounting for 11% of the spoken clauses on average, they still 
accounted for 7% of the written clauses. These verbs are especially pertinent 
here in that they would have helped the present written texts yield a lower 
overall score on Dimension 1 than might otherwise have been the case given 
an alternative register. Indeed, this is much as what Biber found for his editorial 
discourse in comparison to academic prose. And, hence, also, the equivalent 
proportions of relative clauses, suggesting both modalities to be similar in their 
use of “explicit” forms of reference (Dimension 3). As such, both characteristics 
would seem to underline the plausibility of the wider diatypic context being such 
that it simply did not warrant the participants taking any particular advantage of 
the greater affordance of the written word.  
In sum, we are left with two possible explanations for the non-finite clause 
distributions. According to the first, participants did not draw more extensively 
on non-finite clauses because such clauses remain an incipient feature of their 
language use. According to the second, they did not draw extensively on such 
features because the diatypic context was not conducive to their exploitation. 
And, of course, there may be partial truth in both, the present findings 
underlining the potentially nuanced manner in which modality can interact with 
the wider context during adolescence (Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & 
Tolchinsky, 2002).  
So framed, this stands out as an area for further research, with a variety of 
options suggesting themselves here. One such interesting option, for example, 
would be to undertake an extensive comparison of the current corpus with that 
                                                      
120 For further discussion of these verbs, see both below and section 5.2.2.2 above. 
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of the Spencer Study. Another would be to undertake a Biber-style multi-
dimensional analysis focused on a wider range of genres and topics elicited 
under a wider range of elicitation conditions. 
The Finite Adverbials and Post-Verbal Complements. To get a better sense 
of the patterns at work for these particular clause types, two earlier statistics are 
especially helpful. These are the densities of mental content verbs and 
expository subordinators, originally plotted in figure 5.21, and the finite 
“pairings”, originally displayed in table 5.30. Table 5.37 sets these alongside the 
densities and proportions for the finite adverbials and post-verbal complements. 
Indicated here would seem to be two key sources of the present modality-
related differences, an inference that is supported by a general review of the 
instances themselves. So, regarding the finite adverbials, a substantial part of 
this difference apparently results from two features. Firstly, there is a greater 
spoken use of adverbials headed by the two most common expository 
subordinators, “because” and “if” (Biber et al., 1999, p.842). Secondly, there is a 
greater tendency to package spoken t-units using multiple adverbials, whether 
immediately embedded under a subordinator or ‘indirectly” via a coordinator. 
Table 5.37 - Subordinate Clause Breakdowns                                 
(Finite Adverbials & Post-Verbal Complements) 
Mean St. Dev Mean St. Dev
S 0.74 0.60 0.20 0.12
W 0.34 0.32 0.12 0.09
S 0.46 0.39 0.13 0.09
W 0.23 0.24 0.08 0.07
S 0.22 0.26 0.05 0.05
W 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.03
S 0.61 0.47 0.17 0.10
W 0.39 0.26 0.14 0.08
S 0.37 0.28 0.11 0.07
W 0.20 0.17 0.07 0.06
S 0.09 0.18 0.02 0.03
W 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.04
per T-unit per Clause
Finite    
Adverbials
Expository 
Subordinators
Clause Type
Finite       
Adverbial Pairs
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These tendencies are exemplified below, using pairs of t-units produced by the 
same participant: 
 52a1. I think charities are amazing because1 they do a lot of things for a lot of 
people and2 they always try their best to keep everyone safe in the world 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
52a2. I think charities are amazing | my reason for this is that there are so 
many fantastic things they do for others and this earth 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
52b1.  I think charities are a good idea because3 it helps people that aren't as 
fortunate as people like me and4 it can help like save endangered animals 
from like going extinct 
 [Yr7-L5-S] 
52b2.  I think that charities are a really good idea as5 it can help people less 
fortunate than myself and others | it also helps animals that can be 
endangered 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
 52c1. but I think we should do more about RSPCA because6 in the future if7 
other people want to see an animal they'll be extinct 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
52c1. we should save them for our future generations | if8 the animals are 
extinct we won't be able to show our children or grandchildren all the 
wonderful animals 
[Yr8-L4-W] 
52d1. I feel that charities are a good thing because9 they help bring 
communities together for example Red Nose Day because10 everyone gets 
everyone else to sponsor them 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
52d2. I feel that many charities can bring many communities together | for 
example Comic Relief brings people closer for bake sales costumes Red 
Noses  
[Yr8-L5-W]	  
52e1. I think charities are brilliant because11 they help lots of people and 
animals that can't look after themselves 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
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52e2. I think charities are brilliant | they do all sorts of things to help animals 
people 
[Yr9-L4-W] 
52f1. I think charities are really good because12 there's a lot of people out in 
the world who need help and13 there's generous people to come and help 
[Yr9-L5-S] 
52f2. honestly I think charities are brilliant | there are people animals anything 
who need help  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Regarding the finite post-verbal complements, though less marked, a 
substantial part of this difference also seems to result from two features. Firstly, 
there is a greater use of post-verbal complements embedded under the seven 
most common mental content verbs (Biber et al., 1999, p.668), with these 
serving to explicitly frame the participants’ views as such. Secondly, there is a 
greater tendency to construct spoken t-units using multiple complements, 
whether immediately embedded under the verb or “indirectly” via a coordinator. 
These tendencies are exemplified below, again using pairs of t-units produced 
by the same participants: 
53a1. and I think1 some charities are good but2 some charities are scams 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
53a2. my main view is3 that charities are mostly scams | but recently I have 
seen a few homeless shelters and charities helping those in need 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
53b1. so I think4 charities overall are good but5 there are some fraudulent 
charities 
 [Yr7-L5-S] 
53b2.  charities are good | but there are still some that need to make changes 
to get the best results 
[Yr7-L5-W] 
53c1. so yeah I just think6 that they're really good for people that are in need 
of help and like animals and7 they're just what makes the world go round 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
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53c1. in my point of view I think8 charity is helpful to me to you or your family 
to many other people out there in need of clothes money food a good warm 
cosy home and just a safe environment to live in  
 [Yr8-L4-W] 
53d1. my views about charity are9 that I think10 charity's a good thing and11 
that people should be educated more about it 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
53d2. I think12 that charity is a good idea | I think13 that people should be 
educated more on the idea of charity 
[Yr8-L5-W] 
53e1. I think14 charity is a good cause and15 it is good for people who are like 
less fortunate in the world 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
53e2. I see charity as a good cause for others around us who are less 
fortunate 
[Yr9-L4-W] 
53f1. my views on charity are16 that like a lot of the time they're like going out 
and17 basically they're trying to help people |  
[Yr9-L5-S] 
53f2. my opinion on charities is mainly very positive | and I think18 they do 
great work for the benefit of others 
 [Yr9-L5-W] 
So exemplified, four further features are of note. The first, highlighted across 
these excerpts, is a tendency for the same content to be distinctly packaged. 
Specifically, we find semantically similar propositions appearing in speech as 
adverbials and verbal complements, but in writing either as something 
condensed (e.g. 53e) or, more commonly, as distinct t-units (e.g. 52d, 53b). The 
second, also seen above, is a spoken tendency to combine these clause types, 
further contributing to the comparative density of the spoken t-units (52c, 52d). 
Third, there is a tendency of the spoken texts to extensively package these 
clauses into a single t-unit, once again contributing to the overall densities of 
these texts: 
54a. if1 you've got things that you don't need or anything just give them to 
charities…because2 at least you know that they're going to give them to 
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someone that actually deserves it and will look after it because3 it means 
something 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
54b. I think4 charity's a good idea because5 you can help people who don't 
have things that we do…because6 tsunamis and earthquakes destroy their 
homes and factories and places that they work in so that7 they can't get 
money any more 
[Yr7-L5-S] 
54c. so there's this charity that needs to be raised a lot of money for cats 
dogs and et cetera because8 they need a good home food and9 they need to 
be supported by good owners and10 they need to be treated fairly and equally 
so11 they live a good life how us humans would live our life 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
54d. my views about charity are12 that I think13 charity's a good thing and14 
that people should be educated more about it because15 I don't think16 people 
know enough about the charity or like any sort of charity so that17 then I 
think18 if19 people did know more about it they'd get more of a response and20 
maybe they'd get more people to like help and stuff 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
54e. I like charities because21 they're fun and exciting and22 they help 
disabled people live their dream and23 they help people live a better life 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
54f. I think24 it's quite good to give to charity because25 like some people 
don't have the ability to buy new stuff when26 we want to and27 they don't 
have as good an education or as good a job as good a lifestyle as us 
[Yr9-L5-S]	  
Finally, also evident is the narrow manner in which the spoken texts rely on 
these forms of syntactic packaging. Thus, we not only find the finite adverbials 
and post-verbal complements accounting for 21% and 17% of all clauses within 
the average spoken text compared to written averages of 13% and 14%. We 
also find the spoken texts more reliant on two specific subtypes of these 
clauses. Thus, the adverbials immediately embedded under the two expository 
subordinators account for 13% of all clauses within the average spoken text 
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compared to 8% in writing. Thus, also, the mental content complements 
account for 11% of spoken clauses compared to 7% in writing. 
Indeed, to underline this characteristic, we can note the interaction of one 
specific complement, that embedded under the mental content verb “think”, with 
one specific adverbial, that embedded under the subordinator “because”. Take 
the complement by itself. Here, we find an overall average of 0.32 spoken and 
0.16 written “think” complements per t-unit, with an average of 0.09 spoken and 
0.06 written “think” complements per clause. Then take the instances where this 
complement is followed by a “because” adverbial within the same t-unit. Here, 
we find an overall average of 0.17 spoken and 0.06 written instances per t-unit, 
together with an average of 0.05 spoken instances and 0.02 written instances 
per clause. Figures 5.38 and 5.39 overleaf show the developmental 
breakdowns of the per t-unit scores for both measures. 
Two patterns are exemplified here. First is the general pattern characteristic of 
the measures under focus: some variation in the strength of the association, but 
always a clear spoken weighting. Second is the narrow manner in which the 
spoken texts rely on this form of packaging. Thus, we find the “think” 
complements accounting on average for some 61% of the spoken finite post-
verbal complements per clause, compared to 42% of the written per clause 
scores. Thus, also, we find the combination of a “think” and a “because” clause 
accounting for some 10% of the clauses within the average spoken text, 
compared to 4% in writing. 
At the same time, however, it is important not to overemphasise the differences 
in the distributions of the finite adverbials and post-verbal complements. Take, 
for example, a different type of post-verbal complement, that embedded under 
the verb “be”: 
55a. my views about charity are1 that I think charity's a good thing and2 that 
people should be educated more about it 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
55b.  my reason for this is3 that there are so many fantastic things they do for 
others and this earth 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
55c. that's4 why I don't think any charities are like just frauds 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
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Fig 5.38 – Subordinate Clause Breakdowns 
(“think” Clauses per T-unit) 
Fig 5.39 – Subordinate Clause Breakdowns 
(“think” + “because” Clauses per T-unit) 
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55d. my main view is5 that charities are mostly scams 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
Here, and in contrast to the mental content complements, we find such 
predicative complements exhibiting minimal and comparable per clause scores 
of 0.02 (SD=.04) in speech and 0.02 (SD=.04) in writing. Furthermore, though 
the most prevalent form of mental content complement within the spoken texts 
was that headed by “think”, this still accounts for some 79% of the written 
proportions here, compared to 88% in speech. 
Indeed, further apparent is a similarity with the non-finite clauses: the tendency 
for both modalities to draw on a common clausal core to explain their views 
about charity. Thus, whilst the particular presence of adverbial clauses 
embedded under “if” and “because” counts for a notably higher 13% of clauses 
within the average spoken text, it still counts for 8% of all clauses in writing. 
Similarly, whilst the “think” complements count for 9% of clauses within the 
average spoken text, they still count for 6% in writing. As such, the primary 
effect of the spoken task seems to be amplificatory, yielding a greater emphasis 
on this clausal core. Though, of course, we might just as well say that the 
written task is deflationary, curtailing such emphasis. 
So framed, we have distributions that can be accounted for through the 
differential production conditions of the two modalities. Specifically, they 
suggest the participants once again working within the greater affordance of 
writing, thereby reducing their reliance on a specific range of finite subordinate 
clause types. Natural though it may be, however, the puzzle of speech being 
the denser modality remains. Why should the lesser affordance of speech yield 
a more complex syntactic product? Moreover, why should it be the finite 
adverbials and post-verbal complements, with a combined average of 0.62 
extra spoken clauses per t-unit, that prove to be such key contributors to the 
overall cause per t-unit scores? 
Several things can be said here. One is descriptive: whilst the greater spoken 
complexity might seem counterintuitive, it is in line with mature language use. At 
a general level, for example, we have Biber’s (2009) finding of a closer 
association of spoken discourse with these two subordinate clause types. At a 
more specific level, the most prominent mental content complements and 
expository subordinators are those previously identified as being commonly 
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used across a number of registers (Biber et al., 1999, pp.668/842). Indeed, at 
an even more specific level, the clauses packaged under “think”, “because”, and 
“if” are the very clauses that have been identified as especially prevalent in 
conversation (Biber et al., 1999, pp.668/842). Whatever the reason might be, 
these are not singularly difficult items to produce when speaking. Indeed, given 
that Biber et al. found the latter three clauses exhibiting the greatest 
prominence in conversation, the most marked form of speech in terms of its 
production conditions, the opposite seems true. They are, in fact, rather 
receptive to a spoken context. 
A more interesting response, however, considers the syntax of these clauses, 
highlighting two properties. The first is that both are essentially artefacts of 
participants having already selected two prior subordinating items. These items 
comprise a matrix verb such as “think” in the case of the complements, a 
subordinator such as “because” in the case of the adverbials (Biber et al, 1999; 
Huddleston & Pullum, 2005; Quirk et al., 1980): 
56a. I think1 charity's a good idea because2 it helps all sorts of people all 
over the world 
 [Yr7-L4-S] 
56a. I think3 charities are really good because4 there's a lot of people out in 
the world who need help 
 [Yr9-L5-S] 
Second, approached in the terms of Pawley & Syder (2000; cf. Berman, 2008; 
Biber et al., 1999), both types are arguably the least integrated forms of 
subordination. In particular, and unlike the clauses originally exemplified in (43), 
both retain the internal features of a full independent clause, including a finite 
verb and an explicit subject. In each case, the result is a clause that is more 
canonical and more self-contained with respect to its surrounding syntax; 
hence, yielding a qualitatively different form of complexity to that originally 
exemplified in (43): 
43a1. [charities help people] 
43a2. charities [which help people] 
43a3. charities [helping people] 
43a4. I think [charities help people] 
43a5. because [charities help people] 
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Indeed, this comparative lack of integration is especially marked in the case of 
the finite adverbials, the subordinate clause most strongly associated with the 
spoken texts here. Not only are such clauses (a) optional and (b) cordoned off 
with a subordinator, there are good reasons for thinking they attach only loosely 
to the edges of another clause, rather than being fully embedded within it 
(Haiman & Thompson, 1988a). Hence, for example, we find them exhibiting a 
greater flexibility of placement, as in the hypothetical (57): 
57a. if [we don’t raise enough money] [more people will die]  
57b. [more people will die] if [we don’t raise enough money] 
So construed, I suggest a key reason we find these clauses more prominent in 
the spoken texts is that both properties play into the hands of two prototypically 
“spoken” demands, each proposed by Biber et al. (1999, p.1067): 
Demand One - ‘keep talking’; that is, to keep a connected piece of discourse 
going, thereby avoiding any communicative breakdowns that might 
unintentionally halt the discourse. 
Demand Two – ‘limited planning ahead’; that is, to produce discourse under 
real-time conditions that allow only limited amounts of material to be planned 
and expressed at any one point. 
Specifically, I suggest the following. First, being self-contained, the finite 
adverbials and post-verbal complements are easier to plan and produce as 
distinct structural units; almost as if they were full independent clauses (Biber et 
al., 1999, p.1068). Second, they are selected for by a prior subordinating item. 
This acts as a sort of low cost syntactic and semantic “bridge”, enabling 
participants to mark the expository connection between clauses without having 
to formulate both clauses in advance. 
These two grammatical properties would make the finite adverbials and post-
verbal complements well suited to a prototypically spoken context. After all, 
given such a context, speakers must maintain an interconnected piece of 
discourse whilst only being able to handle limited amounts of material on a 
moment-by-moment basis. In contrast, the production conditions of writing are 
such that writers are much less subject to these “spoken” demands. Hence, 
though participants could (and did) make use of finite adverbials and post-
verbal complements when writing, they nevertheless had access to a 
compositional space that afforded a lesser reliance on this form of packaging. 
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Hence, the comparative densities and proportions of these two subordinate 
clause types. 
To see how this might work in practice, we can consider two kinds of case: a 
“base” case, and the more marked cases. Take the base case: the spoken 
combination of the post-verbal complement to a mental content verb with an 
adverbial headed by an expository subordinator, taking the general principles to 
apply to these clauses where not so combined: 
58a. I think1 charities are amazing because2 they do a lot of things for a lot of 
people  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
Required to explain their views, participants had to do just that. Accordingly, 
given the combined demands of genre and modality, mental content verbs with 
first person subjects made for a handy opening gambit. For one, they are 
syntactically and semantically “light”. They are syntactically light in consisting of 
a single subject pronoun + high frequency verb; they are semantically light in 
doing little more than mark the clause to come as their view. Hence, they 
provide an ideal low cost resource for immediately engaging with the task’s 
particular genre requirements, thereby minimising the risk of communicative 
breakdown. For another, the verb’s syntactic properties are such that they both 
set up the clause which will actually state this view, and keep this clause distinct 
so that it can be planned and produced as a discrete unit as they come to it. 
Hence, they provide an ideal resource for keeping the discourse going whilst 
simultaneously managing the amount of material that needs to be handled at 
any one point. Next, having offered a view, the participant still has to explain it, 
and to do so without breaking the connectivity of their discourse. A high 
frequency subordinator like “because” proves just the ticket. Not only does this 
promptly mark the expository connection between the two propositions, it sets 
up the ensuing clause whilst keeping it distinct. Hence, once again, it need only 
be fully planned and produced as (and when) the participant comes to it. Again, 
therefore, we have a useful resource given the dual demands of speaking. 
Three further points can be made in support of this account of the “base” cases. 
First is the descriptive point noted above. This is simply that the subordinating 
items most common in the spoken texts are also those identified as the most 
common generally; markedly so for conversation in the case of “because”, 
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“think”, and “if” (Biber et al., 1999, pp.668/842). If we take frequency as a 
synonym for ease of production (Fernandez & Cairns, 2011), then these items 
and, hence, their attendant subordinate clauses stand out as a low cost and 
efficient piece of syntax for participants to draw on. This would clearly be a 
useful quality given a need to “keep talking” despite “limited planning ahead”. 
The second concerns the overall calibre of the resulting packages. Specifically, 
a general review of the texts suggests nothing obviously “sophisticated” about 
these particular subordinate clause types. Compare (58a) above with the 
hypothetical (58b): 
58b. skeletal children swaddled in hunger, new born puppies sliced and diced 
all weep at the thought | few have the courage to act 
Perhaps not so sterling itself, (58b) is intuitively a more oblique and demanding 
response, one produced (and, crucially, edited) with an overview of both t-
units.121 By contrast, (58a) offers a more straightforward and sequential 
response. Indeed, what the sequential structure of this t-unit readily evokes is 
the syntactic equivalent of Bereiter & Scardamalia’s (1987) knowledge-telling 
approach to text construction. This approach, which Biber et al. (1996, p.1068) 
characterise as the ‘add-on’ strategy, enables participants to lay out what they 
think and why they think it, more-or-less in the order these ideas come to mind 
and as they come to mind. This would support an interpretation of these 
subordinate clauses in which a core function is to manage the flow of discourse 
produced in the moment. That is, such clauses enable participants to break up 
the task into bite-sized, but still interconnected, “chunks” that are naturally 
suited to the production conditions of speech. 
The final point highlights the direct contrast between certain spoken and written 
t-units produced by the same participants. On the current account, it is the 
production conditions that make the difference. Hence, given the elicitation task 
set up, such an account suggests we should find instances where the spoken 
and written texts “diverge” at the points where these subordinating items and 
subordinating clauses come into play. And, indeed, this is just what we find, as 
in the written “versions” of (58a) and others:  
                                                      
121 I should note that (58b) is not intended to exemplify a more appropriate response, 
so much as to point up the comparative qualities of (58a). 
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58a1. I think1 charities are amazing because2 they do a lot of things for a lot 
of people  
[Yr7-L4-S] 
58a2. I think3 charities are amazing | my reason for this is that there are so 
many fantastic things they do for others and this earth 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
58c1. so I think4 charities overall are good 
 [Yr7-L5-S] 
58c2.  charities are good  
[Yr7-L5-W] 
58d1. I think5 charities are brilliant because6 they help lots of people and 
animals that can't look after themselves 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
58d2. I think7 charities are brilliant | they do all sorts of things to help animals 
people 
[Yr9-L4-W] 
58e1. I think8 charities are really good because9 there's a lot of people out in 
the world who need help  
[Yr9-L5-S] 
58e2. honestly I think10 charities are brilliant | there are people animals 
anything who need help  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Having argued the “base” case, we have the more marked cases: those 
exhibiting the greater tendency to package several adverbials and post-verbal 
complements into a single t-unit. Here, we can offer much the same account. 
Thus, for example, whilst the “if” adverbial increases the quantitative complexity 
of (59a), it does little for its qualitative complexity in terms of its relationship to 
the wider production conditions: 
59a. but I think we should do more about RSPCA because1 in the future if2 
other people want to see an animal  they'll be extinct 
[Yr8-L4-S] 
Instead, we see essentially what we saw above: an “add-on” quality that 
enables the student to discretely expand the ongoing t-unit on a moment-to-
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moment basis whilst still maintaining the expository link between the clauses. 
Thus, also, an example such as (59b), the “because4” adverbial serving to tack 
on a supplementary clarification to the “because3” adverbial: 
59b. I feel that charities are a good thing because3 they help bring 
communities together for example Red Nose Day because4 everyone gets 
everyone else to sponsor them 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
The kind of clausal repetition evident in (59b), moreover, is of interest for two 
reasons. Firstly, it suggests the possibility of priming effects at work in these 
structures. Such “priming” refers to a tendency for individuals to repeat 
grammatical structures over short stretches of discourse (Pickering & V. S. 
Ferreira, 2008), an effect found to be stronger in speech than writing (Branigan, 
Pickering, & Cleland, 1999; Branigan et al., 2000). As such, the idea would be 
that the immediately prior use of these subordinate clauses made them more 
readily available and so less costly to retrieve. Hence, given the differential 
production conditions of the two modalities, participants were more likely to 
draw on such repetitions when speaking than writing. In other words, the 
production conditions of the latter are such that the participants would have 
been under less communicative pressure to utter whatever syntax was most at 
hand.  
Secondly, examples like (59b) highlight how the present explanation suggests a 
unified account of what is an intuitively similar phenomenon. This was a spoken 
tendency to repeat finite adverbials and post-verbal complements, whether 
directly embedded under a distinct subordinating item or indirectly embedded 
via a coordinator, as below: 
59c.  I think charities are a good idea because5 it helps people that aren't as 
fortunate as people like me and6 it can help like save endangered animals 
from like going extinct 
[Yr7-L5-S] 
59d. my views about charity are7 that I think charity's a good thing and8 that 
people should be educated more about it 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
59e. I think9 charity is a good cause and10 it is good for people who are like 
less fortunate in the world 
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[Yr9-L4-S] 
59f. I like charities because11 they're fun and exciting and12 they help 
disabled people live their dream and13 they help people live a better life 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
On the present account, these essentially are the same phenomenon, much as 
originally suggested by Chafe (1988): the use of low cost bridging devices that 
enable a speaker to “keep talking” despite “limited planning ahead”. 
As a final piece of evidence regarding the more marked cases, we can consider 
the calibre of the resulting t-units. In particular, we can take those instances 
where speakers markedly targeted these clause types within a single t-unit: 
60a. I like charities because1 they're fun and exciting and2 they help disabled 
people live their dream and3 they help people live a better life 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
60b. my views about charity are4 that I think5 charity's a good thing and6 that 
people should be educated more about it because7 I don't think8 people know 
enough about the charity or like any sort of charity so that9 then I think10 if11 
people did know more about it they'd get more of a response and12 maybe 
they'd get more people to like help and stuff 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
As these examples demonstrate, an extended use of these clauses inevitably 
increases the density of a particular t-unit. Yet they just as clearly show that this 
quantitative increase need not yield any change in the overall quality of the 
packaging. Instead, it is consistent with these clauses being strung together in a 
more piecemeal fashion, without a participant having command over the t-unit 
as a whole. Hence, for example, we have the distinctly “add on” character of 
(60a). And, hence, strikingly, we have (60b), with no less than 9 finite adverbials 
and post-verbal complements. Heavily subordinated though it may be, this is 
evidently not a t-unit requiring access to the greater affordance of the written 
word. Rather, it is more consistent with a compositional process in which the 
participant launched themselves into an expository t-unit which they could not 
look back on and from which they could not escape. Hence, we find the 
subordinating items serving to keep the t-unit moving forward on a clause-by-
clause basis whilst seeking to mark the syntactic dots that package an unfolding 
train of thought. 
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Considered in light of their syntactic properties, therefore, I suggest it in keeping 
with the differential production conditions of the two modes that we should find 
these particular subordinate clause types more prominent in the spoken texts.  
Of course, it is important to note the provisional nature of this interpretation, 
based on a general, product-based review of the instances found here. As such, 
it clearly warrants research of a more psycholinguistic nature, perhaps along the 
lines of a pause-time comparison of how such clauses are produced in the 
course of speaking and writing (e.g. Nottbusch, 2010). Another line of research 
here would be to undertake a further exploration of the final products 
themselves, additionally coding for the depth, position, and qualitative character 
of such clauses. This would be of interest in order to see if there is any variation 
across the developmental subgroups at this more fine-grained level, as the 
Spencer Study suggests we might find (Berman, 2008; cf. Loban, 1976). 
Nevertheless, several conclusions are suggested by the present findings.  
The first is that, once again, the students were at a stage where they were able 
to tap into the production conditions of the two modes, yielding a differential use 
of this particular syntactic area that is in line with mature usage (Biber, 2009). 
The second is that while speech may be less constrained in terms of the 
number of clauses packaged into t-units, such densities need not be a marker 
of development or complexity in any qualitative sense (cf. Crowhurst, 1979, 
1983). Rather, it is consistent with the present findings that modality-related 
development for secondary-aged students is more about learning to use 
subordination discerningly. That is, it is much more about knowing when and 
how to use it effectively, and even if that means using less of it. The present 
finding thus sits well with Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) own finding that higher quality 
writing during adolescence was less reliant on the use of finite subordinate 
clauses. It also fits with Beers & Nagy’s (2009) finding that the number of 
clauses per t-unit was positively correlated with the calibre of their 12-14 year 
olds’ narratives, but negatively correlated with that of these students’ non-
narratives. Strikingly, the study also found their higher scoring non-narratives to 
be marked by the very mental content complements and expository adverbials 
that were more characteristic of the present study’s spoken texts (ibid, p.197). 
This would seem to reinforce Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) conclusion that 
development in secondary-aged writing is marked by two characteristics. Firstly, 
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it involves secondary-aged students moving away from a more characteristically 
spoken syntax. Secondly, it involves such students having an increasing ability 
to exert greater control over their syntactic resources. 
Thirdly, given the above, there remains a sense in which we can still interpret 
speech as the more constrained medium, qualitatively and developmentally. 
Specifically, it may well be that speech exhibits the more marked variation in 
terms of the overall number of clauses per t-unit, as in figure 5.25 above. Yet 
this variation is plausibly the result of this modality being “stuck” in a narrow 
syntactic space, one over which a speaker can exert only a limited amount of 
control. It thus contrasts with a written context, where students can develop a 
much more conscious and judicious use of their syntactic resources, yielding 
written texts that exhibit an overall more discerning use of subordination (Beers 
& Nagy, 2009; Biber, 2009; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2009a, 2009b; 
Perera, 1984; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). As such, one final implication of the 
present findings would seem to be the difficulty in using general measures such 
as the number of clauses per t-unit to gauge and guide secondary-aged 
syntactic development. Instead, future research would be advised to adopt a 
more calibrated approach, one more concerned with a finer-grained focus on 
the range, manner, and quality of subordination used by secondary-aged 
students (Barnwell, 1988; Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Crowhurst, 1979, 1983; Hudson, 2009; Myhill, 2009b; Scott, 2006).  
This said, and taking the finite adverbials and post-verbal complements as the 
key source of the clause per t-unit scores,122 it is of interest that the present 
findings should contrast with those of the Spencer Study (Berman, 2008; 
Verhoeven et al., 2002). In so noting, however, it is important to point out that 
the strength of this contrast is not without question. 
Firstly, Berman (2008) discusses the greater association of writing with 
subordination in terms of subordinate clauses that are explicitly marked as 
such. Whilst this would not affect the finite adverbial counts, it might affect the 
post-verbal complement counts. After all, it is conceivable the Spencer Study 
would have classified these as ‘direct speech’ where they were not explicitly 
introduced by the complementiser “that” (ibid, p.751). This would then bring the 
two studies more numerically in line, with the Spencer Study finding this form of 
                                                      
122 See sections 5.2.1.5 and 5.2.2.2 for further discussion here. 
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subordination more strongly associated with the spoken texts. Secondly, it has 
not been possible to source the scores for the Spencer Study’s older English-
speaking participants in time for the present analysis; including those of the 12-
13 year olds whose ages overlap with those participating here. Thus, the 
Verhoeven et al. (2002) findings focus on the Study’s 9-10 year olds, without 
providing comparable per t-unit or per clause breakdowns. Berman (2008), on 
the other hand, provides only a descriptive summary of the general association 
of writing with “overt” forms of subordination. As such, it has not yet been 
possible to determine the precise quantitative differences here, making it 
difficult to assess the full tenor of the contrast. 
Finally, Berman (2008) herself emphasises that the greater written association 
with overtly marked forms of subordination only became especially marked 
during later adolescence, a period later than that encompassed here. As such, 
what we may partly see here is a written area that the present participants were 
only beginning to exploit. 
Nevertheless, the present contrast would still seem a substantive one. So, 
though the Spencer Study classification might have altered the verbal 
complement scores, it would not have affected the adverbials. So, also, though 
Berman (2008) notes the written association with overt forms of subordination to 
be especially marked only during later adolescence, she also notes a generally 
greater association across all four age groups. Finally, we have the clear 
modality-related contrast between the present clause per t-unit scores, which 
found speech the denser mode, with those of Verhoeven et al. (2002), which 
found writing to be denser. Thus, even noting the difference in ages, we have a 
clear difference in the direction of fit. To this, we can add two further 
considerations that support an interpretation according to which these particular 
subordinate clause types were a key differentiator of the studies. First is the 
strength of the per t-unit scores for the adverbials and verbal complements, 
which returned respective ηp2 effect sizes of 0.25 and 0.12. Second is the 
contribution made to these scores by the finite adverbials and post-verbal 
complements, as in table 5.30. As such, I suggest that what the present 
distributions may point to is the interaction of modality with the wider diatypic 
context; much as was suggested for the non-finite clause types. 
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One interesting possibility, for example, is that of genre as raised in section 
5.2.2.2’s discussion of the clause per t-unit scores. There it was suggested that 
the explicit prompting of participants to explain their views may have yielded a 
more specific communicative focus, one that amplified certain subordinative 
features of the Spencer Study expositions. This suggestion was supported by 
reference to Beers & Nagy (2011), which found different written non-narratives 
yielding different clause per t-unit scores. Strikingly, when we recall the 
subordinate clauses provided by the authors in order to exemplify the 
subordination characteristic of their densest non-narratives, we find the very 
clause types highlighted above. We find, that is, the finite post-verbal 
complements embedded under a mental content verb and finite adverbials 
embedded under the expository adverbial “because”, as originally exemplified in 
(38) above: 
38a. I believe1 that we should name Mt. St. Helens and Mt. Rainier after the 
Native American names because2 they were here long before any of the 
Europeans were (Beers & Nagy, 2011, p.196) 
As such, the present task may simply have been such that it prompted the 
students to generally draw on greater numbers of these clauses than the 
Spencer Study task, regardless of modality. The particular syntactic properties 
of these clauses would then have played into the spoken production conditions, 
helping yield denser t-units, both in terms of these specific subordinate clause 
types and overall. 
The second consideration is that of topic, something shown elsewhere to 
directly affect the clause per t-unit scores of secondary-aged students 
(Crowhurst & Piche, 1979). As such, and given the present connection between 
the greater number of spoken clauses per t-unit and the spoken prominence of 
finite adverbials and post-verbal complements, topic was a factor conceivably at 
work here. As before, the idea would be that “charity” constituted a more 
familiar domain than the Spencer Study’s “problems between people”, such that 
participants could draw on a more readily accessible set of ideas and 
expressions. In the present case, the outcome of this situation may then have 
been twofold.  
For the spoken task, the situation would have played into the spoken impetus to 
“keep talking” despite “limited planning ahead”, with participants having a stock 
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of charity-related elements more readily available for expression. Intuitively, this 
stock would have heightened the value of packaging devices such as the 
expository subordinators, helping participants more efficiently parcel up the 
current thought and move on to the next in mind. Within the written context, on 
the other hand, the greater capacity to draw on a stock of charitable thoughts 
and expressions might have disinclined them to extensively rework their 
utterances. Hence, the outcome may have been a sort of “watered down” 
knowledge-telling strategy (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987). This would still have 
yielded a broadly sequential approach to composition, but one that was 
undertaken away from the more pressing nature of speech, making students 
less overall reliant on these particular subordinate clauses. 
Finally, we have the request that participants produce a letter to a newspaper. 
Suppose, as was argued for the non-finite clauses, that we accept a broad 
communicative similarity between the present letters and Biber’s (1988) letters 
to the editor. In which case, the task was plausibly eliciting a register that meant 
students had no need to extensively exploit the written conditions so as to draw 
on a more marked syntax. Indeed, this may have been a feature that was 
further emphasised by the timed conditions that were employed for the present 
written task. The result would have been a context that was enough to shield 
participants from having to “keep talking” despite “limited planning ahead”, but 
not so much that they were prompted to do much else with their syntax. Hence, 
suppose we also accept the wider influence of genre. In which case, it is not so 
surprising to find participants making greater written use of this “simple” form of 
subordination compared to the Spencer Study, but a less prominent use of 
these clauses compared to their own spoken texts.  
Moreover, when we examine the dimensions which we can take to be strongly 
associated with the present mental content complements and expository 
adverbials, we find Biber (1988) again providing direct support for this factor. 
Specifically, when we look at Dimensions 1 and 6, we find spontaneous 
speeches scoring more positively on both dimensions than editorials but 
editorials more positively than academic prose (ibid, pp.128/155). Especially 
striking, therefore, is Biber’s own interpretation of these dimensions with respect 
to speech and writing. Specifically, he argues it to be the more positive scores 
here which are most compatible with the real-time constraints of spoken 
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production (ibid, pp.154-164). As such, we not only have direct support for the 
modality-related impact of the present letter, we have further support for the 
present interpretation of these particular subordinate clauses types as being 
well suited to a spoken context. 
So considered, two things are notable about these possible factors. The first is 
the nuanced nature of their impacts, underlining the potentially complex manner 
in which modality interacts with the wider diatypic context. The second is that 
each is intuitively consistent with the present findings. Thus, for example, it is 
consistent with topic that we should find the spoken texts packaging multiple 
adverbials and post-verbal complements into the same t-unit, as in (60) above: 
60a. I like charities because1 they're fun and exciting and2 they help disabled 
people live their dream and3 they help people live a better life 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
60b. my views about charity are4 that I think5 charity's a good thing and6 that 
people should be educated more about it because7 I don't think8 people know 
enough about the charity or like any sort of charity so that9 then I think10 if11 
people did know more about it they'd get more of a response and12 maybe 
they'd get more people to like help and stuff 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
And it is consistent with topic and letter that we find contrasts where participants 
took enough advantage of the written conditions that they drew less on a 
subordinating item, but not enough to do much more than begin a new t-unit: 
61e1. I think charities are brilliant because1 they help lots of people and 
animals that can't look after themselves 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
61e2. I think charities are brilliant | they do all sorts of things to help animals, 
people 
[Yr9-L4-W] 
Similarly, it is further consistent with these influences that we should find the 
written texts less reliant on such clauses, but still making noticeable use of 
them. Hence, we find the “think” complements still accounting for 6% of the 
written proportions, compared to 9% in speech. Hence, also, we find the 
adverbial clauses embedded under “because” and ”if” still accounting for 8% of 
the written proportions, compared to 13% in speech. Finally, it is consistent with 
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both factors that section 5.2.1.2 found the written texts making only moderately 
greater use of an alternative connective device. Hence, we find the linking 
adverbs more typical of academic prose returning an average of 0.02(5) 
instances per written t-unit compared to 0.00(8) in speech. 
Interesting and consistent though these factors may be, however, they remain 
suggestions, requiring access to a wider range of texts and a more 
comprehensive coding than was feasible given the constraints of this thesis. 
Indeed, the latter would seem especially pertinent, since it is not inconceivable 
that the written texts were doing something more complex than it was possible 
to pick up on using the current level of coding (cf. Berman, 2008; Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). One possibility here, for example, 
would have been the embedding of finite adverbials and complements more 
deeply within a written t-unit than a spoken one. Another would have been the 
use of a much greater range of linking adverbials in place of the expository 
subordinators. Whilst these would still be consistent with the production 
conditions-based account offered here, it would also suggest the students to 
have made more extensive use of the written conditions than either topic or 
letter might suggest. Again, therefore, we are left with an area pointing to the 
value of further research designed to tease out the more fine-grained nuances 
of modality-related development during this period. 
The Noun-Modifying Relatives. This leaves the disparity between the density 
and proportions of the noun-modifying relative clauses. In light of the above, I 
suggest there is a reasonably straightforward explanation for this disparity, 
taking the greater spoken density here to be more an artefact of the wider 
packaging than any specific targeting of relative clauses. Three interrelated 
considerations support such an interpretation. 
Firstly, we have the comparative differences in the wider per t-unit scores, with 
the relative clause scores showing a notably reduced gap in comparison to the 
other major finite clause types. Specifically, whereas the average spoken t-unit 
contains an extra 0.39 adverbials and 0.24 verbal complements, it contains only 
0.12 extra relatives. In itself, this points to the packaging of relative clauses 
being a less targeted feature of the spoken t-units per se. 
Secondly, the nature of relative clause attachment means we can think of the 
various clauses within a t-unit as “opportunity structures”, each additional 
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subordinate clause allowing for the insertion of an additional relative clause. 
Thus, for example, (62), where the addition of a “because” adverbial allows for 
the incorporation of two relative clauses which would not otherwise be present: 
62a. well I think charity's great because1 it helps people who lost their 
family's lives 
[Yr7-L5-S] 
62b. I think that charities are great because2 they do all sorts of things for 
anyone that needs help 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
As such, I suggest it not unsurprising that we should find the spoken t-units 
exhibiting a great density of relative clauses. Given the greater spoken 
tendency to package t-units with finite adverbials and post-verbal complements, 
this would increase the chances for embedding extra relative clauses without 
increasing the overall proportions of such clauses. Indeed, to emphasise this 
point, we can note that it was partly the modality which determined whether a 
finite clause that expressed essentially the same proposition got packaged as 
an adverbial clause (63a) or a distinct t-unit (63b): 
63a. I think charities are really good because3 there's a lot of people out in 
the world who need help  
[Yr9-L5-S] 
63b. honestly I think charities are brilliant | there are people animals anything 
who need help  
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Despite (63a) and (63b) containing 4 clauses each, the packaging of (63a) 
yields the incorporation of a relative clause into a single t-unit, whilst the 
packaging of (63b) “spreads” this same relative over two t-units. Hence, (63a) 
returns a relative clause per t-unit score of “1”, but (63b) a score of “0.5”. Again, 
this points to the packaging of relative clauses being less a targeted feature of 
the spoken t-units, and more an artefact of the wider packaging. 
Finally, we have the “pairings” originally displayed in table 5.30. These, recall, 
show how often a particular clause type was followed by another instance of the 
same type within a t-unit. Here, it is true that the higher relative clauses scores 
are consistent with a greater spoken tendency to package more than one 
relative clause into the same t-unit, much as the previous consideration would 
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lead us to expect. At the same time, however, we can see that the gap in the 
spoken and written per text scores of 0.12 is still lower in comparison to that for 
the finite adverbials (0.74) and post-verbal complements (0.19). Indeed, the raw 
relative clause scores here are particularly instructive, with the texts as a whole 
exhibiting 69 spoken instances compared to 46 written instances. This is a 
greater spoken score; but one that still leaves 128 spoken texts with no 
instances whatsoever. Moreover, if we consider the individual examples 
themselves, we find that 19 of the spoken cases can be considered direct 
artefacts of the spoken tendency to package t-units with multiple finite 
adverbials and post-verbal complements: 
64a. I think charity is a really good thing because1 it helps animals that are 
endangered and hurt and2 it just helps the world get into a better place that 
it's meant to be 
[Yr7-L4-S] 
64b. Cancer Research UK I think are good because3 cancer affects quite a 
lot of people and4 they're trying to find a lot of cures to the cancers that are 
killing a lot of people and because5 cancer doesn't just affect the person that 
has it  
[Yr7-L5-S] 
64c. I think charity is good because6 there are people in the world who aren't 
as lucky as us and7 by making a charity it gives people a chance to like 
donate money and help the people who need it most 
[Yr9-L4-S] 
64d. but it's just it's kind of hard because8 it's kind of in the middle of whether 
they're good or bad because9 the ones that make a difference are really good 
yeah but10 the ones that like don't do very much it's kind of like you're just 
giving them money for the hell of it. 
[Yr9-L5-S] 
The written texts, on the other hand, exhibit only six such instances across the 
written texts. We thus have further evidence consistent with the difference in per 
t-unit scores resulting more from the wider packaging of finite adverbials and 
post-verbal complements than any direct targeting of relative clauses per se.  
In suggesting the densities here to be less marked than first appeared, a clear 
benefit of this account is that it points to the proportions being the more 
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representative score. As such, we again find the present study aligning more 
closely with the extant findings. Thus, take the apparent contrast between the 
per t-unit scores here and wider findings of an overall greater association 
between relative clauses and writing (Berman, 2008; Biber, 2006, 2009). If we 
instead take the proportions as key, the findings are more developmentally 
palatable, since they can be accounted for in terms of students not exploiting 
the greater affordance of writing for increased syntactic complexity. This is 
clearly more palatable than the initial impression given by the marked density of 
the spoken texts here. Otherwise, such densities would have required a more 
counterintuitive explanation according to which participants were achieving a 
greater syntactic complexity despite working within the lesser affordance of the 
spoken word. 
This said, it is not uninteresting that the production conditions were not 
exploited in a manner they otherwise might. Several possibilities suggest 
themselves here. One is developmental: the participants did not exhibit a more 
“written” expository syntax here because they were not at the age or attainment 
levels where they could take full advantage of these structures. Such an 
account receives some support from the Spencer Study, which found the 
association between relatives and their written expositions to be something that 
significantly increased during later adolescence (Berman, 2008; Berman & Nir-
Sagiv, 2007). It also receives support from both Harrell (1957) and O’Donnell et 
al. (1967a, 1967b), who scored their narratives for the prevalence of adjectival 
clauses, a subordinate clause type that would include the present relative 
clauses. So scored, O’Donnell et al. found no significant association with their 
written narratives at 10-13 years of age, whilst Harrell (1957) found a significant 
association only in the written narratives of his 15-16 year olds. Finally, we have 
Nippold et al.’s (2005) study of spoken discourse, which found a sharp rise in 
the use of relative clauses within their non-narrative texts, but only between the 
ages of 13 and 25.  
All of these studies suggest relative clauses to be a generally late-developing 
resource, such that we might not expect to find any strong written association in 
early adolescence, at least as defined by the present age and attainment levels. 
Such an account would certainly be consistent with wider findings, both here 
and elsewhere, indicating that distinct syntactic areas develop along distinct 
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trajectories.123 Hence, we might also infer that these ages and attainment levels 
exhibit earlier modality-related development at the clause level than the phrase 
level, as in the number of t-units per t-unit complex or use of finite adverbials 
(cf. Harpin, 1976). 
An alternative possibility is syntactic: participants did not exhibit a greater 
written prominence because their attention was focused elsewhere. Perhaps, 
for example, it was focused on the placement of relative clauses within a t-unit, 
or perhaps even on alternative devices for enriching the informational content of 
their nominals, as in (65): 
65a. …people significantly poorer than us…|… people less wealthy than 
ourselves 
[Yr7-L4-W] 
65b. …money for endangered or homeless animals3 and homeless or very 
sick people4 
[Yr9-L5-W] 
Indeed, this attention may itself have been split, such that the different age and 
attainment groupings were focused on different resources for nominal 
modification. Such a possibility would certainly show some fit with the general 
character of writing development, which can be characterised in terms of 
students drawing more flexibly on a wider range of syntactic resources 
(Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Perera, 1984; Ravid & 
Tolchinsky, 2002). It would also help account for the lack of differentiation in 
clause length that was highlighted in section 5.2.1.4. Accordingly, we might then 
infer the present participants to have, in fact, been fully capable of exhibiting a 
greater written prominence in relative clause usage. It was just that they were 
currently using alternative syntactic means to the same communicative ends. 
A final possibility is contextual: participants did not exhibit a stronger written 
association because of the wider diatypic context. In which case, we might 
again infer the present Level 4/5 11-14 year olds to have been quite capable of 
more markedly drawing on relative clauses within their written texts. It was 
simply that these clauses were not especially promoted by the task as a whole. 
Indeed, a particularly interesting consideration here would be the requirement 
                                                      
123 See the present chapter, together with sections 2.4.2ff for further discussion of 
findings to this effect. 
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that participants write their exposition in the specific form of a letter to a 
newspaper. Thus, suppose we again accept a broad communicative similarity 
with Biber’s (1988) letters to the editor. In which case, the present register may 
have been such that it did not prompt participants to extensively exploit the 
greater affordance of the written word with respect to their use of relative 
clauses. Interestingly, this consideration receives direct support from Biber (ibid, 
p.143). Thus, along Dimension 3 (‘Explicit versus Situation-Dependent 
Reference’), the editorials cluster with spontaneous speeches, with both 
registers exhibiting a lower score than a number of written registers that 
included academic prose. When we further note it to be the higher scores on 
this dimension which are associated with the more prominent use of relative 
clauses, it would not be unexpected to find the present letters exhibiting little 
modality-related distinction. This is just the nature of these particular registers. 
Unfortunately, whilst all three possibilities are consistent with the present 
findings, none can be definitively addressed here. This is especially so for the 
syntactic possibility, which requires a more detailed level of coding using a 
wider set of grammatical features than was employed here. As such, when seen 
in the context of the other subordinate clause types discussed above, that all 
three possibilities are at some level consistent with the current findings 
ultimately suggests three conclusions to be clearest. Firstly, it highlights the 
difficulty of using a single set of measures and registers to explore diatypic 
development, even if the texts are elicited under reasonably controlled 
conditions and the measures mark a reasonably coherent domain. Secondly, it 
underscores the potentially complex and variable nature of a student’s modality-
related development. Finally, and perhaps most pointedly, it highlights the 
underdeveloped nature of our current understanding of this domain, both 
evidentially and conceptually. 
5.3 Final Summary  
Having undertaken a detailed exploration of the primary statistical analysis, we 
can offer a more substantive response to the study’s presiding research 
questions: 
RQ1. Are there any age-relatable relationships to be found between the 
spoken and written syntax of adolescent students within a mainstream 
secondary school? 
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RQ2. Are there any relationships that are associated with the educational 
attainment of these students? 
The primary analysis answered “yes” to both questions. The present 11-14 year 
old students, all assessed at Levels 4 and 5 for subject English, were found to 
be differentially handling the syntactic packaging of their spoken and written 
syntax. This handling, moreover, varied according to the particular syntactic 
area examined: 13 measures returned higher spoken scores, 2 higher written 
scores, and 8 no difference. 
Further exploration, however, highlighted a more nuanced set of relationships 
across the 23 distinct measures, beginning with the Clause-to-T-unit-Complex 
Factors. Though four out of the five Factors returned higher spoken scores, 
section 5.2.1 showed these to be an artefact of only two: the number of t-units 
per t-unit complex and the number of clauses per t-unit. Thus, the key 
differentiators at this level of granularity were a greater spoken tendency to 
coordinate t-units and a greater tendency to pack more clauses into the average 
spoken t-unit. 
A more nuanced set of relationships was also suggested for the Subordinate 
Clause Densities and Proportions. Specifically, a further breakdown of the 
primary measures highlighted three features of the present texts. Firstly, it 
pointed to a general differentiation according to finiteness, with the written texts 
characterised by a greater overall prominence of non-finite clauses. Secondly, it 
identified a stronger spoken association with two particular finite clause types. 
These were the finite adverbials and post-verbal complements, with the former 
an especially marked source of the overall difference in clause per t-unit scores. 
Thirdly, whilst the spoken texts did exhibit a greater number of relative clauses 
per t-unit, this was argued more an artefact of the wider syntactic packaging 
than any tendency to specifically target such structures. 
Pulling these findings together, therefore, the following were identified as core 
differentiators of the present texts for the study’s 11-14 year old, Level 4 and 
Level 5 participants: 
i. a greater spoken tendency to coordinate t-units 
ii. a greater spoken tendency to produce overall denser t-units 
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iii. a greater spoken tendency to package t-units using finite adverbials and, 
to a lesser extent, finite post-verbal complements 
iv. a greater written tendency to draw on non-finite clauses. 
So determined, the present study situates itself in interesting ways with respect 
to the wider literature. One such way is the written texts exhibiting an overall 
more varied range of subordinate clause types, as exemplified by their more 
balanced distribution of finite and non-finite clauses. Here, we have a 
suggestive developmental echo of Biber’s work. This has shown adult writing to 
be less restricted in the range of grammatical features on which it draws, 
something attributed to the greater affordance of the written word (Biber, 1988, 
2009). Seen in that context, the present echo provides perhaps the clearest 
indication of the present students having reached a stage where they both can 
and do tap into this affordance. As a result, we find the written texts exhibiting a 
greater prominence of non-finite clauses but a less prominent use of finite 
clauses. The spoken texts, by contrast, exhibit a marked use of two particular 
clause types, the finite adverbials and post-verbal complements. Both findings 
indicate the participants to have been more generally constrained in the kinds of 
packaging on which they could draw when speaking. 
Another connection is the support provided for recent studies of writing 
development. Thus, the greater overall written association with non-finite 
clauses supports the Spencer Study finding of a marked developmental 
association between such clauses and their written expositions (Berman, 2008). 
It also ties in with wider findings of a developmental association between writing 
and non-finite clause usage (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). 
Thus, furthermore, we have the greater spoken prominence of t-unit 
coordination and finite adverbials/post-verbal complements. Both support 
Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) contention that the general decrease in clausal 
coordination and finite subordinate clauses in her higher-attaining writing 
represents a move away from a more typically “spoken” syntax. Indeed, the 
present findings offer a clear reason why this should be the case. Specifically, 
the marked spoken reliance on these devices, even in secondary-aged 
students, suggests them to be a sort of “default” syntax. They are the syntactic 
packaging most likely to be used when there is least scope for considering what 
we wish to say and how we wish to say it. Hence, we should expect to find 
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these structures used least by the “best” writers. It is presumably these students 
who have the more fully developed capacity for exploiting the greater 
affordance of writing so as not to rely on this kind of packaging.  
A final connection is the study’s support for the interactional nature of modality 
(Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009). Here, a certain amount of caution is 
required, not least because the distinct operationalisations and age ranges used 
within the few extant studies make it difficult to draw direct comparisons.124 
Nevertheless, when set against these studies, the picture painted is one in 
which the wider diatypic context directly affects the relationship between an 
adolescent student’s spoken and written syntax. For instance, the study 
provides further support for the Tel Aviv findings, which highlighted the general 
influence of genre on this relationship (Berman & Ravid, 2009). Thus, whereas 
Scott & Windsor (2000) found no modality-related differences in the clause per 
t-unit scores of their 9-13 year olds’ narratives, we find the present non-
narratives returning higher spoken scores here.  
At the same time, the findings suggest the effects of this context to be more 
nuanced than this more straightforward narrative/non-narrative distinction might 
suggest. Thus, whereas the spoken non-narratives here exhibited higher clause 
per t-unit scores, Verhoeven et al.’s (2002) written non-narratives exhibited 
higher scores, whilst Scott and Windsor’s (2000) non-narratives exhibited no 
differentiation. This specific contrast points to an adolescent’s modality-related 
syntax being influenced by more than a general narrative/non-narrative 
distinction, with non-narratives themselves occupying a potentially broad 
diatypic space. Indeed, the contrast with the Spencer Study finding is especially 
interesting, given that both studies had participants detail their views on a 
socially important topic which focused on people’s behaviour towards one 
another.  
Accordingly, the present findings suggest modality to be an area that 
demonstrates a potentially high degree of sensitivity to the wider diatypic 
context. Indeed, the previous section went on to highlight the possible influence 
of such additional factors here as topic and the writing of a letter to a 
                                                      
124 Not to mention, of course, the fact of certain studies having likely conflated several 
important features of the wider diatypic context; see sections and 2.4.3.2 and 5.2.2.2 
for further discussion here.  
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newspaper. In a certain sense, of course, this sensitivity is not surprising given 
wider findings that underline the apparent discourse sensitivity of secondary-
aged writing (Beers & Nagy, 2011; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Crowhurst & 
Piche, 1979). Indeed, by way of further support here, we can note the highly 
discourse sensitive nature of adult syntax (Biber, 1988, 2006, 2009; Grabe, 
1987). Nevertheless, it is notable to find this sensitivity highlighted in terms of 
the specific relationship between a student’s spoken and written syntax. This 
would seem especially so given secondary-aged curricula that mandate the 
development of both modalities whilst also requiring the mastery of a wide 
range of new registers (ACARA, 2014a; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; DfE, 
2014a). 
Having set out this revised summary, it is perhaps most appropriate to end this 
chapter by considering one final aspect of the study: why the developmental 
picture for the participants’ spoken and written syntax should be so static. Here, 
it is worth recalling the primary analysis, which yielded three interactional effects 
involving modality; one each for the number of clauses per t-unit, comment 
clauses per t-unit, and comment clauses per clause. Further exploration of 
these statistics, however, argued that they were not ultimately representative of 
the clausal distributions across the present texts. As a result, the study was left 
with a single developmental effect, with the Level 5 texts exhibiting a greater 
number of phrasal clauses per clause than the Level 4 texts. Indeed, in-and-of-
itself, this solitary statistic would seem to encapsulate the static nature of the 
picture, the texts yielding no interactional effect to match this main effect of 
attainment. 
This is not intuitive on the face of it. After all, the study covered a complete 
phase of the English education system, comprising the three year groups that 
define this phase and the two attainment levels that mark its minimum expected 
entry and exit points (DfE, 2011, 2013). Hence, we might have expected at least 
some differential treatment. Instead, we find each developmental subgroup 
handling their modality-related syntax much the same as any other. Now, it is, 
of course, possible that these findings simply reflect the participants’ general 
state of development, with syntactic packaging constituting a relatively static 
area of modality-related syntax at these ages and attainment levels. However, 
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further thought highlights three other possibilities worth considering, even if only 
to suggest avenues for further research. 
The first is that the texts themselves were not sufficient for differentiating the 
developmental subgroups. For instance, rather than setting texts that the Level 
5 students could do Level 5 things with, the elicitation tasks may have prompted 
participants to only minimally exploit their syntactic resources within a written 
context. This would then have resulted in a set of texts whose modality-related 
syntax could only be distinguished at the most general level. Hence, for 
example, we have the accumulative nature of the non-finite clauses in writing, 
the marked spoken use of finite adverbials, and the equivalent relative clauses 
proportions. Moreover, that this is not only possible but plausible is underscored 
by the participants being asked to write a letter to a newspaper. This may be a 
register whose characteristic features situate it closer to a more prototypically 
“spoken” register, such as spontaneous speech, than a more prototypically 
“written” non-narrative, such as academic prose (Biber, 1988; cf. Chafe & 
Danielwicz, 1988). In other words, it was just the sort of register that would not 
have required the higher-attaining students to further differentiate their modality-
related syntax here. 
The second possibility is that the study did not cover a wide enough age and 
attainment range for these measures. Thus, for instance, it was a feature of the 
Spencer Study texts that the marked developmental shifts in the relationship 
between speech and writing were not generally found until later adolescence 
(Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Ravid & Berman, 2010). Translated to 
the present context, this raises a possibility that the present developmental 
space was not static so much as gradual, one whose effects only become 
visible over a longer developmental span. And, in fact, there were some hints to 
this effect within the primary data itself. Thus, for example, though no 
interactional effects were found for the non-finite non-adverbial clause 
proportions, the Level 5 participants did exhibit a larger gap between their 
spoken and written texts here, as in figure 5.40. This was a moderate 
“increase”, but it is one consistent with both the original main effect and the 
accumulative character of these clauses as argued for above. Accordingly, it 
would be interesting to track this syntactic area over the full range of attainment 
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levels (QCA, 2007), to see if this difference is indicative of a longer term trend 
that attained significance at higher attainment levels. 
 A final possibility is that the measures employed within the primary statistical 
analysis were simply not keen enough for gauging the modality-related syntax 
of students at these ages and attainment levels. Specifically, it is conceivable 
that they were too general or too unidimensional to detect more nuanced 
aspects of development.  
The measures were perhaps too unidimensional in that they focused solely on 
syntactic packaging; that is, on how clauses are structurally attached to other 
clauses via coordination and subordination. Accordingly, suppose we take 
school-aged development to be substantively about changes in how students 
use particular linguistic forms to serve particular discourse functions (Berman & 
Slobin, 1994; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Reppen, 2001). In which case, 
some of the groups here may have reached a point where the functions served 
by coordination and subordination were being served by other devices for 
achieving clausal cohesion (cf. Biber et al., 1999; Halliday & Hasan, 1976).  
Unfortunately, such devices would have been missed by the present measures. 
Take, for example, the average number of t-units per t-unit complex. This 
Fig 5.40 – Non-Finite Non-Adverbials per Clause 
(Mode x Attainment) 
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showed all developmental groups to be less dependent on t-unit coordination in 
their writing. At the same time, however, this measure could not show the extent 
to which participants might have matched this differentiation with something like 
an increased use of linking adverbials (Biber et al., 1999). As such, it could well 
have been the specific use of this device that more positively distinguished the 
writers here, with different developmental groups drawing on different ranges of 
linking adverbials to different extents. Similarly, the focus on relative clauses 
proportions would not have picked up on the extent to which students were 
differentially using attributive adjectives and prepositional phrases as a means 
of serving the same communicative ends. 
Conversely, there are two senses in which the present measures were perhaps 
too general. Firstly, they focused on syntactic packaging understood in more 
straightforward terms, with texts scored solely for the number of times a 
particular clause type was used to package the material within a text. As such, 
though the measures encompassed a wide range of distinct clause types 
packaged at a number of distinct levels, they did not further differentiate the 
specific manner in which the various types might have been packaged. 
Three contemporary studies highlight this as a factor of interest (Berman, 2008; 
Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). Thus, Berman (2008) notes 
her participants’ modality-related development to be characterised, not just by 
changes in clause frequencies, but also by changes in the manner and degree 
to which various clause types are knit together. Myhill (2008, 2009a) and 
Christie & Derewianka (2008), on the other hand, show writing development to 
be characterised in part by the positioning of subordinate clauses. Thus, for 
example, Myhill (2008) found her highest quality writing to be characterised by 
the marked use of non-finite clauses as a means of opening sentences. What is 
interesting about these specific areas is their potential for tapping more 
nuanced aspects of syntactic packaging. These would be areas that might more 
finely capture a student’s developing capacity to control and manipulate 
syntactic structure for rhetorical effect (Faigley, 1980; Myhill, 2009b; Ravid & 
Tolchinsky, 2002). As such, these may have been the sorts of areas that more 
fully differentiated the various developmental groups here. 
The second sense in which the present measures were perhaps too general is 
that they focused on subordinate clauses conceived in purely structural terms. 
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That is, they did not take account of how these clauses were lexically specified 
or the extent to which participants were drawing on different semantic classes of 
subordinate clause (Biber et al., 1999; Christie & Derewianka, 2008). Again, 
both have been recently highlighted as a notable feature of writing development 
during adolescence. Thus, Myhill (2008) found higher quality writing 
characterised by a wider range of subordinators, whilst Christie & Derewianka 
(2008) found syntactic packaging in older writing to be characterised by a wider 
range of logical relationships. Each of these findings would seem to support the 
contention that a core feature of secondary-aged development involves 
students learning to draw on a more fine-grained set of syntactic patterns 
(Hudson, 2009; Scott, 1988, 2006). Accordingly, it is not inconceivable that an 
equally fine-grained set of measures might have been a productive means for 
differentiating the modality-related syntax of the developmental groups 
encompassed here.  
Seen in these terms, therefore, it may well be that the present measures are 
best equipped for tapping linguistic features which mark the first level of 
differentiation between the participants’ spoken and written syntax. These 
features would be those where the more restricted production conditions of 
speech are most strongly felt for students at these ages and attainment levels, 
but not those where the greater affordance of writing is most strongly felt. What 
the measures are less able to do is distinguish the more fine-grained and 
“proactive” manner in which secondary-aged students differentiate their spoken 
and written syntax. Hence, for example, the study was able to discern a clear 
difference in the number adverbial clauses per t-unit and per clause but not any 
differences in the number of words per clause. 
Note that the above is not to claim the present measures without value, 
particularly as an initial step towards addressing the current sparseness of the 
evidence base. Moreover, the study has yielded several interesting findings 
overall. For one, it points to students at the present ages and attainment levels 
being at a stage where they not only differentiate their spoken and written 
syntax, they do so in ways that put them in line with mature language use 
(Biber, 2009). For two, it highlights the complex nature of the developmental 
relationship between speech and writing, building on recent studies showing 
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how this relationship varies according to the wider diatypic context (Berman, 
2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009; Scott & Windsor, 2000; Verhoeven et al., 2002).  
For three, it is not without interest that different measures might serve to 
establish different “levels” of differentiation for secondary-aged students. These 
might then be used to help teachers more accurately gauge a student’s 
developmental progress and so target their interventions more effectively 
(Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Gregory, 2003; Perera, 1984; Myhill et al., 2012; 
Stubbs, 1986). Thus, for example, it might be that the number of t-units per t-
unit complex, the measure with one of the highest effect sizes here (ηp2 = 0.41), 
constitutes a “level one” measure for the present participants. That is, it might 
constitute a sort of minimal threshold for differentiating speech and writing at 
these ages and attainment levels. Thus, also, the adverbial clause proportions, 
with an ηp2 of 0.16, might constitute a “level two” measure. Thus, finally, the 
non-finite adverbial clause proportions, which return a non-significant ηp2 of 
0.00(4) once we discount the letter-specific instances,125 might constitute a 
“level three” measure. In which case, it might be more educationally productive 
for teacher to focus the attention of a “level one” student on improving their finite 
adverbial clause usage, rather than skipping ahead to their non-finite adverbial 
clause usage.  
And, of course, it may still have been the case that a finer-grained set of 
measures would have fared little better in differentiating the study’s 
developmental groupings. In which case, this particular consideration would be 
moot. Nevertheless, what I think it does underline is the difficulty of exploring a 
complex phenomenon such as diatypic development using a single set of 
measures, however internally coherent.126 Indeed, seen in these terms, it is 
worth considering the three overarching possibilities as a whole. For what unites 
them is the overall scope of the study’s coverage: the use of a single spoken 
and written text, a small number of developmental groups, and a more 
general/unidimensional set of measures. Considered in sum, therefore, what 
the three possibilities most clearly suggest is the value of a more extensive 
research programme, perhaps involving the multi-dimensional approach 
pioneered by Biber (1988; cf. Conrad & Biber, 2001). That is, what may 
                                                      
125 See table 5.33 above. 
126 See section 3.5.3.1 for specific discussion of this coherence. 
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ultimately be needed is an approach which would cover a wider range of 
registers, a wider range of ages and attainments, and a wider, more fine-
grained set of measures within the expanse of a single study. 
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Conclusion 
6.1 General Conclusions 
In concluding, it is important to recognise the study’s particular boundaries. 
Thus, for example, the present texts were elicited within the context of a single 
mainstream English secondary school. Thus, also, they were elicited using a 
cross-sectional design, not a longitudinal one.127 Moreover, there remain the 
limitations of the wider evidence base,128 emphasising that we are still some 
way from any final account of modality-related development. Nevertheless, 
despite these constraints, the study yields several interesting findings. 
First, it provides evidence connecting a student’s modality-related syntax to 
both the age and the educational attainment of the student. Thus, the findings 
show that students can and do differentiate their spoken and written syntax; at 
least when it comes to 11-14 year olds assessed at Levels 4/5 of the English 
education system, and at least for these texts and measures. Furthermore, this 
handling has a natural interpretation according to which such students are 
tapping into the differential production conditions of the two modalities, without 
necessarily taking extensive advantage of these conditions. 
Second, and reinforcing the evidential picture reviewed in section 2.4, we find 
this handling differing according to the syntactic area examined. Thus, we find 
participants drawing on greater proportions of finite adverbials and post-verbal 
complements in speech, greater overall proportions of non-finite clauses in 
writing, but similar proportions of relative clauses in both. 
Third, the findings indicate that students during this period have reached a 
stage where their spoken and written syntax is in line with more mature 
language use. Thus, as with Biber (2009), we find a greater spoken association 
with finite adverbials and post-verbal complements; and, as with Berman (2008) 
and Biber (2009), we find a greater written association with non-finiteness.  
Interestingly, these particular distributions support the conclusions of Myhill 
(2009a) and Christie & Derewianka (2008) regarding student writing. Thus, 
these authors associate their developmental decrease in finite subordination 
                                                      
127 See chapter three for further discussion and justification of these features. 
128 See section 2.4.3 and the previous chapter for further discussion here. 
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and increase in non-finite subordination with students shifting from a “spoken” to 
a more “written” syntax. Also interesting here is the present lack of distinction in 
relative clause usage. Though developmentally in accord with the Spencer 
Study expositions (Berman, 2008), it also accords with Biber’s (1988) findings 
for his adult editorial discourse. It thereby suggests that certain non-narrative 
registers may be less susceptible than others to modality-related development 
when it comes to certain forms of subordination. 
Fourth, the differentiation exhibited here suggests the packaging of spoken and 
written clauses during adolescence to be an area that is sensitive to the wider 
diatypic context, something the Tel Aviv studies also found (Berman, 2008; 
Berman & Ravid, 2009). Indeed, the present findings suggest a greater degree 
of discourse sensitivity than was there evident, with the preceding discussion 
highlighting a number of possible interactions beyond their broad narrative/non-
narrative distinction. This sensitivity was perhaps most evident in the contrast 
between the present clause per t-unit scores and those for Scott & Windsor 
(2000) and Verhoeven et al. (2002). Despite all three eliciting non-narrative 
texts, the result each time was a different relationship between the spoken and 
written syntax of the particular non-narratives elicited. 
Furthermore, the present findings point to this discourse sensitivity being 
something that varies according to the specific area of syntax, with some forms 
of packaging more sensitive to the wider diatypic context than others. Thus, one 
of the strongest effect sizes was that found for the greater spoken use of t-unit 
coordination. To this particular result, we can add two external findings. The first 
is that of O’Donnell et al. (1967a), who also found coordination at this level to be 
a more prominent feature of their 8-13 year olds’ spoken narratives. The second 
is that of Reppen (2001), who found it more generally characteristic of his 10-11 
year olds’ spoken texts. Seen in this light, the present findings suggest this form 
of packaging to be an early differentiator of speech and writing, one that is 
relatively independent of the wider context. By way of contrast, the present texts 
exhibited no significant differences in the proportions of non-finite adverbial 
clauses once those unique to the letter format were removed. To this particular 
result, we can add Berman (2008), which did not find the Spencer Study 
association between non-finite subordination and their non-narratives becoming 
especially marked until later adolescence. Seen in this light, the present findings 
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suggest non-finite adverbial clause usage to be a differentiator that is later 
developing and more sensitive to the wider context. 
Finally, the findings offered scant evidence of variation according to the age and 
attainment levels examined. This would seem to indicate that syntactic 
packaging represents a relatively static area of development when it comes to 
the non-narrative discourse elicited here. Thus, 20 of the study’s primary 
measures returned no interactional effects of mode with either age or 
attainment, whilst the three that did were argued to be a misleading artefact of 
the more sporadic use of comment clauses. Nevertheless, though the findings 
are consistent with the static nature of the non-narratives elicited here, the 
previous section offered several reasons for thinking this may not generally be 
the case. 
So summarised, we come to the final consideration; namely, the wider 
implications of the present findings. Such a consideration can be addressed 
from two perspectives: that of further research, and that of policy and practice. 
6.2 Policy and Practice 
In addressing the educational implications of its findings, the study encounters 
several difficulties. One is the introduction of a new National Curriculum for 
England in 2014 (DfE, 2014a, 2014d), such that the study could, in principle, 
have found a different set of results had its texts been elicited within this new 
curricular context. Another difficulty concerns the study’s non-interventional 
nature, this describing how student syntax is; not how it would be if policy and 
practice were different. Finally, we have the nature of the evidence itself, 
focused on a particular kind of non-narrative discourse and a particular set of 
measures, and further limited by the sparseness of the wider evidence base. 
Nevertheless, what we can plausibly do is use the findings to evaluate the new 
curriculum as it applies to the specific educational phase encompassed here. 
That is, what we can in effect do is treat the current key stage 3 (KS3) 
curriculum for England as if it were exemplary of curricula for this period more 
generally. Seen in these terms, the study both supports and qualifies such a 
curriculum. 
6.2.1 Supporting the Curriculum 
One form of support concerns the directive that 
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decisions about progression should be based on the security of pupils’ 
linguistic knowledge, skills and understanding (DfE, 2014a, p.81) 
Here, we can recall that the strength of the various findings differed according to 
the particular measure. Thus, whilst the texts returned an ηp2 effect size of 0.41 
for the greater number of spoken t-units per t-unit complex, they also returned a 
(non-significant) ηp2 of 0.01 for the number of noun-modifying relatives per 
clause. Seen in light of the current curriculum, the differing strengths of these 
scores have a natural interpretation in terms of the participants’ relative degree 
of “security” with respect to these different areas of syntax. Thus, suppose we 
take Myhill (2009a) as indicative of writing development in secondary-aged 
writing. In which case, the present findings are consistent with Level 4/5 KS3 
students being more secure in their capacity to tap the production conditions of 
writing so as to be less reliant on coordination at the t-unit level. Conversely, 
suppose we take Berman (2008) and Biber (2009) as representative of more 
mature non-narrative writing. In which case, the present findings are consistent 
with these same students being less secure in their capacity to make particular 
written use of relative clauses. 
Accordingly, the present findings are consistent with Level 4/5 KS3 students 
being at a stage where they exhibit differing degrees of grammatical “security”. 
This would imply that certain forms of packaging, such as relative clauses, 
might warrant more developmental attention during KS3 than others, such as t-
unit coordination. Indeed, seen in this light, the study highlights the value of 
research into syntactic development. Such research offers a means of 
identifying the patterns that would enable teachers to better assess a student’s 
syntactic “security”, and so more productively focus their grammatical attention 
(Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Perera, 1984; Stubbs, 1986). 
Regarding the remaining forms of support, the study helps substantiate various 
curricular comments regarding speech and writing. First, it supports the marking 
of each modality as distinctive syntactic domains, such that KS3 students 
should extend their grammatical capacities by 
knowing and understanding the differences between spoken and written 
language (DfE, 2014a, p.84) 
After all, with Levels 4/5 representing the expected entry and exit points to this 
curricular phase (DfE, 2011, 2013), the findings mark KS3 as a stage where the 
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typical student can and does differentiate their spoken and written syntax. 
Moreover, this differentiation is (a) consistent with these students tapping into 
the differential production conditions of the two modalities, and (b) such that it 
aligns their output with more mature discourse. Hence, we find greater spoken 
proportions of finite adverbials/post-verbal complements and greater written 
proportions of non-finite clauses (Berman, 2008; Biber, 2009). As such, the 
findings point to KS3 students already appreciating some of “the differences 
between spoken and written language”, indicating this appreciation to be 
something that could be productively built on during this curricular phase.  
Second, the study supports the requirement that KS3 students should develop 
both modalities. For writing, it supports the requirement that KS3 students 
should improve their writing by 
applying their growing knowledge of vocabulary, grammar and text 
structure to their writing and selecting the appropriate form (DfE, 2014a, 
p.84; my emphasis) 
It also supports the requirement that they 
plan, draft, edit and proof-read through…amending the vocabulary, 
grammar and structure of their writing to improve its coherence and overall 
effectiveness (ibid, p.84; my emphasis) 
Support for these requirements follows from the study contributing to an 
evidential picture in which the spoken and written syntax of young adolescents 
is sensitive to the wider diatypic context. Thus, for example, we have the 
contrast between the present clause per t-unit scores and those of Scott & 
Windsor (2002) and Verhoeven et al. (2002). Despite all three studies eliciting 
non-narrative discourse, each yielded a different relationship between their 
students’ spoken and written syntax. Especially relevant, however, is the 
present study eliciting greater spoken proportions of finite adverbials/post-verbal 
complements but greater written proportions of non-finite clauses. This is a 
finding that points to KS3 students being able to tap into the differential 
production conditions so as to produce syntax that is in line with more mature 
forms of writing (Berman, 2008; Biber, 2009; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). In other 
words, it is not simply that the present findings indicate young adolescents to be 
generally sensitive to the wider diatypic context. They also indicate them to be 
sensitive in ways that are appropriate from the perspective of mature language 
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use. Hence, it is not unreasonable to think this sensitivity something that could 
be productively targeted. As a result, teachers would be able to enhance their 
KS3 students’ capacity to exploit the greater affordance of the written word and 
so produce whatever syntax is most “appropriate” for a particular piece of 
writing. 
Indeed, we can reinforce this suggestion by noting the general character of the 
syntax here, which section 5.2.2.3.2 argued to be consistent with students 
tapping the affordance of writing without extensively exploiting this affordance. 
Two possible explanations were offered for this state of affairs. According to 
one, participants did not have the capacity to exploit this affordance; according 
to the other, the nature of the task was not conducive to any such exploitation. 
Either way, however, the participants’ discourse sensitivity was still such that 
they could produce written syntax that is in line with more mature language use. 
Hence, either way, the character of their written syntax points to the typical KS3 
student possessing a sensitivity that would intuitively benefit from targeting their 
ability to “plan, draft, edit, and proof-read” this syntax. Given the first account, 
such targeting would essentially give them a new skill with which to develop this 
sensitivity; given the second, such targeting would serve to further enhance a 
skill which they already possess. 
In the case of speech, the study supports the requirements that teachers should 
ensure pupils’ confidence and competence in this area continue to 
develop (DfE, 2014, p.81) 
It also supports the requirement they should teach KS3 students to  
speak confidently and effectively, including through… short speeches and 
presentations, expressing their own ideas and keeping to the point (ibid, 
p.85) 
This support follows from the participants’ spoken syntax, which section 
5.2.2.3.2 attributed to the more constrained nature of speech. A particular case 
in point here concerns the greater spoken use of finite adverbials and post-
verbal complements, with this characterised in terms of speech being generally 
“stuck” in a narrow syntactic space. Hence, the fact that mature discourse has 
also been found exhibiting a generally greater spoken association with these 
subordinate clause types (Biber, 2009). 
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Nevertheless, whilst these findings for more mature usage underscore the 
naturalness of this association, neither they nor the present findings entail that 
the greater spoken prominence exhibited here need be so markedly the case. 
Indeed, the contrasts between the modality-related clause per t-unit scores of 
the present study, Scott & Windsor (2000), and Verhoeven et al. (2002) would 
themselves seem proof of this possibility.  
Given this possibility, therefore, it is notable that the character of the syntactic 
packaging here itself highlights the desirability of students attempting to reduce 
their spoken reliance on such packaging. Hence, the character of the more 
marked instances highlighted above, as in (60b):129 
60b. my views about charity are4 that I think5 charity's a good thing and6 that 
people should be educated more about it because7 I don't think8 people know 
enough about the charity or like any sort of charity so that9 then I think10 if11 
people did know more about it they'd get more of a response and12 maybe 
they'd get more people to like help and stuff 
[Yr8-L5-S] 
Evident here is the sense in which such extensive packaging need do little to 
improve the overall quality of a spoken t-unit; quite the opposite. As such, the 
present findings indicate the calibre of a KS3 student’s spoken packaging to be 
something that warrants specific educational attention, such that they could 
improve their spoken “confidence and competence”. Indeed, seen in this light, it 
is conceivable that one reason the modality-related picture was apparently 
static here is precisely because KS3 teachers are not giving this spoken area 
enough attention. Such a consideration does not bode well for the recent 
decision within England to discard speaking and listening marks from a 
student’s final English grade (Ofqual, 2013). 
As a final means of support, the study helps substantiate the emphasis within 
both modalities on the wider diatypic context. Thus, it supports the requirements 
that KS3 students learn to write by 
writing for a wide range of purposes and audiences (DfE, 2041a, p.84) 
It also supports the requirement that they learn to speak 
confidently and effectively, including through using Standard English 
                                                      
129 See, also, examples (54a-f) in the previous chapter. 
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confidently in a range of formal and informal contexts, including classroom 
discussions…[and]…giving short speeches and presentations (ibid, p.85) 
This support follows from seeing the present findings within the context of the 
wider evidence base. As noted above, though limited in scope, the overall 
picture still serves to highlight the sensitivity of modality to the wider diatypic 
context during this period. Again emblematic here are the contrastive clause per 
t-unit scores exhibited by the non-narratives of the present study, Scott & 
Windsor (2002) and Verhoeven et al. (2002). Also emblematic, however, are the 
differences between the present non-narratives and the three narrative registers 
elicited by O’Donnell et al. (1967a, 1967b), Harrell (1957), and Scott & Windsor 
(2000). Thus, whereas the present non-narratives exhibited more spoken 
clauses per t-unit, the narratives of Scott & Windsor’s 9-13 year olds exhibited 
no modality-related differences. Thus, also, whereas the present texts exhibited 
more spoken adverbial clauses per t-unit, the narratives of O’Donnell et al.’s 12-
13 year olds exhibited more written adverbial clauses. And, thus, whereas the 
present texts exhibited no developmental variation for the number of adverbial 
clauses per t-unit and per clause, the narratives of Harrell (1957) did exhibit 
variation here. More specifically, we find his 13-14 year olds drawing more 
prominently on this clause type in writing despite his 11-12 year olds exhibiting 
no modality-related differentiation. To these developmental findings, we can add 
Biber’s analyses of adult discourse (Biber, 1988; cf. Biber, 2009; Biber et al., 
1999). These clearly show mature discourse to be marked by a nuanced 
relationship between modality and the wider diatypic context, with different 
spoken and written registers exhibiting different grammatical characteristics.130  
As such, the overall picture would seem to be something as follows. On the one 
hand, we have a mature state characterised by the sensitivity of modality to 
various modality-extrinsic features, thereby suggesting the value of giving 
students the chance to develop these features within both modalities. On the 
other, we have KS3 students already exhibiting a certain modality-related 
sensitivity to some of these wider features, thereby suggesting this to be a 
potentially productive phase for capitalising on their sensitivity here. Hence, the 
appropriateness of requiring that KS3 students develop their spoken and their 
written language within a range of diatypic contexts. 
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6.2.2 Supplementing the Curriculum 
At the same time as the present findings reinforce the current KS3 framework, 
however, they also highlight the lack of detail regarding the specific impact of 
the wider context on the development of a student’s modality-related syntax. As 
such, the study points to the value of this curricular framework being more fully 
specified along two dimensions.  
The first such dimension is that of assessment, as framed in the directive that 
decisions about progression should be based on the security of pupils’ 
linguistic knowledge, skills and understanding and their readiness to 
progress to the next stage (DfE, 2014a, p.81) 
So framed, perhaps the most instructive example here is the written texts taking 
the form of a letter to a newspaper. This aspect of the task was raised at 
various points in section 5.2.2.3.2, and used as a possible explanation for 
participants not having exploited the greater affordance of writing as much as 
they otherwise might. Accordingly, the study was able to offer two alternative 
accounts of this finding. On the one hand, the present KS3 students lacked the 
capacity to exploit this affordance; on the other, the communicative 
requirements of this particular register warranted no such exploitation. 
Whilst both accounts are consistent with the syntactic patterns exhibited here, 
each has intuitively different implications when it comes to assessing syntactic 
development. Suppose the first account right. Then teachers could use such 
letters to gauge a KS3 student’s capacity to exploit the greater affordance of 
writing. In which case, the lack of differentiation in the proportions of noun-
modifying relatives or non-finite adverbials points to Level 4/5 KS3 students 
being less “secure” in their capacity here,131 marking these areas out for further 
attention. Suppose, however, the second explanation right. Then the equivalent 
proportions would yield little information about the students’ “security” here, for 
the simple reason that letters to a newspaper require no such exploitation. In 
which case, progress at these attainment levels would be more incisively 
assessed within the context of another, more “writerly” register such as 
academic prose (Biber, 1988). 
                                                      
131 Note that the non-finite adverbial clauses here refer to the scores obtained once 
those instances unique to the letter format are discounted, as in table 5.33 above. 
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Seen in light of the present discussion, therefore, the present study implies that 
certain diatypic contexts are more productive for assessing the “security” of a 
KS3 student’s modality-related syntax than others. In a certain sense, of course, 
this implication is unsurprising. After all, the Spencer Study has already shown 
the developmental sensitivity of modality to genre (Berman, 2008; Berman & 
Ravid, 2009).132 In itself, this suggests that a student’s modality-related syntax 
is unlikely to be something that can be fully assessed without a proper sense of 
how this syntax interacts with the wider diatypic context. Nevertheless, it is 
notable to see this discourse sensitivity further highlighted here, and in a way 
that is consistent with it being more nuanced than the broad narrative/non-
narrative distinction isolated by the Spencer Study. Hence, the findings here 
underline the value of teachers having better guidance regarding the 
developmental features of the particular spoken and written registers that 
secondary-aged students are required to master (ACARA, 20014a; DfE, 2014a; 
Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Rose & Martin, 2012). They would also seem to 
underline the value of teachers having more detailed guidance regarding which 
registers might be most productive for assessing a student’s modality-related 
development, and when. 
The other dimension is that of intervention; that is, the means by which we 
might actively develop a student’s modality-related syntax. Here, the study 
offers a number of instructive examples. Consider the contrast in clause per t-
unit scores between the non-narratives here and those of Scott & Windsor 
(2000), taking the present use of finite adverbials and post-verbal complements 
as a key source of the differences.133 So taken, suppose we wish to improve the 
spoken and written use of these clauses during KS3. In which case, the 
aforementioned contrast suggests the present register to be a more productive 
means to this end than that of Scott & Windsor. This would be for the simple 
reason that the particular communicative requirements of the latter seem less 
likely to “naturally” promote the use of such clauses, giving teacher and student 
less opportunity for development here. 
Another example concerns the written expositions being elicited in the form of a 
letter to a newspaper. As noted above, this feature was consistent with two 
                                                      
132 See section 2.4.2.5 for further discussion here. 
133 See sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.3.2 for evidence to this effect. 
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explanations as to why participants did not exploit the written word as much as 
they might. On the one hand, they lacked the capacity to exploit this affordance; 
on the other, the register itself warranted no such exploitation. So noted, 
suppose that our goal now is to enhance, not assess, a student's capacity to 
draw on greater written proportions of noun-modifying relatives and non-finite 
adverbials. Once again, our competing accounts prove relevant. Assume the 
first account, for example, and such letters might well prove a useful forum for 
helping Level 4/5 KS3 students develop their written use of such clauses. 
Assume the second, however, and the letters seem a much less effective forum 
here. This would be for the simple reason that, unlike the Spencer Study texts, 
the present register would not be the kind of discourse where we should expect 
to find any marked developmental association with these clauses. Instead, the 
attention of such Level 4/5 KS3 students would be better focused on an 
alternative register. 
As a final example, we have the greater overall written proportions of non-finite 
clauses, notable for two reasons. Firstly, the clausal distribution here was 
argued to be the result of participants at the current age and attainment levels 
working within the greater affordance of the written word. This was such that 
students could produce a clausal syntax that was less feasible when speaking. 
Secondly, it was such as to put the present non-narratives closer to more 
mature language use (Berman, 2008; Biber, 2009). 
Construed developmentally, therefore, this finding implies that certain kinds of 
syntactic development might only be achievable within a specifically written 
context (Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). Indeed, this is what Christie & Derewianka 
(2008) and Myhill (2009a) suggest regarding secondary-aged writing, these 
authors taking their non-finite clause increase to be in part a move from a 
“spoken” to a more “written” syntax. In which case, the curriculum may well be 
correct to claim that 
[s]poken language continues to underpin the development of pupils’ 
reading and writing during key stages 3 and 4 (DfE, 2014a, p.81) 
Yet, the present findings suggest that there will be certain syntactic features 
where it is misleading and ineffective to think of speech “underpinning” writing 
development, at least in the case of KS3 students assessed at Levels 4/5.  
Indeed, what is especially interesting about this finding is that it raises the 
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possibility of phenomena where it would actually be more productive to treat 
writing as “underpinning” the development of speech. Thus, suppose we wish to 
enhance a KS3 student’s spoken use of non-finite clauses within a non-
narrative context. On the present account, it is hard to see how this would be 
feasible given the constraints of speech. Instead, the most effective way to 
ensure development here may be through targeting such clauses within a 
specifically written context (Perera, 1984; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002). In which 
case, students would be able to use the greater affordance of writing to develop 
their underlying competence with respect to such clauses, thereby making them 
more readily available when it comes to a spoken context. 
Pulling these various findings together, therefore, what we see regarding the 
second dimension is much what we saw regarding the first; namely, the 
importance of the wider diatypic context. Here, however, the implication is more 
dynamic, with the present findings indicating that certain diatypic contexts are 
perhaps more productive for fostering a KS3 student’s modality-related syntax 
than others. Hence, something the present findings underline is the value of 
teachers having better guidance regarding the developmental features of the 
particular registers that KS3 students must master (ACARA, 20014a; DfE, 
2014a; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Rose & Martin, 2012). Moreover, they also 
underline the value of teachers having more detailed guidance regarding which 
registers might be most productive for helping ensure a KS3 student’s syntactic 
progress, and when. 
6.3 Further Research 
Considered alongside the aforementioned curricular implications, the present 
findings also raise a number of implications for further research. 
6.3.1 A Common Standard 
One implication is the value of further research utilising a common standard of 
measurement; such that clauses and t-units, for example, are operationalised in 
the same way from study to study.  
Such a standard has not been the case historically, as noted in section 2.4.3.3. 
Thus, whereas Harrell (1957) counted each coordinated verb as marking a 
distinct clause, Price & Graves (1980) counted only the full coordination. Thus, 
also, whereas Scott & Windsor (2000) counted all forms of non-finite clause, the 
Spencer Study counted a subset of these clauses (Berman & Verhoeven, 
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2002). Indeed, this lack of standardisation remains a feature of the literature at 
large. Thus, whereas Myhill’s (2008, 2009a) study of student writing counted 
both finite and non-finite clauses, neither Beers & Nagy (2011) nor Nippold et al. 
(2005) counted any non-finite clauses. 
The result is something highlighted in chapter five: an evidence base that 
undermines our capacity to make clear comparisons and so better integrate the 
various findings into a coherent picture of modality-related development. 
Accordingly, the present study demonstrates the twofold value of a common 
standard. Firstly, it would have afforded a more exact sense of the extent to 
which any difference in scores reflected a genuine difference in the participants’ 
modality-related syntax, thereby enhancing the robustness of its own 
inferences. Secondly, given the discourse sensitivity of syntactic packaging 
during this period, such a standard seems vital if research is to tease out the 
nuances of this sensitivity and so contribute to a more fully specified curricular 
framework. 
Not that a common standard would be straightforward. Indeed, to get a sense of 
the difficulties here, we need only note the lack of agreement within the 
theoretical literature, a feature that shows us some way from achieving a final 
“grammar” of English. Thus, whilst many reference works treat auxiliary verbs 
as dependents of lexical verbs (Biber et al., 1999; Quirk et al., 1980), 
Huddleston & Pullum (2005) offer good reasons for thinking that such verbs 
themselves head clauses. Furthermore, whilst many reference works treat 
prepositions and subordinators as distinct parts of speech (Biber et al., 1999; 
Quirk et al., 1980), Huddleston & Pullum (2005) compellingly treat them as the 
same syntactic category. Nevertheless, whilst a common standard may never 
be fully satisfactory, I suggest that the pragmatic benefits of being able to better 
compare any resulting patterns would more than outweigh any theoretical 
discomfort. 
6.3.2 Measurement Levels 
Also implicated is the value of analysing adolescent syntax using more fine-
grained measures than is typified by the Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors 
(Hudson, 2009; Scott, 1988). Whilst such measures can serve as general 
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indicators of differentiation during this period,134 as indeed they did here, their 
ultimate value is perhaps questionable.  
This was noted in section 5.2.2.2, which highlighted the difficulty with clause per 
t-unit scores given (a) their apparent sensitivity to the wider context and (b) their 
being artefacts of the particular subordinate clause types that composed them. 
Yet it was also evident elsewhere. Thus, for example, the study found the 
spoken texts returning greater proportions of finite adverbials but the written 
texts returning greater proportions of non-finite clauses. In other words, we find 
the present KS3 students to have been differentiating their syntax at a more 
specific level than the general number of clauses per t-unit.  
Especially interesting, however, is the study’s lack of differentiation. Thus, the 
primary analysis found no significant differences in the average number of 
spoken and written words per clause, despite section 5.2.1.4 pointing to the 
presence of subclausal differentiation. Thus, also, despite the primary analysis 
indicating students at these age and attainment levels to be differentiating their 
spoken and written syntax, this differentiation remained static. In other words, 
no matter the age or attainment each developmental group apparently handled 
their spoken and written syntax for these measures much the same as any 
other. As such, suppose we see this particular finding in light of other studies 
that have found adolescent students differentiating their syntax according to a 
more fine-grained set of measures (Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 
2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a; Ravid & Berman, 2010). In which case, it may well 
be that one reason the study found little developmental variation is that such 
variation occurs at a granularity beyond that of the measures employed here. 
Accordingly, consideration of the study’s various measures yields two 
implications. Firstly, whilst further research might wish to retain such general 
measures as clauses per t-unit, it should combine them with supplementary 
measures that afford a more detailed sense of how these general measures 
were constructed. Secondly, it would be interesting to explore syntactic 
packaging at these ages and attainment levels using a more specific set of 
measures. Such measures might include, for example, the semantic types of 
subordination used (cf. Christie & Derewianka, 2008), the depth of clausal 
                                                      
134 See, for example, Beers & Nagy (2009, 2011), Crowhurst (1980a, 1980b), 
Crowhurst & Piche (1979), Hunt (1965a), Verhoeven et al. (2002). 
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embedding within a t-unit (cf. Berman, 2008), and the positioning of clauses 
within a t-unit (cf. Myhill, 2008). 
6.3.3 The Wider Diatypic Context 
A third implication is the value of further exploring the relationship between 
modality and the wider diatypic context. This is a natural outcome of the 
apparent discourse sensitivity of syntactic packaging, with the study raising 
several possible influences beyond the broad narrative/non-narrative distinction 
noted by the Spencer Study (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009).135 These 
included the topic of the task, the texts being elicited as a letter to a newspaper, 
and the possibility of non-narratives themselves occupying a broad diatypic 
space; all of which it would be interesting to pursue in further research. Indeed, 
the particular value of such research is underscored by the curricular discussion 
of section 6.2. This highlighted the clear relevance of more fully mapping this 
sensitivity if we are to offer the more detailed picture that would help teachers 
better assess and foster student development.  
6.3.4 The Wider Developmental Context 
Also valuable would be research that explored syntactic packaging over the full 
age and attainment range of a curriculum. Such research would enable a more 
comprehensive assessment of the relationship between a student’s modality-
related syntax and these core educational dimensions.  
This is an outcome of the static nature of the syntactic packaging exhibited 
here. Indeed, this would seem particularly so when we further note that 
participants differentiated their syntax for some measures, such as t-units per t-
unit complex, but not others, such as noun-modifying relative clauses per 
clause. It is also something supported by a number of contemporary findings. 
Thus, for example, we have the Tel Aviv studies, which marked out later 
adolescence as especially significant for developmental shifts in a student’s 
modality-related syntax (Berman, 2008; Berman & Ravid, 2009). Thus, also, we 
have Christie & Derewianka (2008) and Myhill (2008 2009a), which found 
development in student writing to be associated with a wider age and 
attainment range than was examined here. 
                                                      
135 See sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.3.2 for specific discussion here. 
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Combined, these findings point to certain syntactic areas developing at a later 
stage than that encompassed here. This could be for a number of reasons. 
Perhaps they require a longer gestation period, for example, or perhaps they 
are reliant on wider aspects of development, such as an overall improvement in 
students’ cognitive capacities (Daiute, 1984; Hudson, 2009; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 
2002). Again, therefore, this is a possibility that it would be interesting for further 
research to explore. And, again, the particular value of such research here is 
underscored by the curricular discussion of section 6.2. In particular, it would 
enable us to offer a more detailed picture regarding the developmental 
trajectories of specific syntactic areas. Such a picture should help support 
teachers in more productively targeting those areas that are most relevant to a 
student’s current state of development (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Perera, 
1984; Stubbs, 1986). 
6.3.5 The Context in Full 
Thus far, the implications for further research have been raised individually: a 
wider range of measures, of contexts, and of ages and attainment levels. 
Considered in conjunction with the findings as a whole, however, what we see 
is something highlighted in the final section of the previous chapter. This is the 
complex nature of the developmental picture combined with the restricted scope 
of the present study. Accordingly, perhaps the most interesting implication is the 
value of further research seeking to employ the multi-dimensional methodology 
of Biber (1988; cf. Biber & Conrad, 2001). This is research that would cover a 
wider range of communicative contexts, a wider range of age and attainment 
levels, and a wider, more fine-grained set of syntactic measures within the span 
of a single study. 
Once again, the value of such research is something underscored by the 
curricular discussion of section 6.2. After all, Biber’s methodology would enable 
each of the aforementioned implications to be addressed within the scope of a 
single study. Hence, it should yield a much more comprehensive picture of how 
each of these factors interact during the secondary phase of the curriculum. In 
other words, it should yield exactly the level of detail that could help educators 
better decide how to assess and foster syntactic development. 
Its more specific value, however, is highlighted by Reppen (2001), which 
actually implemented a small-scale multi-dimensional analysis of the discourse 
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produced and encountered by 10-11 year old students. Although limited in 
scope, Reppen’s study highlights two key benefits of undertaking a more full-
scale multi-dimensional approach. Firstly, it would identify specific associations 
between particular registers and particular kinds of syntax. Hence, it should 
enable educators to get a much clearer sense of which registers are most 
relevant for assessing and fostering a student’s modality-related development 
and when. Secondly, it would go beyond this particularity to help identify the 
more fundamental communicative dimensions along which student syntax 
develops. Indeed, of especial interest here is Reppen finding his student state 
to be characterised by a set of form~function relationships distinct from that 
which characterised Biber’s (1988) mature state.136 In other words, what 
Reppen’s findings point to is the communicative dimensions themselves being 
something that exhibits developmental variation. As such, adopting a more full-
scale multi-dimensional approach would accomplish two things. Firstly, it should 
help identify which syntactic features are most strongly associated with the 
differential production conditions of the two modalities during the present period. 
More than this, however, it should also help determine the extent to which the 
particular features associated with these conditions might vary according to the 
age and attainment of a student. Hence, it should give educators a much more 
fundamental sense of which areas of student syntax are most educationally 
relevant to ensuring their students’ modality-related development and at which 
educational points. 
6.4 Concluding Remarks 
As noted at various points, within both the present and previous chapter, the 
present study suggests plenty to follow up on. One such suggestion, for 
instance, is the notion of “levels of differentiation”. This is the possibility, noted 
in section 5.3, that certain features, such as relative clause usage, might mark a 
later stage of modality-related development than others, such as the number of 
t-units per t-unit complex. Another suggestion is a more extensive exploration of 
the extent to which a student’s modality-related syntax interacts with wider 
features of the diatypic context, such as the audience and topic of a piece of 
discourse. That there should be plenty to follow up on is perhaps no surprise 
given the sparseness of the wider evidence base. In this sense, the study 
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remains very much an early step in addressing an underexplored area of 
student development. Nevertheless, the step taken is a positive one. As such, it 
is worth concluding by highlighting the particular contributions of the present 
study to the current state of the art. 
Most obviously, the study offers direct evidence that secondary-aged students 
can and do differentiate their spoken and written syntax, explicitly connecting 
this differentiation to both the age and educational attainment of such students. 
Thus, we find the present texts, all produced by 11-14 year olds assessed at 
Levels 4 and 5 of the English education system, marked by: 
i. a greater spoken tendency to coordinate t-units 
ii. a greater spoken tendency to produce denser t-units 
iii. a greater spoken tendency to package t-units using finite adverbials and 
post-verbal complements 
iv. a greater written tendency to draw on non-finite clauses. 
Moreover, this handling is such that it puts the texts in line with mature usage, 
suggesting such students to be at a stage where they are tapping the greater 
affordance of the written word but without extensively exploiting this affordance. 
Thus, we have the greater spoken reliance on the finite adverbials and post-
verbal complements, compared with a greater written prominence of non-finite 
clauses. Thus, also, we not only find this written prominence to be best 
characterised as an “accumulation” of non-finiteness, we find little differentiation 
when it comes to the participants’ use of relative clauses. As such, the present 
study indicates the secondary phase of the curriculum to be an important one 
for helping students further develop their modality-related syntax (Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008). 
A further contribution of the present study is its support for contemporary 
studies of writing development. Thus, it corroborates wider findings of a 
developmental association between student writing and non-finite clause usage 
(Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Myhill, 2008, 2009a). It also 
corroborates Myhill’s (2009a) contention that the decrease in clausal 
coordination and finite subordinate clauses exhibited by her higher attaining 
writing represents a move away from a more typically “spoken” syntax. Hence, 
we find the present participants’ spoken texts marked by both a greater 
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prominence of t-unit coordination and of finite adverbial/post-verbal complement 
clauses.  
Seen in these terms, then, a wider contribution of the study is its support for the 
burgeoning educational interest in grammar that was highlighted in chapter one. 
Thus, it is not only that the present students were found to be differentiating 
their speech and writing through the texts’ grammatical features, thereby 
showing this differentiation to have a definite grammatical dimension. It also 
highlights the potential for this dimension to be marked by characteristic 
grammatical features; for example, a more prominent use of non-finite clauses 
and a less prominent use of finite adverbials/post-verbal complements. Such 
features may well be something that can be productively targeted and nurtured 
within the classroom, as recent research would seem to suggest (Myhill et al., 
2012). 
Perhaps the most interesting contribution of the present study, however, is its 
support for the general sensitivity of a student’s modality-related syntax to the 
wider diatypic context. Thus, for example, whilst the present study’s spoken 
non-narratives returned higher clause per t-unit scores, the narratives of Scott & 
Windsor (2000) exhibited no modality–related differentiation at all. As such, the 
present study further corroborates one outcome of the Spencer Study, which 
highlighted the wider influence of genre on a student’s modality-related syntax 
(Berman & Ravid, 2009).  
Even more notable here is the present study indicating this sensitivity to be 
more nuanced than the Spencer Study’s binary narrative/non-narrative 
distinction might otherwise suggest. Thus, for example, we have the clause per 
t-unit contrast between the present non-narratives, which returned higher 
spoken scores, and those of Scott & Windsor (2000), which again exhibited no 
modality-related differentiation. Such a finding points to non-narrative discourse 
as itself occupying a broad diatypic space that can interact in nuanced ways 
with a student’s spoken and written syntax (cf. Beers & Nagy, 2011; Crowhurst 
& Piche, 1979). Thus, also, we have the specific contrast between the present 
non-narratives and those of the Spencer Study, with their written non-narratives 
returning the higher clause per t-unit scores here (Verhoeven et al., 2002). Such 
a finding is especially notable given that both sets of non-narratives asked their 
participants to detail their views about a socially important topic focused on the 
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ethical behaviour of people. Hence, the present study goes beyond the Spencer 
Study in pointing to a student’s modality-related syntax being influenced by 
factors other than genre, with the previous chapter suggesting a number of 
potential factors here. 
Indeed, it is further possible to see this notion of sensitivity present in other 
respects, as was suggested in section 5.3 regarding the developmentally static 
nature of the findings. One respect, of course, was the wider diatypic context 
itself, the present task perhaps offering secondary-aged students little scope for 
further differentiating their syntax according to the current ages or attainments. 
A second respect was the restricted age and attainment range encompassed 
here, raising the possibility of the participants being at stages where they were 
not yet able to demonstrate any further discourse sensitivity. Finally, there were 
the measures themselves, raising the possibility that other, more 
comprehensive measures might have captured further levels of discourse-
sensitivity that more thoroughly differentiated the various developmental groups.  
So considered, the study suggests that a student’s modality-related syntax 
exhibits a potentially high degree of sensitivity. This sensitivity is such that it not 
only varies according to the wider discourse context, but also according to a 
student’s age and attainment, as well as the particular syntactic features 
themselves. As discussed within the present chapter, this has definite 
implications for a curricular context that mandates the development of both 
modalities whilst also requiring the mastery of a wide range of new registers 
(ACARA, 2014a; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; DfE, 2014a). In particular, whilst 
it provides definite evidential support for this mandate, it also underlines two 
things. First is the value of teachers having better guidance regarding the 
developmental features of the particular spoken and written registers that 
secondary-aged students are required to master. Second is the value of 
teachers having more detailed guidance regarding which registers might be 
most productive for nurturing and assessing a student’s modality-related 
development, and when. Both, of course, require further work. 
Nevertheless, despite this work, when seen in this light, the present findings can 
also be seen as making a further contribution to a wider educational context in 
which ‘grammar is firmly back on the agenda’ (Cajkler, 2004, p.5). So viewed, it 
is not simply that the findings offer this agenda general support, highlighting 
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particular features of interest or pointing up the grammatical dimensions of 
student speech and writing. Rather, the potentially high degree of discourse 
sensitivity indicated here lends further weight to the manner in which grammar 
might best be construed and approached educationally. Specifically, it adds to a 
growing literature that argues the value of construing grammatical development 
as intimately bound up with the various kinds of discourse which students are 
expected to manage and master (e.g. Berman, 2008; Christie & Derewianka, 
2008; Myhill et al., 2012; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002; Rose & Martin, 2012). As 
such, the present findings suggest it to be this sense of grammar as something 
discourse-embedded that should be a key focus of attention, both in research 
and teaching terms. To put it another way, the study suggests that what is 
important is not so much grammar per se, in the sense of students being able to 
label and define certain parts of speech. Rather, what matters is grammatical 
forms as something inherently functional, a communicative resource that 
students must develop if they are to more effectively meet the requirements of 
particular communicative contexts. 
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Elicitation Task 
(Main Study) 
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Imagine you have been asked by a news programme for your views about charity 
 
Give a talk to this programme in  
which you explain your views about charity 
 
Remember to: 
             ü EXPLAIN your views 
             ü  Use language that is FORMAL  
Imagine you have been asked by a newspaper for your views about charity 
 
Write a letter to this newspaper in  
which you explain your views about charity 
 
                        Remember to: 
ü    EXPLAIN your views 
ü    Use language that is FORMAL
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Appendix II 
Elicitation Tasks 
(Pilot Studies) 
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Imagine that you have read the following statement in a recent newspaper article. 
“Charity is very important.  
Everybody should do as much for charity as they can.” 
Write a letter to the newspaper, explaining whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with this 
statement. 
 
You should: 
ü Explain what charity is and what kinds of things people do for charity 
ü Explain whether you agree or disagree with the statement 
ü Explain why you agree or disagree with the statement 
ü Use language that is formal and which allows you to explain your views clearly to the 
reader. 
Imagine a news programme has invited you to speak about the following topic. 
 “Charity is very important.  
Everybody should do as much for charity as they can.” 
Give a short talk to the news programme, explaining whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with 
this statement. 
 
You should: 
ü Explain what charity is and what kinds of things people do for charity 
ü Explain whether you agree or disagree with the statement 
ü Explain why you agree or disagree with the statement 
ü Use language that is formal and which allows you to explain your views clearly to the 
listener.  
Elicitation Tasks (Pilot One) 
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Imagine a news programme has invited you to speak about the following topic. 
 “Charity is very important.  
Everybody should do as much for charity as they can.” 
Give a short talk to the news programme, explaining whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with 
this statement. 
 
Remember to: 
ü EXPLAIN your views as carefully as possible 
ü Use language that is FORMAL (such as when speaking to the Head Teacher) 
ü Use language which helps you to explain your views CLEARLY to the listener. 
Imagine that you have read the following statement in a recent newspaper article. 
“Charity is very important.  
Everybody should do as much for charity as they can.” 
Write a letter to the newspaper, explaining whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with this 
statement. 
 
Remember to: 
ü EXPLAIN your views as carefully as possible 
ü Use language that is FORMAL (such as when speaking to the Head Teacher) 
ü Use language which helps you to explain your views CLEARLY to the reader. 
Elicitation Tasks (Pilot Two) 
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Imagine that you have been asked by a newspaper for your views about charity 
 
Write a letter to this newspaper in  
which you explain your views about charity 
 
In your letter, you should: 
ü EXPLAIN your views as clearly as possible 
ü Use language that is FORMAL (such as when speaking to the Head) 
ü Use language which helps you to JUSTIFY your views to the reader 
Imagine that you have been asked by a news programme for your views about charity 
 
Give a talk to this news programme in  
which you explain your views about charity 
 
In your talk, you should: 
ü EXPLAIN your views as clearly as possible 
ü Use language that is FORMAL (such as when speaking to the Head) 
ü Use language which helps you to JUSTIFY your views to the listener 
Elicitation Tasks (Pilot Three) 
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Appendix III 
Elicitation Film 
(Stills & Acknowledgements) 
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2012, from Flickr: 
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(Retrieved 25th March 2012, from Flickr: 
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(23) RAG Bed Push ♯1. © E01 - 2008. CC: attribution / non-commercial / no derivative 
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EXAMPLE SPOKEN TEXT (♯78-09-S) 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng	  
@Participants: STU 78-09-S Student, INV Brenchley Investigator 
@ID: eng|exeter_2013|STU|||year_nine||Student|british_secondary_school 
@ID: eng|exeter_2013|INV|32;0.0||||Investigator|doctoral_student 
@L1 of STU: eng 
@Comment: The student was asked by the investigator to produce a spoken 
exposition in response to a statement about charity. More specifically, the 
student was told to "Imagine that you have been asked by a news programme 
for your views about charity. Give a talk to this programme in which you explain 
your views about charity". Prior to giving their response, the student was 
encouraged to make sure that they explained their views clearly, as well as to 
use whatever they considered to be formal language. The student was also 
given two minutes to think about their response before beginning, and had up to 
fifteen minutes in which to produce their response. 
@Situation:  The sample was elicited in a separate room away from the main 
class, with the two participants facing each other and the conversation being 
recorded using a digital voice recorder. 
@Warning: This transcription contains no information regarding intonation, false 
starts, hesitations, or reformulations. All spelling was regularised according to 
the conventions of Standard British English. 
*STU: I think [^c] that charities are [^c] a really good thing to have [^c] because 
they like give [^c] help and support to people and animals that need [^c] it most . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|think s:fin:dec:obj:v:cont|be s:nfin:dec:mod:n:rel|have 
s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|give s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|need . 
*STU: things like the N_s_p_c_c ‡ they like help with abuse to children and 
stop [^c] it . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|help&stop . 
*STU: and if you were [^c] in that situation you would want [^c] somebody to 
stop [^c] it . 
%syn: s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|be m:fin:dec|want s:nfin:dec:obj:v:inf|stop . 
*STU: and like they give [^c] vaccinations to people in Africa and things like 
that in poorer countries that would need [^c] the most cos [: because] they've 
got [^c] the diseases from the water and things . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|give s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|need s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|get . 
*STU: and it's [^c] just something that's [^c] good because they help and care 
[^c] . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|be s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|be s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|help&care . 
*STU: and things like the R_s_p_c_a ‡ they help [^c] the animals that are [^c] 
in abused homes . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|help s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|be . 
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*STU: and they need [^c] it cos [: because] if we didn't have [^c] them many 
animals , like pets dogs and stuff would go and be killed or harmed [^c] very 
seriously and they would be [^c] in very bad suffering . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|need s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|have 
s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|go&kill&harm s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|be . 
*STU: things like Water_aid ‡ they give [^c] the water to people in L_e_d_cs , 
which helps [^c] them cos [: because] it's [^c] for the whole community and it's 
like saving [^c] millions of people's lives . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|give s:fin:dec:supp:cl:rel|help s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|be 
s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|save . 
*STU: and that's [^c] why I think [^c] charity is [^c] a very good thing to have 
[^c] . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|be s:fin:dec:pred:v:rel|think s:fin:dec:obj:v:cont|be 
s:nfin:dec:mod:n:rel|have . 
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EXAMPLE WRITTEN TEXT (♯71-09-W) 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: STU 71-09-W Student, INV Brenchley Investigator 
@ID: eng|exeter_2013|STU|||year_nine||Student|british_secondary_school 
@ID: eng|exeter_2013|INV|32;0.0|male|||Investigator|doctoral_student 
@L1 of STU: eng 
@Comment: The student was asked by the investigator to produce a written 
exposition in response to a statement about charity. More specifically, the 
student was told to "Imagine that you have been asked by a newspaper for your 
views about charity. Write a letter to this newspaper in which you explain your 
views about charity". Prior to giving their response, the student was encouraged 
to make sure that they explained their views clearly, as well as to use whatever 
they considered to be formal language. The student was also given five minutes 
to plan out their response before beginning, and had up to fifteen minutes in 
which to produce their response. 
@Situation: The sample was elicited during the course of a whole class writing 
session, being handwritten under exam conditions. 
@Warning: This transcription contains no information regarding intonation, false 
starts, hesitations, crossings out, or reformulations. All spelling was regularised 
according to the conventions of Standard British English. 
*STU: charities help [^c] people around the world . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|help . 
*STU: they do [^c] this by doing [^c] fund-raisers , events and lots more . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|do s:nfin:dec:cm:prep:part|do . 
*STU: some charities , like Cancer_research have saved [^c] lots of lives . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|save . 
*STU: they give [^c] them their life back . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|give . 
*STU: and it makes [^c] lots of people happy . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|make . 
*STU: charities do [^c] what is [^c] right . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|do s:fin:dec:obj:v:rel|be . 
*STU: they decide [^c] to help [^c] everyone who need(s) [^c] it , 0prep 
children in Africa to children who are abused [^c] by their parents . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|decide s:nfin:dec:obj:v:inf|help s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|need 
s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|abuse . 
*STU: they stop [^c] this from happening [^c] . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|stop s:nfin:dec:obj:prep:part|happen . 
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*STU: my view on charity is [^c] that they should never stop [^c] because there 
will always be [^c] someone suffering [^c] around the world with cancer without 
food or water and a lot more . 
%syn: m:fin:dec|be s:fin:dec:pred:v:cont|stop s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|be 
s:nfin:dec:mod:n:part|suffer .
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TEXT LEVEL 
Throughout the transcription process, the general principle was to retain the 
maximum possible amount of grammatical material. Material was not removed 
where it could be plausibly identified or orthographically/phonologically 
regularised. Material was also never removed where it could be legitimately 
construed as intended but not actually produced (as in the case of elliptical or 
omitted material). 
For the written texts, transcription began with the main body of the letter, 
immediately after the initial salutation. For the spoken texts, transcription began 
where the student first began speaking following the researcher's prompting.  
For the written texts, transcription ended where the students signed off their 
letter, except where a “p.s” or a “footnote” was included. In such cases, any 
material contained in a “p.s” was added at the end of the transcription, and any 
material in a footnote added at the relevant point within the body of the original 
text. For the spoken texts, the transcription process ended where the student 
had finished speaking. Where a spoken text concluded with what might 
otherwise have constituted an aside, a general exception was made to the 
procedure below, with this material treated as a concluding remark where it 
explicitly terminated the text. 
For the written texts, all original punctuation was removed. For both spoken and 
written types, the only punctuation marks allowed were those which might be 
useful for later analysis. These primarily comprised the use of the {,} notation to 
aid legibility, the {+} notation to mark non-compound noun-noun combinations 
(e.g. “village+idiot”), and the {-} notation to mark compounds (e.g. “fund-
raising”)). 
*  *  *  *  * 
UNIT LEVEL 
Units were transcribed consistently for all texts. This was achieved either 
“directly” (e.g. "Save the Children" was always Save_the_children) or via the 
{[: ]} notation (e.g. "because" was always because and “cos” was always cos 
[: because]). 
Units were only transcribed where they constituted a recognisable lexical form. 
Non-lexical units such as “er” and “uhm” were not transcribed. 
Units that might compromise a participant’s anonymity were replaced with an 
equivalent anonymising form (e.g. “Brenchley” might have become Smith). 
Units were transcribed with capitals only in the case of the first person pronoun 
(i.e. “I”/“I’m”) and proper names (e.g. James, Oxfam). 
Units that, as a whole, constituted proper names were transcribed as single 
units, using the {_} notation (e.g. “Save the Children” would become 
Save_the_Children). 
Units that constituted acronyms were also transcribed using the {_} notation. 
Where the acronym stood for a proper name, the initial letter was transcribed 
with a capital (e.g. “RSPCA” would become R_s_p_c_a); but not where the 
acronym was not a proper name (e.g. “asap” would become a_s_a_p). 
Units that constituted compounds were transcribed using the {-} notation (e.g. 
“fund raising” would become fund-raising). Particle verbs were not treated 
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as compounds (e.g. “He looked up the word” remained he looked up the 
word). 
Units that constituted non-compound noun+noun combinations were 
transcribed using the {+} notation (e.g. “homeless charity” would become 
homeless+charity).  
Units that constituted numbers were spelled out in full (e.g. “1” would become 
one). Units that, as a whole, constituted a composite number were transcribed 
using the {_} notation (e.g. “1984” would become nineteen_eighty_four, “one 
quarter” would become one_quarter; “two hundred and two” would become 
two_hundred_and_two; “zero point four” would become zero_point_four). 
Units that constituted some form of title or heading, and which did not take the 
form of an independent clause, were treated as material attached to the 
following clause. Material which did take the form of an independent clause 
was transcribed as a separate t-unit. 
Units that were clearly present but which could not be intelligibly identified were 
transcribed, employing the {xxx@} notation for such each unit which could not 
be directly identified. Where the lexical form of a unit could not be identified, but 
its syntactic category could, each such unit was transcribed using the {xxx@$_} 
notation, with the {_} representing the appropriate category (e.g. {xxx@$n} or 
{xxx@$v}). 
Units that could be intelligibly identified, though with residual uncertainty, were 
transcribed as identified and the {[?]} notation placed immediately after. 
Units that had been mistakenly uttered but could be plausibly identified, and 
which had the same syntactic category as the appropriate word, were 
transcribed as was. The correct form was then placed immediately afterwards 
using the {[:: ]} notation (e.g. “of a peach with what we do” would become of a 
peach [:: piece] with what we do). 
Units were otherwise transcribed according to the conventions of Standard 
British English, being morphosyntactically regularised where appropriate (e.g. 
“he love” would become he loves, “he ain’t” would become he isn’t, “I like 
charities what do good things” would become *STU: I like charities what [: 
that] do good things). The following units, however, were not regularised: 
§ standard contractional forms, which were transcribed as was (e.g. 
“don't” and “it’s” would respectively become don’t and it’s). 
§ Assimilations, which were transcribed as was, with the full standard form 
inserted afterwards using the {[: ]} notation (e.g. “gonna” would become 
gonna [: going to]; “gimme” would become gimme [: give me]).  
As such, the general rule was to ensure an appropriate, consistent standard 
form. Any orthographic regularisation was realised according to its listing in the 
current Oxford English Dictionary (e.g. “luv” would become love). Where the 
dictionary spelling conflicted with the CLAN program lexicon, the appropriate 
American version was inserted afterwards using the {[: ]} notation (e.g. 
“favourite” would become favourite [: favorite]). 
SYNTACTIC LEVEL 
All texts were analysed and transcribed into T-UNITS, as specified in the 
separate section below. Where a t-unit was introduced by a coordinator, then 
the coordinator was always transcribed such that it came at the beginning of 
the t-unit. This was the case even where this required transposing the 
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coordinator (e.g. “well, and I think charity is good” would become *STU: and 
well I think charity is good). The intention here was simply to enable efficient 
calculation of the relevant measures. 
ELLIPTICAL MATERIAL constituted portions of text where linguistic material was 
missing that would otherwise be present and recoverable from the context, but 
whose absence would not render the remaining portion ungrammatical. 
All such was transcribed as if the missing material were present. Where the 
material constituted a lexical verb, this was transcribed using the {0v} and 
{0cop} notations as appropriate. Where the material did not constitute a lexical 
verb, this was transcribed using the {0e} notation, though only where this aided 
legibility. For example, “she said she will leave him and I believe she will” 
would become *STU: she said she will leave him *STU: and I believe she 
will 0v. Conversely, “some people have lots of money but some people 
don’t have any” might have become *STU: some people have lots of money 
*STU: but some people don’t have any 0e. 
EXTRA-TEXTUAL MATERIAL constituted portions of material which could be 
treated as extraneous and not intended as part of the final text. There were 
essentially six types of extra-textual material:  
1. Asides, where the participant made a remark that was extrinsic to the text 
itself (e.g. “so tired – wish I had gone to bed earlier”);  
2. False starts, where the participant began but failed to complete a portion 
of material (e.g. “a lot of them are hmmm I think we should give to 
charities”);  
3. Garbles, where the material was generally unintelligible (e.g. “very many 
people live on the street to what people in homes”); 
4. Self-corrections, where the participant retraced and corrected a portion of 
material (e.g. “I thunk think all charities are great”.);  
5. Superfluities, where the participant repeated words without any intended 
stylistic effect (e.g. “I think this because because because charities are 
great”); 
6. Ungrammatical structures, where the material was missing an obligatory 
noun, lexical verb, adjective, or adverb, thereby rendering the remaining 
material ungrammatical (e.g. “I think people really ____ charities”). 
All such material was treated as if never produced. That is, the surrounding text 
was transcribed as if there were no such extra-textual material present (e.g. “I 
think she they do too much” would become I think they do too much. 
Conversely, “I think believe we should do more” would become *STU: I 
believe we should do more). 
OMITTED MATERIAL constituted portions of text where material was missing that 
was otherwise obligatory but constituted an identifiable function word such as 
an auxiliary verb or wh-relative pronoun (e.g. “I think charities should 
helping people”). Here it should be noted that, for present purposes, 
“auxiliary” verbs that appeared as the main clause verb were treated as 
identifiable function words; copula “be”, for example. 
All such material was transcribed as if the missing material was actually 
present, using the {0_} notation as appropriate, with the {_} standing for the 
particular part of speech that had been omitted (e.g. “Charities lost million 
pounds” would become charities lost 0det million pounds). This was to 
enable differentiation of omitted material from elliptical material should it 
prove necessary in any subsequent analysis. 
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QUOTED MATERIAL constituted portions of linguistic material that either took the 
form of directly reported speech or that could be taken as quoting a piece of 
previously uttered material (e.g. “Martin Luther King said I have a dream”). 
All such material was transcribed as follows: 
§ where the quoted material formed part of the current t-unit, all of this 
material was transcribed as part of that t-unit, with the {"…"} notation 
used to mark off the material itself. For example, “I said I love you and I 
want to marry you” would become I said “I love you and I want to 
marry you”. 
§ where the quoted material stood independently of a t-unit, this material 
was transcribed as distinct t-units using the {+"/.}  and {+"} notation. For 
example, “I love you and I want to marry you that’s what he said” 
would become *STU: I love you +"/. *STU: +" and I want to marry you. 
*STU: that’s what he said. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL constituted portions of text which could be treated as 
grammatical but which could not also be treated as directly integrated with any 
surrounding syntactic structure (e.g. “this guy I can’t stand him”). 
All such material was transcribed as follows: 
§ where the material took the form of an independent clause that would 
otherwise constitute a distinct t-unit, this material was transcribed as a 
separate t-unit immediately after the current t-unit. For example, “He – 
and I think people forget this – only loves her because he thinks he 
can control her” would become *STU: he only loves her because he 
thinks he can control her. *STU: and I think people forget this..  
§ where the material would not otherwise constitute a distinct t-unit, this 
material was transcribed as part of the nearest t-unit to which it could be 
taken as linked. For example, “He found James the man he loved” 
would become *STU: he found James the man he loved.  
§ where the material took the form of a dislocation structure, this material 
was marked by inserting the {‡} notation immediately before or afterwards 
as appropriate. For example, “this charity it helps people” would 
become this charity ‡ it helps people. 
§ where the material took the form of a tag, this material was marked by 
inserting the {,,} notation immediately before or after it as appropriate, For 
example, “charities aren’t that great are they” would become charities 
aren’t that great ,, are they. 
*  *  *  *  * 
T-UNITS 
As noted in section 4.5.2, concrete implementation of the t-unit as the study’s 
basic unit of analysis required developing a more specific operationalisation 
than was currently extant. To this end, the protocol below was developed and 
employed. 
General Protocol 
1. Select a text to transcribe into t-units, and open a new CHAT template 
file in which to transcribe this text. 
2. Identify the first independent clause that has not yet been identified as 
marking a new t-unit; this clause will form the core of the current t-unit. 
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3. Identify any dependent clauses that are attached to this independent 
clause; any such dependent clauses are to be treated as part of the 
current t-unit. 
4. Identify any supplementary material that does not itself constitute an 
independent clause and which can be treated as being attached, either 
to the current independent clause or to any of its dependent clauses.  
5. Having identified the material described in steps 2-4, transcribe all of this 
material onto a new CHAT line, prefacing this material with the {*STU:} 
utterance marker and terminating it with a {.}.  
6. Repeat steps 2- 5 until all of the current text has been divided into t-units. 
Specific Procedure for T-unit Internal Coordinations 
A T-unit Internal Coordination was defined as one of two things. It could be 
any material constituting a coordination of dependent clauses. It could also 
be any material constituting a coordination of independent clauses to 
which the same dependent clause is attached. 
As such, many t-unit internal coordinations (TIC) are easy to identify, the 
relevant material either having the explicit form of a dependent clause or 
being such that it can only be a dependent clause: 
1.  I think [charities are wonderful and that people do lots for charity]TIC 
2.  Charities hold events [where people run and where they raise money]TIC 
3.  [When you go to charity events and you raise money]TIC you feel great 
However, this is not always so. For example, the following material 
4.  I think charities are wonderful and people do lots for charity 
could, in principle, be transcribed as one t-unit or two: 
4a. [I think charities are wonderful]1 [and people do lots for charity]2 
4b. [I think charities are wonderful and people do lots for charity]1 
Accordingly, the following criteria were used to decide whether such ambiguous 
cases should be treated as TICs or as instances of distinct t-units: 
STEP I: IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL TICS 
An Ambiguous TIC Sequence comprises either of the following: 
[A] a dependent clause is followed by another clause that does not have the 
form of a dependent clause. This clause must be such that it could 
syntactically take the place of this dependent clause. It must also be either 
introduced by a coordinator or part of a chain of such clauses that terminates 
in an independent clause introduced by a coordinator. 
[B] an independent clause is followed by a chain of independent clauses, 
the last of which is introduced by a coordinator. Furthermore, the whole 
sequence is directly preceded or followed by a dependent clause which could 
have been syntactically attached to any of the clauses within the sequence. 
The underlined portions below, for example, are all ambiguous TIC 
sequences: 
 [A] I like charities BECAUSE charities do good work AND they help children 
 [A] I hate the fact (THAT) charities say one thing BUT they do another 
[B] We should help and we raise money BECAUSE people are dying 
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[B] BECAUSE charity helps it makes us feel good AND it makes us feel happy  
Note that, although not every clause in the sequence must have an explicit 
coordinator, if one clause is so introduced, then it must form part of an 
unbroken chain of explicit coordinations. For example, only the underlined 
material below constitutes an ambiguous TIC sequence: 
I THINK we can do fun runs AND we can wear red noses AND we can sell 
cakes 
I THINK we can do fun runs AND we can wear red noses we can sell cakes 
STEP II: DETERMINATION OF TIC STATUS 
Having identified an ambiguous TIC sequence, apply the below to all clauses 
within the sequence. Should the sequence constitute an [A] case, or a [B] case 
with the dependent clause preceding the sequence, work forwards from the 
second clause. If it constitutes a [B] case with the dependent clause following 
the sequence, work backwards from the penultimate clause. In the examples 
which follow, distinct t-units are marked by a double slash //. 
1) Any clause determined to be a TIC should be transcribed as part of the t-
unit to which it is taken to belong. 
2) Any clause determined not to be a TIC, or about whose status you remain 
uncertain, should be transcribed as marking a distinct t-unit. 
3) Having determined that a clause is not a TIC, check that it is not 
coordinated with a clause higher up in the current t-unit. For example, the 
underlined material may not be coordinated with the BECAUSE clause but it 
might be coordinated with the BELIEVE clause: 
  I BELIEVED she loved me BECAUSE she said so BUT she loved him more 
4) If one clause within the sequence is not a TIC with respect to a surrounding 
clause, then neither are any of the remaining clauses (with respect to that 
particular clause). 
5) If the clause comes between dependent clauses that are part of the same 
t-unit, and is not a supplementary independent clause, then it is a TIC: 
  Charity is important BECAUSE there’s lots of poverty AND people are  
    suffering AND BECAUSE we have an obligation to be good // 
6) If the clause is not introduced by a coordinator and the next explicitly 
coordinated clause is not a TIC, then it is also not a TIC: 
I love charity AS they help // they do good things // BUT some are bad // 
7) If the clause is not explicitly coordinated and is preceded by a full stop or a 
clear prosodic break, then it is not a TIC: 
 I THINK charity is brilliant <FULL STOP/BREAK> // charities do good things // 
AND charities are genuine 
8) If the clause is not explicitly coordinated and is introduced/marked by an 
adverb/discourse marker, then it is not a TIC: 
 I THINK charity is great // ALSO it helps people // AND it helps animals // 
9) If the clause is not explicitly coordinated and can be treated as elaborating 
on a prior dependent clause, then it is not a TIC: 
 I THINK charities help // they help people // AND they help animals 
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10) If the clause is not explicitly coordinated and is semantically closer to an 
explicitly coordinated neighbour, then it is not a TIC:  
 I THINK charity is worthwhile // many people help charities // AND this makes 
them feel good 
11) If an [A] clause falls within the SCOPE of the noun/verb/adjective/ 
adverb/subordinator under which the initiatory dependent clause is 
embedded (its “governor”), then it is a TIC. 
If a [B] clause falls within the SCOPE of the subordinator under which the 
initiatory dependent clause is embedded (its “governor”), then it is a TIC. 
A clause falls within the scope of such a governor if: 
the [A] clause can be logically related to the initiatory dependent clause 
as if it were also embedded under this governor. 
the [B] clause can be logically related to the dependent clause in a 
manner that parallels the way in which this governor connects the 
dependent clause to the initiatory independent clause. 
Unfortunately, being semantic, (11) will not always yield a definite answer. This 
is particularly so where the governor expresses mental content (e.g. think, 
believe) and has a first person pronoun subject. As such, the following sub-
criteria can be used to reinforce your confidence in a clause being a TIC: 
Semantic Parallelism. If the clause semantically mirrors a preceding clause 
within the sequence, then it can be more confidently declared a TIC: 
I BELIEVE some charities are good BUT some charities steal your money 
= semantically parallel : expresses another property of charity 
I THINK charity’s great AND my friends and I raised fifty pounds last year 
= not parallel: states what people do, not what charity is. 
Lexical Parallelism. If the clause lexically mirrors a preceding clause within 
the sequence, then it can be more confidently declared a TIC: 
I THINK charities help children AND charities help animals 
= lexically parallel : repetition of wording 
my VIEWS are that sometimes charities help BUT sometimes they don’t 
= lexically parallel : ellipsis. 
Mental Content. If the clause also expresses mental content, then it can be 
more confidently declared a TIC: 
I THINK charities are good AND they do GOOD things 
= mental content : expresses a personal evaluation 
I THINK charities are good AND my brother ran a marathon last week 
= no mental content : expresses a fact, not a thought. 
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As noted in section 3.5.2, annotation of the texts was a two-step process. Step 
one involved marking each clause within the corpus; step two involved coding 
each such clause for its clause type. The overall process itself was applied to 
each corpus text, these texts having already been transcribed according to the 
conventions of appendix V. 
To enable this process, a bespoke coding frame was devised for the second 
part of the process. This frame is set out in figures VI(a) and VI(b) overleaf, and 
operationalised as in Protocol Two below. Such a frame was necessary since 
the CHILDES system does not itself provide an appropriate scheme for coding 
the required subordinate clause types (MacWhinney, 2011a). 
The frame itself was designed with two principles in mind. Firstly, it should 
directly classify each of the subordinate clause types defined in section 4.3.1. 
Secondly, it should enable each text to be directly scored for the requisite 
subordinate clause types using the freq program provided by the CLAN 
component of CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2011b). To this end, the resulting frame 
classified each such subordinate clause according to the six-part schema set 
out in figures VI(a) and VI(b). This frame was such that the relevant 
subordinate clauses could be assigned unique identifiers, as exemplified in 
figure VI(c) overleaf. Each identifier was such that the relevant identifiers 
could be inserted into the CLAN frame below, enabling the freq program to 
score each text for the particular subordinate clause types of interest: 
freq t%syn +s“IDENTIFIER” (+s“IDENTIFIER”) +sxxx +d2 @ 
The exception to the above concerned comment clauses. These were deemed 
difficult to classify using the aforementioned schema due to their marked 
syntactic status (Biber et al., 1999). Accordingly, it was decided to treat them as 
distinct for annotation purposes. As such, all such clauses were marked using 
the {[!]} notation provided for by CHILDES, with this notation constituting the 
relevant identifier. 
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Fig VI(a) - Clausal Coding Frame 
Fig VI(b) - Coding Frame Key 
Dependency Finiteness Force Clause Position Licensing Item Form Type
m
s cm/extr/mod/obj/pred/subj/supp adj/adv/cl/conj/n/prep/v comp/cont/inf/part/rel
dec/ex/imp/int
: : : : :
fin/nfin
Aspect Code Stands For Example
m main Charities are great
s subordinate I think charities are great
fin finite I love charity
nfin non-finite I love to help charity
dec declarative Charities are great
ex exclamative How great are charities!
imp imperative Help charity!
int interrogative How great are charities?
mod phrase level You had the chance to donate
subj subject running marathons is easy
obj object I want to help people
pred predicate My view is that charities help people
extr extraposed It saddens me that nobody helps
cm clause level Charities help people because they care
supp parenthetical Charities help people which is great
adj adjective I was glad that they helped
adv adverb He was so happy that he jumped for joy
cl clause To raise money we could run a marathon
conj subordinator I help because I care
n noun Charities help people who are in trouble
prep preposition He raised money by shaving his hair
v verb I love raising money
comp comparative People who help are nicer than we are
cont content I believe we should help people
inf infinitive I love to help people
part participial I love helping people
rel relative I love charities which help animals
Licensing      
Item
Form             
Type
Dependency
Finiteness
Force
Clause     
Position
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Fig VI(c) – Subordinate Clause Type Classifications 
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ANNOTATION PROTOCOLS 
Protocol One – Clausal Status 
For each transcribed text: 
1. Identify the first lexical verb present within the text that does not mark a 
comment clause.  
2. Determine if this verb is either coordinated with any other lexical verbs 
that head the same clause type, or marks a verb phrase (VP) that is 
coordinated with any other VP, with these VPs all heading the same type: 
a. Where this lexical verb does mark such a lexical verb/VP 
coordination, insert one [^c] after the lexical verb that marks the 
last lexical verb within the coordinated sequence, 
b. Where this lexical verb does not mark such an instance, insert one 
[^c] immediately after this verb. 
3. Repeat steps 1-2 for all subsequent lexical verbs present within the 
corpus. 
4. Identify the first lexical verb present within the text that marks a 
comment clause. 
5. Determine whether this lexical verb is coordinated with any other lexical 
verbs. In the present case, such verbs should have no explicitly 
expressed subject of their own, all would have the same subject if they 
were explicitly expressed, and all mark a comment clause: 
a. Where this lexical verb is so coordinated, insert one [!] after the last 
coordinated verb within the sequence, 
b. Where this lexical verb is not so coordinated but still marks a 
comment clause, insert one [!] immediately after this verb. 
6. Repeat steps 4-5 for all subsequent lexical verbs within the corpus that 
mark a comment clause. 
7. Identify the first verb transcribed using either the {0v} or {0cop} notation. 
8. Determine if this verb is coordinated as in step 2: 
a. Where this verb is so coordinated, and a [^c] has not already been 
inserted after the last verb within the coordinated sequence, then 
insert one [^c] after the last verb within the sequence, 
b. Where this verb is not so coordinated, insert one [^c] immediately 
after this verb. 
9. Repeat steps 7-8 for all verbs marked with either a {0v} or a {0cop} within 
the corpus. 
NOTE ONE. The first exception to the above occurs where inserting either a 
[^c] or a [!] would result in an immediate sequence of these markers. In which 
case, the new marker should be inserted after the nearest available word in 
the text. 
NOTE TWO. The second exception concerns instances where the verb “try” is 
directly coordinated with another verb, such that the two verbs cannot be 
treated as semantically coordinate. Such instances of “try” should not be 
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treated as a coordination for annotation purposes, and a [^c] should be 
inserted immediately after “try” (see example 7 below). 
NOTE THREE. The final exception concerns pieces of material which were 
transcribed as distinct t-units but contain no relevant lexical verb that would 
mark the clause which normally instantiates a t-unit. Such instances should 
be coded by inserting a [^c] immediately after the first available word on the 
*STU: tier.  
Examples 
 [1] I love [^c] people charities but I hate [^c] animal charities 
 [2] I love people charities and hate [^c] animal charities 
 [3] I mean [!] it’s [^c] great that so many people help [^c] 
 [4] If you can’t help [^c] a charity then I don’t see [^c] why you should 0v [^c] 
 [5] There are [^c] I guess [!] you know [!] lots of fake charities 
 [6] This is [^c] the charity I [^c] think’s [^c] my favourite 
 [7] We should try [^c] and save [^c] more people I think [!] 
 [8] He believes kids want [^c] to help [^c] the poor but thinks [^c] their parents 
are [^c] evil 
*  *  *  *  * 
Protocol Two – Clause Type 
Taking each transcribed text marked as in Protocol One and using the 
definitions set out in section 4.3.1, 
1. Insert a new tier beneath each tier prefaced with *STU:, prefacing each 
such new tier with the code %syn:. 
2. Beginning with the first such %syn tier, identify the first clause marked by 
a [^c] on the corresponding *STU: tier and insert the clause type marker 
that serves to code this particular clause onto this %syn tier. Each such 
clause type marker should fulfil the format set out in the Clausal Coding 
Frame set out in VI(a) and VI(b) above, proceeding as follows: 
3. Determine whether this clause is a main/independent clause or a 
subordinate/dependent clause: 
a. If it is a main/independent clause, insert “m:” and move to (4), 
b. If it is a subordinate/dependent clause, insert “s:” and move to (4). 
4. Determine whether this clause is finite or non-finite: 
a. If it is finite, insert “fin:” and move to (5), 
b. If it is non-finite, insert “nfin:” and move to (5). 
5. Determine whether this clause is declarative, exclamative, imperative, 
or interrogative: 
a. If it is declarative, insert “dec” and move to (6), 
b. If it is exclamative, insert “ex” and move to (6), 
c. If it is imperative, insert “imp” and move to (6), 
d. If it is interrogative, insert “int” and move to (6). 
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6. If the clause has been determined to be a main/independent clause, 
insert a | followed by the infinitive form of each lexical verb that heads 
the clause (and placing an “&” between each such form), and move to 
(11). If the clause has been determined to be a subordinate/dependent 
clause, move to (7). 
7. Determine the position of the clause within the text, 
a. If it attaches at the phrase level by combining with a preceding 
adjective, adverb, or noun, whether directly or indirectly via a 
preposition, insert “:mod:” and move to (8), 
b. If it is the subject of a verb, insert “:subj:” and move to (8), 
c. If it is the VP-internal complement of a verb other than “be”, insert 
“:obj:” and move to (8), 
d. If it is the predicative complement of the verb “be” insert “:pred:” 
and move to (8), 
e. If it is the extraposed argument of a verb, insert “:extr:” and move 
to (8), 
f. If it attaches at the clause level, insert “:cm:” and move to (8), 
g. If it does not attach to another element in the text, but serves to add 
parenthetical information regarding an element in the text, insert 
“:supp:” and move to (8). 
8. Determine which piece of material within the text serves to “license” this 
clause: 
a. If licensed by an adjective, insert “adj:” and move to (9), 
b. If licensed by an adverb, insert “adv:” and move to (9), 
c. If licensed by a noun, insert “n:” and move to (9), 
d. If licensed by a preposition, insert “prep:” and move to (9), 
e. If licensed by another verb, insert “v:” and move to (9), 
f. If licensed by another clause, insert “cl:” and move to (9), 
g. If licensed by a subordinator, insert “conj:” and move to (9). 
[NB. For present purposes, complementisers should not be 
counted as subordinators. For example, “if” is a subordinator 
where it introduces an adverbial clause but a complementiser 
where it introduces a complement clause]. 
9. Determine the general form of the clause, in the order set out below: 
a. If it constitutes what Huddleston & Pullum (2005, pp.947ff) term a 
content clause, insert “cont|” and move to (10), 
b. If it takes the form of a comparative clause, insert “comp|” and 
move to (10), 
c. If it takes the form of either a relative clause or what Biber et al. 
(1999, p.630) term a to-infinitive relative, insert “rel|”, and move to 
(10), 
d. If it takes the form of an infinitive clause and is not a to-infinitive 
relative, insert “inf|” and move to (10),  
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e. If takes the form of a participial clause, insert “part|” and move to 
(10). 
10.  After the “|”, insert the infinitive form of each lexical verb that heads the 
clause (inserting an “&” between each such form), and move to (11). 
11.  Insert a space, and move to categorise the next clause on the current 
*STU: tier. 
12.  Repeat steps 2-11 until all such clauses within the current *STU: tier 
have been marked on the current %syn tier. At which point, insert a full 
stop and move to the next %syn tier. 
13.  Repeat steps 2-12 for all %syn tiers within the current text. 
NOTE ONE. Where a particular clause is both coordinated and can be coded 
as subordinate to ≥2 matrix verbs, and there remains substantial doubt as to 
which is most appropriate, then code it as embedded under the first such 
available element. 
NOTE TWO. Where a particular clause is ambiguous between ≥2 clause types 
but is not coordinated with another clause and there remains substantial 
doubt as to which is the most appropriate, then code it as the most common 
clause type as recognised by Biber et al. (1999). 
NOTE THREE. Where a particular [^c] has been used to mark a t-unit as in 
note three for Protocol One, then this should be coded using the category 
“m:vless|”, followed by the form of the lexical item that marks the clause. 
Examples 
 [1] I love [^c] charities because they help [^c] animals 
à m:fin:dec|love s:fin:dec:cm:conj:cont|help 
 [2] I love people charities but hate [^c] animal charities  
  à m:fin:dec|love&hate 
 [3] I want [^c] to help [^c] every charity 
  à m:fin:dec|want s:nfin:dec:obj:v:inf|help 
 [4] I love [^c] every charity I see [^c] 
  à m:fin:dec|love s:fin:dec:mod:n:rel|see 
 [5] Raising [^c] money for charity makes [^c] me happy 
  à s:nfin:dec:subj:v:part|raise m:fin:dec|make 
 [6] Here is [^c] the money to give [^c] to charity 
  à m:fin:dec|be s:nfin:dec:mod:n:rel|give 
 [7] We should try [^c] and help [^c] more people 
  à m:fin:dec|try s:nfin:dec:obj:v:inf|help 
 [8] The chance to donate [^c] passed [^c] us by 
  à s:nfin:dec:mod:n:inf|donate m:fin:dec|pass 
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Homogeneity Tests - Clause-to-T-unit-Complex Factors 
[see Section 4.2.2] 
Condition
Spoken
Written
Spoken
Written
Spoken
Written
Spoken
Written
Spoken
Written
p = .4041.03
1.63
Clauses per T-unit
Clause Length
p = .098
p = .101
Levene's F(5,174) Alpha Level
1.48
0.96
Measure
T-unit Complex Length
T-units per T-unit Complex
T-unit Length
1.89
1.87
1.46
0.51
p = .056
p = .422
p = .204
p = .155
2.20
1.00
p = .197
p = .444
p = .770
Homogeneity Tests - Subordinate Clause Densities 
[see Section 4.3.2]  
 
Measure Condition Levene's F(5,174) Alpha Level 
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses                 
per T-unit 
Spoken 1.39 p = .230 
Written 0.95 p = .449 
Phrasal Clauses                                                 
per T-unit 
Spoken 0.5 p = .777
Written 3.39 p = .006
Noun-Modifying Clauses                                 
per T-unit 
Spoken 1.34 p = .252
Written 3.67 p = .003
Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses                          
per T-unit 
Spoken 4.02 p = .002 
Written 1.11 p = .357 
Adverbial Clauses                                             
per T-unit 
Spoken 4.03 p = .002 
Written 1.34 p = .249 
Verbal Complement Clauses                            
per T-unit 
Spoken 2.87 p = .016 
Written 1.30 p = .267 
Relative Clauses                                                
per T-unit 
Spoken 1.69 p = .139 
Written 2.85 p = .017 
p = .005 
Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses                
per T-unit 
Spoken 1.75 p = .125 
Written 1.88 p = .100 
Comment Clauses                                            
per T-unit 
Spoken 8.74 p < .001 
Written 3.52
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Homogeneity Tests - Subordinate Clause Proportions 
[see Section 4.4.2] 
 
Measure Condition Levene's F(5,174) Alpha Level 
Comment Clauses                                            
per Clause 
Spoken 5.65 p < .001 
Written 3.86 p = .002 
Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses                
per Clause 
Spoken 0.12 p = .988 
Written 0.89 p = .490 
Relative Clauses                                                
per Clause 
Spoken 0.30 p = .910 
Written 1.06 p = .384 
Verbal Complement Clauses                            
per Clause 
Spoken 4.15 p = .001 
Written 1.06 p = .383 
Adverbial Clauses                                             
per Clause 
Spoken 1.90 p = .096
Written 1.46 p = .206
Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses                          
per Clause 
Spoken 1.81 p = .112 
Written 2.09 p = .069 
Noun-Modifying Clauses                                 
per Clause 
Spoken 0.21 p = .959
Written 1.16 p = .330
Phrasal Clauses                                                 
per Clause 
Spoken 0.26 p = .932
Written 0.83 p = .533
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses                 
per Clause 
Spoken 1.68 p = .143 
Written 1.28 p = .274 
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ur
5.
80
1.
14
Fi
ve
5.
80
0.
81
To
ta
l
5.
80
0.
98
Fo
ur
5.
65
1.
16
Fi
ve
5.
72
0.
55
To
ta
l
5.
68
0.
90
Fo
ur
5.
70
1.
10
Fi
ve
5.
80
0.
70
To
ta
l
5.
75
0.
92
Words per Clause                     
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Words per Clause                 
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
C
om
m
en
t C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
3)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
18
.6
1
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
10
M
od
e 
* A
ge
1.
34
2
17
4
0.
26
4
0.
02
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
06
1
17
4
0.
81
0
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
3.
88
2
17
4
0.
02
3
0.
04
A
ge
1.
53
2
17
4
0.
22
0
0.
02
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
00
1
17
4
0.
98
0
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
75
2
17
4
0.
17
6
0.
02
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
02
0.
06
Fi
ve
0.
05
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
03
0.
07
Fo
ur
0.
02
0.
06
Fi
ve
0.
05
0.
13
To
ta
l
0.
04
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
23
Fi
ve
0.
04
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
07
0.
18
Fo
ur
0.
05
0.
15
Fi
ve
0.
05
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
05
0.
13
Fo
ur
0.
00
0.
02
Fi
ve
0.
00
0.
02
To
ta
l
0.
00
0.
02
Fo
ur
0.
01
0.
04
Fi
ve
0.
01
0.
03
To
ta
l
0.
01
0.
04
Fo
ur
0.
00
0.
00
Fi
ve
0.
01
0.
06
To
ta
l
0.
01
0.
04
Fo
ur
0.
01
0.
03
Fi
ve
0.
01
0.
04
To
ta
l
0.
01
0.
03
Comment Clauses per T-unit                
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Comment Clauses per T-unit                
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
12
.8
1
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
07
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
36
2
17
4
0.
70
0
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
00
1
17
4
0.
96
8
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
61
2
17
4
0.
20
4
0.
02
A
ge
2.
28
2
17
4
0.
10
6
0.
03
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
27
1
17
4
0.
60
2
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
21
2
17
4
0.
81
0
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
35
0.
35
Fi
ve
0.
47
0.
40
To
ta
l
0.
41
0.
38
Fo
ur
0.
30
0.
41
Fi
ve
0.
34
0.
30
To
ta
l
0.
32
0.
36
Fo
ur
0.
49
0.
61
Fi
ve
0.
40
0.
50
To
ta
l
0.
44
0.
55
Fo
ur
0.
38
0.
48
Fi
ve
0.
40
0.
41
To
ta
l
0.
39
0.
44
Fo
ur
0.
26
0.
27
Fi
ve
0.
24
0.
20
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
24
Fo
ur
0.
22
0.
20
Fi
ve
0.
24
0.
21
To
ta
l
0.
23
0.
20
Fo
ur
0.
29
0.
32
Fi
ve
0.
35
0.
28
To
ta
l
0.
32
0.
30
Fo
ur
0.
26
0.
27
Fi
ve
0.
28
0.
24
To
ta
l
0.
27
0.
25
Noun-Modifying Relative              
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Noun-Modifying Relative              
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
N
ou
n-
M
od
ify
in
g 
R
el
at
iv
e 
C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
4)
 
R
el
at
iv
e 
C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
5)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
10
.2
6
1
17
4
0.
00
2
0.
06
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
31
2
17
4
0.
73
7
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
00
1
17
4
0.
97
9
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
84
2
17
4
0.
16
2
0.
02
A
ge
3.
13
2
17
4
0.
04
6
0.
04
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
98
1
17
4
0.
32
4
0.
01
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
11
2
17
4
0.
89
4
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
36
0.
35
Fi
ve
0.
51
0.
40
To
ta
l
0.
44
0.
38
Fo
ur
0.
31
0.
40
Fi
ve
0.
36
0.
31
To
ta
l
0.
34
0.
36
Fo
ur
0.
51
0.
61
Fi
ve
0.
44
0.
54
To
ta
l
0.
48
0.
57
Fo
ur
0.
40
0.
47
Fi
ve
0.
44
0.
43
To
ta
l
0.
42
0.
45
Fo
ur
0.
29
0.
30
Fi
ve
0.
27
0.
23
To
ta
l
0.
28
0.
26
Fo
ur
0.
24
0.
20
Fi
ve
0.
26
0.
21
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
21
Fo
ur
0.
31
0.
33
Fi
ve
0.
42
0.
36
To
ta
l
0.
37
0.
35
Fo
ur
0.
28
0.
28
Fi
ve
0.
32
0.
28
To
ta
l
0.
30
0.
28
Relative Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Relative Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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Ve
rb
al
 C
om
pl
em
en
t C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
6)
 
A
dv
er
bi
al
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
7)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
22
.8
9
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
12
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
83
2
17
4
0.
43
7
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
00
1
17
4
0.
96
3
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
12
2
17
4
0.
32
9
0.
01
A
ge
1.
93
2
17
4
0.
14
9
0.
02
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
14
1
17
4
0.
71
4
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
08
2
17
4
0.
92
2
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
85
0.
51
Fi
ve
0.
85
0.
41
To
ta
l
0.
85
0.
46
Fo
ur
0.
91
0.
52
Fi
ve
0.
97
0.
72
To
ta
l
0.
94
0.
62
Fo
ur
1.
11
0.
77
Fi
ve
0.
99
0.
41
To
ta
l
1.
05
0.
62
Fo
ur
0.
96
0.
62
Fi
ve
0.
94
0.
53
To
ta
l
0.
95
0.
57
Fo
ur
0.
72
0.
45
Fi
ve
0.
62
0.
32
To
ta
l
0.
67
0.
39
Fo
ur
0.
75
0.
44
Fi
ve
0.
70
0.
31
To
ta
l
0.
73
0.
38
Fo
ur
0.
67
0.
37
Fi
ve
0.
77
0.
47
To
ta
l
0.
72
0.
42
Fo
ur
0.
71
0.
42
Fi
ve
0.
70
0.
37
To
ta
l
0.
71
0.
40
Verbal Complement              
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Verbal Complement              
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
79
0.
51
Fi
ve
1.
00
0.
71
To
ta
l
0.
89
0.
62
Fo
ur
0.
75
0.
48
Fi
ve
0.
77
0.
64
To
ta
l
0.
76
0.
56
Fo
ur
1.
16
0.
87
Fi
ve
1.
00
0.
67
To
ta
l
1.
08
0.
78
Fo
ur
0.
90
0.
66
Fi
ve
0.
92
0.
67
To
ta
l
0.
91
0.
67
Fo
ur
0.
52
0.
39
Fi
ve
0.
45
0.
27
To
ta
l
0.
49
0.
33
Fo
ur
0.
54
0.
35
Fi
ve
0.
51
0.
42
To
ta
l
0.
53
0.
39
Fo
ur
0.
57
0.
46
Fi
ve
0.
52
0.
53
To
ta
l
0.
54
0.
49
Fo
ur
0.
54
0.
40
Fi
ve
0.
49
0.
42
To
ta
l
0.
52
0.
41
Adverbial Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Adverbial Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
56
.4
9
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
25
M
od
e 
* A
ge
2.
83
2
17
4
0.
06
2
0.
03
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
51
1
17
4
0.
47
4
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
22
2
17
4
0.
29
9
0.
01
A
ge
2.
47
2
17
4
0.
08
8
0.
03
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
03
1
17
4
0.
86
3
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
65
2
17
4
0.
52
3
0.
01
df
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N
on
-F
in
ite
 A
dv
er
bi
al
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
(A
N
O
VA
 - 
se
e 
se
ct
io
n 
4.
3.
8)
 
N
ou
n-
M
od
ify
in
g 
C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
9)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
0.
44
1
17
4
0.
50
6
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
1.
13
2
17
4
0.
32
5
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
70
1
17
4
0.
40
3
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
12
2
17
4
0.
32
9
0.
01
A
ge
1.
10
2
17
4
0.
33
5
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
13
1
17
4
0.
72
1
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
37
2
17
4
0.
25
6
0.
02
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
18
Fi
ve
0.
09
0.
15
To
ta
l
0.
11
0.
17
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
12
Fi
ve
0.
19
0.
34
To
ta
l
0.
14
0.
26
Fo
ur
0.
23
0.
38
Fi
ve
0.
15
0.
24
To
ta
l
0.
19
0.
31
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
26
Fi
ve
0.
15
0.
25
To
ta
l
0.
15
0.
25
Fo
ur
0.
14
0.
14
Fi
ve
0.
14
0.
14
To
ta
l
0.
14
0.
14
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
18
Fi
ve
0.
21
0.
23
To
ta
l
0.
18
0.
20
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
21
Fi
ve
0.
18
0.
27
To
ta
l
0.
16
0.
24
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
18
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
22
To
ta
l
0.
16
0.
20
Non-Finite Adverbial                
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Non-Finite Adverbial                
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
8.
29
1
17
4
0.
00
4
0.
05
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
25
2
17
4
0.
78
2
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
02
1
17
4
0.
90
0
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
60
2
17
4
0.
07
7
0.
03
A
ge
1.
70
2
17
4
0.
18
6
0.
02
A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
51
1
17
4
0.
22
1
0.
01
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
14
2
17
4
0.
86
7
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
46
0.
39
Fi
ve
0.
57
0.
47
To
ta
l
0.
52
0.
43
Fo
ur
0.
37
0.
45
Fi
ve
0.
50
0.
37
To
ta
l
0.
43
0.
41
Fo
ur
0.
59
0.
75
Fi
ve
0.
51
0.
68
To
ta
l
0.
55
0.
71
Fo
ur
0.
47
0.
55
Fi
ve
0.
53
0.
52
To
ta
l
0.
50
0.
54
Fo
ur
0.
38
0.
32
Fi
ve
0.
32
0.
24
To
ta
l
0.
35
0.
28
Fo
ur
0.
32
0.
24
Fi
ve
0.
36
0.
20
To
ta
l
0.
34
0.
22
Fo
ur
0.
33
0.
33
Fi
ve
0.
54
0.
42
To
ta
l
0.
44
0.
39
Fo
ur
0.
34
0.
30
Fi
ve
0.
41
0.
31
To
ta
l
0.
38
0.
31
Noun-Modifying                                   
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Noun-Modifying                                   
Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
  371 
 
 
 
 
 
Ph
ra
sa
l C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
10
) 
N
on
-F
in
ite
 N
on
-A
dv
er
bi
al
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
3.
11
) 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
0.
25
1
17
4
0.
61
6
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
08
2
17
4
0.
92
0
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
65
1
17
4
0.
42
1
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
44
2
17
4
0.
24
0
0.
02
A
ge
0.
79
2
17
4
0.
45
6
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
03
1
17
4
0.
31
2
0.
01
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
40
2
17
4
0.
67
4
0.
01
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
an
da
rd
 
D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
45
0.
45
Fi
ve
0.
44
0.
37
To
ta
l
0.
45
0.
41
Fo
ur
0.
43
0.
43
Fi
ve
0.
52
0.
72
To
ta
l
0.
48
0.
59
Fo
ur
0.
53
0.
58
Fi
ve
0.
51
0.
37
To
ta
l
0.
52
0.
48
Fo
ur
0.
47
0.
49
Fi
ve
0.
49
0.
51
To
ta
l
0.
48
0.
50
Fo
ur
0.
42
0.
29
Fi
ve
0.
41
0.
27
To
ta
l
0.
42
0.
28
Fo
ur
0.
47
0.
35
Fi
ve
0.
50
0.
26
To
ta
l
0.
48
0.
31
Fo
ur
0.
38
0.
34
Fi
ve
0.
60
0.
36
To
ta
l
0.
49
0.
36
Fo
ur
0.
42
0.
32
Fi
ve
0.
50
0.
31
To
ta
l
0.
46
0.
32
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial                                  
Clauses per T-unit (Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial                                  
Clauses per T-unit (Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
7.
65
1
17
4
0.
00
6
0.
04
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
26
2
17
4
0.
76
9
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
02
1
17
4
0.
88
3
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
57
2
17
4
0.
07
9
0.
03
A
ge
1.
56
2
17
4
0.
21
4
0.
02
A
tta
in
m
en
t
3.
67
1
17
4
0.
05
7
0.
02
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
33
2
17
4
0.
71
7
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
52
0.
48
Fi
ve
0.
66
0.
55
To
ta
l
0.
59
0.
52
Fo
ur
0.
44
0.
48
Fi
ve
0.
61
0.
57
To
ta
l
0.
53
0.
53
Fo
ur
0.
62
0.
73
Fi
ve
0.
64
0.
69
To
ta
l
0.
63
0.
70
Fo
ur
0.
53
0.
57
Fi
ve
0.
64
0.
60
To
ta
l
0.
58
0.
59
Fo
ur
0.
43
0.
32
Fi
ve
0.
39
0.
27
To
ta
l
0.
41
0.
30
Fo
ur
0.
40
0.
29
Fi
ve
0.
42
0.
21
To
ta
l
0.
41
0.
25
Fo
ur
0.
38
0.
35
Fi
ve
0.
68
0.
44
To
ta
l
0.
53
0.
42
Fo
ur
0.
40
0.
32
Fi
ve
0.
50
0.
35
To
ta
l
0.
45
0.
33
Phrasal Clauses per T-unit                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Phrasal Clauses per T-unit                             
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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C
om
m
en
t C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
3)
 
N
ou
n-
M
od
ify
in
g 
R
el
at
iv
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
4)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
17
.6
6
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
09
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
50
2
17
4
0.
60
5
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
07
1
17
4
0.
79
7
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
3.
37
2
17
4
0.
03
7
0.
04
A
ge
0.
81
2
17
4
0.
44
8
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
22
1
17
4
0.
64
1
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
05
2
17
4
0.
35
3
0.
01
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
01
0.
02
Fi
ve
0.
01
0.
02
To
ta
l
0.
01
0.
02
Fo
ur
0.
01
0.
02
Fi
ve
0.
02
0.
04
To
ta
l
0.
01
0.
03
Fo
ur
0.
02
0.
05
Fi
ve
0.
01
0.
02
To
ta
l
0.
02
0.
04
Fo
ur
0.
01
0.
03
Fi
ve
0.
01
0.
03
To
ta
l
0.
01
0.
03
Fo
ur
0.
00
0.
01
Fi
ve
0.
00
0.
00
To
ta
l
0.
00
0.
01
Fo
ur
0.
00
0.
02
Fi
ve
0.
00
0.
01
To
ta
l
0.
00
0.
01
Fo
ur
0.
00
0.
00
Fi
ve
0.
00
0.
02
To
ta
l
0.
00
0.
01
Fo
ur
0.
00
0.
01
Fi
ve
0.
00
0.
01
To
ta
l
0.
00
0.
01
Comment Clauses per Clause                            
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Comment Clauses per Clause                           
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
1.
51
1
17
4
0.
22
1
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
63
2
17
4
0.
53
4
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
12
1
17
4
0.
73
3
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
69
2
17
4
0.
50
4
0.
01
A
ge
0.
72
2
17
4
0.
49
0
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
47
1
17
4
0.
22
6
0.
01
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
18
2
17
4
0.
83
6
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
12
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
11
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
08
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
10
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
09
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
10
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
10
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
09
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
11
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
10
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
09
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
09
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
09
0.
08
Fo
ur
0.
07
0.
06
Fi
ve
0.
09
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
08
0.
07
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
11
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
10
0.
08
Fo
ur
0.
09
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
10
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
09
0.
08
Noun-Modifying Relative              
Clauses per Clause                            
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Noun-Modifying Relative              
Clauses per Clause                          
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
0.
49
1
17
4
0.
48
6
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
65
2
17
4
0.
52
3
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
03
1
17
4
0.
87
0
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
87
2
17
4
0.
42
3
0.
01
A
ge
1.
08
2
17
4
0.
34
4
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
77
1
17
4
0.
09
8
0.
02
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
06
2
17
4
0.
94
1
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
13
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
12
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
09
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
11
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
10
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
11
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
11
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
11
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
12
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
11
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
10
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
10
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
08
0.
07
Fi
ve
0.
10
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
09
0.
07
Fo
ur
0.
11
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
13
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
12
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
11
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
10
0.
08
Relative Clauses per Clause                              
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Relative Clauses per Clause                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l R
el
at
iv
e 
C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
5)
 
Ve
rb
al
 C
om
pl
em
en
t C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
6)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
2.
22
1
17
4
0.
13
8
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
70
2
17
4
0.
49
9
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
17
1
17
4
0.
68
1
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
11
2
17
4
0.
89
9
0.
00
A
ge
0.
82
2
17
4
0.
44
4
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
51
1
17
4
0.
47
4
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
08
2
17
4
0.
92
4
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
25
0.
13
Fi
ve
0.
24
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
28
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
27
0.
13
To
ta
l
0.
27
0.
12
Fo
ur
0.
28
0.
14
Fi
ve
0.
27
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
28
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
27
0.
13
Fi
ve
0.
26
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
27
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
26
0.
12
Fi
ve
0.
24
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
25
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
25
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
25
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
25
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
25
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
25
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
25
0.
10
Verbal Complement                   
Clauses per Clause                              
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Verbal Complement                   
Clauses per Clause                              
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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A
dv
er
bi
al
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
7)
 
N
on
-F
in
ite
 A
dv
er
bi
al
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
8)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
13
.0
4
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
07
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
50
2
17
4
0.
60
6
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
45
1
17
4
0.
50
3
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
17
6.
06
2
17
4
0.
67
1
0.
01
A
ge
0.
42
2
17
4
0.
66
1
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
02
1
17
4
0.
89
7
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
10
2
17
4
0.
33
7
0.
01
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
04
0.
06
Fi
ve
0.
02
0.
03
To
ta
l
0.
03
0.
05
Fo
ur
0.
03
0.
04
Fi
ve
0.
04
0.
06
To
ta
l
0.
04
0.
05
Fo
ur
0.
05
0.
07
Fi
ve
0.
04
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
05
0.
07
Fo
ur
0.
04
0.
06
Fi
ve
0.
04
0.
06
To
ta
l
0.
04
0.
06
Fo
ur
0.
05
0.
05
Fi
ve
0.
06
0.
05
To
ta
l
0.
05
0.
05
Fo
ur
0.
05
0.
05
Fi
ve
0.
07
0.
06
To
ta
l
0.
06
0.
06
Fo
ur
0.
06
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
05
0.
06
To
ta
l
0.
06
0.
07
Fo
ur
0.
05
0.
06
Fi
ve
0.
06
0.
06
To
ta
l
0.
06
0.
06
Non-Finite Adverbial                     
Clauses per Clause                              
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Non-Finite Adverbial                     
Clauses per Clause                              
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
23
0.
12
Fi
ve
0.
26
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
24
0.
12
Fo
ur
0.
23
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
21
0.
12
To
ta
l
0.
22
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
26
0.
17
Fi
ve
0.
26
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
26
0.
14
Fo
ur
0.
24
0.
13
Fi
ve
0.
24
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
24
0.
12
Fo
ur
0.
18
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
18
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
19
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
18
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
18
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
20
0.
12
Fi
ve
0.
15
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
18
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
19
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
18
0.
10
Adverbial Clauses per Clause                              
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Adverbial Clauses per Clause                             
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
34
.0
2
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
16
M
od
e 
* A
ge
1.
94
2
17
4
0.
14
7
0.
02
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
27
1
17
4
0.
26
2
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
46
2
17
4
0.
63
1
0.
01
A
ge
0.
68
2
17
4
0.
50
8
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
72
1
17
4
0.
39
8
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
68
2
17
4
0.
50
7
0.
01
df
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N
ou
n-
M
od
ify
in
g 
C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
9)
 
Ph
ra
sa
l C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
10
) 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
0.
02
1
17
4
0.
88
7
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
75
2
17
4
0.
47
5
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
01
1
17
4
0.
90
7
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
60
2
17
4
0.
20
5
0.
02
A
ge
0.
50
2
17
4
0.
60
5
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
3.
89
1
17
4
0.
05
0
0.
02
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
72
2
17
4
0.
48
9
0.
01
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
15
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
14
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
10
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
14
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
12
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
12
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
13
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
12
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
12
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
14
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
12
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
11
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
13
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
12
0.
07
Fo
ur
0.
11
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
14
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
12
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
14
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
09
Noun-Modifying                                   
Clauses per Clause                          
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Noun-Modifying                                   
Clauses per Clause                          
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
0.
11
1
17
4
0.
44
4
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
91
2
17
4
0.
33
1
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
05
1
17
4
0.
99
2
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
12
2
17
4
0.
11
2
0.
03
A
ge
0.
44
2
17
4
0.
64
2
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
8.
55
1
17
4
0.
00
4
0.
05
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
14
2
17
4
0.
32
3
0.
01
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
d.
 D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
14
0.
12
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
16
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
12
0.
12
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
15
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
16
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
15
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
15
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
15
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
15
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
14
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
16
0.
07
To
ta
l
0.
15
0.
08
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
22
0.
11
To
ta
l
0.
17
0.
11
Fo
ur
0.
14
0.
09
Fi
ve
0.
17
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
16
0.
10
Phrasal Clauses per Clause                          
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Phrasal Clauses per Clause                          
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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N
on
-F
in
ite
 N
on
-A
dv
er
bi
al
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 C
la
us
e 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 s
ec
tio
n 
4.
4.
11
) 
R
ev
is
ed
 C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
- s
ee
 fi
gu
re
 5
.1
1)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
19
.3
1
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
10
M
od
e 
* A
ge
0.
15
2
17
4
0.
85
7
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
30
1
17
4
0.
13
1
0.
01
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
45
2
17
4
0.
63
9
0.
01
A
ge
0.
23
2
17
4
0.
79
7
0.
00
A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
09
1
17
4
0.
15
0
0.
01
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
80
2
17
4
0.
44
9
0.
01
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
an
da
rd
 
D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
12
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
13
0.
10
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
12
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
14
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
13
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
13
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
13
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
08
Fi
ve
0.
16
0.
09
To
ta
l
0.
16
0.
08
Fo
ur
0.
16
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
18
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
17
0.
09
Fo
ur
0.
14
0.
11
Fi
ve
0.
20
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
17
0.
10
Fo
ur
0.
15
0.
10
Fi
ve
0.
18
0.
08
To
ta
l
0.
16
0.
09
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial                                  
Clauses per Clause (Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial                                  
Clauses per Clause (Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
42
.4
3
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
20
M
od
e 
* A
ge
1.
68
2
17
4
0.
18
9
0.
02
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
00
1
17
4
0.
95
3
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
3.
34
2
17
4
0.
03
8
0.
04
A
ge
2.
73
2
17
4
0.
06
8
0.
03
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
25
1
17
4
0.
61
5
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
05
2
17
4
0.
95
6
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
At
ta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
an
da
rd
 
De
vi
at
io
n
Fo
ur
3.
21
1.
24
Fi
ve
3.
58
1.
35
To
ta
l
3.
39
1.
30
Fo
ur
3.
17
1.
02
Fi
ve
3.
42
1.
42
To
ta
l
3.
29
1.
23
Fo
ur
4.
07
1.
91
Fi
ve
3.
67
1.
36
To
ta
l
3.
87
1.
66
Fo
ur
3.
48
1.
48
Fi
ve
3.
55
1.
37
To
ta
l
3.
52
1.
42
Fo
ur
2.
76
0.
94
Fi
ve
2.
56
0.
68
To
ta
l
2.
66
0.
82
Fo
ur
2.
82
0.
82
Fi
ve
2.
77
0.
83
To
ta
l
2.
79
0.
81
Fo
ur
2.
64
0.
90
Fi
ve
3.
06
1.
02
To
ta
l
2.
85
0.
98
Fo
ur
2.
74
0.
88
Fi
ve
2.
80
0.
87
To
ta
l
2.
77
0.
87
Revised Clauses per T-unit 
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Revised Clauses per T-unit 
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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C
la
us
es
 p
er
 In
iti
al
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
(A
N
O
VA
 - 
 s
ee
 fi
gu
re
 5
.1
3)
 
(N
on
-C
om
m
en
t) 
C
la
us
es
 p
er
 T
-u
ni
t  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(A
N
O
VA
 –
 s
ee
 fi
gu
re
 5
.1
6)
 
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
26
.4
1
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
13
M
od
e 
* A
ge
1.
57
2
17
4
0.
21
2
0.
02
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
31
1
17
4
0.
57
9
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
1.
09
2
17
4
0.
33
8
0.
01
A
ge
0.
74
2
17
4
0.
47
7
0.
01
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
01
1
17
4
0.
93
4
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
21
2
17
4
0.
81
5
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
an
da
rd
 
D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
4.
30
2.
15
Fi
ve
4.
30
2.
18
To
ta
l
4.
30
2.
15
Fo
ur
3.
73
2.
30
Fi
ve
4.
53
3.
34
To
ta
l
4.
13
2.
87
Fo
ur
5.
17
3.
18
Fi
ve
4.
83
3.
07
To
ta
l
5.
00
3.
11
Fo
ur
4.
40
2.
63
Fi
ve
4.
56
2.
88
To
ta
l
4.
48
2.
75
Fo
ur
3.
40
1.
83
Fi
ve
3.
07
2.
12
To
ta
l
3.
23
1.
97
Fo
ur
3.
47
2.
27
Fi
ve
3.
17
1.
88
To
ta
l
3.
32
2.
07
Fo
ur
3.
03
1.
45
Fi
ve
3.
33
2.
47
To
ta
l
3.
18
2.
01
Fo
ur
3.
30
1.
87
Fi
ve
3.
19
2.
15
To
ta
l
3.
24
2.
01
Clauses per Initial T-unit                
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
Clauses per Initial T-unit                
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
Se
ve
n
Ye
ar
   
   
   
Ei
gh
t
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
A
N
O
VA
 E
ffe
ct
F
Si
g.
Pa
rt
ia
l E
ta
 
Sq
ua
re
d
M
od
e
44
.9
2
1
17
4
0.
00
0
0.
21
M
od
e 
* A
ge
1.
30
2
17
4
0.
27
6
0.
02
M
od
e 
* A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
02
1
17
4
0.
90
1
0.
00
M
od
e 
* A
ge
 *
  A
tta
in
m
en
t
2.
77
2
17
4
0.
06
6
0.
03
A
ge
2.
98
2
17
4
0.
05
3
0.
03
A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
23
1
17
4
0.
62
9
0.
00
A
ge
 *
 A
tta
in
m
en
t
0.
02
2
17
4
0.
97
7
0.
00
df
M
ea
su
re
Ye
ar
 G
ro
up
A
tta
in
m
en
t L
ev
el
M
ea
n
St
an
da
rd
 
D
ev
ia
tio
n
Fo
ur
3.
19
1.
23
Fi
ve
3.
53
1.
36
To
ta
l
3.
36
1.
30
Fo
ur
3.
15
1.
01
Fi
ve
3.
36
1.
41
To
ta
l
3.
25
1.
22
Fo
ur
3.
96
1.
84
Fi
ve
3.
63
1.
36
To
ta
l
3.
80
1.
61
Fo
ur
3.
43
1.
44
Fi
ve
3.
51
1.
37
To
ta
l
3.
47
1.
40
Fo
ur
2.
69
0.
82
Fi
ve
2.
51
0.
66
To
ta
l
2.
60
0.
74
Fo
ur
2.
75
0.
80
Fi
ve
2.
70
0.
63
To
ta
l
2.
72
0.
72
Fo
ur
2.
64
0.
84
Fi
ve
3.
01
0.
99
To
ta
l
2.
82
0.
93
Fo
ur
2.
69
0.
81
Fi
ve
2.
74
0.
80
To
ta
l
2.
72
0.
80
(Non-Comment) Clauses                       
per T-unit                              
(Writing)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
(Non-Comment) Clauses                       
per T-unit                            
(Speech)
Ye
ar
   
   
  
S
ev
en
Ye
ar
   
   
   
E
ig
ht
Ye
ar
   
   
   
 
N
in
e
To
ta
l
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Finite Adverbial Clauses per T-unit 
[see table 5.29] 
Finite Adverbial Clauses per Clause 
[see table 5.29] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.67 0.51
Five 0.91 0.68
Total 0.79 0.61
Four 0.60 0.41
Five 0.58 0.46
Total 0.59 0.43
Four 0.90 0.81
Five 0.80 0.62
Total 0.85 0.71
Four 0.72 0.61
Five 0.76 0.60
Total 0.74 0.60
Four 0.36 0.34
Five 0.30 0.27
Total 0.33 0.30
Four 0.37 0.32
Five 0.29 0.30
Total 0.33 0.31
Four 0.41 0.36
Five 0.33 0.35
Total 0.37 0.35
Four 0.38 0.34
Five 0.31 0.30
Total 0.34 0.32
Year          
Nine
Total
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
s 
pe
r T
-u
ni
t 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
s 
pe
r T
-u
ni
t 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.19 0.12
Five 0.23 0.12
Total 0.21 0.12
Four 0.18 0.09
Five 0.16 0.09
Total 0.17 0.09
Four 0.21 0.17
Five 0.20 0.10
Total 0.21 0.14
Four 0.19 0.13
Five 0.20 0.11
Total 0.20 0.12
Four 0.12 0.10
Five 0.11 0.09
Total 0.12 0.09
Four 0.13 0.09
Five 0.10 0.09
Total 0.12 0.09
Four 0.14 0.10
Five 0.10 0.08
Total 0.12 0.09
Four 0.13 0.10
Five 0.10 0.09
Total 0.12 0.09
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
s 
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
s 
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.52 0.38
Five 0.55 0.33
Total 0.53 0.35
Four 0.59 0.47
Five 0.67 0.60
Total 0.63 0.54
Four 0.73 0.65
Five 0.60 0.30
Total 0.66 0.51
Four 0.61 0.51
Five 0.61 0.43
Total 0.61 0.47
Four 0.41 0.36
Five 0.34 0.21
Total 0.37 0.29
Four 0.45 0.30
Five 0.38 0.21
Total 0.41 0.26
Four 0.34 0.20
Five 0.41 0.25
Total 0.37 0.23
Four 0.40 0.29
Five 0.38 0.22
Total 0.39 0.26
Fi
ni
te
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Fi
ni
te
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clauses per T-unit 
[see table 5.29] 
 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.16 0.10
Five 0.15 0.06
Total 0.15 0.08
Four 0.18 0.10
Five 0.18 0.12
Total 0.18 0.11
Four 0.18 0.12
Five 0.16 0.07
Total 0.17 0.10
Four 0.17 0.11
Five 0.17 0.09
Total 0.17 0.10
Four 0.14 0.10
Five 0.13 0.06
Total 0.14 0.09
Four 0.15 0.08
Five 0.14 0.06
Total 0.14 0.07
Four 0.13 0.08
Five 0.13 0.07
Total 0.13 0.07
Four 0.14 0.09
Five 0.13 0.06
Total 0.14 0.08
Fi
ni
te
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Fi
ni
te
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clauses per Clause 
[see table 5.29] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.28 0.33
Five 0.26 0.30
Total 0.27 0.31
Four 0.28 0.32
Five 0.27 0.29
Total 0.28 0.30
Four 0.32 0.35
Five 0.31 0.23
Total 0.32 0.30
Four 0.29 0.33
Five 0.28 0.27
Total 0.29 0.30
Four 0.25 0.21
Five 0.24 0.16
Total 0.25 0.19
Four 0.26 0.26
Five 0.28 0.19
Total 0.27 0.23
Four 0.29 0.27
Five 0.28 0.19
Total 0.28 0.23
Four 0.27 0.24
Five 0.27 0.18
Total 0.27 0.21
N
on
-F
in
ite
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
N
on
-F
in
ite
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Non-Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clauses per T-unit 
[see table 5.29] 
 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.08 0.08
Five 0.08 0.08
Total 0.08 0.08
Four 0.08 0.09
Five 0.08 0.07
Total 0.08 0.08
Four 0.08 0.08
Five 0.09 0.06
Total 0.08 0.07
Four 0.08 0.08
Five 0.08 0.07
Total 0.08 0.08
Four 0.09 0.06
Five 0.09 0.06
Total 0.09 0.06
Four 0.09 0.08
Five 0.10 0.06
Total 0.09 0.07
Four 0.10 0.09
Five 0.09 0.05
Total 0.10 0.07
Four 0.09 0.07
Five 0.10 0.06
Total 0.09 0.07
N
on
-F
in
ite
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
N
on
-F
in
ite
 V
er
ba
l C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Non-Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clauses per Clause 
[see table 5.29] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.22 0.24
Five 0.28 0.27
Total 0.25 0.26
Four 0.16 0.18
Five 0.16 0.23
Total 0.16 0.20
Four 0.29 0.35
Five 0.23 0.24
Total 0.26 0.30
Four 0.22 0.27
Five 0.22 0.25
Total 0.22 0.26
Four 0.06 0.10
Five 0.04 0.07
Total 0.05 0.09
Four 0.05 0.09
Five 0.05 0.09
Total 0.05 0.09
Four 0.06 0.11
Five 0.07 0.13
Total 0.06 0.12
Four 0.06 0.10
Five 0.05 0.10
Total 0.06 0.10
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Finite Adverbial Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.30] 
 Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.06 0.05
Five 0.07 0.05
Total 0.06 0.05
Four 0.04 0.05
Five 0.04 0.05
Total 0.04 0.05
Four 0.06 0.07
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.06 0.06
Four 0.05 0.06
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.05 0.05
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Fi
ni
te
 A
dv
er
bi
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Finite Adverbial Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.30] 
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Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.30] 
 
Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.30] 
 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.05 0.09
Five 0.08 0.12
Total 0.07 0.11
Four 0.06 0.15
Five 0.15 0.26
Total 0.11 0.21
Four 0.13 0.27
Five 0.08 0.11
Total 0.10 0.21
Four 0.08 0.19
Five 0.10 0.18
Total 0.09 0.18
Four 0.04 0.11
Five 0.04 0.07
Total 0.04 0.09
Four 0.04 0.08
Five 0.05 0.09
Total 0.04 0.08
Four 0.03 0.08
Five 0.05 0.08
Total 0.04 0.08
Four 0.04 0.09
Five 0.04 0.08
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Total
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.03 0.05
Total 0.03 0.04
Four 0.03 0.05
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.03
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Noun-Modifying Relative Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.30] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.04
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.04
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.02
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Total
Noun-Modifying Relative Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.30] 
 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.05 0.11
Five 0.11 0.17
Total 0.08 0.14
Four 0.06 0.17
Five 0.08 0.11
Total 0.07 0.14
Four 0.11 0.26
Five 0.10 0.19
Total 0.11 0.23
Four 0.07 0.19
Five 0.09 0.16
Total 0.08 0.17
Four 0.03 0.06
Five 0.02 0.06
Total 0.03 0.06
Four 0.02 0.07
Five 0.03 0.07
Total 0.03 0.07
Four 0.04 0.10
Five 0.07 0.11
Total 0.05 0.10
Four 0.03 0.08
Five 0.04 0.08
Total 0.04 0.08
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.05 0.11
Five 0.11 0.17
Total 0.08 0.14
Four 0.06 0.17
Five 0.08 0.12
Total 0.07 0.15
Four 0.11 0.26
Five 0.11 0.23
Total 0.11 0.24
Four 0.07 0.19
Five 0.10 0.18
Total 0.09 0.18
Four 0.03 0.06
Five 0.02 0.06
Total 0.03 0.06
Four 0.02 0.07
Five 0.03 0.07
Total 0.03 0.07
Four 0.04 0.10
Five 0.07 0.11
Total 0.05 0.10
Four 0.03 0.08
Five 0.04 0.08
Total 0.04 0.08
Fi
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Total
Finite Noun-Modifying Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.30] 
 Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.04
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.02 0.04
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.02
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ni
te
 N
ou
n-
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od
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gs
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Year         
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Year          
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Total
Finite Noun-Modifying Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.30] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.06 0.13
Five 0.11 0.17
Total 0.08 0.15
Four 0.06 0.17
Five 0.09 0.13
Total 0.08 0.15
Four 0.11 0.26
Five 0.12 0.23
Total 0.12 0.24
Four 0.08 0.19
Five 0.10 0.18
Total 0.09 0.19
Four 0.03 0.06
Five 0.03 0.06
Total 0.03 0.06
Four 0.04 0.09
Five 0.03 0.07
Total 0.04 0.08
Four 0.04 0.10
Five 0.07 0.11
Total 0.06 0.10
Four 0.04 0.08
Five 0.04 0.08
Total 0.04 0.08
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Year         
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Year          
Nine
Total
Finite Phrasal Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.30] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.03 0.03
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.03 0.04
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.02 0.04
Five 0.03 0.04
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.02
Fi
ni
te
 P
hr
as
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
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e 
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Year         
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e 
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Year        
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Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Finite Phrasal Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.30] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.01 0.04
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.02 0.09
Total 0.01 0.07
Four 0.02 0.10
Five 0.01 0.05
Total 0.02 0.08
Four 0.01 0.06
Five 0.01 0.06
Total 0.01 0.06
Four 0.01 0.04
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.04
Four 0.01 0.04
Five 0.01 0.04
Total 0.01 0.04
Four 0.02 0.07
Five 0.01 0.04
Total 0.02 0.06
Four 0.02 0.05
Five 0.01 0.04
Total 0.01 0.05
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Total
Non-Finite Adverbial Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.34] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.02
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.02
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.02
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Non-Finite Adverbial Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.34] 
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Non-Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.34] 
 
Non-Finite Post-Verbal Complement Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.34] 
 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.06 0.12
Five 0.02 0.06
Total 0.04 0.10
Four 0.03 0.08
Five 0.02 0.07
Total 0.02 0.07
Four 0.03 0.10
Five 0.02 0.06
Total 0.03 0.08
Four 0.04 0.10
Five 0.02 0.06
Total 0.03 0.08
Four 0.03 0.08
Five 0.02 0.04
Total 0.03 0.06
Four 0.03 0.07
Five 0.03 0.07
Total 0.03 0.07
Four 0.04 0.08
Five 0.02 0.05
Total 0.03 0.07
Four 0.04 0.08
Five 0.02 0.05
Total 0.03 0.07
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.02 0.03
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.00 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.01 0.01
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.01 0.02
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.01 0.02
Four 0.02 0.03
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Total 0.01 0.02
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.02 0.06
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.01 0.04
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.00
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.00
Four 0.01 0.04
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.03
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.00 0.02
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.00 0.02
Total 0.00 0.02
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.01 0.04
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.01 0.03
Total 0.01 0.02
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Total
Non-Finite Noun-Modifying Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.34] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.00
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.00
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
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Non-Finite Noun-Modifying Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.34] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.02 0.06
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.01 0.04
Four 0.01 0.05
Five 0.03 0.18
Total 0.02 0.13
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.01 0.05
Total 0.00 0.03
Four 0.01 0.04
Five 0.01 0.11
Total 0.01 0.08
Four 0.01 0.03
Five 0.02 0.05
Total 0.01 0.04
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.01 0.04
Total 0.01 0.03
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.02 0.05
Total 0.01 0.04
Four 0.00 0.02
Five 0.01 0.05
Total 0.01 0.04
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Total
Non-Finite Phrasal Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.34] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.00
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.02
Total 0.00 0.02
Four 0.00 0.00
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.00 0.02
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.02
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.00 0.01
Total 0.00 0.01
Four 0.00 0.01
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.00 0.01
N
on
-F
in
ite
 P
hr
as
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
N
on
-F
in
ite
 P
hr
as
al
 P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Non-Finite Phrasal Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.34] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.16 0.19
Five 0.13 0.20
Total 0.14 0.20
Four 0.13 0.18
Five 0.21 0.41
Total 0.17 0.31
Four 0.23 0.33
Five 0.17 0.22
Total 0.20 0.28
Four 0.17 0.25
Five 0.17 0.29
Total 0.17 0.27
Four 0.12 0.10
Five 0.13 0.14
Total 0.12 0.12
Four 0.15 0.17
Five 0.17 0.16
Total 0.16 0.17
Four 0.14 0.15
Five 0.23 0.22
Total 0.18 0.20
Four 0.14 0.14
Five 0.18 0.18
Total 0.16 0.17
N
on
-F
in
ite
 C
la
us
e 
P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
N
on
-F
in
ite
 C
la
us
e 
P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Non-Finite Clause “Pairings” per T-unit 
[see table 5.34] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.04 0.05
Five 0.03 0.04
Total 0.04 0.05
Four 0.04 0.05
Five 0.04 0.06
Total 0.04 0.06
Four 0.04 0.06
Five 0.04 0.05
Total 0.04 0.05
Four 0.04 0.05
Five 0.04 0.05
Total 0.04 0.05
Four 0.04 0.03
Five 0.05 0.05
Total 0.05 0.04
Four 0.05 0.05
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.05 0.05
Four 0.05 0.05
Five 0.07 0.05
Total 0.06 0.05
Four 0.05 0.04
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.05 0.05
N
on
-F
in
ite
 C
la
us
e 
P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
N
on
-F
in
ite
 C
la
us
e 
P
ai
rin
gs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Non-Finite Clause “Pairings” per Clause 
[see table 5.34] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.41 0.30
Five 0.56 0.49
Total 0.49 0.41
Four 0.40 0.28
Five 0.39 0.34
Total 0.39 0.31
Four 0.55 0.49
Five 0.47 0.37
Total 0.51 0.44
Four 0.45 0.37
Five 0.47 0.41
Total 0.46 0.39
Four 0.25 0.25
Five 0.18 0.22
Total 0.22 0.23
Four 0.25 0.26
Five 0.18 0.23
Total 0.21 0.24
Four 0.30 0.28
Five 0.19 0.22
Total 0.25 0.26
Four 0.27 0.26
Five 0.18 0.22
Total 0.23 0.24
E
xp
os
ito
ry
 S
ub
or
di
na
to
rs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
E
xp
os
ito
ry
 S
ub
or
di
na
to
rs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Expository Subordinators per T-unit 
[see table 5.37] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.13 0.09
Five 0.14 0.09
Total 0.13 0.09
Four 0.13 0.08
Five 0.11 0.07
Total 0.12 0.07
Four 0.13 0.11
Five 0.12 0.07
Total 0.13 0.09
Four 0.13 0.09
Five 0.12 0.08
Total 0.13 0.09
Four 0.09 0.08
Five 0.07 0.08
Total 0.08 0.08
Four 0.08 0.07
Five 0.06 0.08
Total 0.07 0.07
Four 0.10 0.07
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.08 0.07
Four 0.09 0.07
Five 0.06 0.07
Total 0.08 0.07
E
xp
os
ito
ry
 S
ub
or
di
na
to
rs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
E
xp
os
ito
ry
 S
ub
or
di
na
to
rs
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Expository Subordinators per Clause 
[see table 5.37] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.33 0.30
Five 0.32 0.20
Total 0.33 0.25
Four 0.43 0.28
Five 0.36 0.31
Total 0.40 0.30
Four 0.41 0.32
Five 0.36 0.27
Total 0.38 0.29
Four 0.39 0.30
Five 0.35 0.26
Total 0.37 0.28
Four 0.22 0.21
Five 0.17 0.15
Total 0.20 0.18
Four 0.26 0.21
Five 0.18 0.15
Total 0.22 0.18
Four 0.19 0.18
Five 0.16 0.14
Total 0.18 0.16
Four 0.22 0.20
Five 0.17 0.14
Total 0.20 0.17
M
en
ta
l C
on
te
nt
 C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
M
en
ta
l C
on
te
nt
 C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Mental Content Complement Clauses per T-unit 
[see table 5.37] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.10 0.08
Five 0.09 0.04
Total 0.10 0.07
Four 0.14 0.08
Five 0.10 0.07
Total 0.12 0.08
Four 0.11 0.07
Five 0.10 0.07
Total 0.10 0.07
Four 0.12 0.08
Five 0.10 0.06
Total 0.11 0.07
Four 0.08 0.06
Five 0.07 0.05
Total 0.07 0.06
Four 0.09 0.07
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.08 0.06
Four 0.07 0.06
Five 0.06 0.04
Total 0.06 0.05
Four 0.08 0.06
Five 0.06 0.05
Total 0.07 0.06
M
en
ta
l C
on
te
nt
 C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
M
en
ta
l C
on
te
nt
 C
om
pl
em
en
ts
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Mental Content Complement Clauses per Clause 
[see table 5.37] 
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Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.19 0.23
Five 0.20 0.22
Total 0.20 0.23
Four 0.18 0.22
Five 0.11 0.15
Total 0.14 0.19
Four 0.19 0.27
Five 0.16 0.26
Total 0.17 0.27
Four 0.19 0.24
Five 0.16 0.22
Total 0.17 0.23
Four 0.11 0.19
Five 0.05 0.09
Total 0.08 0.15
Four 0.11 0.17
Five 0.02 0.05
Total 0.06 0.13
Four 0.07 0.12
Five 0.02 0.07
Total 0.05 0.10
Four 0.10 0.16
Five 0.03 0.07
Total 0.06 0.13
Th
in
k 
+ 
B
ec
au
se
 C
la
us
es
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Th
in
k 
+ 
B
ec
au
se
 C
la
us
es
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
“Think” + “Because” Clauses per T-unit 
[see figure 5.39] 
Measure Year Group Attainment Level Mean Standard Deviation
Four 0.06 0.06
Five 0.05 0.05
Total 0.05 0.06
Four 0.06 0.07
Five 0.03 0.04
Total 0.05 0.06
Four 0.04 0.06
Five 0.04 0.07
Total 0.04 0.06
Four 0.05 0.06
Five 0.04 0.05
Total 0.05 0.06
Four 0.03 0.05
Five 0.02 0.03
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.03 0.05
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.02 0.04
Four 0.03 0.04
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.02 0.03
Four 0.03 0.05
Five 0.01 0.02
Total 0.02 0.04
Th
in
k 
+ 
B
ec
au
se
 C
la
us
es
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r T
-u
ni
t (
W
rit
in
g)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
Th
in
k 
+ 
B
ec
au
se
 C
la
us
es
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
pe
r C
la
us
e 
(S
pe
ec
h)
Year        
Seven
Year         
Eight
Year          
Nine
Total
“Think” + “Because” Clauses per Clause 
[see figure 5.39] 
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!
!
Project! Title:! The$ Developmental$ Relationship$ between$ Spoken$ and$ Written$
Syntax$in$an$English$Secondary$School.!
Project!Details:!The!overall!project!seeks!to!better!understand!the!grammatical!relationships!characterising! the!speech!and!writing!of!English!secondary!school!students.!As! such,! this! component!of! the!project! intends! to! collect! one!piece!of!speech! and! one! piece! of! writing! from! each! student! within! a! single! year! seven!class!and!a!single!year!nine!class.!
Conduct:! Each! elicitation! session! will! follow! the! same! broad! format:! the!researcher!will!explain!the!nature!of!the!task,!before!showing!the!participant(s)!a!short!film!and!asking!them!to!produce!a!timed!exposition!in!response!to!the!film’s!topic;!the!precise!details!of!the!elicitation!process,!together!with!all!the!relevant!materials,!will! have!been! approved!by! the! school! prior! to! implementation.! The!written!texts!will!be!produced!by!hand!and!the!spoken!texts!recorded,!with!the!researcher! retaining! only! those! texts! for! which! individual! consent! has! been!obtained.!The!written!texts!will!be!elicited!within!a!wholeDclass!context!and!in!the!presence!of!the!class’s!normallyDtimetabled!English!teacher.!The!spoken!texts!will!be!elicited! individually,!with!the!researcher!removing!each!participant! from!the!class! for!an!absolute!maximum!of! thirty!minutes! in! total.!Any!alterations! to! the!aboveDdescribed!procedure!will!be!agreed!in!advance!with!the!presiding!teacher.!Throughout! the! study,! participation! will! remain! voluntary,! informed! consent!being!obtained!from!each!individual!participant!as!appropriate.!As!such,!though!all! students! present! at! the! point! of! elicitation! will! be! asked! to! produce! the!relevant!written!texts!(due!to!the!classDbased!nature!of!the!process),!only!those!texts! for!which! full! consent!has!been!confirmed!will!be!retained! for!analysis!by!the!researcher.!With!respect!to!the!spoken!texts,!consent!will!also!extend!to!the!pupil’s! decision! to! participate! in! the! actual! elicitation! session! itself,! this! being!conducted!on!an!individual!basis!and!involving!their!temporary!removal!from!the!classroom.! Further! consent! to! the! collection! and! analysis! of! the! texts! will! be!obtained!from!the!school,!the!participant’s!English!teacher,!and!the!participant’s!legal! guardian.! Both! throughout! and! subsequent! to! the! collection! process,! all!participating! individuals!will! retain! their! full! right! to!withdraw!their!consent! to!the!collection!and!analysis!of!their!texts.!!Furthermore,! throughout! the! study,! the! welfare! of! all! individuals! within! the!school! will! remain! paramount.! Should! the! researcher! become! aware! of!information!relevant!to!any!student’s!welfare,!this!will!be!immediately!passed!on!to! the! relevant! member(s)! of! staff.! The! researcher! will! also! undertake! all!reasonable!steps!to!ensure!that!the!study’s!implementation!does!not!substantially!interfere!with!the!running!of!the!school.!!
Consent!!
Form!
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!
!
Confidentiality! and! Anonymity:! The! above)described! data! will! be! held! in!confidence,! and! used! solely! for! the! purposes! of! linguistic! analysis.! The! original!copies!of!this!data!will!be!securely!stored,!with!third!party!access!only!as!may!be!required!by!law.!Any!analyses!and!public!referencing!of!the!data!will!be!carried!out!on!anonymised!transcripts,!such!that!no!individual!connected!with!the!school!may!be!identified.!The!original!copies!of!the!data!will!be!held!in!accordance!with!the! Data! Protection! Act,! being! securely! held! and! fully! destroyed! following! the!study’s!completion!in!2015.!The!anonymous!transcripts!will!be!held!indefinitely!should!further!linguistic!analysis!prove!necessary.!!
Contact!Details:!The!researcher!may!be!contacted!at!any!point!during!the!study,!either!on!07896!988596!or!at!mdtb201@exeter.ac.uk.!Should!you!wish!to!discuss!any!concerns!with!someone!apart!from!the!researcher,!you!should!not!hesitate!to!contact! Professor! Debra! Myhill,! Associate! Dean! for! Research,! at!
d.a.myhill@exeter.ac.uk.!
!
Consent.!I!voluntarily!consent!to!this!project!being!conducted!within!the!school,!and! to! the! collected! data! being! used! for! the! above)described! purposes.! This!consent!can!be!withdrawn!at!any!time!by!contacting!the!researcher.!
! !!! !!!!!DATE………………………….....!
5
Signature5One:5.....................................................................................5Position:5....................................5
5
Counter?signature:5............................................................................5Position:5....................................5
!
Consent!!
Form!
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!
!
Project!Title:!The$Developmental$Relationship$between$Spoken$and$Written$Syntax$in$an$
English$Secondary$School.!
Project! Details:! The! overall! project! seeks! to! better! understand! the! grammatical!relationships! characterising! the! speech! and! writing! of! English! secondary! school!students.!As!such,!this!component!intends!to!collect!one!piece!of!speech!and!one!piece!of!writing!from!each!student!within!a!single!year!seven!class!and!a!single!year!nine!class;!these!classes!as!agreed!with!the!school,!and!subject!to!the!consent!of!pupil!and!guardian.!
Conduct:!Each!elicitation!session!will!follow!the!same!broad!format:!the!researcher!will!explain!the!nature!of!the!task,!before!showing!the!participant(s)!a!short!film!and!asking!them!to!produce!a!timed!exposition!in!response!to!the!film’s!topic;!the!precise!details!of!the!elicitation!process,!together!with!all!the!relevant!materials,!will!have!been!approved!by!the!school!prior!to! implementation.!The!written!texts!will!be!produced!by!hand!and!the! spoken! texts! recorded,! with! the! researcher! retaining! only! those! texts! for! which!individual!consent!has!been!obtained.!The!written!texts!will!be!elicited!within!a!wholeDclass!context!and!in!the!presence!of!the!class’s!normallyDtimetabled!English!teacher.!The!spoken!texts!will!be!elicited!individually,!with!the!researcher!removing!each!participant!from! the! class! for! no!more! than! thirty!minutes! in! total.! Any! alterations! to! the! aboveDdescribed!procedure!will!be!agreed!in!advance!with!the!presiding!teacher.!
Confidentiality! and!Anonymity:!The!aboveDdescribed!data!will!be!held! in!confidence,!and!used!solely!for!the!purposes!of!linguistic!analysis.!The!original!copies!of!this!data!will!be!securely!stored,!with!third!party!access!only!as!may!be!required!by!law.!Any!analyses!and!public! referencing!of! the!data!will! be! carried!out! on! anonymised! transcripts,! such!that!no!individual!connected!with!the!school!may!be!identified.!The!original!copies!of!the!data!will! be! held! in! accordance!with! the! Data! Protection! Act,! being! securely! held! and!fully!destroyed!following!the!study’s!completion!in!2015.!The!anonymised!copies!will!be!held!indefinitely!should!further!linguistic!analysis!prove!necessary.!!
Contact!Details:!The!researcher!may!be!contacted!at!any!point!during!the!study,!either!on!07896!988596!or!at!mdtb201@exeter.ac.uk.!Should!you!wish!to!discuss!any!concerns!with! someone! apart! from! the! researcher,! you! should! not! hesitate! to! contact! Professor!Debra!Myhill,!Associate!Dean!for!Research,!at!d.a.myhill@exeter.ac.uk.!
Consent.! I! consent! to! the! aboveDdescribed! texts! being! elicited!within!my! classes.! This!consent! can! be! withdrawn! at! any! time! during! the! collection! process,! and! I! need! only!contact!the!researcher!to!do!so.!
!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!! !!!!!DATE………………………….....!
Signature$One:$...........................................................................................................$Position:!TEACHER$
CounterGsignature:$..................................................................................................$Position:$RESEARCHER!
Consent!!
Form!
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!  My na
m
e 
is
 M
r 
Br
en
ch
le
y.
 M
y 
jo
b 
is
 t
o 
st
ud
y 
st
ud
en
t 
la
ng
ua
ge
, a
nd
 I
 w
ou
ld
 li
ke
 y
ou
r 
he
lp
 w
it
h 
a 
pr
oj
ec
t 
I 
am
 w
or
ki
ng
 
on
. 
Th
e 
ai
m
 o
f 
m
y 
pr
oj
ec
t 
is
 t
o 
un
de
rs
ta
nd
 h
ow
 s
pe
ec
h 
an
d 
wr
it
in
g 
ch
an
ge
 a
s 
st
ud
en
ts
 g
et
 o
ld
er
. T
hi
s 
is
 a
 f
as
ci
na
ti
ng
 t
op
ic
 w
hi
ch
 s
ho
ws
 j
us
t 
ho
w 
am
az
in
g 
we
 a
ll 
ar
e 
wh
en
 w
e 
us
e 
la
ng
ua
ge
. 
It
 i
s 
al
so
 s
om
et
hi
ng
 w
e 
ne
ed
 t
o 
kn
ow
 m
or
e 
ab
ou
t,
 s
o 
th
at
 w
e 
ca
n 
al
l b
ec
om
e 
th
e 
be
st
 s
pe
ak
er
s 
an
d 
wr
it
er
s 
po
ss
ib
le
. 
Th
is
 is
 w
he
re
 y
ou
 c
an
 h
el
p.
 Y
ou
 s
ee
, i
n 
or
de
r 
to
 b
et
te
r 
un
de
rs
ta
nd
 h
ow
 
st
ud
en
t 
la
ng
ua
ge
 c
ha
ng
es
, I
 n
ee
d 
to
 s
tu
dy
 g
oo
d 
ex
am
pl
es
 o
f 
re
al
 s
pe
ec
h 
an
d 
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al
 w
ri
ti
ng
 p
ro
du
ce
d 
by
 r
ea
l 
st
ud
en
ts
. 
I 
th
in
k 
yo
u 
wo
ul
d 
m
ak
e 
a 
fa
nt
as
ti
c 
co
nt
ri
bu
ti
on
 h
er
e.
 S
o,
 w
it
h 
yo
ur
 p
er
m
is
si
on
, I
 w
ou
ld
 li
ke
 t
o 
lo
ok
 
at
 o
ne
 s
ho
rt
 e
xa
m
pl
e 
of
 y
ou
r 
sp
ok
en
 la
ng
ua
ge
 a
nd
 o
ne
 s
ho
rt
 e
xa
m
pl
e 
of
 
yo
ur
 w
ri
tt
en
 la
ng
ua
ge
. 
W
ha
t 
wi
ll 
ha
pp
en
 if
 y
ou
 a
gr
ee
? 
W
el
l, 
I 
wi
ll 
co
lle
ct
 in
 o
ne
 p
ie
ce
 o
f 
sp
ee
ch
 
an
d 
on
e 
pi
ec
e 
of
 w
ri
ti
ng
 in
 w
hi
ch
 y
ou
 e
xp
re
ss
 y
ou
r 
op
in
io
ns
 o
n 
a 
pa
rt
ic
ul
ar
 
to
pi
c:
  
!
 
Th
e 
wr
it
te
n 
pi
ec
e 
wi
ll 
be
 
co
lle
ct
ed
 
fo
llo
wi
ng
 
a 
wr
it
in
g 
se
ss
io
n 
ca
rr
ie
d 
ou
t 
in
 o
ne
 o
f 
yo
ur
 E
ng
lis
h 
cl
as
se
s.
 
!
 
Th
e 
sp
ok
en
 p
ie
ce
 w
ill
 b
e 
pr
od
uc
ed
 i
n 
a 
se
pa
ra
te
 s
es
si
on
 
co
nd
uc
te
d 
be
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ee
n 
th
e 
tw
o 
of
 u
s.
 T
hi
s 
se
ss
io
n 
wi
ll 
be
 
re
co
rd
ed
, a
nd
 y
ou
 s
ho
ul
d 
be
 o
ut
 o
f 
cl
as
s 
fo
r 
no
 m
or
e 
th
an
 
tw
en
ty
 m
in
ut
es
. 
A
ft
er
 I
 h
av
e 
co
lle
ct
ed
 t
he
se
 t
wo
 p
ie
ce
s,
 t
he
 f
ir
st
 t
hi
ng
 I
 w
ill
 d
o 
is
 c
ha
ng
e 
th
em
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to
 e
le
ct
ro
ni
c 
co
pi
es
 a
nd
 r
em
ov
e 
yo
ur
 n
am
e 
fr
om
 t
he
m
. T
hi
s 
is
 s
o 
th
at
 n
o 
on
e 
ca
n 
te
ll 
wh
ic
h 
st
ud
en
ts
 p
ro
du
ce
d 
wh
ic
h 
pi
ec
es
 o
f 
la
ng
ua
ge
. 
Th
en
, I
 w
ill
 p
ut
 y
ou
r 
cl
as
s’s
 p
ie
ce
s 
wi
th
 s
om
e 
pi
ec
es
 p
ro
du
ce
d 
by
 t
he
 y
ea
r 
ni
ne
s,
 a
nd
 u
se
 a
 s
pe
ci
al
 c
om
pu
te
r 
pr
og
ra
m
 t
o 
he
lp
 m
e 
se
e 
wh
at
 la
ng
ua
ge
 
pa
tt
er
ns
 a
re
 r
ev
ea
le
d.
 
!      Throug
ho
ut
 t
he
 p
ro
je
ct
, 
yo
ur
 c
on
tr
ib
ut
io
ns
 w
ill
 b
e 
tr
ea
te
d 
in
 c
om
pl
et
e 
co
nf
id
en
ce
. 
Th
is
 m
ea
ns
 t
ha
t 
on
ly
 n
am
el
es
s 
co
pi
es
 w
ill
 b
e 
ke
pt
 f
or
 a
ny
 
fu
tu
re
 r
es
ea
rc
h.
 I
t 
al
so
 m
ea
ns
 t
ha
t 
no
-o
ne
 w
ill
 b
e 
ab
le
 t
o 
te
ll 
wh
ic
h 
st
ud
en
ts
 p
ro
du
ce
d 
wh
ic
h 
pi
ec
es
. 
In
 o
th
er
 w
or
ds
, 
we
re
 I
 t
o 
us
e 
yo
ur
 
co
nt
ri
bu
ti
on
s 
wi
th
in
 a
ny
 r
ep
or
ts
, i
t 
is
 q
ui
te
 p
os
si
bl
e 
th
at
 n
ot
 e
ve
n 
yo
u 
wi
ll 
kn
ow
 y
ou
 p
ro
du
ce
d 
th
em
!  
 O
f 
co
ur
se
, 
it
 i
s 
co
m
pl
et
el
y 
up
 t
o 
yo
u 
wh
et
he
r 
yo
u 
ar
e 
ha
pp
y 
fo
r 
m
e 
to
 
co
lle
ct
 in
 t
he
se
 t
wo
 e
xa
m
pl
es
 o
f 
yo
ur
 la
ng
ua
ge
; a
nd
 y
ou
 c
an
 a
lw
ay
s 
ch
an
ge
 
yo
ur
 m
in
d 
at
 a
ny
 t
im
e.
 S
ti
ll,
 I
 r
ea
lly
 h
op
e 
yo
u 
do
 d
ec
id
e 
to
 j
oi
n 
in
, 
be
ca
us
e 
I 
be
lie
ve
 y
ou
 h
av
e 
a 
va
lu
ab
le
 c
on
tr
ib
ut
io
n 
to
 m
ak
e.
 W
ho
 k
no
ws
, 
yo
u 
co
ul
d 
ha
ve
 a
 b
ig
 in
fl
ue
nc
e 
on
 h
ow
 w
e 
un
de
rs
ta
nd
 s
tu
de
nt
s’ 
ch
an
gi
ng
 
la
ng
ua
ge
, a
nd
 p
er
ha
ps
 e
ve
n 
in
fl
ue
nc
e 
ho
w 
fu
tu
re
 s
tu
de
nt
s 
ar
e 
ta
ug
ht
! 
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 t
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 o
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h 
an
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am
pl
e 
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wr
it
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g 
to
 y
ou
r 
pr
oj
ec
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 c
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te
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l I
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! ! ! !
My!na
me!is!
Mr!Bre
nchley
.!My!w
ork!inv
olves!r
esearch
ing!stu
dent!
langua
ge,!and
!I!woul
d!like!y
our!he
lp!with
!a!proj
ect!I!am
!worki
ng!on.!
The!ai
m!of!m
y!proj
ect!is!
to!bett
er!und
erstand
!how!
speech
!and!
writing
!chang
e!as!st
udents
!get!ol
der.!Th
is!is!a
!comp
licated
!topic!
which!
shows!
just!ho
w!soph
isticate
d!we!a
ll!are!w
hen!us
ing!lan
guage.!
It!is!al
so!a!to
pic!abo
ut!whi
ch!we!
need!to
!know!
much!m
ore,!so
!that!
every!s
tudent
!is!able
!to!get!
the!mo
st!out!o
f!their!
spoken
!and!w
ritten!
langua
ge.!
This!is
!where
!you!ca
n!help
.!You!s
ee,!in!o
rder!to
!better
!under
stand!
how!st
udent!
langua
ge!cha
nges,!I
!need!
to!expl
ore!go
od!exa
mples!
of!
real!sp
eech!a
nd!rea
l!writin
g!prod
uced!b
y!real!
studen
ts.!I!th
ink!you
!
would!
make!
an!ex
cellent
!contr
ibution
!here
.!So,!
with!
your!
permis
sion,!I!
would!
like!to!
analyse
!one!br
ief!exa
mple!o
f!your!
spoken
!
langua
ge!and
!one!br
ief!exam
ple!of!y
our!wr
itten!la
nguage
.!
What!w
ill!happ
en!if!y
ou!agr
ee!to!p
articip
ate?!W
ell,!I!w
ill!colle
ct!in!
one!pie
ce!of!s
peech!
and!on
e!piece
!of!wri
ting!in
!which
!you!e
xpress
!
your!op
inions!
on!a!pa
rticula
r!topic
:!!
!
 The!w
ritten!p
iece!wi
ll!be!co
llected
!in!follo
wing!a
!writin
g!
session
!carried
!out!in!
one!of!
your!E
nglish!
classes
.!
!
 The!s
poken!
piece!w
ill!be!p
roduce
d!in!a!s
eparat
e!sessi
on!
conduc
ted!be
tween!
the!tw
o!of!us
.!This!
session
!will!b
e!
record
ed,!and
!you!s
hould!
be!out
!of!cla
ss!for!
no!mo
re!
than!tw
enty!m
inutes.
!
After!I
!have!c
ollecte
d!these
!pieces
,!the!fir
st!thin
g!I!will
!do!is!r
emove
!
your!n
ame!fr
om!the
m!and!
conver
t!both!
pieces!
into!ele
ctronic
!copies
.!
This!is
!so!tha
t!no!on
e!can!t
ell!whi
ch!stud
ents!pr
oduced
!which
!pieces
!
of!lang
uage.!T
hen,!I!
will!pu
t!your
!class’s
!pieces
!with!
some!p
ieces!
produc
ed!by!t
he!yea
r!seven
s,!and!
use!a!s
pecial!
compu
ter!pro
gram!t
o!
see!wh
at!lang
uage!p
atterns
!are!rev
ealed.!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! Throug
hout!t
he!pro
ject,!y
our!co
ntribut
ions!w
ill!be!
treated
!in!
comple
te!conf
idence
.!This!
means
!that!o
nly!nam
eless!c
opies!w
ill!be!
kept!fo
r!any!f
uture!r
esearch
!purpo
ses.!It!a
lso!me
ans!tha
t!no<on
e!will!
be!able
!to!tell!
which!
studen
ts!prod
uced!w
hich!pi
eces.!In
!other!
words,
!
were!I
!to!us
e!your
!contr
ibution
s!with
in!any
!repor
ts,!it!i
s!quite
!
possibl
e!that!n
ot!even
!you!w
ill!know
!that!yo
u!prod
uced!th
em.!!
! Of!cou
rse,!it!
is!com
pletely
!up!to
!you!w
hether
!you!c
onsent
!to!me
!
collect
ing!in!
and!an
alysing
!examp
les!of!y
our!lan
guage;
!and!yo
u!can!
always
!chang
e!your
!mind!
at!any
!time.!
Still,!I!
really!
hope!y
ou!do!
decide
!to!joi
n!in,!n
ot!leas
t!becau
se!I!be
lieve!y
ou!hav
e!a!va
luable!
contrib
ution!t
o!make
.!Who!
knows
,!your!
contrib
ution!c
ould!h
ave!a!
big!inf
luence
!on!ho
w!we!
unders
tand!s
tudent
s’!chan
ging!la
nguage
,!
and!pe
rhaps!e
ven!inf
luence
!how!fu
ture!st
udents
!are!tau
ght.!
! ! !!!Dear!
Mr!Bre
nchley
,!
!!!I!am!h
appy!fo
r!you!t
o!collec
t!in!and
!analys
e!one!e
xample
!of!spee
ch!and
!!!
!!!one!e
xample
!of!writ
ing!for
!your!p
roject.!
I!can!al
ways!c
hange!
my!min
d!!
!!!later!
–!all!I!n
eed!to!
do!is!le
t!either
!you!or
!my!En
glish!te
acher!k
now.!
! !!My!na
me:!pu
t!signa
ture!he
!!!!!r!!e!!
My!sign
ature:!p
ut!sign
ature!h
e!!!!!!!re
!
! !!Resea
rcher’s
!name:
!!!!MR!B
RENCH
LEY!!!!!S
ignatur
e:!put_
!signat
ure!her
!!!!e!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!
!
Date:!_
________
___!
!
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!!!!!!!!!!Dear!Parent!or!Guardian,!My!name!is!Mark!Brenchley,!and!I!am!researching!how!language!changes!as!students!get!older.! This! research! is! valuable,! I! believe,! because! a! better! understanding! of! these!changes!can!help!ensure!that!every!child!becomes!the!best!speaker!and!writer!possible.!As!part!of!this!research,!I!am!currently!visiting!your!school!in!order!to!collect!some!good!examples! of! real! student! language,! and! I! believe! your! child! would! make! a! great!contribution!here.!Accordingly,!I!hope!you!will!be!happy!for!me!to!collect!in!and!look!at!one! short! piece! of! their! speech! and! one! short! piece! of! their! writing.! Both! pieces! are!being!produced!in!school,!with!the!written!piece!elicited!during!a!single!English!lesson!and! the!spoken!piece! recorded!during!a! short! individual! session!conducted!by!myself.!With! your! consent,! your! own! child’s! contributions!will! then! be! placed!with! the! other!examples!of!student!language!that!I!am!collecting,!after!which!I!will!analyse!all!of!these!examples!together!to!see!what!they!reveal!in!terms!of!student!language.!Throughout! the! project,! your! child’s! contributions! will! be! treated! in! complete!confidence,!with!their!name!being!removed!from!both!pieces!of!language.!Furthermore,!should! any! published! reports! include! examples! of! student! language,! these! examples!will! always!be! treated! so! that! your! child! cannot!be! identified.! Finally,! all! the!original!samples!of! language!will!be!securely!stored! in! line!with! the!Data!Protection!Act,!as! is!the!law,!and!will!be!immediately!destroyed!once!the!project!has!been!completed.!Whilst!the!school!has!confirmed!they!are!happy!for!the!speaking!and!writing!sessions!to!go!ahead,!whether!or!not!I!actually!collect!in!your!own!child’s!examples!is!entirely!your!choice.! Accordingly,! if! you! do! not! wish! me! to! collect! in! these! two! examples! of! your!child’s! language,! please! let! me! know! by! returning! the! slip! below! to! the! school.! You!should!also!feel!free!to!contact!me!at!any!point,!and!I!will!happily!answer!any!questions!you!might!have.!Otherwise,!I!look!forward!to!the!valuable!contribution!I!am!certain!that!your!child!will!make.!! ! ! Yours!sincerely,!and!with!thanks,!!!!!Dear!Mr!Brenchley,!Thank!you!for!inviting!my!child!to!contribute!to!your!research.!However,!I!would!prefer!that!you!did!not!collect!in!and!look!at!the!aboveLdescribed!examples!of!their!language.!!Signature:!________________________________________________________________!!!!!!Date:!______________!!Please!print!your!name!here:!___________________________________________________________________!
Mark!Brenchley!c/o!Graduate!School!of!Education!St!Luke's!Campus!Heavitree!Road!Exeter!!EX1!2LU!Telephone:!07896!988596!Email:!mdtb201@exeter.ac.uk!
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!
Project!Title:!The$Relationship$between$Spoken$and$Written$Syntax$in$an$English$
Secondary$School.!
Project! Details:! The! project! seeks! to! better! understand! the! grammatical!relationships!characterising! the!speech!and!writing!of!English!secondary!school!students.!To!this!end,!the!project! intends!to!collect!one!piece!of!speech!and!one!piece!of!writing! from!each! student!within! a! sample!of! the! school’s!KS3!English!classes;! this! sample! as! agreed!with! the! school.! Supplementary! information!will!also!be!collected! in! the! form!of! the!participating!students’!attainment! levels! for!English! as! currently! assessed! by! the! school,! the! English! department’s! current!schemes!of!work,!and!informal!conversations!with!the!school’s!English!teachers!regarding! their! views! on! the! place! of! grammar! within! educational! practice.!Towards!the!end!of!the!project,!there!will!also!be!the!possibility!of!conducting!a!handful! of! smallBscale! pupil! focus! groups,! these! intended! to! explore! the!participating! students’! own!understanding! of! the! differences! between! speaking!and!writing.!At!present,!however,!these!groups!are!only!considered!a!possibility.!They! will! not! take! place! without! further! discussion! and! agreement! with! the!school.!
Conduct:! With! respect! to! the! language! samples,! each! elicitation! session! will!follow!the!same!broad!format:!the!researcher!will!introduce!himself!and!explain!the!nature!of!the!task,!before!showing!the!participant(s)!a!short!film!on!the!topic!of!charity!and!asking!them!to!produce!a!timed!piece!in!which!they!express!their!own!opinions!about!charity.!The!written!texts!will!be!produced!by!hand!and!the!spoken! texts! audioBrecorded,!with! the! researcher! retaining!only! those! texts! for!which! individual! pupil! consent! has! been! obtained.! The! written! texts! will! be!elicited!within!a!wholeBclass!context!and!in!the!presence!of!each!class’s!normallyBtimetabled! teacher.! The! spoken! texts! will! be! elicited! individually,! with! the!researcher! removing! each! participant! from! their! normallyBtimetabled! class! for!around!thirty!minutes!in!total!and!eliciting!the!text!in!a!separate!room!designated!as!appropriate!in!agreement!with!the!school.!The!precise!details!of!the!elicitation!process,!together!with!all!the!relevant!materials,!will!have!been!approved!by!the!school! prior! to! implementation,! and! any! alterations! to! the! aboveBdescribed!general!procedure!will!also!have!been!agreed!in!advance!with!the!school.!Throughout!the!study,!all!participation!will!remain!voluntary,! informed!consent!being!obtained!from!each!individual!participant!as!appropriate.!As!such,!though!all! students! present! at! the! point! of! elicitation! will! be! asked! to! produce! the!relevant!written! texts,! due! to! the! classBbased! nature! of! the! process,! only! those!written! texts! for! which! full! consent! has! been! confirmed! will! be! retained! for!analysis! by! the! researcher.!With! respect! to! the! spoken! texts,! consent! will! also!extend!to!the!pupil’s!decision!to!participate!in!the!actual!elicitation!session!itself,!!
Consent!!
Form!
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!
!this! being! conducted! on! an! individual! basis! and! involving! their! temporary!removal! from! their! normally6timetabled! classroom.! Again,! only! those! spoken!texts! for!which! full! consent!has!been!confirmed!will!be!retained! for!analysis!by!the! researcher.! Further! consent! relating! to! the! collecting! in! and! analysis! of! the!texts!will!also!be!obtained!from!the!individual!participants’!legal!guardians.!Both!throughout!and!subsequent!to!the!collection!process,!all!participating!individuals!will!retain!full!right!to!withdraw!their!consent.!!Furthermore,! throughout! the! study,! the! welfare! of! all! individuals! within! the!school! will! remain! paramount.! Should! the! researcher! become! aware! of!information!relevant!to!any!student’s!welfare,!this!will!be!immediately!passed!on!to! the! relevant! member(s)! of! staff.! The! researcher! will! also! undertake! all!reasonable! steps! to! ensure! that! the! study’s! implementation! does! not!substantively!interfere!with!the!general!running!of!the!school.!!
Confidentiality! and! Anonymity:! The! above6described! data! will! be! held! in!confidence,! and! used! solely! for! the! purposes! of! linguistic! analysis.! All! original!copies! of! this! data! will! be! anonymised! and! securely! stored,! with! third! party!access!only!as!may!be!required!by! law!or! for!cross6checking!of! the!researcher’s!analysis.!Any!analyses!and!public!referencing!of!the!data!by!the!researcher!will!be!carried! out! on! anonymised! transcripts! of! this! data,! such! that! no! individual!connected!with! the! school!may! be! identified.! The! original! data! will! be! held! in!accordance!with!the!Data!Protection!Act!of!1998,!being!securely!held!and!safely!destroyed!following!the!study’s!completion!in!2015.!The!anonymised!transcripts!will!be!held!indefinitely!should!further!linguistic!analysis!prove!warranted.!
Contact!Details:!The!researcher!may!be!contacted!at!any!point!during!the!study,!either!on!07896!988596!or!at!mdtb201@exeter.ac.uk.!Should!you!wish!to!discuss!any!concerns!with!someone!apart!from!the!researcher,!you!should!not!hesitate!to!contact!Professor!Debra!Myhill,!Associate!Dean!within!the!University!of!Exeter,!at!
d.a.myhill@exeter.ac.uk.!
Consent.! I! consent! to! the! above6described! project! being! conducted!within! the! school,!and! to! the! above6described! data! being! used! for! the! above6described! purposes.! This!consent! can! be! withdrawn! at! any! time! during! the! study,! and! I! need! only! inform! the!researcher!to!do!so.!
!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!DATE:!………………….....!
Signature:9……............................................................................................................9Position:!……………………9
Counter?signature:9..................................................................................................9Position:9RESEARCHER!
Consent!!
Form!
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!
!
Project! Title:! The$ Relationship$ between$ Spoken$ and$ Written$ Syntax$ in$ an$ English$
Secondary$School.!
Project! Details:! The! overall! project! seeks! to! better! understand! the! grammatical!relationships! characterising! the! speech! and! writing! of! English! secondary! school!students.!To!this!end,!the!project!intends!to!collect!one!piece!of!speech!and!one!piece!of!writing! from! each! student! within! a! sample! of! the! school’s! KS3! English! classes;! this!sample! as! agreed! with! the! school! and! subject! to! the! further! consent! of! pupil! and!guardian.!As!part!of!this!collection!process,!the!present!component!looks!to!elicit!a!single!piece!of!writing!from!each!student!within!the!aboveCmentioned!KS3!classes,!these!pieces!elicited!on!a!classCbyCclass!basis!and!in!the!form!of!wholeCclass!writing!sessions.!!
Conduct:!One!normallyCtimetabled! lesson!will!be! required! for!each!participating! class;!this!lesson!will!be!delivered!by!the!researcher!in!the!presence!of!the!class!teacher.!Each!lesson! will! have! the! same! broad! format:! the! researcher! will! introduce! himself! and!explain! the!nature!of! the! task,!before!showing! the!students!a!short! film!on! the! topic!of!charity! and! asking! them! to! write! a! timed! letter! expressing! their! own! opinions! about!charity.!This!letter!will!be!handCwritten!on!scripts!provided!by!the!researcher,!with!the!researcher!ultimately!retaining!only!those!scripts!for!which!individual!consent!has!been!obtained.!All!of! the!materials! to!be!used!within! the! lessons!will!have!been!approved! in!advance!with!the!school,!and!any!alterations!to! the!aboveCdescribed!general!procedure!will!have!been!agreed!in!advance!with!both!the!school!and!the!presiding!teacher.!
Confidentiality! and!Anonymity:!The!aboveCdescribed!data!will!be!held! in!confidence,!and!used!solely!for!the!purposes!of!linguistic!analysis.!The!original!copies!of!this!data!will!be!anonymised!and!securely!stored,!with!third!party!access!only!as!may!be!required!by!law! or! for! crossCchecking! of! the! researcher’s! analysis.! Any! analyses! and! public!referencing!of!the!data!by!the!researcher!will!be!carried!out!on!anonymised!transcripts,!such!that!no!individual!connected!with!the!school!may!be!identified.!The!original!copies!of!the!data!will!be!held!in!accordance!with!the!Data!Protection!Act,!being!securely!held!and! safely! destroyed! following! the! study’s! completion! in! 2015.! The! anonymised!transcripts!will!be!held!indefinitely!should!further!linguistic!analysis!prove!necessary.!!
Contact!Details:!The!researcher!may!be!contacted!at!any!point!during!the!study,!either!on!07896!988596!or!at!mdtb201@exeter.ac.uk.!Should!you!wish!to!discuss!any!concerns!with! someone! apart! from! the! researcher,! you! should! not! hesitate! to! contact! Professor!Debra!Myhill,!Associate!Dean!within!the!University!of!Exeter,!at!d.a.myhill@exeter.ac.uk.!
Consent.! I! consent! to! the!aboveCdescribed!samples!of!writing!being!elicited!within!my!classes.!This!consent!can!be!withdrawn!at!any!time!during!the!collection!process,!and!I!need!only!inform!the!researcher!to!do!so.!
!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! !!! !!!!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!DATE:!………………...!!!!!!
Signature:$……............................................................................................................$Position:!TEACHER$
CounterEsignature:$..................................................................................................$Position:$RESEARCHER!
Consent!!
Form!
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ci
na
ti
ng
 
to
pi
c 
wh
ic
h 
sh
ow
s 
ju
st
 h
ow
 a
m
az
in
g 
we
 a
ll 
ar
e 
wh
en
 w
e 
us
e 
la
ng
ua
ge
. I
t 
is
 
al
so
 s
om
et
hi
ng
 w
e 
ne
ed
 t
o 
kn
ow
 m
or
e 
ab
ou
t,
 s
o 
th
at
 e
ve
ry
 s
tu
de
nt
 c
an
 
be
co
m
e 
th
e 
be
st
 s
pe
ak
er
 a
nd
 w
ri
te
r 
po
ss
ib
le
. 
Th
is
 i
s 
wh
er
e 
yo
u 
ca
n 
he
lp
. Y
ou
 s
ee
, i
n 
or
de
r 
to
 b
et
te
r 
un
de
rs
ta
nd
 h
ow
 
st
ud
en
t 
la
ng
ua
ge
 c
ha
ng
es
, I
 n
ee
d 
to
 s
tu
dy
 g
oo
d 
ex
am
pl
es
 o
f 
re
al
 s
pe
ec
h 
an
d 
re
al
 w
ri
ti
ng
 p
ro
du
ce
d 
by
 r
ea
l 
st
ud
en
ts
. 
I 
th
in
k 
yo
u 
wo
ul
d 
m
ak
e 
a 
fa
nt
as
ti
c 
co
nt
ri
bu
ti
on
 h
er
e.
 S
o,
 w
it
h 
yo
ur
 p
er
m
is
si
on
, 
I 
wo
ul
d 
lik
e 
to
 
co
lle
ct
 i
n 
on
e 
sh
or
t 
ex
am
pl
e 
of
 y
ou
r 
sp
ok
en
 l
an
gu
ag
e 
an
d 
on
e 
sh
or
t 
ex
am
pl
e 
of
 y
ou
r 
wr
it
te
n 
la
ng
ua
ge
. 
H
ow
 w
ou
ld
 t
hi
s 
wo
rk
? 
W
el
l, 
I 
wo
ul
d 
co
lle
ct
 in
 o
ne
 p
ie
ce
 o
f 
sp
ee
ch
 a
nd
 o
ne
 
pi
ec
e 
of
 w
ri
ti
ng
 in
 w
hi
ch
 y
ou
 e
xp
re
ss
 y
ou
r 
op
in
io
ns
 o
n 
a 
pa
rt
ic
ul
ar
 t
op
ic
:  
!
 
Th
e 
wr
it
te
n 
pi
ec
e 
wo
ul
d 
be
 c
ol
le
ct
ed
 i
n 
fo
llo
wi
ng
 a
 w
ri
ti
ng
 
se
ss
io
n 
th
at
 w
e 
wi
ll 
do
 in
 o
ne
 o
f 
yo
ur
 E
ng
lis
h 
cl
as
se
s.
 
!
 
Th
e 
sp
ok
en
 p
ie
ce
 w
ou
ld
 b
e 
pr
od
uc
ed
 i
n 
a 
se
pa
ra
te
 s
es
si
on
 
co
nd
uc
te
d 
be
tw
ee
n 
th
e 
tw
o 
of
 u
s.
 T
hi
s 
se
ss
io
n 
wi
ll 
be
 
re
co
rd
ed
 u
si
ng
 a
 v
oi
ce
 r
ec
or
de
r,
 a
nd
 y
ou
 s
ho
ul
d 
be
 o
ut
 o
f 
cl
as
s 
fo
r 
no
 m
or
e 
th
an
 t
hi
rt
y 
m
in
ut
es
. 
A
ft
er
 I
 h
av
e 
co
lle
ct
ed
 in
 y
ou
r 
pi
ec
es
, t
he
 f
ir
st
 t
hi
ng
 I
 w
ill
 d
o 
is
 r
em
ov
e 
yo
ur
 n
am
e 
fr
om
 t
he
m
. 
Th
is
 i
s 
so
 t
ha
t 
no
-o
ne
 c
an
 t
el
l 
wh
ic
h 
st
ud
en
ts
 
pr
od
uc
ed
 
wh
ic
h 
pi
ec
es
 
of
 
la
ng
ua
ge
. 
Th
en
, 
I 
wi
ll 
co
nv
er
t 
th
em
 
in
to
 
el
ec
tr
on
ic
 c
op
ie
s,
 a
nd
 p
ut
 y
ou
r 
pi
ec
es
 w
it
h 
th
e 
pi
ec
es
 t
ha
t 
I 
am
 c
ol
le
ct
in
g 
fr
om
 t
he
 o
th
er
 y
ea
r 
se
ve
ns
, 
ei
gh
ts
, 
an
d 
ni
ne
s.
 O
nc
e 
I 
ha
ve
 p
ut
 a
ll 
of
 
th
es
e 
ex
am
pl
es
 o
f 
sp
ea
ki
ng
 a
nd
 w
ri
ti
ng
 t
og
et
he
r,
 I
 w
ill
 u
se
 a
 s
pe
ci
al
 
co
m
pu
te
r 
pr
og
ra
m
 t
o 
he
lp
 m
e 
se
e 
wh
at
 la
ng
ua
ge
 p
at
te
rn
s 
ca
n 
be
 f
ou
nd
. 
! Throug
ho
ut
 t
he
 p
ro
je
ct
, 
yo
ur
 c
on
tr
ib
ut
io
ns
 w
ill
 b
e 
tr
ea
te
d 
in
 c
om
pl
et
e 
co
nf
id
en
ce
. 
Th
is
 m
ea
ns
, 
fi
rs
tl
y,
 t
ha
t 
al
l 
of
 y
ou
r 
pi
ec
es
 w
ill
 b
e 
se
cu
re
ly
 
lo
ck
ed
 a
wa
y.
 S
ec
on
dl
y,
 I
 w
ill
 o
nl
y 
ev
er
 w
or
k 
wi
th
 t
he
 n
am
el
es
s 
el
ec
tr
on
ic
 
co
pi
es
. F
in
al
ly
, o
nl
y 
th
es
e 
na
m
el
es
s 
el
ec
tr
on
ic
 c
op
ie
s 
wi
ll 
be
 k
ep
t 
fo
r 
an
y 
fu
tu
re
 r
es
ea
rc
h.
 A
ll 
of
 t
hi
s 
m
ea
ns
 t
ha
t 
if
 I
 p
ub
lis
h 
an
y 
of
 m
y 
re
su
lt
s 
no
-
on
e 
wi
ll 
be
 a
bl
e 
to
 t
el
l w
hi
ch
 p
ie
ce
s 
yo
u 
pr
od
uc
ed
, p
er
ha
ps
 n
ot
 e
ve
n 
yo
u!
  
O
f 
co
ur
se
, 
it
 i
s 
co
m
pl
et
el
y 
up
 t
o 
yo
u 
wh
et
he
r 
yo
u 
ar
e 
ha
pp
y 
fo
r 
m
e 
to
 
co
lle
ct
 in
 t
he
se
 t
wo
 e
xa
m
pl
es
 o
f 
yo
ur
 la
ng
ua
ge
; a
nd
 y
ou
 c
an
 a
lw
ay
s 
ch
an
ge
 
yo
ur
 m
in
d 
at
 a
ny
 t
im
e.
 S
ti
ll,
 I
 r
ea
lly
 h
op
e 
yo
u 
do
 d
ec
id
e 
to
 j
oi
n 
in
, 
be
ca
us
e 
I 
be
lie
ve
 y
ou
 h
av
e 
an
 i
m
po
rt
an
t 
an
d 
va
lu
ab
le
 c
on
tr
ib
ut
io
n 
to
 
m
ak
e.
 W
ho
 k
no
ws
, 
yo
u 
co
ul
d 
ha
ve
 a
 b
ig
 i
nf
lu
en
ce
 o
n 
ho
w 
we
 u
nd
er
st
an
d 
st
ud
en
ts
’ 
ch
an
gi
ng
 l
an
gu
ag
e,
 a
nd
 p
er
ha
ps
 e
ve
n 
in
fl
ue
nc
e 
ho
w 
fu
tu
re
 
st
ud
en
ts
 a
re
 t
au
gh
t!
 
  
   D
ea
r 
M
r 
Br
en
ch
le
y,
 
   I
 a
m
 h
ap
py
 t
o 
co
nt
ri
bu
te
 o
ne
 e
xa
m
pl
e 
of
 m
y 
sp
ee
ch
 a
nd
 o
ne
 e
xa
m
pl
e 
of
 m
y 
  
  w
ri
ti
ng
 t
o 
yo
ur
 p
ro
je
ct
. I
 c
an
 a
lw
ay
s 
ch
an
ge
 m
y 
m
in
d 
la
te
r 
– 
al
l I
 n
ee
d 
to
 d
o 
is
   
  l
et
 e
it
he
r 
yo
u 
or
 m
y 
En
gl
is
h 
te
ac
he
r 
kn
ow
. 
    
   
   
   
   
M
y 
na
m
e:
 …
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
….
..…
.  
 
   
   
   
   
   
M
y 
si
gn
at
ur
e:
 …
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
……
….
….
 
   
   
   
  R
es
ea
rc
he
r’s
 n
am
e:
   
 M
R 
BR
EN
CH
LE
Y 
   
 S
ig
na
tu
re
: p
ut
 s
ig
na
tu
re
 h
er
   
  
    
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  D
at
e:
 …
……
……
……
….
.  
 !
!
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! !
! My!na
me!is!
Mr!Br
enchle
y.!My!
job!is!
to!
study!
studen
t!langu
age,!an
d!I!wo
uld!lik
e!
your!h
elp!wit
h!a!pro
ject!I!a
m!wor
king!on
.!
The!aim
!of!my
!projec
t!is!to!
help!ev
eryone
!
better!
unders
tand!h
ow!spe
ech!an
d!writi
ng!cha
nge!as
!studen
ts!get!
older.!T
his!is!a
!fascin
ating!t
opic!w
hich!sh
ows!ju
st!how
!clever
!we!all
!
are!wh
en!we!
use!lan
guage.!
It!is!al
so!som
ething!
we!nee
d!to!kn
ow!
more!a
bout,!s
o!that!
every!s
tudent
!can!be
come!t
he!bes
t!speak
er!and
!
writer!
possib
le.!
This!is
!where
!you!ca
n!help
.!You!s
ee,!in!o
rder!to
!better
!under
stand!
how!st
udent!l
anguag
e!chang
es,!I!ne
ed!to!s
tudy!go
od!exa
mples!
of!real!
speech
!and!re
al!writ
ing!pro
duced!
by!real
!studen
ts.!I!thi
nk!you
!would
!
make!
an!exc
ellent!
contrib
ution!h
ere.!So
,!with!
your!p
ermiss
ion,!I!
would!
like!to!
collect
!in!one
!short!
examp
le!of!yo
ur!spo
ken!lan
guage!
and!on
e!short
!examp
le!of!yo
ur!writ
ten!lan
guage.!
How!w
ould!th
is!wor
k?!Wel
l,!I!wo
uld!col
lect!in!
one!pie
ce!of!s
peech!
and!on
e!piece
!of!wr
iting!in
!which
!you!e
xpress
!your!o
pinions
!on!a!
particu
lar!top
ic:!!
!
 The!w
ritten!
piece!
would!
be!col
lected!
in!follo
wing!a
!
writing
!sessio
n!that!
we!wil
l!do!in
!one!o
f!your!
English
!
classes
.!
!
 The!s
poken!
piece!
would!
be!pro
duced!
in!a!s
eparat
e!
session
!condu
cted!be
tween!
the!tw
o!of!us
.!This!s
ession!
will!be
!record
ed!usin
g!a!voi
ce!reco
rder,!a
nd!you
!should
!
be!out!
of!class
!for!no
!more!t
han!thi
rty!min
utes.!
After!I!
have!co
llected
!in!you
r!piece
s,!the!f
irst!thi
ng!I!wi
ll!do!is
!remov
e!
your!n
ame!fr
om!the
m.!This
!is!so!t
hat!noH
one!ca
n!tell!w
hich!st
udents
!
produc
ed!whi
ch!piec
es!of!l
anguag
e.!Then
,!I!will
!conve
rt!them
!into!
electro
nic!cop
ies,!and
!put!yo
ur!piec
es!with
!the!pie
ces!tha
t!I!am!!
collect
ing)fro
m)the)
other)y
ear)sev
ens,)eig
hts,)an
d)nines
.)Once)
I)have)
put)all)
of)thes
e)exam
ples)of
)speaki
ng)and
)writin
g)toget
her,)I)w
ill)use)a
)
special
)compu
ter)pro
gram)t
o)help)
me)see
)what)l
anguag
e)patte
rns)can
)
be)foun
d.)
Throug
hout)t
he)pro
ject,)y
our)co
ntribut
ions)w
ill)be)
treated
)in)
comple
te)conf
idence
.)This)m
eans,)fi
rstly,)th
at)all)o
f)your)p
ieces)w
ill)be)
secure
ly)lock
ed)aw
ay.)Sec
ondly,)
I)will)
only)e
ver)wo
rk)wit
h)the)
namele
ss)elec
tronic)
copies.
)Finall
y,)only
)these)
namele
ss)elec
tronic)
copies)
will)be
)kept)f
or)any
)future
)resear
ch.)All)
of)this)
means
)that)if
)I)
publish
)any)of
)my)res
ults)no
Bone)w
ill)be)a
ble)to)t
ell)whi
ch)piec
es)you)
produc
ed,)per
haps)n
ot)even
)you!))
Of)cour
se,)it)is
)compl
etely)u
p)to)yo
u)whet
her)you
)are)ha
ppy)for
)me)to)
collect
)in)the
se)two
)examp
les)of)y
our)lan
guage;
)and)yo
u)can)a
lways)
change
)your)m
ind)at)
any)tim
e.)Still,
)I)reall
y)hope
)you)d
o)decid
e)to)
join)in
,)becau
se)I)b
elieve)
you)ha
ve)an)
import
ant)an
d)valu
able)
contrib
ution)t
o)make
.)Who)k
nows,)y
ou)cou
ld)have
)a)big)i
nfluenc
e)on)
how)w
e)unde
rstand
)studen
ts’)cha
nging)l
anguag
e,)and)
perhap
s)even
)
influen
ce)how
)future
)studen
ts)are)t
aught!)
) )
) ))Dear)M
r)Brenc
hley,)
) ))I)am)h
appy)to
)contri
bute)on
e)exam
ple)of)m
y)speec
h)and)o
ne)exam
ple)of))
))
))my)wr
iting)to
)your)p
roject.)
I)can)al
ways)c
hange)
my)min
d)later
)–)all)I)n
eed))
))to)do)
is)let)ei
ther)yo
u)or)my
)Englis
h)teach
er)know
.)
) )))))))))))))
))My)na
me:)……
…………
…………
…………
…………
…………
…………
…...….)))
)))))))))))))
))My)sig
nature
:)…………
…………
…………
……….…
…………
…………
….….)
)))))) )))))Rese
archer
’s)name
:))))MR)B
RENCH
LEY)))))S
ignatur
e:)put)s
ignatur
e)her)))
))
) )))))))))))))
)))))))))))))
)))))))))))))
)))))))))))))
)))))))))))))
)))))))))))))
)))))))))))))
)))))))))Da
te:)……
…………
……..)))
)
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!
!!!!!! !!!!Dear!Parent!or!Guardian,!My!name!is!Mark!Brenchley,!and!I!am!researching!how!language!changes!as!students!get!older.! This! research! is! valuable,! I! believe,! because! a! better! understanding! of! these!changes!can!help!ensure!that!every!child!becomes!the!best!speaker!and!writer!possible.!For! this! research! to!be!successful,! I!need! to!study!good!examples!of! student! language.!Accordingly,! I! am! currently! visiting! the! school! in! order! to! collect! in! some! of! these!examples.! I!believe!your!child!would!make!a!fantastic!contribution!here,!and!so!I!hope!you!will!be!happy!for!me!to!collect!in!one!short!piece!of!their!speech!and!one!short!piece!of! their! writing.! Both! pieces! are! to! be! produced! in! school,! with! the! written! piece!produced!during!a!single! lesson!and!the!spoken!piece!recorded!during!a!thirty!minute!individual!session!conducted!by!myself.!Your!child’s!contributions!would!then!be!placed!with!the!other!examples!I!am!collecting,!and!I!would!explore!all!these!examples!together!to!see!what!we!can!learn!about!student!language.!!Throughout! my! research,! your! child’s! contributions! will! be! treated! in! complete!confidence,!with!their!name!being!immediately!removed!from!both!pieces!of!language.!Furthermore,!any!analyses!and!reports!will!always!be!conducted!so!that!your!child!can!never!be! identified.!Finally,!all! the!original!examples!of! the!students’! language!will!be!securely!stored,!as!is!the!law,!and!safely!destroyed!once!the!project!has!finished.!Whilst! the! school! has! confirmed! that! they! are! happy! for! the! speaking! and! writing!sessions! to! go! ahead!over! the!next! few!days,!whether!or!not! I! actually! collect! in! your!own!child’s!examples!is!entirely!your!choice.!Accordingly,!if!you!do!not!wish!me!to!do!so,!please!let!me!know!by!returning!the!slip!below!to!the!school.!You!should!also!feel!free!to!contact! me! at! any! point,! and! I! will! happily! answer! any! questions! you! might! have.!Otherwise,!I!look!forward!to!working!with!your!child!and!to!the!valuable!contribution!I!am!certain!they!will!make.!! ! ! Yours!sincerely,!and!with!thanks,!!!!!!Dear!Mr!Brenchley,!Thank!you!for!inviting!my!child!to!contribute!to!your!research.!However,!I!would!prefer!that!you!did!not!collect!in!the!aboveKdescribed!examples!of!their!language.!!Signature:!________________________________________________________________!!!!!!Date:!______________!!Please!print!your!name!here:!___________________________________________________________________!
Mark!Brenchley!c/o!Graduate!School!of!Education!St!Luke's!Campus!Heavitree!Road!Exeter!!EX1!2LU!Telephone:!07896!988596!Email:!mdtb201@exeter.ac.uk!
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Glossary 
Adverbial Clause =def Any clause that appears in a non-complement position, 
that functions like an adverb, and that combines at the clause level. 
Adverbial Clauses per Clause =def The average number of adverbial clauses 
per clause. 
Adverbial Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of adverbial clauses 
per t-unit. 
Age =def The participant’s year group at the point of elicitation.  
Attainment =def The attainment level of a participant for subject English at the 
point of elicitation, as defined by the then current National Curriculum for 
England and assigned by the main participant’s school. 
Audience =def The intended recipient of a text, specified here through having 
each participant produce a text for the same audience type. 
Clause =def Prototypically, any sequence of words headed by a lexical verb. 
Clause Length =def The average number of words per clause. 
Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of clauses per t-unit. 
Comment Clause =def Prototypically, any sequence of words headed by a finite 
lexical verb, the latter normally requiring a subordinate clause for 
grammaticality but appearing in a position that is detached from any such 
possible clause. 
Comment Clauses per Clause =def The average number of comment clauses 
per clause. 
Comment Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of comment clauses 
per t-unit. 
Diatypic Variation =def Any variation in the linguistic patterns marking particular 
pieces of discourse, this variation resulting from differences in the 
communicative contexts underlying each such piece of discourse. 
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Genre =def A type of text defined by a distinctive communicative purpose, 
specified here through having participants produce a spoken and written non-
narrative text in which they explained their views on a socially important topic. 
Main Clause =def Any clause that could otherwise stand by itself as a complete 
grammatical unit and which is not subordinated to another clause. 
Modality =def Any text produced in solely spoken or solely written form, and 
composed under certain production conditions characteristic of prototypical 
speaking and writing. This was specified here through each having each 
participant one such spoken and one such written text. 
Modality-Related Syntactic Development =def any substantive alteration in an 
individual’s spoken and written syntax that results from differences in the age 
and/or attainment of this individual. This was specified here in terms of 
changes in the associations between the participant scores for the variables of 
age, attainment, and (syntactic) mode. 
 (Syntactic) Mode =def The spoken and written arrangements of words into 
clausal or phrasal patterns and relationships according to their particular part 
of speech. This was specified here in terms of the scores assigned to each 
spoken and written text for various syntactic measures.  
Non-Finite Adverbial Clause =def Any adverbial clause such that neither its 
defining lexical verb nor any auxiliary verbs directly associated with this verb 
are marked for tense. 
Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per Clause =def The average number of non-
finite adverbial clauses per clause. 
Non-Finite Adverbial Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of non-
finite adverbial clauses per t-unit. 
Non-Finite Clause =def Any clause such that neither its defining lexical verb nor 
any auxiliary verbs directly associated with this verb are marked for tense. 
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clause =def Any non-finite clause that is not an 
adverbial clause. 
Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per Clause =def The average number of 
non-finite non-adverbial clauses per clause. 
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Non-Finite Non-Adverbial Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of 
non-finite non-adverbial clauses per t-unit. 
Noun-Modifying Clause =def Any clause that directly combines with a 
preceding noun.  
Noun-Modifying Clauses per Clause =def The average number of noun-
modifying clauses per clause. 
Noun-Modifying Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of noun-
modifying clauses per t-unit. 
Noun-Modifying Relative Clause =def Any clause marked by a finite verb 
phrase that directly and non-parenthetically combines with a preceding noun, 
this noun such that it is linked either to a wh-word which introduces the clause 
or to an unexpressed element within the clause itself. 
Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per Clause =def The average number of 
noun-modifying relative clauses per clause. 
Noun-Modifying Relative Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of 
noun-modifying relative clauses per t-unit. 
Parenthetical Relative Clause =def Any clause any clause marked by a finite 
verb phrase and which acts as parenthetical information to either a preceding 
noun or a preceding clause. In the case of a preceding noun, this noun must 
be linked either to a wh-word which introduces the clause or to an 
unexpressed element within the clause itself. In the case of a preceding 
clause, the parenthetical clause must be introduced by the wh-word “which”. 
Phrasal Clause =def Any clause that combines with a preceding adjective, 
adverb, or noun, whether directly or indirectly. 
Phrasal Clauses per Clauses =def The average number of phrasal clauses per 
clause. 
Phrasal Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of phrasal clauses per t-
unit. 
Production Circumstances =def The degree of planning and editablity afforded 
by the linguistic material uttered. This was specified here through having each 
participant produce their spoken text in a context intended to minimise this 
degree and their written text in a context intended to maximise this degree. 
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Production Conditions =def The particular setting and production 
circumstances of a piece of discourse. 
Register =def A particular variety of discourse defined by distinct communicative 
functions and generally characterised by distinctive linguistic features. Such 
registers can be general, as in the case of fiction, or highly specific, as in a 
recipe.  
Relative Clauses per Clause =def The average number of noun-modifying 
relative clauses and parenthetical relative clauses per clause. 
Relative Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of noun-modifying 
relative clauses and parenthetical relative clauses per t-unit 
Setting =def the public/private nature of a text, specified through having 
participants produce their spoken text in the immediate presence of an 
audience (“public”) and their written text for a remote audience (“private”). 
Syntactic Packaging =def how clauses are connected to other clauses via 
coordination and subordination. 
Syntax =def The permissible arrangements of words into clausal or phrasal 
patterns and relationships according to their particular part of speech and 
according to the conventions of (Standard British) English. 
Text =def Any piece of monologic discourse, specified here in terms of the 
spoken and written monologues produced by participants in response to the 
elicitation task. 
Topic =def The particular content domain on which a particular text is focused, 
specified here through having each participant produce one spoken and one 
written text each focused on the same domain. 
T-unit =def Prototypically, any sequence of linguistic material that constitutes a 
main clause, together with any subordinate clauses or non-clausal material 
either attached to or embedded within this main clause. 
T-unit Complex =def Prototypically, either any sequence of t-units in which each 
t-unit is linked to another by one of the primary coordinators (viz. “and”, “but”, 
“or”) or a single t-unit where there is no such coordinator. 
T-unit Complex Length =def The average number of words per t-unit complex. 
T-unit Length =def The average number of words per t-unit. 
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T-units per T-unit Complex =def The average number of t-units per t-unit 
complex. 
Verbal Complement Clause =def Any clause that appears as the argument of a 
surrounding lexical verb.  
Verbal Complement Clauses per Clause =def The average number of verbal 
complement clauses per clause. 
Verbal Complement Clauses per T-unit =def The average number of verbal 
complement clauses per t-unit. 
Word =def Prototypically, any linguistic unit that would be separated by a space 
if written down according to the conventions of Standard English. 
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